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Chapter 1. Red Shoes

The train was watching Olesya undress.
She thought it shuddered under the carpet, thick purple
carpet, felt the shudder through the soles of her shoes, new
flats acquired for the tour in a boutique on Tverskaya, a red
lacquer pair that cost half of her principal dancer salary, but
it was worth it, dammit, it was worth it to spend—
There it is again.
A dragging laborious stretch ran through the casing of the
machine as though it expanded and contracted, rushing out the
air with a hiss. Olesya tore up her feet. Her heart thrummed.
It can’t be. I’m just—
She glanced out the window. They were standing. According
to the large electronic clock it was 11:08 A.M. The train wasn’t
due to depart for another five minutes.
I wish we’d leave already. I don’t know if I can stand any
more of this...whatever it is, are they checking the wheels? I
hear Americans are never late, not like Russians. For us the
concept of time doesn’t exist. I’m the only weirdo, always
showing up before practice. Should’ve taken a shot of vodka like
Natasha said. Now I’m hearing things that aren’t there.
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Olesya shook her head and continued to unpack. Her lucky
charm—the TUBE toy train locomotive that she nicknamed
Trubochka—the present her father gave her the year he died, the
token of his memory she carried with her ever since, was already
unwrapped and sitting on the foldout table, scuffed and scraped
by a decade of life in pockets but still discernably chic for a
mere toy, originally painted peachy cream, now faded to the
shade of a healed scar.
She hung the coat on the hook by the door, stepped into
slippers, carefully placed the flats on the floor, unzipped the
cosmetic bag, and started brushing her strawberry hair, wavy,
trimmed neatly to shoulder length—also in prep for the tour—at
the Charodeika hair salon on Novy Arbat the day before
departure.
If Alla Borisovna finds out, she’ll kill me.
Olesya quickly rolled it into a bun, a dozen bobby pins
between her lips, and proceeded pinning down every wisp that
dared to stick out. A moderate amount of hair spray, and she
patted her head all around, checking herself in the mirror.
Looks good. I don’t think she’ll be able to tell.
Outside the announcer mumbled something in English. The
voice came out warbled, echoey.
What did she say? God, it’s dark. Like in a crypt.
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Another inhale. A definite inhale. The carpet rose a
fraction of an inch and fell, sagged back into place. Sagged
more, inward, bounced back. And a rattle, the type that shakes
up moisture in pneumonic lungs.
My God, maybe I’m dizzy.
Goose bumps broke over Olesya’s body. She stared at the
floor for a tense moment, then lifted up both legs and pressed
her face to the coolness of the glass, forcing herself to think
back to Moscow railway stations like Leningradsky with its
clocktowers and arcades from where she traveled to her
grandmother’s funeral in St. Petersburg, or to Belorusskaya with
its mint-green walls that sent her on a trip to Prague, or even
the unsightly Kursky with its open concrete platforms from which
she departed to spend summers in Crimea.
None of them were as dingy, as oppressing at this Chicago
terminal. Dark. Ceilinged. Dully lit. With red-vested personnel
scurrying to and fro with luggage trolleys. And the trains. The
color of flesh with red vertical stripes between each window, a
blue line on the bottom as though they were dipped in venous
blood, and that same blue line along the ridge of its roof,
flanked by two red ones, all three culminating in round lights
at the front of the engine where below its mouth sat the company
logo, a creamy smudge of the rushing train bursting out of the
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inky circle rimmed in red and buttressed by red letters TUBE,
and underneath that, smaller, Trans-Urban Blitz-Express.
In this cold artificial light instead of the intended
highly refined ecru the carriages looked pink, the unhealthy
pink of a human limb that has been severed and—
Olesya shook her head. Her eyes drifted to the carpet
threads, woven stitches running in rows, pumping liquid from the
head of the train to the cars.
What am I thinking? It’s absurd. It must be the wheels. The
wheels are—
The wheels are what?
In pain? The whole train is in pain. It’s hurting.
The thought burrowed through Olesya’s head and departed,
leaving her with a headache.
“It’s breathing...” Her voice startled her.
She cast a glance around the compartment: two berths facing
one another, tooled in red velvet of an unpleasantly rich hue,
with upholstered backs to lean on, and over them on beige walls
in place of upper berths of the cheaper, 36-place cars, headsupporting pillows appended on hooks of pale copper—that same
disgusting tone of the carriages, a band of cotton over each
adorned with TUBE logo, in protection of the velvet from the
oils secreted by scalps, and above them four sconce lights, two
on each wall, round, frosted glass held in copper cilia as
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though eyes, blind, staring at Olesya in a vain attempt to see
her. No nets, no shelves of any kind, no other surface present
except the table jutting out like a lip under the window fringed
with TUBE curtains, chintzy cotton, same blue line on the top
and the bottom, same red vertical stripes as though traced by
dripping paint, and, mercilessly, an unadorned shade behind them
by closing which, Olesya surmised, it was just possible to make
the roomette pitch-black.
Unnecessary, superfluous splendor.
The interior heaved. Perhaps a fraction of an inch, but
Olesya saw it, the tubular innards of some vessel that—
She didn’t register the knock at first.
The door slid open, and Olesya jumped, her headache
thudding.
In the shaft of the artificial light stood Inga, the girl
made of money, her perfection that of a doll, a lump of vinyl
squeezed from a rubber udder and poured into a mold where it
hardened, her features smooth, tanned to a crisp in an elite
sports club at $1 per minute; combined with a skin peeling
procedure Fresh Bake, at $100 per visit; combined with sucking
off the grisly dick of the club manager Vasiliy Osolodkin, 38,
married with two children, free. Whatever extravagances her
salary didn’t allow were supplied by multiple protégés in return
for her warming their beds. The only hiccup on her path to
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stardom was this scrawny brainless bitch who charmed the company
director with her jerky hips and coltish legs that stabbed the
stage, a blasphemy on professional ballet.
Whatever Chuchundra found in you, thought Inga, I don’t get
it.
Her almond eyes, lost in the pools of black liner, roved
through the compartment and stopped on the heap of bags
occupying most of the left couchette. A brow lifted, she gazed
at Olesya.
“Belaya, how come you’re alone?”
Olesya, still under the influence of her recent vision,
couldn’t quite speak.
“What are you, deaf? Answer. How did you score a
compartment all for yourself?”
“Alla Borisovna asked...” began Olesya.
“What, Chuchundra put you up here alone? I don’t believe
it. “Veronika!” she called to the corridor. “Come see. Belaya
managed to wheedle out a room for herself, sitting here like a
queen, wouldn’t even talk to me.”
“What?”
“You have to see this.”
“Jesus. Chill. Give me a minute.”
“Oh my God, you’re slow. What are you doing in there?”
“Changing.”
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“Again?”
A moment later the second head appeared in the door, the
perpetually displeased countenance of Veronika, chicken on
stilts bleached blond, nose too large, hands to big, ego barely
fitting into the sequin dress that screamed, “Fuck me!” Whatever
went wrong in her life has permanently altered her character to
that of a dumb bird, hungry to peck at someone to ease her
vexation, seeking relief, finding none, deciding that maybe she
didn’t peck hard enough and starting all over again. At present,
Olesya was the perfect target to poke for no other reason except
the fun of poking.
“Are you kidding me?” Veronika fingered the zipper on her
dress making sure it was closed.
“I told you.”
“What’s the magic, Belaya? How did you do it?”
“I didn’t do anything,” protested Olesya.
“What, you think we’re not worthy of your secret?”
“No, that’s not it at all. Alla Borisovna asked me if I’d
be okay with watching over the costumes, and I said, sure, no
problem. I can do that.”
“Sure, no problem, she can do that.” Inga smirked. “Did you
hear that? She asked her. You know, you suck at lying, Belaya.
Come up with a better story next time.” Inga stepped in,
pointedly kicking Olesya’s flats under the bed.
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“Oops! I’m sorry.”
Olesya cringed.
“Nice shoes,” said Veronika. “Where did you get them?”
“On Tverskaya. There is this little boutique—”
“What brand?” interrupted Inga.
“Valentino.”
“You’re lying. How much?”
“$350.”
“That’s too cheap for Valentino. You got swindled, stupid.
And anyhow, where did you get the money for that?” She leaned
in, her brown eyes wide, brown of the second-rate shitty
chocolate you can buy at any metro kiosk. “Or did you finally
clean out the grit from your vagina?”
The girls laughed.
Olesya blushed crimson.
“What’s that you’re holding?” asked Veronika suddenly. “A
toy?”
Forgotten in the heat of the confrontation, Trubochka sat
snug in Olesya’s clammy fingers. She didn’t realize she was
squeezing it, her knuckles white. She opened her palm.
“Can I see?” Veronika plopped on the seat and
unceremoniously snatched it, turning it this way and that.
“Piece of junk.” She tossed it to Inga who caught it.
Olesya thought she heard the train rumble.
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We must be leaving.
Click.
The intercom coughed and came to life.
“Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome aboard.
My name is Carl Silverman, and I’m your head engineer. We’re due
to depart just about now. Next stopover is in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, in exactly one hour and thirty-seven minutes
according to our schedule. It’ll be a brief stop, so if you
decide to go out and stretch your legs, don’t walk off too far.
We don’t want to leave without you. Once again, welcome aboard.
On behalf of TUBE: Trans-Urban Blitz-express I thank you for
choosing us your as your travelling companions.”
Click.
A shrill whistle signaled their departure. The carriage
jolted, stopped, then lurched again and with a slow measured
cadence began moving, slogging along the tracks. Faster. Faster.
The dingy platform with its pinkish lights rolled away, replaced
by dark skyscrapers. Brick. Iron. Burnished steel sky.
“Finally,” Inga slammed Trubochka on the table.
The car juddered, swayed around the bend, accelerating. The
clattering of the wheels acquired a soothing rhythm, almost
music. Pianoforte, strings, like Tchaikovsky’s soul laid out
bare on Chicago streets, spinning, spinning.
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“It better not snow,” remarked Veronika, squinting at the
clouds.
“Snow? In March?” asked Inga. “Have you lost your mind?”
“They look like snow clouds.”
There was a polite knock on the door.
The girls shared a scared look.
“May I?” said a pleasant male voice in American English.
“Yes,” replied Olesya.
“Whew. I thought it was Chuchundra for a second.” Inga
stood up. “We better go.”
The door opened.
“I hope I’m not disturbing?” A jolly man of about fifty
looked in. Behind a pair of round glasses blinked round laughing
eyes, a cap sat on the round head, backwards. Everything about
him was round, including his belly hugged by the red TUBE
uniform. He smiled his perfect thirty-two American teeth.
“Ladies? Sorry if I’m interrupting. I’m Larry Oliver. I’ll
be your conductor. My compartment is right over there, on the
left. On behalf of TUBE, I welcome you onboard. If you need
anything, don’t hesitate to press that button.” He pointed to a
button by the door. “Launch will be served at 12:30, in about—”
he glanced at his wristwatch, “an hour. Would you like some tea
or coffee in the meantime?”
Nobody said a word.
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Larry politely waited, his eyes jumping from girl to girl,
obviously astounded at the thinness of their bodies, so unlike
American girls with their well-fed thighs and solid bellies and
prominent healthy cheeks.
Holy moly, they’re thin. Like some emaciated inmates from a
concentration camp, all eyes, but what eyes, huge! Exotic, I
grant it. Foreigners. Must be foreigners. Europe. Eastern
Europe? Slavic, look at those cheekbones. That one’s got a nice
set of jugs. Too much makeup, though. Eh, Larry, put your cock
back where it belongs. You’re fit to be their grandfather. What
are they, nineteen? Twenty? Feed them well, get some meat on
those bones. Christ, who’d want to marry a skeleton like that.
There’s nothing to grab—
“No, thank you,” said Olesya, shaking cobwebs off her
broken English, whatever it was she managed to remember from
grade school. She meant to refresh her memory before the tour
but failed to find the time, then forgot all about it, only
remembering her omission when they stepped out of the plane in
New York and the first woman who rattled to her a string of
directions was so black, Olesya involuntarily opened her mouth
and had to be nudged by Natasha to keep moving.
“Thank you,” she repeated.
The conductor didn’t answer, mesmerized, or stupefied, or
both.
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Did I say the right thing? doubted Olesya.
Inga harbored no such doubts. Noticing Larry’s oily gawking
at her breasts, she quickly appraised him for fuckability, and
the curious light in her eyes extinguished. A drunk, by the look
of him. A womanizer, too. Your regular raunchy Vasja Pupkin.
“Let’s go.” She grabbed Veronika by the sleeve and not granting
Larry an ounce of attention, squeezed past him, bumping into
Natasha.
“Oh, lookit. There comes the protector of the weak,”
remarked Inga before disappearing into her compartment next
door.
Natasha gave her a bewildered stare. “Aha, you’re a good
one yourself, curious Varvara.”
Upon hearing the strange tongue, Larry’s interest piqued
even further. “Where are you from?” he ventured, “if you don’t
mind me asking. I’m rather flabbergasted by your language. For
the life of me I cannot guess what it is. Something Eastern
European?”
Natasha flitted in and gracefully lowered herself between
the bags. “Russia,” she said, “Moscow. Ballet. Bolshoi?” That
was usually the clincher.
“Ahhh!” exclaimed Larry. “Bolshoi ballet. I’ve heard about
it. Magnificent, magnificent. And you would be on tour?”
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“Yes,” replied Natasha with an expression that didn’t
invite any further questioning.
“I love your accent. Very piquant. Well, like I said, if
you need anything, just press this button. Lunch is in about an
hour. Don’t worry, you won’t miss it. I’ll call you. I’ll knock
first, of course, so as not to disturb you. And welcome onboard
TUBE. We’re happy you chose us as your travelling companion.” He
forced himself to step out the door.
You old fool, what nonsense was that dribbling from you
mouth? At fifty-three, getting flustered like a little boy. You
know better than that. Betsy would give you a piece of her mind
if she saw you right now.
Natasha waited until his footsteps receded. “What did they
want?”
“Nothing,” said Olesya, looking at her friend, eating up
her face, her eyes. She couldn’t help it. She wanted skin like
hers, pure faience, luminescent. Chin, feminine, heart-shaped.
Hair, copper, the shade that sparkled dark gold in the sun. And
the body, that Raphaelian neck, the gentle slope of the
shoulders, tiny waist, and wide hips—the object of Alla
Borisovna’s daily scorn as she expected all dancers to have a
very high shoulder-to-hip ratio and Natasha hovered on the edge
of the accepted number. Olesya’s seemed to her boyish, angular,
awkward.
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“Olesya. Stop hanging noodles on my ears. You look like
someone forced you through a meat grinder.”
The corners of Olesya’s lips crept up into a shy smile. “I
always look like that.”
“No, you don’t. What did they do? What did they want here?”
Olesya shrugged. “Ah, same old...”
Natasha’s delicate lips puckered to a point. Even the end
of her nose sharpened, and her pupils. Needles. Needles pinked
Olesya. “Why are you doing this? Why do you let them hurt you?”
“I’m not. I’m not letting them anything.” Olesya stroked
the window. There were droplets of condensation on it, on the
other side, sitting on the dusting of grime—
Like pearls, if pearls could be transparent.
“Olesya.”
“Huh?”
Natasha sighed. She’s slipping me. This is so frustrating.
“Please. Don’t escape into one of your fantasy spells. I want to
help you, do you understand? Why, Olesya, why? Why do you let
those whores bully you? They’re not worth your pinky. Look at
me. Give me at least one good reason, okay? Just one.”
She’s not going to answer, she’s not. Stubborn like a mule.
“Doesn’t it bother you?”
Olesya shook her head.
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“Well, it bothers me.” Natasha gripped her knees. “I want
to help you. Please, let me help you.”
“Thank you. No, really, thank you. I’ll ask for help if I
need any. Promise. I just don’t need any help right now.”
“But you’re suffering!”
“Maybe it’s my choice.”
“Why would you choose to suffer?”
“You know what baffles me? That we have this tendency to
judge based on our own experiences. We decide that someone is in
pain because we think they’re in pain, but maybe they’re not.
It’s easier to assume than to ask and listen. Just because Inga,
Veronika, or Milena say something nasty to me doesn’t mean that
I’m hurting. It’s not about me, really. They just spill their
insecurities on me, because I’m a convenient scapegoat. Quiet.
Timid. Always gone in my head. So I let them.”
“Why would you let them?” asked Natasha, exasperated. “I
don’t understand you.”
“There’s too much pain in the world already.” Papa, that’s
what you taught me, papa. Olesya looked out the window,
following the blur of trees. “I don’t mind. If that makes them
feel a little better...”
“You amaze me,” Natasha leaned back. “I wish I had your
patience.”
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I wish I had your looks. Olesya bit her tongue. “It’s not
patience, Natasha, it’s...I don’t know. I just don’t see the
point.”
“The point is they’re assholes.”
“Not really.”
“God, you’re impossible. Look, I’m sorry I brought this up.
I worry about you.”
“Yeah, I get that. It’s okay. I’ll be fine.”
Natasha passed compressed air through her lips. “I talked
to Alla Borisovna.”
“You talked to her?” Olesya’s face fell, turning her pallid
complexion chalky.
“She says your footwork is unparalleled. Your athleticism,
your purity, authenticity and all that bullshit. You’re the
perfect lead girl, but then Inga threw a fit, you know her
methods, so she’s considering her. Just in case.”
“In case of what?”
“Injury.”
“And?”
“And?” She’s not getting it. “Inga is one crafty bitch,
Olesya. Just warning you.”
“What’s she going to do, smash my toes?”
“She might.”
“How?”
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“I don’t know how, I’m simply communicating to you my
worries. She makes me feel uneasy. She called me “protector of
the weak” when I was walking here. I didn’t like it.”
“That doesn’t mean anything.”
“Maybe it doesn’t. Maybe it does. You’re the best of the
troupe, yes, but if something were to happen to you...Chuchundra
will replace you in a heartbeat. Inga is breathing down your
neck, Olesya.”
“I know that.” The droplets, the droplets are gone. And
it’s getting colder. Outside an evergreen forest streaked past.
It bore first signs of snow, a mere dusting. There was no wind,
and a handful of elk sprinkled rocks, standing still, petrified
by the clanking clonking machine speeding by.
No one is going to stop me. Dance. “Dance is all I have.”
“What?”
“I said—” Olesya squeezed Trubochka too hard. A spasm
lurched through it, through her hand, through the car. A series
of whistles pierced the air, and the clatter of the wheels
answered with frantic rattling.
DANCE.
“What?”
“Did you say something?”
“I thought you said...”
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“What’s the matter? You have no face on you.” Natasha
leaned it to feel Olesya’s forehead. “Are you feeling okay?”
“I’m fine.” Olesya stared at Trubochka, absentmindedly
rolling the wheels back and forth. “Should’ve taken a shot of
vodka like you said. Must be the nerves.”
“You need to eat something,” declared Natasha. “And maybe
talk to Chuchundra about trying out for the Swan Lake.”
“And quit Serenade?” Olesya’s eyes widened. “Never.”
“Why not? What are you, married to it?” Natasha wrinkled
her brows, and a severe line formed between them. “You know
what? I’m sorry if this will annoy you, and I know I told you
this a million times, but you need to. Let. Go. Your papa will
never see it, and you know it.”
“You don’t understand...” Olesya trailed off. Trubochka
thrummed in her hand. Every little hair rose on her neck. Her
mouth went dry. What’s it doing? How is this...how is this
possible? She turned it over.
“Oh, yes, I do,” said Natasha impatiently.
“Wait. It’s not about that, Natasha, hold on. I’m
just...there’s something...I don’t know. This train...it doesn’t
feel like the others, it’s...”
“Well, you’re such a chucha.” Natasha chuckled in relief.
“We’re in America, silly. It’s not your crappy Russian jalopy
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rattling along rusted rails. This is smooth, quiet. Do you hear
how quiet it is?”
“Quiet?”
Click.
The intercom rustled, and out came Larry’s voice. “Ladies
and gentlemen, Larry speaking. I’m your conductor, as you may
recall. It’s 12:30 and we’re starting to serve lunch. Please
make your way to the dining car, and you’ll be seated by one of
our charming crewmembers. Thank you.”
Click.
“Let’s go kill the worm. I’m starving,” said Natasha. “Oy,
my dear old mother, what is that on your feet? What horror show
is this? For God’s sake, throw them away. You’ve had them for
years! What about those new flats? I want to see. Put them on.”
Olesya slipped Trubochka into her pocket and looked under
the bed. There they lay in the shadows, overturned like capsized
boats, glistening dull red. A premonition quickened in her
stomach. I shouldn’t wear them, I shouldn’t. Red. Red like her
blood, like—whose blood? What? What was that?
DANCE.
“You fell asleep there or what? Coming?”
“Aha.” Olesya snatched the shoes from the darkness, her
heart beating like a swan forced in a drawer.
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“Wow! Stunning. Classy. These won’t go out of fashion any
time soon.” Enraptured, Natasha slid a finger on the cool shiny
lacquer. “Can I try?”
“Sure.”
“Perfect fit. That’s it, I need to get a pair. How much?”
“$350.”
“What? You don’t say! That’s crazy.” Natasha tore her eyes
away from the shoes with difficulty, reluctantly stepping out.
“Hey, what is it? What’s wrong? You have no face on you. You
sure you’re all right?”
“Uh-huh.” Olesya swallowed. Did you hear something? No, I
shouldn’t ask. Obviously, she didn’t. It’s some kind of a
hallucination, that’s all. I just need to eat, put nourishment
in my body. Too much stress lately, jetlag. Yeah, that must be
it. Jetlag.
“All right then.” Natasha slid open the door. “Which way?”
“I can’t remember. Maybe it’s at the end?”
They scuttered along the corridor, swaying in lull with the
train, passing closed doors on the left, curtained windows on
the right, stepping on the long narrow rug which felt like
sinking in sludge and gave Olesya an uneasy feeling that when
she lifted her feet, it was reluctant to let go, holding onto
the soles of her shiny flats with every sticky fiber.
“And that is my coupe, number 5.”
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Natasha slid the door open, and Olesya peeked inside.
Same layout, same small table under the window, same two
berths upholstered in red velvet, the only difference was the
bedding. Natasha, being the domestic kind of a girl that likes
her chores done, had already fluffed up the pillow and rolled
out the blanket, her suitcase neatly stashed at the foot of the
bed. On the bed across reigned artistic chaos: soft shoes,
pointe shoes, belts, stretch bands, leg warmers, a diet book, a
back brace, rolls of tape, a deodorant, and other ballet
paraphernalia scattered over towels tangled with clothes.
“What a mess. Who’re you with?”
Natasha smirked. “Can’t you tell?”
“Lyuba?”
“Aha, our precious Ryzhik. At least she washed it all
before the trip. Thank God. I would’ve suffocated sleeping in
this stink.” She slid the door shut, and they continued forward.
The last door, with the creamy number 9 stenciled on its
window, was closed, but the curtain wasn’t drawn all the way, as
though leaving about an inch open on purpose. Olesya glanced
inside and went cold.
On the bed lay Egor, his shirt open, face sweaty, the
golden boy of Alla Borisovna Serova’s famous ballet troupe, the
star soloist, blond, striking, with a little line of a mustache
over his upper lip that gave him a gallant last-century look,
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and on top of him sat Milena wearing only a bra, a pose that
suggested either an upcoming copulation or an accomplished one,
her gorgeous chestnut bob in disarray.
“What is it?” Natasha halted.
Just then Milena sensed Olesya’s stare and turned around.
Her classic beauty, that dreamy languor of a silent film actress
from the 20s, chiaroscuro, eyes pools of ink, nose straight,
aristocratic, mouth small and tender, and all of that sitting
perched on a long subtle neck, a confection of sweetness below,
took away Olesya’s breath, as though she hasn’t seen her before
in the changing room, as though she never imagined her silky
body under the tights and the leotards and the tulle and the
gauze. She did, always comparing her own stick-figure to this
impossible softness and femininity, wanting it for herself in
more ways than one, getting confused, ashamed, yearning to
glimpse more, to see, to touch, like right now.
So beautiful, she’s so beautiful, it hurts. Of course he’d
fall for her. What am I next to this? Nothing, nothing to look
at. Ah, how I hate this. I hate this! I wish I could just cut
him out of my chest and be rid of this stupid infatuation.
Milena saw Olesya’s half-opened mouth through the glass,
and smiled. No teeth, only lips, very modest, almost demure.
“My, oh, my, I think we have guests. Would you like to join us?”
Egor started. “Who’s that?”
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“Only Belaya.”
“Ah, our rara avis. Never thought her to be a voyeur.”
“You’d be surprised. She always checks me out after
practice when I’m naked—”
Olesya recoiled, her heart ramming.
“Someone there?”
“No-no, nobody. Was just curious who’s in this room. The
curtain was open, so...” If Inga finds out, she’ll kill her.
“Oh, Zolotov got that one. I think. He’s alone in there,
just like you. Lucky duck.”
Natasha stepped past the toilet and wrenched open the door
to the vestibule, a cloister of a space at the end of the
carriage with exits on both sides and a door leading into the
next carriage.
“Brrr! It’s cold in here like in some grave.”
The clattering drone of the wheels instantly rose in
intensity, assaulting Olesya’s ears. The floor changed to grated
steel, shaky.
Natasha pressed on the handle and stepped into the gangway,
a claustrophobic connector between cars that looked and flexed
and smelled like rubber bellows.
A gizzard. It’s a gizzard.
A pulse of something mechanical and relentless blasted out,
and an overwhelming urge to flee washed over Olesya, as though
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she was too close to the heart of a living, breathing entity, an
organism, a—
“It’s locked. I think we’re on the wrong end,” pronounced
Natasha, turning around. “The dining car must be that way.”
Olesya stood frozen, watching the steel plates of the
passage scrape over one another right above the rushing ground
underneath, and the combined noise of their grinding and the
piston-pumping coming from behind the locked door, with the
stenciled letters DANGER: TUBE STAFF ONLY BEHYOND THIS POINT on
the vibrating glass, as though a warning that pulled her and
repelled her with its thrumming hit her body like a physical
being, hit her hard, hit her vision, causing red ripples to
radiate outward, red of her shoes, a red mess chomped down
between the plates, the jaws, the teeth—
It wants to hurt me. The train. It wants to—
Olesya gasped, gripping the ledge.
As though in confirmation the horn blew, tearing through
her eardrums, reverberating along her bones and exiting at her
feet that became one with the floor.
“Did you hear me?”
“Huh?”
“Are you coming?”
Moving about in a haze, Olesya followed Natasha, into the
corridor, past the doors, to the other side of the car where in
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an identical vestibule an identical door opened to a merry welllit dining car filled to the brim with chewing talking people.
Everyone was already there, Alla Borisovna and her chosen
dancers—except Milena and Egor. Even Larry was here. He sat with
other conductors at a separate table.
“Olesya, what is it with you today? Gaping around again?
Come on. Look, see over there? Your loyal Dima is waiting.”
Natasha winked and hopped to the other side.
Olesya couldn’t move. She stared at the gangway and saw a
throat, a pulsing throbbing gorge that salivated. The
perspiration trickled down the rubber in glistening lines and
flew off into the void below.
It’s waiting for me to step in, to consume me. It will
start with my feet, and then—
Natasha stepped back, seized Olesya by the arm and pulled.
And that’s when it happened.
Sitting snug in the new expensive flat, the patent leather
Valentino, genuine—it wasn’t a fake like Inga claimed, it was on
clearance, last year’s model sold for half the price—Olesya’s
right foot caught on the edge of the plate. She stumbled. The
sole, unworn and smooth, slipped on the steel polished with
years of use, and the tips of her toes wedged in the gap. At the
same moment the carriage lurched and clomped down, gnashing left
and right.
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Olesya jerked her leg a second too late.
The scream was unbearable.
It lasted a long time, or maybe it seemed to Olesya that it
went on and on, independent of her body, but when it was over
and she opened her eyes and looked at the damage, there was
blood mixed with whatever was left of the shoe, the individual
threads of the stitching hanging sadly, reproachfully.
“My shoe,” she said, “my new shoe. It’s ruined.”
The absurdity of her words was met with a gaping wall of
faces that gathered to the cry, held in the silent moment of
shock. And before the conductors rushed to her help, pushing
Natasha aside, before Dima shoved them all out of the way and
caught Olesya, her legs folding, she had another thought, not
about the potential danger of this injury that, depending on how
bad it was, could bring her ballet career to an end—she was used
to chronic injuries and the sight of smashed toes was nothing
new—but about the horror she was facing. She didn’t so much
think it as she felt it in her gut.
The train. The train did it. It did it on purpose.
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Chapter 2. Alla Borisovna’s Ultimatum

There was not a single doctor aboard the train, not a nurse, not
anyone capable of administering first aid for that matter. None
of the TUBE staff were medically trained, and there was nothing
else to do but to wait for their arrival in Milwaukee in
approximately thirty minutes and call an ambulance.
Hands clasped behind his back, head bent apologetically,
Larry reported the grave news to Alla Borisovna after the
conductors have traversed all ten cars: the lux 18-place sleeper
occupied by the Bolshoi troupe, the two regular 36-place
sleepers, the crew sleeper, the diner, the lounge, and every
single one of the four coaches.
“We’ve done all we could, ma’am. I’m truly sorry. I wish
there was something else we could do.” He rocked back and forth
on his heels. “Dare I mention that in twenty-seven years that
I’ve been with the company an accident like this has never
happened. It’s outright bizarre, if you ask me. Poor girl.” He
shook his head.
Alla Borisovna listened to his rapport stoically, without
interruptions, her sharp face creased in concentration, muted
panic written all over it, the perfectly round lacquered bun
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poking out like a bunion on her little head, everything about
her speaking of monastic austerity, the grey cardigan with its
tortoise-shell buttons, the grey skirt, the sensible low heels,
also grey. In other words, the perfect likeness of a muskrat,
which is what her pupils called her behind her back.
Chuchundra.
The neurotic authoritative idealist woman who has procured
for herself a cushy billet in the form of a well-endowed ballet
company director position after spending her youth on caprioling
around the stage, parting legs for the right government
officials, and posturing in Soviet propaganda art all the while
refusing to defect to the West like many of her contemporaries
did, winning prize after prize and personally praised for her
unwavering loyalty by the General Secretary himself. That was of
course before the Soviet Union fell apart—
Those were the halcyon days. And now it’s all moot. All
moot. And I don’t understand a single word this buffoon is
saying.
“No doctor?”
“I’m afraid not.”
All Borisovna flushed with indignation. “How? How possible?
I don’t understand. How many cars?”
“Ten, ma’am,” answered Larry politely.
“Ten! No doctor! I don’t believe.”
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“I’m sorry. Is there anything—”
“What kind of a service is this?” she continued in Russian
now, unable to withhold her peeve. “Any self-respecting
travelling business must train its employees in medical aid in
case there is an emergency onboard. What do you mean, no doctor?
And what if somebody has a heart attack? What are you, going to
let them die?”
Larry blinked.
“Inconceivable. Simply inconceivable. And we’re told
Americans know their business. They don’t know squat, as far as
I can see. All smiles and no substance. Sickening, sickening.”
Larry began to say something.
“Ah, no more. I beg of you. You have rattled off my ears
already. I need to check on my dancer.” She stood. “Away, away!”
That was delivered in stern English with an energetic wave of a
hand, dismissing Larry and the lounge car attendants like
importunate flies. “How does it look?”
“It’s okay,” said Olesya weakly. “It’s nothing, really.”
“Let me see.”
The dancers parted. Alla Borisovna kneeled by Olesya’s
foot, gingerly taking it into her hand and unwrapping the layers
of gauze, already soaked in blood.
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“Ay, yai, yai,” she winced, looking over the pinkish mess
of the toe, and wrapping it back up. “Half a nail torn off. My
God, Olesya. How did you manage to do this?”
“I don’t know. I guess...my foot got caught between the
plates.” Liar, what a liar. You know exactly what happened. You
need to tell someone. But who? Who would believe me? Natasha?
“And how are you going to dance now? We’re arriving in
Portland in two days, and the premiere is the day after, Olesya.
The day after!”
“It’s only a nail, Alla Borisovna. It’s no big deal. I’ll
manage.” Olesya’s lips trembled.
“This simply doesn’t fit in my head. You, of all people, my
lead girl, my best lead girl,”—there was a murmur at these
words, jealous whispers exchanged between Inga, Veronika, and
the recently arrived Milena—“with your pristine footwork, your
effortless balance, your plastique, your coordination, and
you’re telling me that you misstepped like some common klutz?”
Suppressed sniggers.
“Even the rare empyrean cygnets have the right to misstep,
Alla Borisovna,” said Egor’s melodic voice. “Please don’t be so
hard on our talented bird.”
“Hush! Nobody asked for your opinion, Zolotov. I’d like to
see what song you would’ve sung if you were in her position.”
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“Alla Borisovna is right, Egor,” admonished Milena. “Don’t
ruffle her feathers. Our star is in pain, can’t you see? She
deserves sympathy for her mishap.”
“Why are you saying this?” asked Natasha. “Why do you
always have to be such a bitch?”
“Language, Krasnitskaya, language! What is it with you?
What’s this disgrace I’m hearing?”
The dancers fell silent.
“It wasn’t—” began Olesya. It wasn’t me, she wanted to say.
Color mounted in her cheeks. Why do you let them abuse you? Say
something. Say something to make them stop.
“It wasn’t what?”
“Oh, nothing. I’m really sorry, Alla Borisovna. I know how
important this trip is for the company. I promise no one in the
audience will know. I’ll eat as many painkillers as it will
take. I’ll pack my whole leg in ice. I’ll—”
“We’ll see. Right now you need rest. Zolotov, if you’re so
concerned, why don’t you give Belaya a hand and escort her to
her room. Gumilyov, help him out, please. The rest of you, you
can stay for lunch if you want. I seem to have lost my appetite.
I’ll have one coffee, however. Coffee!” she motioned to the
nearest attendant, a big girl in the signature TUBE apron with a
shiny black braid and shiny olive skin, evidently Hispanic, her
bosom moving with every step like a pair of wrestling footballs.
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Alla Borisovna gave her a brisk glance of utter revulsion.
The rest Olesya didn’t see.
The delicate mint notes of Egor’s perfume mixed with his
just-after-the-fuck smell muddled her head. His touch made her
heart race, and all she wanted was to fold over him and have him
hold her, feel her, grab her.
Why is it that we girls always fall for the wrong men? And
why does he smell so good? Is there a method of extrication that
could help me root him out of my system?
“You can lean on me, it’s okay.”
His breath tickled her ear.
“Egor, wait up! Let me help. You sure you can walk?” Dima
supported Olesya on the other side, sweaty, out of breath, his
face wrecked with emotion.
Although he just turned twenty-one, he looked barely
sixteen, always the butt of the jokes for his childish
appearance, his inability to grow a beard, his skin smooth like
that of a baby, no hair on his calves or arms, nor on his chest—
the source of constant mockery from other male dancers, and on
top it an inability to control his emotions, either laughing at
anything remotely funny, or crying at the first disappointment.
His shortcomings, however, took a backseat when onstage.
Quick, lean, and nimble, he possessed an unparalleled bravura
and technical acuity that was favored by Alla Borisovna. She
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frequently paired him with Olesya who decidedly failed to see
that Dima caught her every breath, every tilt of her porcelain
head, every look she happened to give him, by accident.
“Want me to carry you?” he offered.
“Always the gentleman,” observed Egor. “There’s not enough
room, Dima. The two of us barely fit in.”
Dima looked whiplashed. “Olesya, do you want me to go? If
you want me to go, I’ll go. Just tell me what you want me to
do.”
Oh, please, not now. “No, stay.”
“Okay. Then I’ll stay.” Encouraged, he squeezed next to
her. “Hold on until the next stop, that’s all you have to do. An
ambulance should be waiting there.”
“I don’t need an ambulance. I’m fine.” Olesya closed her
eyes, letting the boys carry her through the gangway with its
treacherous overlapping plates.
“How far till the next stop, do you know?” asked Egor.
As though to answer him, the intercom crackled. A sense of
dread gripped Olesya’s neck, but it was only the announcement
coming from the head engineer.
Click.
“And, ladies and gentlemen, we’re pleased to announce our
next station stop will be Milwaukee. We’ll be arriving in ten
minutes. Ten minutes, folks. For those of you who’re getting off
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the train this is an opportunity to start gathering your
belongings and prepare to detrain. This will be a brief stop so
if you’re not leaving us for good in Milwaukee—”
Not leaving us for good. Would I be leaving for good?
“—please remain on the train. Do not come outside—”
Do not come outside. It seemed to Olesya the words were
ominous, and her skin prickled with goose bumps.
“We have quite a few people boarding here. Once again,
Milwaukee coming up. Thank you for traveling with TUBE: TransUrban Blitz-Express.”
Click.
“How do they love to overstate the obvious,” commented
Egor. “Just say the time of arrival, the city, and that’s it.”
He opened the door to Olesya’s compartment and carefully led her
in, sitting her on the bed. Dima propped up her feet on the
pillow. “Better?”
“Olesya, how’re you holding up?” Natasha rushed in,
breathless.
“I’m good, really. I’d love it if you guys stopped fussing.
You make it sound as though something dreadful has happened.”
Something worse is about to happen. Something horrid. You can
feel it, can’t you? Something—
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“What are you talking about? You’re a fine one! Something
dreadful did happen. Your toenail got chewed off. Who knows,
maybe your toe got broken.”
“It’s not broken. I’d know if it was broken.”
Natasha didn’t brook any arguments. “When I heard you
scream, my soul sank into my heels. I thought I’d die from
fright. You scared the devil out of me, Olesya. Here, I brought
you some ice. We’ll pack it around the foot to take down the
swelling. Dima, fetch me that towel.”
“It’s unnecessary, Natasha. Please—”
“This one?” Dima held out the signature TUBE towel that in
other circumstances would’ve wowed Olesya, it was so thick and
wooly and soft. A luxury for a train. But now she stared at it
with revulsion. Under Natasha’s nifty hands it adhered to her
injured foot with its shaggy hairs like with palpi, pressing the
crinkly bag of ice hard enough for her to wince.
“Ow. Too tight. Can you ease it up a bit?”
“Really? I didn’t tie it all.” Natasha busied herself with
unwrapping the towel, readjusting the ice bag, and wrapping it
all over again. Dima stood with his beefy arms hanging loose,
unsure what to do with himself and feeling awkward.
“Well, seems like you’re situated well enough,” said Egor.
“Hope the American doctors will perform a miracle on you,
Olesya. I truly do. I’m so saddened by what happened. Life is
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full of accidents. The best way to deal with them is to boldly
face them on, and you’re just the type of girl who can do that.”
Olesya blushed. “Am I?” And that drum of her heart, that
terribly loud drum, the traitor. Thrum-thrum-thrum. God, how I
hate this. Would you stop already. Stop. He’ll hear it. Oh,
Jesus Christ. How can I make it stop?
“Absolutely.” Egor suddenly perked up, listening to the
voices advancing from the diner. His tone became brisk,
business-like. “Well, there doesn’t seem to be enough room for
me, so if you don’t mind, I’ll graciously take my leave. Oh, and
if you need anything, I’m in coupe number 9, at the very end.
I’m sure you’ve seen it the last time you walked by. It’s right
by the crapper,” he winked and was off.
“Thank you,” said Olesya after him.
“What an asshole,” snapped Natasha. “He’s sucking the last
juices out of you, can’t you see? Back me up, Dima. Tell her.”
“Huh?” as usual in sticky situations, Dima played dumb.
“My God, getting use from you is like getting milk from a
billy goat. I swear.”
Dima started responding something. His words blurred to
thick auditory syrup. Olesya closed her eyes, letting her head
fall on the pillow. Her features grew sharp, more pronounced,
lips bloodless. For the first time since her toe got crushed,
she felt it throb with fire. The pain, awakened by focused
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attention, immediately let itself known. It shot up her leg to
the hip bones, cinched her lower back with a belt, and from
there reached a long arm into Olesya’s head, driving a stake
through her skull and pressing two hot fingers on her eyeballs.
Olesya swallowed a moan. I’m fine, I’m fine. I’ll be fine.
It’s nothing. They’ll put a cast on it, and I’ll be as good as
new. I can dance with a cast, can’t I? It’s like having hardblock shoes attached to your feet. What’s the difference?
There were noises, a commotion mingled with the clacking of
the wheels. Slowing down. The screech of the brakes. The horn to
announce their arrival.
“Lookit, she’s pale like death,” said Inga’s voice.
Olesya forced her lids open.
In the doorway swam figures, dancers, trickling in one by
one into the compartment and packing every bit of space.
“Our white swan, white like paper,” mused Veronika.
“What do you want?” demanded Natasha shrilly. “What? Can’t
you see she’s not feeling well? Where is your empathy? If your
toe was broken, would you like to receive the same treatment?
People gawking at you like magpies?”
“It’s not broken,” whispered Olesya.
“Girls and boys, listen up. Quick, go to your rooms. I need
to speak with Olesya alone.” Alla Borisovna edged through the
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throng, pushing the dancers out. “The last thing she needs right
now is your sinister commentary.”
Grumbling, they departed.
Natasha lingered the longest. “I’m in number 5, remember?”
“Yes, I remember.”
The screech of the brakes rose to a squeal, and the train
shuddered to an abrupt stop, sending Natasha out of sight.
“Well, at last. I thought we’d never arrive.” Alla
Borisovna took a deep breath and, avoiding Olesya’s eyes, took
her hand and spoke to the window. “So, listen to me, my dear
girl. As much as it saddens me—”
Olesya understood at once. “Oh, no, Alla Borisovna, please.
No-no-no. Not this.”
“—I’ve decided to send you to the hospital. It’s for the
best, trust me.” She looked her in the eyes. “For your health,
Olesya, and for success of our tour. The least thing I want is
for your mother to bite my head off for not taking good care of
you.”
“I don’t need to go to the hospital. I can dance.” Olesya
made to sit up, but Alla Borisovna gently pushed her back.
“Shhh. Lie down. The medics will be here soon. They’ll
carry you out.”
“But it’s all I have!” cried Olesya. “Please! I’ve been
waiting for this for so long. It’s for papa. He wanted to see me
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dance Serenade. I want to dance it for him. I want to. He’d be
so proud of me, he’d be—” Her eyes welled up. She forced the
tears down, fisting the blanket.
“It’s not about you, my dear. I wish it was, but it isn’t.
It’s much bigger than that. Our reputation is at stake, do you
understand? The weight of the history is on our shoulders. We
got only one chance, Olesya, one chance.” Alla Borisovna’s face
acquired a stern sharpness, devoid of emotion, the kind she put
on before each performance. “And I’m not going to botch it.” It
rang out like steel against steel. Her hand pressed Olesya’s,
but the warmth leeched out of it, leaving only formality.
“You’ll be taken care of. Once you’re well, we’ll pick you up
and fly home.” She got up abruptly.
Outside rose the whoop of the siren.
Olesya stiffened, no life in her eyes. In one fluid motion
she flung her legs to the floor and stood, balancing on the
healthy foot. “I can stand, see?”
Alla Borisovna shook her head tiredly. “Belaya, let’s do
this without drama. There they are. You better sit down.”
Olesya shook. “Look at me. Look!”
To prove the impossible, she demonstratively leapt to her
toes, en pointe. The gauze on her mangled toe momentarily soaked
in blood, dripping into carpet that readily imbibed it. Olesya
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cried out and crumbled. The floor throbbed under her, pulsed
with the regularity of a heartbeat.
A pitiful expression worked Alla Borisovna’s features into
a knot. She helped Olesya to the bed and stepped out into the
vestibule to greet the medics.
Olesya seized the opportunity.
Propelled by a primal impetus, the type children succumb to
unconsciously at the first sign of danger, the irrational urge
to hide in the first suitable corner, and if no corner present
to simply curl up on the floor, cover the head and close the
eyes, as though that would render them invisible, that same
impetus that overrides the need to run and blots out the
potential consequences of being found, forced Olesya out of the
compartment.
She wasn’t thinking. Her body took over. Shaking from cold,
although the temperature in the carriage was pleasantly warm,
she slid along the wall, unnoticed by Zoya and Lyuba who stood
at the window, their backs to her, talking, hobbled past Larry’s
empty roomette—he was outside, helping passengers on board—and
locked herself in the lavatory, fear searing her stomach.
The space was no more than a closet, with a shallow sink
ensconced in the wall, a mirror over it, and a toilet under the
window. The air smelled faintly of ammonia, masked with a heavy
scent of sweet milk. The source of it was the TUBE air freshener
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perched on the shelf, shaped like an overturned test tube with
the depressible rounded tip to spray the fragrance. Next to it
stood a liquid soap bottle and a box of scented tissues.
They’re really taking travel luxury to a new level. Why
does it have to be so cloyingly sweet? Why can’t it be just
clean and plain? All this velvet and copper and shine. At least
there’s no carpet here. What a relief.
Olesya grabbed a tissue and sniffed it. The scent was
overpowering. She threw it in the trash and glanced at herself
in the mirror.
God, I look horrid.
Her bun unraveled, a few clotted strands hung loose. Bluish
bags lined her eyes. And the look, haunted, frightened.
Please don’t let them find me, please don’t let them find
me.
“Please don’t let them find me.”
The plea escaped her mouth of its own volition, and
instantaneously the light in the toilet dimmed. Something buzzed
beneath the floor, an electrical current.
Jesus Christ, it’s the train. It heard me.
Heart pounding, Olesya quietly closed the seat cover and
sat on it, dizzy, her mangled toe throbbing somewhere outside of
her perception.
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The siren whooped one last time and winked out. There were
calls, footsteps. Voices. Alla Borisovna’s heavily accented
English. The brisk American of the medic. A woman. And then a
gasp and a stunned silence.
Olesya froze.
“How’s that? She was just here!” exclaimed Alla Borisovna.
“She was...I put her to bed myself, a minute ago. She could
barely walk. I made sure...Devil take me! Belaya! Olesya, where
are you?”
Shouts, running feet.
Olesya closed her eyes, just like she did when she hid from
papa before her first ballet practice, dressed in the brand new
leotard, tights, and soft dance shoes that smelled of new
leather, afraid not so much of the big bright studio she saw
last week, all air and mirrors and polished parquet, but of the
teacher, a severe old woman with a harsh voice, small bony
figure, fake eyelashes and heavy, syrupy perfume. Rumor was, she
sat on her pupils to stretch them into splits, sat until they
cried and counted to a hundred.
When papa went to fetch his coat, Olesya ran into the
closet, shut the door and, groping around in the musty darkness,
hid behind a pile of clothes. There were many of them, also shoe
boxes, rolls of drafting paper, stacked chairs and stools, an
ironing board, old coats, and other junk that Olesya’s mother
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wanted to dispose of but Olesya’s father protested against, and
that still sat there, eleven years after he died, gathering
dust, her mother not having the heart to clean it out.
The train jolted.
Olesya sat upright, blinking. They were definitely moving.
The head engineer announced Columbus as their next station stop
in about an hour, and the slamming of the doors and the
occasional steps told her that she had successfully escaped the
ambulance and the trip to the hospital. For an hour.
Alla Borisovna’s wrath will be merciless and swift, I can
count on that, at least. I wonder what she’ll do. Will she force
me out? Does she have it in her?
Olesya waited for the noises to subside, but people
constantly walked by, called to each other, and otherwise made a
racket that didn’t promise to abate any time soon. To add to it,
Larry was back in his compartment, and she could hear his voice,
conversing with someone on the phone.
I can’t sit here for the rest of the trip. I need to get
out. But she was afraid to move, pinned to the seat with an
absurd stubbornness that made no sense. Eventually someone was
bound to use the lavatory, and they were bound to find her.
This is ridiculous. I have to—
The door shook.
“Hello?” Egor’s voice.
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A knock followed. Then he tried the door again, thinking
that maybe it got jammed. Olesya pulled the latch open.
“Hey! There you are.”
She put a finger to her lips.
Egor lowered his voice to a whisper. “We were looking all
over for you. Chuchundra decided you have defected. You
should’ve heard the shit she was pouring. Need help?”
“No, thanks. I’m okay.” Olesya stood. “I thought there is a
lavatory by your coupe...”
“Ah, yeah. Someone is using it.”
“Where is she?”
“In your room, going through your stuff. Hunting for clues,
I suppose. You know her, she won’t let go until she finds out.”
“Dammit.” Olesya bit her lip.
“You don’t mind if I—” Egor squeezed in and shut the door.
“So what really happened? I missed the whole drama.” A knowing
light shone in his eyes. Their bodies were touching. They have
touched thousands of times when practicing, when performing, his
sweaty hands on her bare shoulders, bare back, lifting her,
cradling her thighs. This was a different touch, charged with
heat, with I-want-to-fuck-you, girl, I want to fuck your brains
out, never mind Inga, forget Milena. I want to fuck the swan,
see if it’s any good.
Olesya thought she’d swoon.
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“Well?” Hmm, she’s enticing. That fragrant fragility.
There’s something to it. Shit, if I didn’t need to piss, I’d try
taking her right now.
“If I tell you, will you believe me?” Why did I say this?
Why? I can’t think straight when he looks at me like this.
“Believe you? I’m not sure I understand.” All the same,
she’s a strange one. Not all here.
“It’s...well...it might sound odd...” I was going to tell
Natasha first. Oh, what am I doing, what am I doing?
Egor placed a hand below Olesya’s waist, strategically
placed so it brushed the top of her ass. It burned her. “You
know what?” His breath, rapid. “Why don’t I see if Chuchundra is
still there. Maybe she’s gone by now. If she is, I’ll let you
know. You’ll sneak in, and I’ll join you shortly. Then you can
tell me everything. How does that sound?”
Olesya could only nod.
Egor left and returned in less than a minute. “She’s gone.
There’s nobody in the corridor. Go!”
Olesya moved on unbending legs, her toe numb. Before she
could close the door, Egor rushed in, slid the door shut, locked
it, and drew back the curtain.
The train lurched, gathering speed. The wheels whistled.
The horn blew, like a cry of a wounded animal. They entered a
tunnel, and in the sudden darkness Egor took Olesya’s face and
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kissed her. Surprised, she let him, his tongue filling her
mouth, rough. That’s what you wanted, isn’t it? That’s what you
always wanted. But it felt wrong, forced, unbidden. She was a
thing to him, an odd bird to explore to see what’s she made of,
if she’s worth the trouble. She knew it now, knew it at once.
It’s always like this. Why does it have to get this far for
me to get it? Stupid. Stupid!
One hand on her breast, another between her legs.
“No-no. Please.” She tried to disentangle.
He fell her on the bed. “You said you wanted to tell me
something. Is this what you wanted to tell me? I’m listening.”
“No, that’s not it. Not it at all.”
“Then what?” he stripped her shirt.
Olesya tethered on the edge of indecision. How many times
she fantasized about this, and now that it was happening, she
didn’t want it. She wanted him out. Out!
“Stop.”
“There-there. You want this. We both know it.”
“No. I changed my mind. Stop.”
“Shhh. Chuchundra will hear. Can you imagine the
embarrassment if she were to find out? I like your skin, Olesya.
So smooth, like porcelain.”
“Egor, I don’t want to.”
“Not a problem. I’ll get you excited.” He lifted her skirt.
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“Please.”
Down went her tights, her panties.
Bright light flooded the room. The tunnel came to an end.
The carriage jerked, and Trubochka fell out of the skirt pocket.
Olesya grabbed it. It buzzed in her hand.
“Make him stop!”
In one liquid motion the walls expanded and contracted. The
couchettes, their upholstered backs, the pillows, the lights,
all slid up and down along the walls as though sediment on an
unctuous surface of a vessel, a ventricle. Some kind of a
chamber lined with pulsing tissue, slick to touch. The illusion
lasted for a second, but it imprinted in Olesya’s retina with a
graphic relief, an afterimage of a fleshy cavity in place of
man-made room composed of glass fiber, rubber, steel, and the
like. It was organic. Alive. It threw Egor to the floor, the
narrow strip of the soft carpet, and buried him under a pile of
suitcases and bags.
Stunned, he sat up, looking about wildly.
Olesya stared at him. Did I...did it just do what I told it
to do? This is insane. Or am I going insane? Trubochka throbbed
in her hand. Horrified, she looked at it. It no longer had a
battery that used to make it chug along the miniature tracks and
pull the toy cars behind it, the slot for it long rusted out.
Then what mechanism produced this tremor? This vibration?
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No, I’m not insane. This really is happening. But what does
it mean? I never expected it to...I didn’t mean it to do this. I
didn’t—
“Christ, Belaya. What’s got into you? You don’t need to be
so rude, you know.” Egor massaged the back on his head.
“I didn’t need to...what?” Did he just say that?
“You could’ve simply told me, you fickle bird. No need to
be so violent.” He rose, shaking his head. What a psycho, that
one. I’ll need to be careful with her.
“But I did tell you. I told you several times.” I don’t
believe this. I don’t believe we’re having this conversation.
Stubborn, too. Stubborn and obtuse, a typical broad. “Well,
you should’ve been more precise. First you ogle at me then you
push me away. I’m confused. Make up your mind, birdie, and spare
me the thrashing next time, all right?”
“I didn’t touch you, Egor.”
“Oh, you didn’t? Then who did, huh? The train, maybe?”
Did he see it? Olesya’s heart dropped. “Yes.”
“Are you joking?”
“Do I sound like I’m joking?”
She’s a psycho, a total kook. Careful, Egor, careful. You
know how they are, dangerous. Thread lightly. “Olesya, birdie,
you’re scaring me. This is a heavy statement you’re making. It’s
a bit extreme, don’t you think?”
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“I saw it. You saw it too.”
“I saw what, specifically? Can you elaborate a little?” I
need to get out of here.
“The room. It shrunk and expanded, and it threw you to the
floor. Don’t pretend like you didn’t see it.” I’m telling him. I
told him. There’s no way back now.
“You know, if I didn’t know you, I’d think you’re spinning
things out of thin air. I’m sorry, but I can’t support your
theory. I didn’t experience anything of what you’re describing.”
Something did push me. Something did. She doesn’t need to know
this, though. And who knows what it really was? “The train
must’ve jerked, and I tumbled. It happens.”
Olesya shook her head.
“Well, if you’re so convinced of it, I think it’s fair if I
ask you how come you are so convinced of it? It must’ve happened
before, because it sounds as though you already spent quite a
few hours thinking about it.
Olesya blushed. “Yes, it did happen before.”
“Then why didn’t you tell anyone?”
“Well, I thought no one is going to believe me.”
“I believe you.” Just keep her talking.
“You do?” Does he? Does he, really?
“Sure I do. So what happened?”
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Olesya sat up, conscious of her nakedness for the first
time. She quickly pulled up the tights and buttoned her shirt.
Her voice was not her own. “That’s what I wanted to tell you,
Egor. About my accident.” She wiggled her toes and winced. “I
think the train did it on purpose. It mashed my toe between the
plates, because it wanted to hurt me. Or maybe not, maybe it
wanted to tell me something. It’s alive, Egor. I can talk to it,
and it listens. And I think it’s talking to me back. I think it
wants me to dance. It told me to dance. Please don’t look at me
like I’m crazy, I’m not.”
“I don’t know, Olesya. Perhaps you need to see a
psychiatrist.”
“Why?”
“I’m sorry, but do you expect me to believe this drivel?
The train is talking to you? I don’t want to continue this
conversation.”
“But it’s true!”
Egor already turned, pulling the door open, and found
himself face-to-face with Milena.
“My, oh, my. What do we have here?” she asked, feigning
surprise. Her large eyes widened. “Looks like you took quite a
tumble.” She flicked her gaze to Egor, and it leeched venom,
venom of jealousy. “Girls, I’ve found our escapee. There she is,
in all her avian splendor, not a feather ruffled on her head.
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And here we were running around the platform like chickens with
our heads cut off. All this trouble for nothing. She must’ve
been hiding here all along. Weren’t you?”
Olesya closed her eyes. Not this, not now. I have no
strength to handle them. Please. Why won’t they leave me alone?
“Are you serious? Let me see.” Inga’s voice. “I’d be
damned. Egor? What are you doing here?”
“Should I fetch Chuchundra?” called Veronika.
“Girls, if you don’t mind...”
“A kiss? I want my kiss.” Inga smooched Egor on the lips,
and the noise made Olesya cringe. “I didn’t know you were
friendly with her.”
“Oh, no, my dove. Nothing like that.” He caressed her
cheek, his every movement followed by Milena’s sharp eyes. “Only
trying to help.”
“What kind of help?”
“Well, how to say it more delicately. It’s hard to explain.
I was on my way to use the toilet—someone occupied mine for
quite a while—”
“Let me hazard a guess,” interjected Milena. “Katya purging
her lunch.”
“Is she still doing it? That girl has no ounce of fat left
on her body.”
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“She lives on buttermilk,” scoffed Inga, “that’s her new
thing. Buttermilk all day long and an apple before bed.”
“Does it work?” asked Veronika interestedly.
“In any case,” continued Egor, “I open the door and there
she is! Completely petrified. You should’ve seen her. So, as it
pertains to a gentleman, I led her to her compartment, hoping to
make her feel better. Well, she started telling me all these
things, and I simply had to stay.”
Milena narrowed her eyes. “What things?”
“Oh, don’t ask. Too crazy to repeat. She must be suffering
from delusions because of her injury. My theory is,” he lowered
his voice, “post-traumatic stress disorder.”
Olesya listened to this exchange with a half-opened mouth,
stunned by Egor’s outrageous ignorance and denial. “But you saw
it too...” she began and stopped.
“What kind of delusions?”
Egor looked at Olesya, pitifully. The corners of his lips
turned down, and he said in a sad sympathetic tone, “she says
the train mashed her toe on purpose. She says it has an
intellect and is capable of acting on its own.”
“No way!”
“Are you serious?”
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The girls exchanged a look, and then they all gazed down at
Olesya, a mixed palette of emotions on their faces. Shock,
disgust, incredulity, and fear, a flicker of mortal fear.
I could throw you all out of here, Olesya thought suddenly.
I could ask it to throw you out. Or to hurt you. The power of
this conclusion, the impossibility of it, and at the same time
the cruelty, the reality, the ability to inflict pain by command
gave her a deathly chill. She paled without saying a word.
“Belaya, what do you say to this?”
“What’s with you? Did you swallow your tongue?”
“Get out,” whispered Olesya. “Please.”
“What?”
“I said, get out!”
“What’s this racket? What’s going on?” asked Alla
Borisovna’s voice from the corridor. “What are you all doing in
there?”
“Shit.” Milena pushed Egor out of the way and, pulling Inga
and Veronika with her, stepped into the compartment and banged
the door shut. The girls fell on the berth helter-skelter, their
feet tangled in the mess of scattered bags.
“I asked you to get out,” repeated Olesya tiredly. “I want
to be alone.” Her toe started throbbing again, and whatever
adrenalin flushed her body has retreated, giving way to
weariness and fatigue.
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The intercom fizzled.
Click.
“And, ladies and gentlemen, at this time the lounge car is
open and serving. Ladies and gentlemen, I repeat, it’s time to
get to the lounge to enjoy our gourmet selection of snacks and
beverages—”
“Is there any way to turn it off?” Milena felt about the
copper panel affixed by the window, found a switch and flipped
it. “Ah, the blessed sound of silence. This constant talk about
food is starting to make me nauseated.”
“And what did you want? Food is the only thing Americans
worry about,” stated Inga, pulling up her legs and making
herself comfortable. “I’ve never seen so many fat people in my
life. They’re always chewing on something, snacks or gum,
gorging up like pigs. Can you imagine them having sex? Two
flabby bellies going, smack-smack-smack.” She clapped, to
demonstrate. “Jeez, wouldn’t that make you throw up?”
“Inga, don’t be so vulgar. Is that what you think about?
Them having sex? That’s revolting.”
“And you don’t?”
“The thought has never crossed my mind.”
“You’re such a liar, Milena.”
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Veronika made a face. “Listen. Enough of this, girls. We
didn’t come here to talk about sex. So, what’s this thing about
the train, Olesya?”
Three pairs of eyes appraised her, expectant.
She gave them a long vacant look. “Why are you asking?”
“What do you mean, why?”
“You’re not asking because you’re genuinely interested in
what’s going on, you’re asking to make fun of me. To mock me.
Well, I’m already in pain, and I can do without your taunting.”
Veronika balked. “Says who? Who’s taunting you?”
“For pity’s sake!” exclaimed Milena. “So that’s how you
are. Thanks for having such a low opinion of us.”
“Better tell us what gave you this brilliant idea,”
demanded Inga, a hungry gleam in her eyes.
“What idea?”
“To draw attention to yourself.”
“You think I deliberately injured my foot to draw attention
to myself?”
Inga looked genuinely surprised. “Well, why else would you
tell these old wives’ tales? I mean, you’re not a total idiot,
as far as I know, so there must be something behind it.”
Olesya didn’t know what to say, so absurd was this
conclusion.
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“Good point, Inga.” Milena switched to Olesya’s bed and
cradled an arm around her shoulders, making her flinch. “How did
I not think about this? Very clever. To be honest, I didn’t
expect this from you, Belaya. There’s more to our cygnet than
flawless footwork, ha! Don’t you think so, girls?”
“So that’s what it is!” exclaimed Veronika. “Of all
things...”
“Whatever gave you this wild idea?” asked Olesya.
“Wild?” Milena’s brows rose dramatically. “Nothing wild
about it. I get it. You want to hurt the old bitch. I admit,
it’s a roundabout way of doing it, and it’s not how I would’ve
done it if I put my mind to it. But hey, we all do what we can.”
“You think I want to hurt her? Why? Why would I want to do
that?”
“Well, that’s easy. She’s always using you as a scapegoat,
lately especially. I’d imagine it’s her way of making you pay
for the privilege to be selected the principal dancer.” Milena’s
face folded into a spiteful sneer. “It’s not without payment
that such favors are given. Not that any of us would know, of
course, what means you had to employ to get it, but—”
“What are you talking about?”
“Oh, don’t play coy, Olesya. All three of us here are as
capable and as talented as you are, if not more. And yet
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Chuchundra goes ahead and selects you as lead just before the
tour. That’s a bit too much of a coincidence, don’t you think?”
They all peered at her as vultures at a piece of carrion.
“Is that what you think? That I bribed her?”
“You said it, I didn’t.” Milena let go of Olesya’s
shoulder. “So how much was it? Just so we know the price.”
Olesya stared. “I didn’t bribe her.”
Milena waved an impatient hand. “Whatever. Keep it to
yourself, if you want. It’s not hard to guess. But see, you shot
yourself in the foot with this, metaphorically speaking. Why
would you do that, I don’t understand. You’re only hurting
yourself, Olesya. You could’ve at least consulted with us
instead of acting on your own. That’s quite egotistical on your
part. Wouldn’t you say so, girls?”
“Uh-huh.” Inga and Veronika nodded.
Olesya cradled her head. “But why? Why would I want to do
something like this when I have just established a great rapport
with her after years and years of trying, after she wouldn’t
notice me and always pass me by? Can’t you see it makes no
sense?”
“Nothing you do ever makes any sense,” snapped Veronika.
“So whatever your plan is,” continued Milena, “we’d love to
hear about it. If you thought depriving her of the lead girl
last minute would’ve wrecked the choreography and made her look
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like a fool in the press and, potentially, result in her being
sacked, you’re mistaken. Her roots go way deeper than that,
Olesya. And I’m sorry to say this, but you’re a juvenile when it
comes to politics. You could’ve told me what you had in mind,
and we would’ve thought of something, together, without you
having to mangle yourself.”
“I can’t believe it,” mumbled Olesya. “This is absurd.”
“Oy! Girls!” Veronika clasped her hands. “Milena, you’re a
genius.”
“No need for this, Veronika. It’s common sense.”
Olesya passed her eyes over the dancers. “No matter what I
tell you, you won’t listen. It’s not because you don’t want to,
it’s because you choose not to. Even if something is staring you
in the eyes, you’ll still be blind to it unless you decide to
believe it. And I can’t make you believe it. If I try, you’ll
see it as a threat. Because that’s what you’re used to,
threats.”
“What threats?” Veronika blinked.
“Lookit. Our birdie is talking nonsense again.” Inga
stretched, crackling little bones in her joints. “Isn’t it time
we arrived at the next station? It’s fusty in here. I want some
fresh air.” She yawned.
The train slowed down. Naked trees gave way to squat low
buildings that gradually rolled to a halt, a motley of stone,
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brick, and asphalt framed by the window. The brakes screeched.
The car shuddered and stood still. Larry’s muffled voice
announced something next door. Milena put a finger on the
switch.
“No. Please, don’t,” said Olesya. “I like it quiet like
this.” But it’s not quiet, not quiet at all.
The switch toggle was clearly in the OFF position, yet an
inhale passed through the grille, a presence of another
sentience that was listening in, catching their every word,
weighing it, as though deciding what ought to be done.
Already in the door, Milena paused. “Don’t worry, we won’t
tell a soul.” She rolled it shut.
Olesya drew up her leg and unwrapped the gauze. The toe
swelled, a bruised dusky plum, the remnant of the nail wedged
into flesh like a shard of glass. She probed it, wincing.
This doesn’t look so bad. I think I can stand on it.
She put her foot on the carpet. It yielded under the
weight, its terrycloth enveloping, caressing. Olesya patted it,
and it answered. It pushed back. She froze. It moved, just now.
It moved. My God, tell me this isn’t some nightmare.
Crouching down on all fours, she stroked it, tapping
individual threads, sliding fingertips between them. They clung
to her, shyly at first, then bolder, tenuous feelers eager to
make their acquaintance, the elastic fibers of the inner vein.
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DANCE.
Olesya stiffened, eyes wide. The echo of the voice fogged
her face, hung on her shoulders. It opened her mouth with soft
prying fingers and slid in her throat, filling her lungs. To
speak was impossible. To move, unthinkable.
She shifted her eyes to the intercom panel. The switch
toggle sat to the right, under the red letters, OFF.
In the corridor buzzed the voice of Carl Silverman, the
head engineer, announcing their departure and the time of
arrival at the next station.
The engine revved, the horn bawled a mournful cry, and the
train slowly began inching forward. There was the dinging of the
bell and the whistling of wheels on rails. The station rolled
out of sight, giving way to denuded landscape, the first dusting
of snow sitting on it like dandruff.
Olesya’s hand closed on Trubochka. It was warm. It pulsed.
And somehow she could tell it enjoyed her hold, it didn’t want
her to let go, nor would it let go of her, bound to her by
blood, the first blood she shed and not the last.
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Chapter 3. What Are You?

It’s been several hours of trudging along rural American towns,
not very different from Russian villages that peppered the
railways with their innocuous, unpretentious ugliness. Caved
roofs, blind staring windows, boardwalks overgrown with nettles,
an occasional jalopy rousing dust. The only distinction Olesya
noticed was the geometry. At least here the roads were straight,
the walls stood at the right angles, and sometimes a splash of
color would jolt the somnambulism of the grey: an orange freight
train, a blue water tower, green mountains, clouds gilded with
sunset.
It’s evening already. How did it...how did I not notice.
Olesya pulled out her prepaid phone, a cheap plastic thing
Alla Borisovna handed to each of them on arrival in New York,
paid for by the Bolshoi administration from the tour budget, so
of course she got the crappiest devices she could find,
pocketing the rest of the money. No Internet on it, no media,
only calling and texting. Olesya hasn’t even figured out how to
use it yet. She turned it on. The tiny screen lit up with a
hideous display if swirling colors.
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6:38 p.m. Zero messages, zero missed calls. Do they really
think I left? Even Natasha? That’s hard to believe. She would’ve
called me. And the conductor, Larry, he would’ve stopped by.
Either to announce dinner or to change the linen, especially if
he thought the compartment was vacant. And Inga...she would’ve
blabbed by now about me being here to the whole car.
Olesya had a feeling that the train didn’t want her to be
bothered, and it chilled her blood. She decided to get out at
the next stop, to stretch her legs, try walking a little, and
apologize to Alla Borisovna for her escapade. Explain why she
did it. Beg to stay. And talk to Natasha. Definitely talk to
Natasha.
There was another reason underneath it all. She refused to
acknowledge it, but it was there. She wanted to look at the
train from the outside. To touch it. To communicate? Maybe. Was
it possible? She didn’t know, only felt an irresistible
yearning.
She reached for the intercom and stopped herself. Out in
the aisle the distorted voice of the engineer rattled off the
name of the upcoming station and the time. To see it puncture
the gloom, grow bigger and bigger against the solemn telephone
poles and the dead grasses sprinkled with a sifting of snow and
the barns and the roads and the first hovels that marred the
land with their motley roofs, meant to venture into the
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corridor, and Olesya had no desire to see anyone less so to
provide any explanations.
She loved watching the landmarks arrive, far out from the
dusk, first a dot, then a speckle, then a clearly defined shape
that the moment she glimpsed it and connected the image with an
existing memory that told her what it might be, screamed past
and receded into distance, completing the process in reverse.
She could play this game for hours, picking out a punctum, for
its color or peculiar placement, train her eyes on it and watch
it spring in size, at first gradually, then all at once.
A barn? No, a house. A byre! A bridge. And that’s a cave
over there. Is it? What’s a cave doing...Oh, it’s a tunnel. An
abandoned tunnel. Dark in it, like in hell. And what’s that...a
bear? Many bears? No, it can’t be. Wow, elk! Ten, twelve of
them. I wonder what they’re thinking. Eyes like stones. Do they
fear the train? Dammit, where’s my camera.
In the bag, in the pocket, forgotten, sat a bar of
Babaevsky chocolate, bitter, with over 90% cocoa content, a bar
she smuggled through customs all the way from Moscow, bought at
the Metro kiosk on her way to Bolshoi from where a bus was
slated to take them to the Sheremetyevo airport, a duffel bag
over her shoulder, a suitcase rolling behind on capricious
wheels, new shiny red flats hopping precariously around the
muddy puddles. The spring in the air, the noises of traffic, the
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calls of kerchiefed babushkas selling nosegays of the first
snowdrops, endangered flowers from the Red Book, forbidden to be
collected but collected anyway and sold for a pittance.
Olesya tore the paper, unwrapped the foil, and stuck her
nose to it. Took in a lungful. Bit in. The taste of childhood,
of those days when papa brought her a bar of chocolate every
night after work, undressing in the anteroom, his sheepskin coat
open, his ushanka askew, hand in a pocket, and Olesya running,
“Papa! Papa!” That ushanka, that damned ushanka was the end of
him. Olesya hated it with the zeal of a religious fanatic. She’d
murder it, if she could. So utterly Russian, utilitarian, a
fashion faux pas.
Olesya wrapped the remaining chocolate in the foil and
ripped a thin strip of it. Crunched it, twisted one end to a
long neck, bent it to a head, pinched the tail.
“A swan. Just like you taught me to make it, papa.”
The horn blatted in answer. A shiver cursed through the
walls, through the floor. A squeal of the breaks, and the train
came to a standstill. Olesya waited for the footsteps to
diminish, then cautiously unlatched the door. Empty corridor,
pinkish in the electric light. And dim, violet station. Sandy
brickwork. Huddled figures, trails of smoke.
It looks cold. Why is it so cold? And there’s snow.
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Olesya took her coat off the hook and, buttoning it up with
unbending fingers, her stomach aflutter, ducked out, edging
along the wall, to the vestibule, and out on the platform, a
strip of cobblestone pavement dusted with white and a brick
depot with a faded sign. Red Wing. A carton box next to the
steely mass of the engine, an oblong bone pulling smaller
phalanges, gleaming in the twilight. Polished. The gory lines on
the rims, the vertical crimson stripes, TUBE logo stamped on
every car, next to its number.
“Getting some fresh air, eh?”
Olesya started.
“Didn’t want to disturb you,” said Larry apologetically,
rubbing his hands and blowing on them. “I put my ear to your
door, and it seemed you were sleeping. Sleep is good for you,
good for recovery. How is that foot?”
Olesya glanced at the slipper. “Fine.”
“Fine? You sure? Didn’t look so fine to me. Why didn’t you
want the medics to look at it?”
Olesya shrugged. Her knowledge of English wouldn’t allow
her to describe all that transpired.
“Your boss lady went berserk.” He nodded back at the
carriage, a conspiratory gleam in his eyes. “She doesn’t like
you much, does she?”
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That Olesya understood and confirmed with a brisk shake of
her head.
“I thought so. What a nag. Boy, I tell you, that woman has
temper. She chewed my ass off, or whatever was left of it after
Betsy had her go. Fifteen years of marriage, there’s not much
left, eh?” he slapped himself and chuckled.
Olesya smiled.
“She a ballerina?”
“Alla Borisovna?”
“That’s the one. Doesn’t look like it. I’d say she’s more
of a general, what with that military-style discipline of hers.”
He shook his head.
Olesya put her hands in her pockets. The frosty air nipped
at her nose. Off to the side a group of dancers observed her,
whispering something, puffing out curlicues of smoke. There were
six, the “nasty smokers,” as Alla Borisovna coined them, three
harpies and the boys, Egor, Nikita, and Taras. No threats and no
amount of cajoling made them quit. Olesya couldn’t stand the
stench, having smoked herself in her teens because it was cool
to show up with a cigarette stuck to your lip and speak through
the plumes like some flaming firebird. She quit after a year, to
stop the retching cough and the shortness of breath during the
practice.
“Were you hiding from her?”
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Olesya frowned.
“Hiding?” Larry domed arms over his head and cowered.
“Ah! Yes. Yes.”
“I’d hide too, if I were you.” He gave her a light punch on
the shoulder. “You knock on my wall next time you need
something, eh? I’ll bring it to you.” He winked.
Egor and Milena detached from the group and headed for
Olesya. Spooked, she scuttered off, limping, to the next
sleeper, mingling with passengers that stood idly, waiting for
the signal to get back inside.
“Olesya!”
She spun around.
“Where the devil have you been?” Natasha devoured space in
large bold leaps. Her copper hair flapped like a silky banner,
amber in the coagulating light, in the velvet of the oncoming
evening.
Olesya patiently waited. Escape was out of the question.
Should I tell her? Will she believe me?
“So that’s how you are! I was sitting this whole time as if
on needles, and not a peep from you. I didn’t even know you’re
still on the train!” Natasha puffed out air in Olesya’s face,
lips in a pout. “Why didn’t you tell me?”
“Didn’t tell you what?”
“Well, you know, that you wanted to jump ship.”
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“What? Who told you this?”
“Alla Borisovna called a meeting, said you went off the
train to seek asylum. Naturally, her head is still stuck in preSoviet times, that’s not news. But who knows, people still do
that. She sounded convincing.”
Olesya gaped. “And you believed her?”
“Course not. I was looking for you. I called you, but you
wouldn’t pick up your phone—”
Olesya gulped a lungful of air. “I didn’t—”
“—so I went through the whole train, I even talked to the
head engineer. He’s cute, by the way. Has those classic American
looks, like that actor, the one that played that guy in Pretty
Woman, I forget his name...Richard Something.”
“Richard Gere?”
“Yes! Exactly!” An unfocused film clouded Natasha’s eyes,
and she gazed off into the gathering darkness. “His name is so
unusual, too. Carl Silverman. I think it sounds very royal.”
“My God, Natasha. Are you falling for a train engineer?”
“But he’s gorgeous! A real handsome American! You should
see him. Maybe he’ll let us steer for a bit, if we ask nicely.
Tease him a little.” She giggled.
“No, thanks. I don’t feel like it.”
“So what happened? Where the hell have you been all this
time?”
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“In my compartment.”
“That can’t be right. I looked several times, it was
empty.”
“Empty?” Cold wind flirted up Olesya’s coat. A finger of
ice traced her spine from the hips to the neck, where every
little hair stood up at once, and then down again. “Did you say
it was empty?”
“Well, yes. The door was unlocked. When the medics showed
up, you should’ve seen Chuchundra’s face. They look at her like
she’s a total foozle. She went splotchy, big red spots up her
neck and on her cheeks! Oy. She went ballistic. Searched
everywhere. Then instructed us to look too. I kept checking your
room every hour, hoping you’d show up, but—” Natasha tilted her
head. “Hey, what’s wrong? You look like you swallowed a snake.”
“Nothing.” Olesya’s legs badly wanted to fold. “I was there
the whole time, Natasha. The whole time.”
“You sure? Are you feeling okay? Oh, my God!” she clasped
her face. “I forgot all about your toe! I’m sorry. Let’s get you
back inside. We’re departing soon anyway.”
“Just a moment.” The platform and the sky switched places,
spinning. Olesya leaned on the train. Cold. She sensed it
through the coat. And...breathing. A long inhale, a pause, and a
wheeze, a hiss of air gushing out from under its belly.
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“All aboard!” Larry waved to them. Hands around his mouth.
“All aboard!”
“Come on.” Natasha took Olesya’s limp hand.
Streams of bodies, warm, living, entered the cars one by
one, wriggling like muckworms skewered on spits, licked off by
the lips of the stiles, fed into the ravenous machine. It was
not until the last person disappeared, and Natasha and Larry
propped Olesya up that she placed the injured foot on the stair,
an acrid dread making her mouth taste bitter. She gripped the
shiny handle worn by years, and instantly it responded with a
mild electric current. She flinched but didn’t let go,
stubbornly clinging on, scanning the desolate station.
Grey asphalt. Sandy brick and stone swept with wisps of
snow. And, cutting it in half, the corpus of the tube-like
beast, legless, buttressed by chassis upon chassis of wheels,
its head curved out of sight, the head of an enormous creep
about to slither up the mountains and there, in the bluish haze
of the wilderness, to consummate its feeding.
Sweat prickled Olesya’s underarms and spurted in rivulets,
trickling, dripping. She could smell it. The feeling of doom
intensified with every step. The signal blared. The train
jerked, causing her to stumble.
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“Didn’t I tell you?” Natasha put a hand on her shoulder.
“Are you listening? I swear, Olesya, talking to you is like
throwing peas against the wall. Did you hear what I said?”
“Huh?”
“Dinner is in fifteen minutes. You coming? You need to eat
something. Look at yourself, you’re pale like the death cap.”
Natasha’s eyes, keen, worried, took in Olesya’s lethargy, and
like in the mirror she saw herself, sickly and anxious, cheeks
hollow, features blurred.
“I will. In a moment. Let me take my coat off.”
“I’ll wait for you.”
“No-no, you don’t need to. I just...”
Katya poked out her angelic face from the fourth coupe. Her
sky-blue eyes, two vitreous aquamarines, doubled in size. “Holy
mother mine. Olesya. You’re here?” She threw a hand over her
mouth and tittered. “But how—”
Zoya appeared at her shoulder. “Aha, see? I knew it.” The
husky bass of her voice, low, rumbling, was more fitting to a
middle-aged man than a wispy ballerina, though everyone agreed
Zoya possessed an old soul. Her dark bushy brows stood out in
sharp contrast to her prematurely greying hair, waves of
sumptuous brown threaded with silver. “I thought I heard
Olesya’s voice, and then I thought, no way, it can’t be, but
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then I thought, it’s definitely Olesya’s voice. And look, I was
right.”
“Natasha, do you mind keeping them off my back for a while,
please? I don’t know if I’m up for talking just now. And I need
to change my bandage, it’s soaked...”
“Oh! Of course! Go, go.” She pushed Olesya in and stoically
directed her pear-shaped frame to breeze toward the girls, who
were already joined by Lyuba and Dima. He glimpsed the object of
his heart-rending lamentations of the past hour—she left, she’s
gone, oh I’ll die, I can’t stand it!—and his pupils widened.
In an instant Olesya shut the door, her blood racing. Ear
pressed to the curtain, she waited. Waited for calls to ebb, for
knocks to stop, for Natasha to lead them away and to sweet-talk
Alla Borisovna, whose scandalized shout rang through the car
like a gong.
“My dear! Are you absolutely sure?”
Low murmur.
“Why, that’s outrageous! Am I supposed to believe that
she’d been here this entire time? Hiding right under my nose?
And you knew about this? You knew, and you’re only telling me
now?”
Olesya couldn’t make out Natasha’s words, only her soothing
tone. Whatever it was she came up with, it quieted the fury of
inquiries and rebukes, and warranted Olesya’s freedom at least
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till dinner. She let out air in one whoosh without realizing she
held it. Her underarms were drenched, and a sour whiff
unpleasantly tickled her nostrils.
God, I stink.
She stripped with relish—I need to throw these out, I don’t
know if I can wear them again, his hands are still on them, his
drool, his gunk... She wadded up the blouse and the skirt, tied
them up with the pantyhose and shoved the whole bundle under the
pillow, then grabbed a TUBE towel and wiped herself, dug in her
suitcase, pulled out a pair of leggings and a sweater dress,
pebble-grey. It matched her pebble-grey eyes and was knit by her
deceased grandmother, well worn but beloved, elbows patched with
leather. And the smell, it smelled like home.
Dressed, dry, considerably calmer, Olesya alit on the edge
of the bed. She unraveled the gauze, sticky brown, threw it in
the trash, and wrapped a fresh cloth around her toe, then taped
two toes together, as though for practice, pulled on socks and
stepped into slippers. Her eyes wandered along the hills and the
fractured crags that rushed by the window, their outlines vague,
smudged, the sky dark.
“Oh! My Trubochka!” she fumbled under the pillow. “There it
is.”
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The miniature locomotive sat in her hand as it did
thousands of times, cool to couch, its tin casing lifeless, as
it should be.
I wonder if there’s a connection between the two.
She breathed on the glass, pulled the sleeve over her hand
and rubbed it, tracing circles, acutely aware of an unnatural
penetrating cold. Her skin bristled. Her hipbones lapsed into
the foam under the velvet, and an illusion of an embrace
stiffened her limbs. The lamps glinted, four bulging orbs. The
tremor of the wheels thumped like a heart. And the scent...
Olesya hadn’t noticed it until now. The iron tang of the
rust. Or maybe it wasn’t rust, maybe it was—
Old blood. Like the taste in your mouth when you bite your
tongue, only older, thicker.
She shuddered. The act of sitting inside the train, inside
its arterial cavity rendered her paralyzed and at the same time
oddly intrigued. She wanted to inspect it, inch by inch, to find
clues as to how it was possible for a machine to be living,
breathing.
I should read. I should read and forget everything, at
least for a little bit.
Her fingers found the book in the bag, Anna Karenina, the
smooth cover, the tattered bookmark. The pages opened in a fan,
settled. Olesya scanned for the line where she stopped the night
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before, reading in the restroom of a rundown Chicago hotel,
exiled there by the disgruntled Zoya who wanted to sleep and
turned off the lights, then proceeded to snore like an off-pitch
trumpet. If not for earplugs, Olesya wouldn’t have slept at all.
She was lucky to have a compartment to herself, very lucky. It
held a promise: sleep, dreamless sleep. Perhaps the drone of the
train would lull her, perhaps there’d be no nightmares. If she
could have only one night, just one calm night.
She reread the sentence.
“Vronsky followed the conductor to the carriage and at the
door to the compartment stopped to allow a lady to leave.”
Olesya lost herself to reading, to nineteenth century
Russia, the mannerisms, the archaic speech, the superfluous
romance; intrigues, prudery, affairs, illicit thrill. She
skimmed through a few paragraphs and paused. The words doubled,
made her go back and reread.
“A watchman, either drunk or too bundled up because of the
freezing cold, had not heard a train being shunted and had been
run over.”
Olesya dropped the book, as though it wanted to bite her.
The intercom crackled. The switch trembled and sprung to ON.
Olesya’s eyes popped. She stared at it, breathless.
“Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. It’s seven o’clock!
The dining car is now open and serving. This is our first call
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for the dining car. First call for the dining car. If you’re in
a sleeper, your meals are included in the price of your ticket
except for alcohol and gratuity. If you’re traveling in the
coaches, please pay attention to the following menu. Tonight we
have—”
Olesya flipped the toggle to OFF. Her hands shook.
Someone rapped at the door.
“Olesya?” Alla Borisovna’s voice, sugary-sweet. “May I come
in a minute?”
Olesya opened her mouth but no words came out.
“My dear, I know you’re there.” A note of irritation. “We
need to have us a little talk. You can’t hide in there forever.
Eventually you’ll have to come out, or I can ask Larry to open
the door for me. Would you like me to do that?”
The horn wailed mournfully into the night. The train
entered a valley carved between two mountains. The carriage
lurched, and the table painfully jabbed Olesya into her stomach.
“All right, Belaya. You’re the one who’s making me do this.
Either open the door or I’m moving you to my compartment. Do you
hear me?”
“Just a second.” Olesya lifted the latch, clasped the
handle and pushed the door in. Death stood before her, pale,
lifeless. No, it was only the company director, tired and
scowling.
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“Were you making me wait on purpose?”
“No.”
“Ah, Olesya, Olesya. What’s to be done with you, I don’t
know. Come, now.” She hooked her arm around Olesya’s and lightly
pushed her forth. Twisting and tearing bits of fuzz from the
sweater, Olesya walked on unsteady legs, forgetting to close the
door to her room, forgetting everything but what lay ahead.
The maw, the maw with its mandibles. How many are there?
One between every car? These spaces...they’re all gullets of
some sort, sphincters designed to lubricate, pass grub from one
cavity to another, clumps of meat, broken down solids to be
digested and excreted from the very last car? Or are they ducts
connecting tubes of one enormous vein, passing exhausted blood
from the head to the tail?
The image of TUBE as a type of sentient, ventral tract that
had the capacity to alter the train’s appearance, morph from a
hunk of steel to organic matter and back, no, the capacity to
control the human mind, Olesya’s mind in particular, to induce
her with hallucinations, slithered across her vision in a way a
helminth would slither across an infected eye.
She had read about these tiny parasites in Health, the
Soviet journal confounding Russian citizens since 1955 with
tales of portly men diving into ice-holes dead in the winter for
vigor and longevity; folk recipes to get rid of intestinal worms
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by tying a piece of rotten meat to the person’s ass—the worms
would be lured out by the stink; advice on conceiving a boy by
hiding an ax under the pillow and having the prospective father
sing Army songs during the act, alternatively, to conceive a
girl it was suggested to eat honey and copulate in rainy
weather; methods to cure alcoholism by giving the drunk the
special “Unctuous salt,” the living stone that was curing vodka
lovers since Ivan the Terrible; and more in the same manner.
Health managed to survive the political repercussions,
continuing to baffle gullible babushkas and impressionable women
like Olesya’s mother Olga Afanasyevna Belaya, a respectable
teacher who read each issue from cover and cover, instructing
Olesya on the proper diet and posture and methods to prevent
diseases and the like. It was this magazine that Olesya pored
over for information on how to lose virginity and came up short,
giving it up to Artyom Nikitin on the roof of his nine-story
Brezhnevka in the dawn hours after the prom, spread on the
bitumen on his jacket, watching him unzip his pants with
fumbling fingers. He fell on her and was done in three thrusts.
Olesya was disappointed.
That’s all there is to it? Bang-bang-done?
And now that she stood in front of the double doors to the
diner, it all came at her in a swarm, the pictures of the
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parasites, the ridiculous stories, the wrinkled lump that hung
in the cleft of Artyom’s legs.
A spasm of aversion shook her. She wanted to vomit. To
enter the diner meant to cross the gangway, the accordion
chamber with overlapping steel plates that maimed her toe. She
padded across the vestibule and stopped, studying it through the
glossy window, searching for signs of moisture. There were none.
Surfaces gleamed at her, as if licked clean. The plates clonked
in rhythm with the chugging.
“What’s the holdup?”
Alla Borisovna’s breathing stirred her hair.
“Sorry.” Olesya touched the pad. PUSH TO OPEN was spelled
on it in scarlet letters. At once the door rolled away, granting
access. On a whim, Olesya whispered, “you don’t mind if I
cross?”
“What’s that?”
“Nothing.”
“My dear, are you talking to yourself?”
“No.” Olesya repeated her request sotto voce.
Not a stir that she could see, not a sign of
acknowledgement.
“Belaya! In at one ear and out at the other. Are we going
to stand here until our legs fall off, or what? What are you
afraid of?”
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“Nothing.”
“Move. I’ll do it.” She reached over.
Fighting the urge to flee, Olesya stepped on the grate. It
bobbed up and down, leveled out. Waiting. She took another step,
the healthy leg on the sleeper side, the injured one on the
diner.
Almost made it.
The train passed a bump in the tracks. Olesya pogoed, lost
her footing, leapt through the door and rammed into the server
girl with the shiny black braid. The name plaque on her stout
breast, TUBE logo in the corner, GABRIELA spelled across the
middle, rammed into Olesya’s face, grazing her cheek with a
sharp edge. The beige plastic tray loaded with salads flew out
of Gabriela’s hand and traced a graceful arc, the lettuce and
the grape tomatoes and the yellow flecks of shredded cheddar
suspended in the air, a motley of colors. Then it all crashed to
the floor. The vegetables. The plates. And the tray.
“Oh, God! I’m so sorry!” Olesya kneeled to pick up the
mess.
“No worries, miss. I’ll do it.” Said Gabriela kindly.
“Please be seated. You’re late as it is.” She motioned to the
nearby table where Alla Borisovna had already installed herself,
her narrow eyes foreboding a scolding.
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The diner buzzed with voices, every dancer present, but
none making an attempt to call Olesya’s name, silenced by her
mishap and the rendezvous with the company director that
happened in two cases only: a promotion or a sacking. They threw
her askance glances, trying to guess her predicament. Natasha
said something to Dima who nodded, Taras laughed loudly at
Egor’s joke, Nikita sat “in the raspberries,” surrounded by
three girls, his hand sitting idly on Veronika’s shoulder.
Olesya slid the length of the seat until she was right by
the window where semaphores traced blurry lines in the darkness.
A faint reflection looked back at her, and the faces of the
dancers across the aisle—Milena, Inga, and Veronika—whispering,
giggling, glaring.
“Well, finally I have you all to myself. So, what
happened?” demanded Alla Borisovna. “I don’t understand. Since
when are you a klutz? You’re my lead girl, Olesya, you have an
outstanding balance. And what’s this doggy drivel I’m hearing
about you telling Egor that the train has hurt you on purpose?
Why on earth did you hide from the medics? Can you explain this
to me? Coffee!” She snapped her fingers, measuring the
attendant, a tall greying man, as though he were a lackey, a boy
to be ordered around.
“Good evening!” he smiled a cursory smile without teeth,
his lips speaking of forced amiability, a shrewd look glinting
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from under his brows. Olesya saw that Alla Borisovna’s arrogance
didn’t escape his notice, and a pang of shame made her cheeks
flush.
“My name is Darryl, I’ll be your server tonight. Allow me—”
“Coffee,” declared Alla Borisovna. “Sugar, no. Cream, no.”
She shook her head to emphasize.
“All right. One black coffee coming right up. Anything
else? Would you like to—”
“No. What an oaf,” she said in Russian.
Darryl flinched at the dry sound of the word.
Alla Borisovna paid him no heed. “Don’t make me doubt you,
Olesya. Don’t make me put you back by the water. Corps de ballet
is not your place, but if you keep up this strange behavior, I
might have to reconsider. Not just because of your injury—we’ll
get to that—but for other reasons. Do you understand what I’m
saying?”
“Yes, Alla Borisovna.” Olesya sensed eyes on her back, a
feeling of being watched crawled down her spine. She longed to
turn around and couldn’t. Lights dimmed, noises sharpened, and
the chewing and the gulping and the smacking assaulted her ears.
She wanted to scream. She wanted to jump and rush out of the
car, out, out, out, into the wilderness, into the darkness.
Anywhere was better than here.
“And you, miss?” Darryl waited for Olesya to order.
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She picked up the menu and hid behind it.
There’s no one I can turn to. No one. Egor had already told
the harpies, I can see it in their eyes. They think I’m crazy.
Natasha, though, I hope Natasha will hear me out. Oh, papa, I
miss you. You would’ve understood. You’re the only one...the
only one who would’ve listened and understood.
Olesya hadn’t noticed how Alla Borisovna ordered the dinner
for her. It was only when Darryl plopped a plate of salad down
by her elbow that she put the menu aside. Wilted leaves of
lettuce sat under the mound of ranch sauce like dead snakeskin.
Is this what Americans call salad?
The only food they ate so far was the delectable airplane
fare—Aeroflot always fed its passengers well, in contrast to its
atrocious service, a lavish dinner in New York’ Brasserie
Pushkin to celebrate Serenade’s upcoming premiere in Portland,
the cost in part covered by Bolshoi, in part by the restaurant’s
owner, the famed Moscow restaurateur Denis Vasilievich Andreev
as a favor to his long-time friend Alla Borisovna Serova (and
his concubine, according to rumors).
In the morning at 10 a.m. sharp, tired and jetlagged, the
entire troupe boarded a Greyhound bus and for the next seventeen
hours rattled along interurban roads until they arrived in
Chicago at 4:55 a.m., ate breakfast in Russian Tea Time that
received them early, before opening to the public. “Connections,
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connections,” Alla Borisovna would edify, “it’s all about
connections. Be amiable, work hard, know the right people, and
you’ll go far. Unless you’re fat and ugly, then God help you.”
After they stuffed themselves on piroshkies and varenikis as an
exception to their strict diet, they immediately hopped on the
TUBE train bound for Portland. It departed exactly at 11:13
a.m., not a minute late.
It was Olesya’s first time on the train since her father’s
horrific death.
The exact amount of money that Serova managed to shave off
the budgeted traveling expenses was anyone’s guess. And grumble
all the want, she expected them to be grateful they got to
perform in US in the first place. Anything on top of that was
icing on the cake.
Olesya poked the lettuce with a fork. It depressed and
pushed one of the slimy tomatoes over the edge of the plate,
spilling the milky glop on the tablecloth, sumptuously crimson.
It looked like spit dissolving into ruddy flesh. Olesya folded a
napkin and dabbed the spot until the white was gone. It looked
dark now, almost black, grisly.
Alla Borisovna watched this with an expression of one
witnessing murder. “Well?” she began, her plate and utensils
untouched, a paper cup of coffee with TUBE logo printed on it in
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front of her. She sipped from it with mechanic regularity and no
noise.
Olesya’s gaze flitted from object to object: the plates,
the napkins, the menus, the chintzy curtains, even the rug had
the TUBE logo on it, imprinted along the berm in a tasteful
pattern, the color of venous gore. Everything bore the mark of
thoughtful branding, everything adhered to TUBE signature
colors, the seats, the lights, the server’s uniforms, and for
some reason it made Olesya sick. The air of the train was that
of artificial perfection, as though something hid behind it,
some chaotic intelligence that liked to parade a counterfeit
façade.
How do they not see it? This resemblance to an internal
organ, a hollowed out tube of muscle and tissue and vessels that
ferry blood to and fro. TUBE! The very name of it speaks to its
nature. How can they sit inside it and not want to holler from
the hideousness of it, from this palpable sensation of feelers
nudging your skin, of eyes catching your every movement?
Olesya chased one lonely tomato, attempting to stab it. It
refused to be punctured, slipping and rolling in the sauce.
“That’s enough,” snapped Alla Borisovna.
Olesya put down the fork.
“What on earth is going on with you? Ever since we boarded
this train you’re not yourself. It’s like the devil possessed
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you. I don’t recognize you, my dear. And if you think I’m blind,
you’re wrong. Your playing self-absorbed and solemn and fragile
is not going to cut it this time. I can see right through it.”
She steepled her fingers.
Olesya shrugged, watching the carpet out of the corner of
her eye, to see if it would heave.
“Did you hear me?”
“Yes.”
“Well?”
“Well what?” Olesya raised her eyes.
More than half of the dancers left, but a few lingered.
Among those Milena, Inga, and Veronika imbibed every word of
their conversation.
“Why did you refuse medical help? What for? What are you
trying to prove?”
“I’m not trying anything. Honestly.”
“Is this to pay me back, Olesya? Is that what it is?” Alla
Borisovna’s voice caught at the end, and Olesya was astounded to
see wetness in her eyes, an unheard of occurrence.
Does she really care?
“Why does it matter, Alla Borisovna? Why are you so
concerned? There’s always someone else to replace me, isn’t
there? Milena has been dying to be the lead girl,” this she said
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loudly for the benefit of Milena who positively bloomed at the
table across, “so why don’t you give her a chance?”
“Where is this apathy coming from? You were so excited to
go, you couldn’t stop talking about it! And now? What is this?
What’s with you?”
Only a nagging feeling that we’re heading for disaster,
that this train we’re on has a mind of its own and it’s planning
something rather unsightly. I don’t know how I know, I just do.
It’s sitting under my skin. I wonder what tune you’ll sing if I
say it out loud. You’ll probably want to lock me up in a
nuthouse and forget you ever knew me, cross me out of your life.
“I’m sorry, Alla Borisovna. You’re right, I should’ve told
you. I wanted to keep this to myself. It’s my own pain,
and...well, I didn’t want to burden anyone...”
“Burden anyone...?”
“Today is my father’s death anniversary, and—”
“Oh, honey.” Olesya found her hand clasped between dry
whispering palms of the company director. “Why didn’t you tell
me?”
March 5, 2004. The day of my first ballet performance. He
never showed. “Nobody likes to be reminded of death. I have
learned it the hard way. At first I wanted to tell everyone,
spell out every terrible detail, I’d bubble over with words,
talk talk talk until I was blue in the face, but then people
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started shunning me, or I would hear this radio silence on the
other end, so I stopped. I learned to keep it to myself. Death
scares people. It’s easier to put it out of mind, as though then
it will somehow stop existing. Those who knew me stopped asking,
and those who didn’t...at first there’d be this mandatory
display of sympathy, and all the same I could see the fire of
interest in their eyes, a perverted lust for the macabre. Next
was always the same question. How did he die? How? And then,
depending on who was asking, I’d either tell the full version,
or the shortened one, the easy word “accident” warding them off
to ask anything else.”
The diner grew quiet. There was no evidence that anyone
besides Alla Borisovna had overheard Olesya—she spoke in a soft
voice, hushed, almost whispering—but it seemed to her that
everyone did, and that the train itself was listening. The hairs
on her neck rose.
“This is tragic, Olesya. I understand just what you mean.”
Alla Borisovna drew in her breath. “When they found Rodik, when
they called me and told me how they found him,” her chin
trembled, but her eyes remained dry, unfocused, looking at
Olesya and through her, “I couldn’t grasp it at first. Not my
Rodik, my son, my firstborn, surely nothing like this could ever
happen to my dear boy.” She pressed Olesya’s hand so hard, her
little bones crackled. “I’ll never forget that night. You know,
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I never told this anyone, not even Vasiliy. It’d break his poor
heart. I always wanted a daughter, and when Rodik was born, I
was so disappointed. I was so young back then, so stupid. But
then I thought, the second one, surely the second one will be
the girl. And then Lyuba came, and...ah, Olesya, I brought it
upon myself. By God, I did.”
“What are you talking about, Alla Borisovna?”
“I should’ve been grateful. It’s like they say, God gave,
God took back.” She hung her head, and suddenly pulled Olesya’s
hand to her heart. “You’re like a daughter to me.” Only her lips
moved, but Olesya understood it.
Stunned, she half-opened her mouth. “I am? But...why,
that’s...thank you, Alla Borisovna. I don’t know what to say to
this. I’ve never...but you deride me all the time! You don’t
ever say a kind word to me, don’t ever praise me—”
The stern expression was back on Alla Borisovna’s face.
“It’s because I care about you, my dear. I want you to be the
best, that’s why I’m so hard on you.”
Strange logic. But aloud Olesya said, “I understand.”
“Good. When I was your age, I didn’t.” Alla Borisovna
rapped her fingers on the table, nails trimmed and filed to
flawless ovals, never any polish on them. “So, here is what
we’re going to do. We’ll have you checked out by the doctor
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tomorrow at one of the stops, and fit out your toe so you can
perform when we get to Portland.”
A wave of relief washed over Olesya. “Oh, thank you! Thank
you so much!”
“But, I must warn you. One misstep and you’re out. You have
no room for error. Do you understand me?”
“Yes. Yes!” The feeling of gratitude was so overwhelming,
Olesya felt like crying.
“You know the stakes. We depend on you. You’re the jewel of
Serenade. If you make a mistake, everything will be ruined.”
“Of course. I understand, Alla Borisovna. You can rest
assured, I’ll do my best. I’ve been waiting for this for such a
long time. I’ve been waiting...” Waiting to dance for papa.
Papa, it’s for you. Wherever you are. Can you see me? Look! Look
at me! Do you like it?
The tulle, the chiffon, the gentle swishing of the skirts,
the tap-tap of the pointe shoes on the stage, the fever of
anticipation. Voices, hushed. Last coughs in the audience. In
the orchestra pit the violinists, tense, waiting for the
conductor’s signal, and then, music, muffled by the curtain.
Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for Strings in C major, opus 48. The
first accords. The tide of them, sweeping, sublimating.
Olesya’s legs straight, toes bent at an impossible angle.
Arms curved, neck long, chin high, higher. And her eyes, closed.
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She always closed them, letting the thrill take her. And always
there would be Alla Borisovna’s battery of steps, her last
check-up, hissing at her, “Sharpen yourself. Swallow your
stomach! Soft like a hot dog, tighter, tighter! Tie your ass
into a knot! You hear me? Olesya! Olesya!”
The vision crumbled into darkness. “Huh?”
“Go rest, I said. Go. We’ll talk more in the morning.” A
crinkle of concern traced Alla Borisovna’s forehead.
The diner was empty, save for the servers cleaning up and
for Dima who upon seeing Olesya stand also stood, clearly timing
his departure to hers and avoiding her eyes to make it look like
an accident. He was so obvious, Olesya smiled. That permanently
questioning look on his face, the brows raised in a triangle
like that of a thoroughly confused dog. That’s what the dancers
called him, Olesya’s dog, for being loyal and devout to her even
with her indifference.
It wasn’t that she consciously acted proud or inaccessible.
No. Not at all. Most of the time she caroused around in her head
or was engulfed by ballet, a reprieve to the disintegrating
relationship with her mother and the acute longing for her late
father, as though with every year the hole in her memories got
bigger, the edges blurred, absorbed her little by little.
After her pathetic deflowering with the help of Artyom
Nikitin who boasted of his unsurpassable potency—back in high
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school boys bragged about three numbers: the length of their
dicks in centimeters, how many minutes they could last and not
come, and the number of girls whom they’ve fucked, most of which
was blatant lies and claptrap—and after discovering to her
dismay that the same Artyom Nikitin was a closeted virgin who
lived under the wing of protective mamochka and papochka and had
no experience whatsoever apart from knowing that he had to stick
his thing in some kind of an orifice between a girl’s legs,
Olesya hurled headfirst into a carnal rampage, sleeping with
most of the boys from her graduating class, and when none of
them impressed her, moving on to ballet dancers of which half
were gay so the pickings were slim.
Somewhere along this riotous period of her life, from
casting her virginity aside like some musty relic of Soviet
prudence at seventeen and having her last one-night stand at
nineteen, Olesya found herself staring at the ceiling, a sweaty
man on top of her, grunting like a pig, and wondered what the
hell she was doing. She knew it, of course, just didn’t want to
admit it.
She was searching for papa, his unconditional love for her,
his warmth, his kind words, and she couldn’t find it. To accept
his death meant to let go of the comfortable misery and the
honorable justification for pushing people away. Always the
dreamy type, her head in a book or at the ballet practice,
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socially awkward, she failed to attract the kinds of guys she
fell for: good-looking, confident, self-important, aesthetically
alluring husks with no substance. Her latest infatuation was
Egor, the prime example of the lot, the typical Muscovite golden
boy, pampered, spoiled, both parents famous dancers,
unquestionably talented and in love with himself.
Now twenty-one and disillusioned, Olesya concluded that men
want only one thing: sex. The rest of it is sweet-talk to get
you in bed, after which they discard you and go chase the next
skirt, and the next, and the next.
Love doesn’t exist, she thought. It was invented by romance
writers to make us girls lose sleep over fantasies of The One.
To hell with you, Tolstoy and your Anna Karenina. What
meaningless tear-jerking drivel. No such thing as undying love.
First it’s the promises of fidelity, then bed, then you’re
reduced to the status of a nag that breeds children, makes
dinners, does laundry, and waits by the window for The One who
at that very moment, drunk out of his mind, spreads the legs of
your best girlfriend. To hell with them all. I’m not getting
married or having children. Forget it.
And she plunged into dancing, working days, nights,
exhausting herself to the point of tears. The tears Dima would
quietly wipe with that loyal look, his face lit up with
adoration. Olesya didn’t have the heart to push him away. She
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simply couldn’t. It felt cruel, like kicking the dog that would
forgive you anything, it loved you that much. Only in case of
Dima she wasn’t sure it was love, more of a puerile infatuation
fueled by whatever illusion of her he spawned in his mind. He
didn’t know her. How could he love her? They barely spoke, and
what little exchanges occurred between them were related to
ballet or weather. Always weather, that’s what Dima talked
about.
“Look at that! It’s snowing!”
Olesya nodded. It was the middle of winter, fifteenth of
January, the day after the Old New Year and their first day of
practice. Of course it was snowing. It was snowing non-stop for
the two weeks of the holidays, blanketing Moscow with a deluge
of white fluff. To overstate the obvious was Dima’s unparalleled
skill.
“It’s cold! Aren’t you cold?”
Olesya shook her head no. She didn’t dare say anything in
fear of sarcasm running away with her. Dima didn’t understand
sarcasm. Whenever anyone joked, his exuberance would flatline
and he’d acquire this air of concentration like a baffled canine
straining to understand the meaning of words and the reason for
everyone’s laughter.
It was close to midnight, and they were standing in the
double doors of the Bolshoi’s service entrance under the awning
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that spanned the length of the theater’s west façade,
overlooking the Youth Theater’s portico of columns and the empty
Kopyevskiy lane. Parked cars lined both sidewalks, bumper to
bumper. There was a trickle of traffic on the Teatralnyy way,
but here it was quiet. Wrought-iron lanterns glittered electric
yellow. Thick snow fell in clumps, big, lazy, soft.
Olesya stepped into the street. She couldn’t tarry. She’d
be late for the Metro. It closed at 1 a.m., although by 12:45
the strident booth attendant already barred the entry with her
massive girth, breasts two melons, face a brick to be bashed on
your head if you dared to contradict her. Olesya was late once
and didn’t want to be late again. Her muscles screamed after two
weeks of idleness. She wanted to get home, fall into bed, and
sleep.
“You should wear mittens. Gloves are no good. Do you have
mittens? Thick woolen mittens?”
“No.” A plume of warm air escaped her lips. “Listen—”
“You should get a pair. Better yet, get the sheepskin ones.
Yeah, what was I thinking? I don’t know what made me say that.
Wool, wool, who needs wool? Sheepskin mittens will keep your
hands warm and toasty. Brrr!” He hopped from foot to foot,
flapping his sides. “Lots of snow today.”
You already said that. “Look, Dima, I’m sorry, but I really
need to go. I’ll be late for the last train.”
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“Want me to walk you?”
Dima lived walking distance from the theater, in one of
those coveted old-style flats with high ceilings and tessellated
parquet floors. His father, Nikolay Ignatievich Rumyantsev, the
Colonel General, was granted a free elite apartment in the
center of Moscow a few years before the Soviet Union’s collapse.
Three years later Dima was born, and three years after that his
mother, Alexandra Ivanovna Rumyantseva, committed suicide. Since
then the two of them lived alone. Olesya lived with her mother
on Rostovskaya embankment, and although from Teatralnaya station
it was only two stops to Smolenskaya, she preferred to ride to
Kiyevskaya and walk home along the wide well-lit avenue,
crossing the bridge over the Moskva River and gazing at the
stars. It was safer that way, and prettier.
“So, do you want me to...”
“Oh. No, thank you,” said Olesya hastily. “I’ll be fine on
my own. Thank you, though, for the offer.”
“Are you absolutely sure?” That questioning look again.
“Yeah, I’m sure. I’ll see you tomorrow, okay?”
“All right...if you say so.” His baby face folded into
disappointment. He wiggled his head deeper into the thick woolen
scarf. “Guess I’ll see you tomorrow.” Olesya waved, smiling. He
watched her walk away, cross the street, and scurry to the
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station where the flopping wooden doors swallowed her delicate
frame.
The next day the same scenario would repeat, the only
difference would be the type of the precipitation discussed.
It’d be either talk about snow melting, or snow falling again,
or not falling, or snow turning to ice, and the like.
Olesya sighed. Before Dima opened his mouth, she knew
exactly what he was going to say.
“Look at that!” he pointed out the diner window. “Did you
see that? Snow! Snow in March. Isn’t that crazy? I thought it’d
be warmer here, in America.”
Strips of white flashed by, torn out of the inky blackness
by railroad lights, fewer and fewer of them with every mile.
“Looks like it’s not,” said Olesya. “Maybe it’s because
we’re passing through the mountains.”
They were just making conversation.
“Hmm, I didn’t think about that. You’re right. So, how’s
your toe?”
“Oh. It’s okay. Doesn’t hurt that much, actually.”
“Well, that’s good.”
“Yeah, it is.”
They fell quiet.
Ah, Dima, I need to lose you somehow. I really don’t feel
like talking. But even so Olesya would’ve continued this empty
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chatter out of politeness and for fear of crossing into the
sleeper if not for Alla Borisovna.
“Rumyantsev, what are you doing here? Go sleep. Belaya, you
need to sleep too. Off you go, both of you.” She shooed them
away.
Spurred by this command, Olesya flitted through the diner,
dashed over the grating lips of the gangway, and found her
breath only when she was back in her coupe, pressed to the door,
her heart rabid. When the footsteps receded, she collapsed on
the bed, half-numb from the mixture of relief and terror. Relief
that she got permission to dance, she was staying; terror that
she’d fail and spoil the performance. And underneath all that
ran a torrent of another terror, the one she denied, pushed
down, locked up in the farthest corner of her mind, the black
shadow of the watching listening breathing train that hung over
her head like an ill omen.
She closed her eyes and tried calming herself. Counting.
Recalling her Serenade steps. No use. Thoughts whirred in her
head like blowflies over a carcass.
It can’t be. It’s unthinkable. Absurd. Whatever gave me
this idea that my perceptions are true is bogus. What is true?
How can I rely on my senses when they’re inherently faulty?
Never concrete, always fluctuating. Like right now I can’t see
where I am because my eyes are closed. I can hear the wheels
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clacking and I imagine I’m on the train, but only because my
memory is supplying me with the image. It’s like Inga said, old
wives’ tales.
But the more she tried convincing herself that the cauldron
of foreboding that brewed in her gut was wrong, the more she
knew it was right.
This is no good. God, I hate this. I wish I could ram my
head through the wall to make it stop.
She sat up. Pulled out her phone. No calls, no messages.
She opened Anna Karenina, the book that she despised for its
syrupy romance and was drawn to it for the same reason. After
skimming a few pages without comprehending what she read, she
closed it and reached for Trubochka, all that was left of the
train set her father gave her on her tenth birthday the year he
died.
She remembered it like it was yesterday.
After the excitement of guessing what was in the beautiful
red box stamped with English letters, after unpacking it, after
her mother went to the kitchen to wash the plates from the cake,
Olesya and her father spread the tracks all over the floor,
running them under the davenport, the dining table, the drafting
bureau littered with vellum and ruling pens, around her mother’s
vanity table with its tri-fold mirror, and finally under a
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bunched up wool coverlet that in Olesya’s eyes transformed into
a dark mountain tunnel.
“TUBE is an American railroad company that makes these
trains,” said papa.
“It is? Wow!” America was to Olesya like another planet.
“TUBE. It sounds like Trubochka, the brass musical instrument!
The one we saw in the orchestra, papa!”
“You could day so.”
“And it looks like a long coiled tube! I’ll call it
Trubochka. Hello, Trubochka. It’s very nice to meet you. Did you
come here all the way from America? You must be tired. Welcome
to Russia. My name is Olesya. Would you like to go for a ride?”
She picked up the locomotive. It fit snugly in her palm,
peachy cream, cool to touch, shiny. A thick blue stripe,
protuberant, like an exoskeleton spine, crested its roof. Two
less prominent red stripes buttressed it on each side. From them
at the right angles branched out thinner lines, alternating red
and blue. They trickled down between miniature windows made from
real glass and merged into the purplish rim on the bottom. This
odd coloring gave it the look of a rib cage. The spines—if
that’s what they were—culminated in three round lights on the
head. They lit up at the switch of a peg.
Olesya placed it on the tracks and hooked up the cars.
There were ten total. She pushed the button, and the train
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jolted out of her hands, snaking around and around the floor, so
much power from only four AAA batteries.
“Over there, papa! Watch out, it’s a mudslide!”
“Don’t fret, engineer. We’ll go around it.” Papa nudged the
coverlet aside. “Here we go!”
“Papa, papa, it’ll turn over!”
“It won’t, Olesya, look. It made it around the bend!”
She giggled and clapped, then paled, hands on her mouth.
“Oh, papa! Now it will! Watch!”
They got so carried away, crawling around on hands and
knees, sneezing from the dust and laughing, that they didn’t
notice how Olesya’s mother came back from the kitchen and stood
in the door, watching them, a faint smile playing on her lips.
Olesya rolled Trubochka in her hand, stroking the spine,
the roof, the windows, spinning the wheels. This was all that
remained of the set, the rest lost in the years that broke them
apart, her and her mother. They quietly coexisted in the same
apartment, Olesya dancing, her mother teaching. A no-nonsense
product of Soviet Union’s last decade, Olga Afanasyevna didn’t
see much merit in the arts. To her ballet was “jerking legs and
sitting on the diet.” A silly frivolous hobby.
It was Olesya’s father who encouraged her. He wanted to see
her dance Serenade, his favorite ballet. He saw it on TV and was
captivated by its quiet virtuosity, its elegance, ethereality,
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the skimming ballerinas and their confections of blue tutus that
reminded him of bluebells, the flowers of his childhood. He
never got the chance. And Olesya never rode another interurban
train, avoiding them, until this trip came along, and she had
to. Ironically, TUBE was the exact replica of her toy. Or,
rather, vice versa, her toy was the exact replica of TUBE that
presently droned through the night in American mountains.
I never thought I’d sit inside you.
She placed Trubochka on the table, wheeling it back and
forth. It made faint scratching noises.
Why did it have to happen? Why? Why him?
A sudden aggression possessed her, and she struck it as
though her father’s death was somehow Trubochka’s fault. It
dropped to the carpet and rolled under the bed. The horn blew in
protest. The train lurched and with a terrific screech of the
brakes began slowing down, sparks flying. The noise was that of
scissors scraping glass magnified tenfold. Olesya shrieked and
flew off the bed. The edge of the table rammed into her stomach.
She tumbled, hands over ears, eyes screwed shut.
The horn blew again, a full-throated guttural bellow,
wounded, savage. Olesya looked up. The air thickened, pressed
down, bruising her ears, stopping her breathing. She didn’t
move, eyes glued to Trubochka. It lay just out of reach. She’d
have to stretch her arm into the darkness to fetch it.
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It wants me to pick it up. Nonsense, it’s a dumb machine.
It can’t have wants or needs.
She shook her head.
With a final jolt the train shuddered to a standstill. The
immediate silence rang like a peal of bells.
I’ll get it later. It won’t go anywhere.
She crawled to bed, shaking.
Outside the window it was darkness. Olesya cupped her face
to the glass. It took a minute for her vision to adjust. They
have stopped in the middle of nowhere. The nowhere was a frosted
plateau punctured by rare scraggy furs. It stretched into
infinity, no lights in sight, no sign of any habitation.
Something caught the corner of her eye. Movement. Directly
opposite the window, maybe ten yards away, stood a wolf. It
looked right at her, its ears alert, tail stiff, its posture
that of an experienced hunter that knows how to track and kill
its prey. Their eyes met for no more than a second, but it
seemed to Olesya an hour. The breath stopped in her throat, and
her stomach jellied. Then the train gave a drawn-out honk, and
the wolf scampered into the night. Olesya sat still, waiting for
it to return. It didn’t.
That was a wolf.
She absentmindedly rubbed her injured toe.
It was looking at me. It saw me.
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The thick layer of glass and steel between her and the
endless whiteness guaranteed safety, but Olesya’s previous
feeling of comfort has shattered, that unhurried pleasure of a
traveler witnessing the landscape unfold, watching the elements
take it, the wind, the rain, the snow, while sitting comfortably
in a dry snug coupe. Or that feeling of guarded wonder when
regarding a predator locked in a cage. She was locked in a cage
now, and the darkness was looking in at her, observing. Black
terror stole down her gut.
I’m just tired. I need to get some sleep. Tomorrow I’ll
forget this and feel better.
Reluctantly, she slid to the floor and stared at the
upended Trubochka until her eyes adjusted to the gloom and she
could see its belly, wheels glimmering, shrouded in shade. She
tensed, shot out her arm. Grasped it.
All was still.
Olesya let out air and, too nervous to change, turned off
the lights, climbed under the blanket, and dropped her head on
the pillow, hoping for a few hours of uninterrupted dreamless
sleep.
It never once occurred to her why no one reacted to this
unexpected stop. Surely the head engineer would’ve relayed some
kind of a soothing message. Surely Larry would’ve knocked on her
door and asked her if she was okay, affirming her that they
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would be moving soon. Surely at least some of the dancers
would’ve woken up, poked their heads out the doors, inquired as
to what was the problem. They would’ve walked along the
corridor, they would’ve looked out the windows, commented on the
desolation of the place. Perhaps Alla Borisovna would’ve
reprimanded them. Perhaps Natasha would’ve stopped by. But no
one stirred. There were no voices, no sounds of any kind.
It seemed the train had one passenger only.
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Chapter 4. The First Night

The sense of dread wouldn’t let Olesya from its grip.
Why didn’t I bring some sleeping pills with me? Why do I
always think about this stuff when it’s too late?
She turned. The pillow felt too hot under her cheek. She
switched it over to the cool side, and that one heat up quickly
also. She pushed it over her head. The sheet brought no respite.
It wasn’t cool or warm but somewhere in between, the stubby
threads of velvet rendering it rough and uneven, and when she
moved, they scraped it like a thousand tiny hooks. She grunted.
Her lids were burning. She stubbornly kept them shut, waiting
for the train to move. After some minutes the waiting switched
to dread, and after a good long stretch of that the dread
matured to an acute feeling of wrongness.
Someone in the sleeper was bound to make a noise.
Olesya sat up with a start. It came home to her, the
magnitude of the silence. The blood in her head pounded. She
broke out in sweat, straining to listen, listening not only with
her ears but with her skin, with her whole body. She thought she
heard something, a weak scratching. It came from the door.
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Scratch-scratch-stop. Scratch-scratch-stop. She would’ve
preferred banging to this disquieting sound.
Olesya pulled out her phone. The green numbers shone
brightly in the darkness.
12:52 a.m. Did I sleep a little? What time did I go to bed?
She stared at the door, at the drawn curtain, wanting to
know who stood behind it, and suddenly not wanting to know at
all. This hushed vacuity that filled the room, the car, the
entire train, wormed under her skin and from there took hold of
her gut, turning it to water.
Another scratching. Timid. Someone wanted her attention but
was afraid to knock. There was an air of abandonment about this
scratching, loneliness, neglect, the kind that lingered in the
ballet studio at night after the last of the dancers left and
Olesya stayed, practicing, practicing, practicing, until her
pointe shoes bled through and she had to stop.
That day after the Old New Year, January fifteenth, she got
carried away and hadn’t noticed how late it got. Her leg has
cramped and she collapsed mid-jump, landing hard on her knees
and elbows. Tears spurt from her eyes. She calmly licked them
off and pulled out the headphones. The absence of Tchaikovsky
and any other sounds in the studio spooked her. She rushed to
the dressing room, wiped her bloody feet as best she could,
pulled on socks, woolen leggings, a turtleneck sweater, boots, a
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lambskin coat, a hat, gloves, and rushed to the exit where she
stumbled on Dima.
He acted as though he was leaving the theater too and it
was a mere coincidence. Olesya knew it wasn’t. They had their
little weather chat then. It calmed her. She never told him
about it, of course. That night she barely made it to the last
train, empty. The only other person in the car was a muttering
drunk who sat in the pool of his own urine and vomit.
She got out on Kiyevskaya and hurried to the Borodinskiy
bridge. The drunk followed her on unsteady legs, eventually
overtaking her just as she turned off Rostovskiy lane into the
alley that led to her building’s courtyard. She would’ve noticed
him earlier and taken precautions, ambled along the embankment
and called her mother to come down and get her, but she was
distracted by the falling snow. Fresh and clean, it floated down
in twirling flocks like ephemeral weightless ballerinas. She
caught them on her glove, watched them melt. Caught some more.
Her legs carried her forward on autopilot.
She almost ran into him.
“Say, what’s a pretty young girl like you is doing out so
late at night? Ah?”
The stink of booze slapped her in the face.
“Ah?” The drunk stepped into the pool of yellow light that
streamed from a buzzing street lamp. He was in his late forties,
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early fifties. It was hard to tell. His face, tumefied from
excessive alcohol consumption, looked purplish, so did his
hands, naked, swollen. He wore a flat cap, a padded jacket
“telogreika,” track pants. All of it was grimy. The reek that
came off him made Olesya cough. A pair of rheumy eyes, unfocused
but full of avarice, slid up and down her body, halting
somewhere in the region of her breasts.
“Excuse me.” Olesya stepped around.
The drunk blocked her. “Say, it’s not safe walking around
so late for such a pretty thing,” he raised his hand to brush
her face. She recoiled. He grabbed her by the wrist. “I’ll walk
you home. Ah? How’s that? I’ll protect you. The streets are full
of scum these days. Chechen scum. Tfoo!” He spat.
Olesya wriggled out of his hold. “No need, thank you. I’m
fine on my own. I’m almost home anyway.”
“Well, so what? All the better. I’ll walk you right to the
door.” He grabbed her hand. “Be reasonable! Why push me away?
I’m only trying to help.”
“Thank you, but I don’t need any help.” She fingered the
keys in her pocket. Is a key sharp enough to stab? What else do
I have?
“Ai, yai, yai. Not good, not good, girly. What are you
pushing me away for? I’m not hurting you, I’m not doing you any
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harm. All I want is to safely see you home. Your papa will thank
me.”
Olesya squeezed the keys. They cut into her palm. The air
was too painful to breathe. “He won’t.”
“Ah? And why not?”
“My papa is dead.”
The air punched out of the drunk. He opened his mouth,
blinking. Something flitted through his face. Surprise, then a
trace of sorrow. “Dead, you say?”
“Yes. He died in a railway accident, eleven years ago.”
“Ah! Accident. Well. What do you know! These things happen.
That’s too bad, too bad.” He scratched under his cap. “And your
mother? Is she alive?”
“Yes, she is.” Olesya’s guardedness snapped, replaced by a
longing to share her pain, even if it was with a filthy, lewd
alcoholic who undoubtedly planned to take her behind some
shanty, right on the snow, and dispose of her like of an empty
vodka bottle. She drew in breath, to start her story, then
halted.
Why would he care? Who am I to him? A walking talking
plaything to poke with his dick for a moment of grunting
ecstasy. If he can get it up at all, pissed as he is.
She looked him in the eyes, and saw a shadow of humility,
and shame, repentance at his sordid state. Two lines of water
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trickled down his cheeks, and she wasn’t sure what it was. It
could be from the cold, or it could be tears. They held this
bridge between them for a second before it melted like a
snowflake.
Embarrassed, the drunk looked away, pressed a thumb to his
nostril and blew a streak of snot, from one side, from another,
wiped his nose on the sleeve. “Well then, all the same. If your
papa won’t thank me, your mama will. Say, I’m mighty dry, girly.
My throat burns, see?” he tapped his neck. “Ai, it burns like
hell! Need one for the road. You understand? Ah?” He reached for
her.
He’s hoping for a glass of vodka. That’s what it is. Relief
flushed Olesya. “I’m sorry,” she said softly, “I would’ve loved
your company some other time, but not right now. I’m very tired,
and my feet hurt.”
“Your feet? Well, I never! Young pretty girl like you, and
already a cripple.”
“I’m a ballerina.”
“A ballerina!” His bloated face lit up, so that it looked
younger. “You don’t say! Look at this, now.” He sized her up.
“So that’s why you’re so thin! Do you dance in that, what’s the
name, I saw it, when Irka was born. We left the girls with
Marinka’s folks, see, and me and Marinka went, they played it at
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Bolshoi. Swan, swan—” He slapped his forehead. “Ah, the devil
take me.”
“Swan Lake?”
“That’s the one!”
“No, I don’t dance in Swan Lake. But I dance in Serenade.”
Olesya got excited. “It’s an American ballet that was staged by
an immigrant Russian choreographer, George Balanchine, in 1934
in New York. Well, he’s actually Georgian, his real name is
Giorgi Balanchivadze, but anyway, it was recently brought to
Bolshoi. But Bolshoi had to buy the license to mount it. So Alla
Borisovna—our company director—got so upset, she choreographed
her own version. We’re going on tour with it to America in
March. It’ll be my first time abroad.” She saw that she lost him
and stopped.
“Ah! I see, I see. What’s your name, then?”
“Olesya.”
“A pretty name, Olesya. I went to school with an Olesya.
Aleksey Ivanovich, my pleasure. You can call me Lyosha.” He took
her gloved hand and kissed it, scraping his foot. “Well then,
Olesya, what’re we standing here for? We’ll freeze to death!
Allow me.” And arm in arm he walked her to the door of her
entrance, where he bowed gallantly and, losing his balance, sat
back into the snowbank with a loud “Oof!”
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Without losing a beat, Olesya punched the code, rushed
inside, and slammed the heavy door behind her. Gulping for
breath, blood singing in her ears, she listened to him shout.
“Olesya! You bitch! Olesya! Open up!”
He pounded on the door. Bam-bam-bam.
She stared at it tremble from the shocks of his blows.
“Olesya!” More pounding.
Someone was buffeting the door to her compartment. Each
strike made the curtain bounce, and the noise was that of a hand
slapping glass. Annoyed, impatient smacking. It seemed to be a
small hand, a hand of a—
Who’s there?
It was on the tip of Olesya’s tongue, but she held it back.
The voice. The voice that called her name was bright and clear,
the voice of a child. A girl. Most certainly a girl, of about
five or six, not much older.
Olesya stood impulsively. Her first thought was that the
girl was lost and needed help. She touched the latch to lift it,
when the second thought froze her. Hold on. What’s she doing in
our car in the middle of the night? And how does she know my
name?
The banging abruptly ceased, as though the train heard her
thoughts and held its breath in anticipation.
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Every bone in Olesya’s body screamed to run. She flicked
her gaze around the coupe. There was nowhere to hide. The
window? Sealed shut, no way to open it.
A vicious kick racked the door. Whatever it was that
delivered it couldn’t be a little girl, or human for that
matter. The whole pane rattled in the frame like it was drilled
by a jackhammer. Hairs rose on Olesya’s neck, and her bowels
liquefied to swill. If she didn’t consciously tense her pelvic
muscles, she would’ve voided herself. Suddenly the need to
urinate became pressing.
Oh, God. Oh, my God. It’ll break the door like this. It’s
breaking it! It’ll be here any moment! Jesus, what do I do? What
do I do? Surprise it. Yes, surprise it, before it surprises me,
whatever the hell it is.
Before she lost her nerve, in one swift move Olesya ripped
back the curtain, the crackle of the parting Velcro panels
startling her. And then she froze, staring.
A face looked up at her through the window. It was the face
of a little girl, just like she imagined, five or six years old.
She wore a crocheted red summer dress, with a full skirt and
butterfly sleeves. Her strawberry hair was tied into pigtails
with matching red ribbons. There were freckles on her nose. And
as she grinned and waved, Olesya saw with horror that the girl
looked exactly like her when she was that age, only she couldn’t
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remember having a dress like that. She never owned anything red,
as long as her father lived. He hated the color, thinking it
vulgar, and forbade her. The red patent Valentino shoes were a
coveted item for Olesya precisely for that reason. To own
something red, to wear it without the fear of upsetting him.
“Hi,” she croaked.
“Hi! I’m Tanyusha,” came muffled from behind the door. “And
you’re Olesya!”
“That’s right. How do you know?”
“It’s very nice to finally meet you, Olesya,” Tanyusha
curtsied, her forefingers and thumbs adroitly pinching the hem
of the skirt and spreading it like petals of a poppy.
“What are you doing here?” Olesya yearned to open the door.
Her arms disobeyed her, hanging limply along her sides like dead
vines.
Tanyusha shrugged. “I came to see you.”
“See me?”
Tanyusha tucked her head in her shoulders and glanced from
side to side, then pressed her face to the gap in the door and
whispered, “papa said you’d be here. Only he wouldn’t let me to
see you. But I was clever! I snuck out and came to see you
anyway. Please don’t tell him! He’ll be so angry.”
Olesya gulped. “Who’s your papa, Tanyusha? What’s his
name?”
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But Tanyusha’s attention was diverted by something to her
left. She jumped, as though scalded with boiling water. A look
of deathly terror contorted her features. “He’s here! He’s here!
He’s coming!” She looked up at Olesya, her eyes wide. “Let me
in! Please! Let me in!” She started banging on the window with
two little fists, and jumping up and down, uttering small
shrieks. “Please, Olesya! Please! He’s coming!”
Olesya grasped the latch and was about to fling it, when
Tanyusha slammed her face against the glass.
“Let me in!”
“What are you doing! Stop it! You’ll hurt yourself!”
A kind of giddy hostility twisted Tanyusha’s mouth. She
sneered, swung back in an impossible angle and rammed her face
into the door with such force, for a brief moment Olesya saw her
nose squished, a white misshapen amoeba. There was a dry crack
like that of a snapping twig. The girl drew back and did it
again. Blood spurt from her nose, splattering the window. She
bent back, and before yet another blow Olesya seized the curtain
with both hands and draped it over, fastening the Velcro with
shaking hands.
The assault immediately stopped.
Olesya’s legs folded, and she dropped to the bed, deaf from
the roaring of her pulse.
God, what was that? It wasn’t real, was it?
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The only way to verify this was to open the door and see if
the blood was there. Olesya couldn’t bring herself to do it.
But if that wasn’t real, how did I see her? Hallucination?
A vision from subconscious? I don’t know any Tanyusha that looks
like me. Tanyusha...she said her papa told her that I’m here,
she knew my name. Is that my papa? My papa and the other me? The
one that I don’t know? But how...why would I even...is that
what’s called split personality? Or an onset of something worse?
My God, I must be going crazy.
Olesya sat petrified. One part of her wished to stay put
until the morning, until people started moving about. Another
part wanted to make sure that the blood was there. It wasn’t the
blood itself that worried her so much—she wasn’t the squeamish
type, none of the dancers were by virtue of dealing with flayed
skin, ingrown nails, bleeding feet, bleeding noses, tears,
ruptures, strains, bruises on a daily basis—it was the validity
of what she witnessed. To confirm it was to confirm her sanity.
To see it gone...well, that meant she was “gone” too.
Fuck this. I don’t want to do this. I don’t want to go out
there, I don’t, I don’t—
But she already sidled to the door and, driven by
insuperable need to prove that she was lucid, steeled herself
for the horrid sight beyond—it was like sitting in a theater,
waiting for the drapes to part—who knew what could be there,
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Tanyusha’s crushed skull, perhaps, perhaps her papa hurting her.
She was afraid of him, so afraid.
Why would he do that? Why would he hurt his own daughter?
Unless...it wasn’t Tanyusha at all, but something else.
Olesya gulped for breath and ripped the curtain open.
Her eyes perceived what her mind rejected. It squirmed and
wriggled like a slimy worm. There was no doubt in that. Right
there, it was right there, right in front of her, so clear and
pitiless, almost mocking. The train was mocking her. The train.
Tanyusha had vanished, so did the blood. The glass was
squeaky-clean. It laughed at her, with a ringing silence.
A whoosh of air burst through Olesya’s teeth.
Have I lost my mind?
The memories, the sensations of seeing, hearing, feeling,
the breathing of the car, the tremor, the buzzing of her toy,
the toe, the toe! Olesya kicked her injured foot and moaned. The
pain shot up her leg, cruel, palpable. It was there, all right.
It burrowed in her hips and nudged her bladder. The need to
urinate blotted out everything else.
“No, it’s real,” she said. Her voice rang out louder than
she intended. So what, she didn’t care. It sealed her truth.
“The train has maimed me for the purpose to get my attention. I
know that, just like I know day from night, hot from cold, sound
from silence.”
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God, I really need to pee.
It wasn’t a thought, it was a bodily urge. Her body pushed
her. She touched the latch, hesitated, lifted it, hooked her
hand into the groove, and slid the door open.
Whoosh.
It was the only noise in an otherwise thick vacuum. A wave
of chill brushed her face, filled her nostrils. It smelled dank:
a draft cursed through the carriage, a draft let through an open
window or an open door. The lights were off but it wasn’t
terribly dark. Olesya stepped out. A surge of formication
crawled up her arms, and she shivered. The air was that of
abandoned spaces, the barren absence of anything living. She
heard her breath ripple in and out of her mouth, her heart
beating in some mad rhythm.
“Okay. Toilet.”
She quickly tread past Larry’s coupe, skinned her way
through the gap in the door, locked it, and relieved herself,
for ten blissful seconds lost in the pleasure. She pulled her
sweater down and pressed the lever. The flush didn’t work.
Neither did the lights.
Click-click. She tried them several times.
“No electricity.” She pushed the spigot. “And no water. But
plenty of soap and air freshener and tissues.”
She plucked one, looked in the mirror.
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In the darkness her face shone back at her like a silver
coin, with two glistening holes for eyes, and one for mouth. She
wiped it, not knowing what for, just to do something and delay
her exit to the corridor.
DANCE.
Olesya started violently.
I definitely heard that.
And she heard something else, not with her ears but with
her skin, with her solar plexus. The beginning of an acoustic
orgy, the one that always smote her, pulled her on a leash, not
for a moment relinquishing its hold. It made her weak, it made
her strong, iron. The first notes, no, before that, the indrawn
breath of the conductor, the violinists, the suspended arms, the
bows over the strings. And then, at the slash of the baton—
Ta. Da. Da. Ta-da-da-da. Ta-da.
The slow majestic entrance to Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for
strings. The first movement: pezzo in forma di sonatina. Surges
of gooseflesh seized Olesya, her legs, her arms, her scalp.
Forever present when she heard this music. The notes melted into
a booming delivery, with an after-echo.
From what? The mountains? Where is it coming from?
Her head cleared by the intimacy of the sound, terror
replaced by an irresistible curiosity, she followed it to the
opposite end of the carriage, her hand brushing the doors. At
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the next door she stopped. It was Inga’s and Veronika’s
compartment.
Olesya placed her ear to it. Nothing.
She tried it. It hissed open. The room was empty, not a
sign of habitation in it, no luggage, velvet berths stripped,
blankets folded, curtains drawn.
A gasp burst from Olesya’s mouth. She dashed to the next
door, her steps in tune with the music, an odd dance along the
corridor of the car. Her hand on the groove. Whoosh. No one
inside.
“Milena. Galka. Where are you?” Olesya stumbled back.
Frantic, she rushed from coupe to coupe, jerking them open,
knowing that it was useless, that the result would be the same.
“Where is everyone?” A sob tickled her throat. “Where did
you go?” No baggage, no people, no life, except the spilling
reverberating symphony behind the windows. Blood drained out of
Olesya’s head. She reeled, clutched the holding handle. It
hummed in her hand, slick, fleshy-colored. She dropped it.
“What are you?”
The music intensified.
“What do you want from me?” She screamed now.
DANCE.
“Dance what?”
SERENADE.
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There was a characteristic inflection as to how the name of
the ballet was pronounced. Familiar to the pain in her chest.
Olesya went rigid with horror. She didn’t know how she said the
next word. She wasn’t conscious of it. It might’ve been her,
might’ve been someone else. She only heard it cut through the
din, quiet and distinct.
“Papa?”
A momentary hush in the music, then a heave.
Tears spurted from the corners of Olesya’s eyes. “Is that
you, papa?”
The violin crescendo rose to a peak and crashed on her
ears, on her shoulders, on her back, shoving her forward. She
stumbled through the doorway. The vestibule was swathed with
tides of cold air. Both exit doors stood open. The music poured
from outside, from the night, from the glistening snow.
Olesya gripped the doorjamb to steady herself. The black
line of the horizon inked the sky. Rare stars on it, crescent
moon. Jagged outlines of the mountains. And a meadow of snow. No
orchestra anywhere, only an inanimate rendition of Serenade,
clean and precise as though performed life.
“Papa?”
The music abruptly died, like someone cut it with a knife.
The absence of it was louder than silence. Light wind picked up
Olesya’s hair, ruffled it.
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“Do you want me to come out?”
No reply.
She hopped down, one hand on the rail, then let go. Her
legs sunk to the shins in the snow, making two oblique shapes
like two dark little pools. She made a step, another. Snow
crunched under her feet. She gazed around, uncertain, until her
eyes spotted a flash of red in the distance, about thirty yards
away. The color was muted, subdued by the darkness, and it was
the luminescence of the moon that distinguished it from the
blacks and greys.
“Tanyusha?”
Weak breeze cut though the threads of Olesya’s sweater
dress. Snow bunched into the gaps of her sock cuffs, of her
slippers, and started melting. She shivered. The going was slow
and treacherous. There was no telling if the next step would
plunge her up to her knees or to her waist.
“Tanyusha! Wait!”
What am I doing? How could she possibly get that far on her
own, in a summer dress? Alone? This is absurd.
But she couldn’t stop. She had to find out.
She plodded on, boring holes in the frost, treading chill
like loose pillow feathers, when it dawned on her that there
were no footprints. If Tanyusha indeed left the train, there
were bound to be some footprints. That meant she didn’t leave
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it. No. That meant she wasn’t flesh and bones. Of course she
wasn’t. Olesya knew it already and stubbornly denied it, caught
in her rash inquisitiveness, in this seducing draw, this pull
that lured her forth. It was all somehow connected. The train.
The ballet tour. Her red Valentino flats. Her Trubochka. Papa.
Memories. And now this, a strange little girl, a replica of
five-year-old Olesya yet not Olesya.
Then what is she? A sign of my disassociation? My split
identity? An out-of-body projection? A delusion? A phantom? Or a
revenant? Or maybe I’m sleepwalking? Dreaming? Trekking
memories? Whose memories? Certainly not mine.
Olesya stopped, breath curling from her mouth. The red
figure stopped as well. It raised two gracile arms and scissored
them, like a signaller waving her semaphore.
“Over here! Olesya, I’m over here!”
Olesya’s teeth began to chatter. She didn’t know if it was
from the cold or from the horror of what her senses recognized
as real and what her mind refused to acknowledge. She wrenched
her leg from the drift, nearly losing a slipper in the process,
and plunked it back.
This is wrong. I need to go back.
Tanyusha became aware of Olesya’s hesitation. She dropped
her arms and with a low growl lunged into the snow, to her hands
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and knees, leaping ahead like a quadrupedal, with an alarming
speed and force.
The sight of this transformation set Olesya’s teeth on
edge. The distance between them shrunk quickly from thirty yards
to twenty to fifteen. Like in a trance she watched the swirl of
crystals grow, the pigtails fly, the dress flirt up and down.
And that growl.
Fear took over. It pumped Olesya with adrenaline, spun her
around and pushed her into a frantic run. She tried to oblige,
she did, dutifully sloshing through the powder, tripping,
picking herself up, losing one slipper, another, then, overtaken
by a sudden panic, bolting forward as she was, in socks, without
looking back, no longer caring for the cold, the pain, or the
fatigue.
The train. I must get back on it. I must.
Its long polished flank glimmered in the moon, desaturated,
elevated from the frigid earth, waiting. Every window dark.
Every entrance closed. Every surface pulsing, concealing
underneath its carapace a livid calculating mind. Behind it rose
steep mountains, shoulder to shoulder. In front of it the
pristine silver of the snow was streaked with dashes of Olesya’s
tracks. They started from the fourth car on, two cars to her
right. She must have veered off course. Another dozen feet, and
she’d reach it, not her car, another one. So what, it didn’t
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really matter. She’d brave the gangways, anything, to get away
from this—
Howling. The growls switched to howling. Then barks, highpitched barks of a hot pursuit.
Olesya whirled around.
A wolf!
Red eyes stared at her from the darkness. Two perfectly
round orbs, unblinking, hanging at the top of a massive shaggy
bulk, ghastly against the black of the night. It was a leap
away. Short bursts of air clouded its snout. A scabrous tongue
lolled over a ridge of yellow teeth.
Olesya’s throat closed. She couldn’t draw a breath. There
were no arms she had, no legs, only the racket of her heart, her
dear old heart that made her vision jumpy. She started slowly
backing off, taking infinitesimally tiny steps in close-stitched
balletic movements.
The wolf closed its muzzle, watching her, uncertain.
Olesya sensed the train getting nearer with the skin on her
back. There was solidity to its colossal presence, tranquility,
power. How much more? She was close, very close. The texture
under the snow changed from flattened soil to crushed rock that
bit through her socks. She’d have to make a grab for it. She’d
have to jump.
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The exhilaration of escape made her careless. She drove her
foot back in a large step. Her heel hit the corner of a concrete
tie. The pain shot up her leg like a hot iron. With a stifled
shriek she toppled, sitting down hard. Tears spurt from her
eyes. She whimpered.
The wolf snarled and hunched forward. It was homing in on
her. It was going for the kill. Their eyes met, the pebble-grey
eyes of the girl and the bloody ones of the animal. At this
moment Olesya’s carefully groomed reserve cracked. Mortal fear
possessed her. She was back to being a little girl, her papa’s
little girl, and she needed him to save her.
“Papa!”
The engine roared to life. Shrill whistle cut through the
night. The wolf answered it with a disappointed whine and fled,
melting into darkness. The train shuddered as though in
satisfaction. Olesya heard the electrical current hum before it
lit up every window with warm yellow light, snatching a narrow
strip of the meadow out of the darkness. With a jolt and a
screeching stretch of its limbs, the train began slogging
forward.
Olesya struggled away from it, away from the shiny rotating
wheels, the grating truss-rods, the bobbing chassis.
“Wait!” She called. “Please! Wait for me!”
The train accelerated.
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She reached for a handle and missed.
“Please!”
The horn blew.
“Papa! Please! Don’t leave me!” Olesya started to run.
Tears streamed down her face. Ragged breath wheezed in and out
of her lungs, and the soles of her feet cried each time she
stamped on the rocks. She swiped at the sides of the passing
cars to grab onto something.
“I’ll do anything you want! Please! I’ll dance! I’ll dance
for you, like you asked!”
The wheels locked. The squeal of their rims on the rails
was tremendous. Olesya covered her ears. The train screamed to a
juddering stop. The entrance door to a carriage vestibule
directly across her slid open.
She clutched the holding handle.
“Thank you.”
A shaky step, another. Once inside, she kneeled to the
floor and, moved by an overwhelming gratitude, kissed it,
stroking it with trembling fingers, tears splashing on the
grated steel that soaked them up and shifted under her hand. She
heard a shuddering sigh. It came from every surface. It was a
sigh of satisfaction.
“Is that you, papa? Is that really you?”
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The train swayed around the bend. Olesya tumbled and
rolled, bumping her head on the wall. They were gathering speed,
going at quite a lick. The wheels screamed along the rails, and
the bells tolled their ecstatic departing code: ding-ding-ding.
Although for whom, it wasn’t clear. They weren’t leaving a
station, there was no one to warn, no life for miles, except—
The wolf. Tanyusha. He left her behind. How could he...oh
God, what am I thinking?
Olesya scrambled up, swaying together with the sew-sawing
car. Her face burned, her hands cramped and tingled. Her feet,
sodden, bruised, treaded fire. Every cut, every scrape came
alive, the numbness from the cold gone. She slid open the door
to the sleeper. No. It was a coach. Empty. Bright lights in rows
of protruding sockets, rimmed with copper. Red velvet seats,
garishly prominent against the walls, like bloody teeth in a
mouth. Vascular carpet. Olesya skimmed to the other end in one
breath and halted in the vestibule.
The gangway. She faced the gangway.
It screeched and bobbed and rattled. Olesya grasped the
holding handle to its right. CAUTION: WATCH YOUR STEP said the
sign underneath. PRESS HERE said the large button. The size of a
palm. Inviting. Alluring. PRESS ME, it seemed to say. COME INTO
ME, it implored. TOUCH ME.
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Olesya licked her lips, no moisture on her tongue. She
failed to notice the number on the car she boarded. It must’ve
been one of the last. How many were there? Ten? Her sleeper was
the third. That meant she’d have to pass five, six of these
gullets.
I can do this. I can dance through them.
“Please don’t hurt me.”
Olesya pushed the button. The door hissed open. The racket
of the clangs—wheels clanging on tracks, buffers clanging on
buffers, couplers on couplers, plates on plates—struck her
eardrums like a fist. Olesya winced.
“Ta-da-da,” she sang. Louder, “ta-da-da-da. Ta-da.”
On the last beat she soared to the other side, grand jeté,
arms in third position arabesque, landed noiselessly. Pressed
the button. She was out. It let her out. Into the vestibule.
Then the lounge car, also empty. Clean. Oversized windows on the
walls, on the ceiling, like liquid mirrors it was that dark
outside, mirrors in a ballet studio. The unoccupied tables—
stumps, gleaming bone stumps, and the rotating seats poking out
from the floor, gory extremities.
A tremor had gone through Olesya’s guts. Her feet stitched
a quick battery of steps worthy of Alla Borisovna’s notice. Not
that she cared. To get through was all she wanted. Through the
next car, and the next. Coach, coach, diner. All empty, goggling
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at her audacity with their blind glossy eyes. And then, her
sleeper, at last, the lux carriage with only two berths per
compartment.
I made it. I made it. My God, I made it.
Breathless, Olesya yanked open the door to her coupe. The
crazed race of her blood blotted out her sight, her hearing. She
closed her eyes, swallowing bitter saliva, pressed thumbs on the
lids, opened them. White circles gradually gave way to dots, to
focus. Her things. Her things were there, as she left them,
untouched. The suitcase, the duffel bag, the pillow and the
blanket tousled up by her sleep, Anna Karenina on the table, the
bookmark marking the page. Her cheap clamshell phone, still
open.
And Trubochka.
Olesya sagged to the seat, picked it up, twirled it in her
fingers. A fresh onslaught of pain gripped her toe, her legs.
She ignored it, overtaken by mindless torpor. Her system was
shutting down, she knew it, the first signs were there. Blood
drained out of her brain, and she reeled from lack of oxygen,
lack of fuel. She last time she had a full meal was the day
before, that special breakfast at the Russian Tea Time, and then
the bar of Babaevsky chocolate, that was all. Not an ounce of
fat to burn in her body. All at once the exertion of the last
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hours felled her. She lay supine, no strength to change, to turn
off the lights, to climb under the blanket.
Is there an explanation to this nightmare?
She couldn’t even think. Drowsily, she removed the soaking
socks, tossed them to the floor, and the rest of her dissolved
to the lull of swaying rumble.

* * *

She woke in the morning. Warm sunrays tickled her nose.
Mottles of dust danced in them, skipped and flipped and capered.
She sneezed, and they rushed into a vortex of eddies, twirling
like mad. Olesya sat up.
It was a dream. A bad dream, that’s all.
Relief surged through her, happy relief, then she smelled
it. The truth. The stink. The sour reek of her sweat mixed with
her fear.
Her sweater dress was still damp. Its wool had that
characteristic odor of stale animal urine. Her leggings bore the
tang of vaginal discharge, the fishy smell that she despised and
scrubbed and scrubbed and scrubbed out in the shower after every
ballet practice. Her muscles hurt. Her feet were red and
swollen, soles cut bloody, itching. Her underarms, her groin,
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her mouth felt repulsive, foul. A wave of nausea rippled up her
stomach, and she swayed, her hands cold as ice.
It did happen.
It was hard to believe. The light of the morning made the
compartment look cozy, normal. Just a train ride, a pleasant
three-days, two-nights train ride across the picturesque
American terrain.
Olesya looked out the window.
The perfectly flat line of the horizon divided the slategrey sky and the ashen-grey fields that bore a dusting of the
snow. They were out of the mountains, at least. Still, it looked
cold, hostile. The strips of solitary shacks, the occasional
water tower, the gossamer strings of the power lines.
Like on cue, the intercom crackled.
“Good morning, ladies and gentlemen! Head engineer Carl
Silverman speaking—”
What time is it?
She snatched the phone.
6:41 a.m.
“—hope you had a good night’s sleep. I’m pleased to
announce that our next stop will be Wolf Point, Montana—”
Wolf Point. What a name. What’s that in Russian? A place
where wolves meet?
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“—first stop in Montana, ladies and gentleman. This will be
a short stop so, please—”
Olesya turned it off and started frantically stripping out
of her clothes, until she was naked and shivering. She clasped
her sides, breasts cold on her arms, and rocked back and forth
gently, head to knees. The pose of the fetus. It calmed her
somewhat.
She unzipped her duffel bag and rummaged inside, took out a
pack of wet wipes, clipped it open, pulled out a handful, and
proceeded meticulously rubbing herself clean, the face, the
neck, under the arms, the breasts, between the legs. The
artificial fragrance stung her genital lips, but she only
scrubbed harder. There was a shower in the toilet next to Egor’s
coupe. Olesya had no desire to use it. She had no desire to wash
her face in the sink either. Any liquid pumped through the pipes
of the train recalled in her a sense of arrant revulsion.
Sufficiently clean and smelling like synthetic mint, she
put on fresh underwear, a pair of leggings, a tank, and an
oversized sweatshirt, the staple casual dancewear. She was
brushing her hair when someone rapped at the door.
Tap-tap.
Olesya flinched. Tanyusha’s shattered face sprung at her in
its glistening photographic glory.
“Olesya, you awake?” Natasha’s voice.
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“Yeah.”
“May I come in a minute?”
“Yeah, just a second.” She unlocked the door.
Natasha’s usual luminescence was gone. She looked furious.
Her skin had a pasty texture to it of the one who just endured a
fight. Her copper hair hung in tangled locks, and there were
circles under her eyes. She dashed in, shut the door, and
plumped on the bed across.
“You won’t believe it,” she started without preamble, “you
simply won’t believe it. That lying narcissistic asshole! I’m so
mad right now, so mad, I want to kick him off the train so he’d
get lost and freeze to death.” She nodded at the window, her
chest heaving up and down.
“What happened?”
Natasha drew a long breath. “Sorry I barged in like this. I
just...” she pressed her lips, shook her head. “I can’t believe
the shit he came up with. That cheap pitiful snitch.” Her face
contorted in disgust. “I don’t know who he’s doing it for, Inga
or Milena, because the guy obviously can’t figure out whose
vagina is sweeter.”
Olesya understood. “Egor?”
Natasha calmed somewhat. “Aha. Our golden boy Zolotov. Just
imagine! I get out of my coupe to bring you clean gauze,” she
hefted her fist from which hung the tails of white cheesecloth,
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“and I bump into him, and he says, ‘Where you off to so early,
my dove? Mom duty?’ And I say, ‘What’s it to you? Mind your own
business.’ And he says, ‘Be careful with her. She’s cuckoo.’ And
he taps his head, like this.” She copied the motion.
“And I tell him, ‘What makes you say that?’ and he says,
‘Oh, believe me, I wish I was wrong. Your dear girlfriend told
me last night that this train is possessed. That it’s alive and
it talks to her, and she talks back to it.’ And he strokes the
wall, like it’s a pet, and says, ‘I’m afraid our rara avis has
lost her bird-brains, not that she had any brains to begin
with.’ I swear to you, I wanted to slap him so hard, but I held
my cool. So I tell him, ‘You know, Egor, if you’re really that
jealous of Olesya and you’re trying to harm her by spreading
these ridiculous rumors, you could’ve at least come up with
something better. Frankly, I had a higher opinion of your
intellect.’ And he sneers at me, like he wants to bite me, and
says, ‘Why so mean? So callous, like an old maid. I bet if you’d
let me clean out the sand from your cunt, you’d be sweeter.’ And
he leans to kiss me! The raunchy bastard! If Alla Borisovna
didn’t show up, I would’ve killed him on the spot.” Natasha
slammed a fist on the table. “He’s talking to her right now. You
can imagine what that’s about.” She finished, looking at Olesya
inquisitively.
“I see,” said Olesya. And so it starts.
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“You’re not here,” concluded Natasha knowingly. “You need
some food in you and some coffee. Let me change your bandage.
How’s your toe? Better?”
“Yes.” Olesya hesitantly unfolded her legs. “Thank you for
doing this.”
“At least Chuchundra left you alone.”
“Thanks to you.”
“To me? I didn’t do anything.”
“You talked her into it. I heard it.”
“Well, maybe a little.” A small smile winked in Natasha’s
face. She hopped over to Olesya’s berth and took her foot. A
strangled gasp escaped her. “My dear old mother. What did you do
to your foot?” She twisted it this way and that, gawking at the
scrapes and bruises. “It’s all cut up like you’ve been walking
on crushed glass. And the other one too.” The gauze fell out of
her hand as she inspected the damage.
“Not glass. Rocks.”
“What rocks?”
“Outside.”
“What do you mean, outside?” Natasha’s brows lifted.
Olesya paused, unsure. It was one thing to ward off Egor—it
hurt that he gossiped, but then she expected him to and decided
she was past caring—but it was an altogether different thing to
confide in Natasha, her only true friend whom she knew since
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ballet school, since they were both ten. She wouldn’t be able to
get off on a few details. Oh no. She’d have to spill it all. And
if she didn’t, Natasha would wheedle it out of her anyway.

“If

I were to tell you, you wouldn’t believe me.”
Natasha paled. “What is it?”
Olesya could see two opposing forces wrestling under her
skin. Her cheek muscles twitched, and the lucid clarity in her
eyes clouded, then sharpened, pupils narrowed to pinpricks.
There was an instant understanding in them, and offense. “You
told Egor.”
“I wanted to get rid of him. He...”
“He what?”
“He wanted to...” It was so hard to verbalize. What was it
exactly? Didn’t she lead him on? Didn’t she daydream about it?
How he’d take her? Grab her on her way from the dressing room,
drag her to some dark corner of Bolshoi? Strip her? Grip her?
Pound her? Her vulva pulsed at the thought, engorged with blood.
Her heart started racing, even now, even after—
“Did he try to rape you?” Natasha had no qualms for naming
things as they were. Olesya loved her for that.
“No.”
“He did, didn’t he? I will kill him. Prick.”
“Please, don’t. It’s as much my fault as it’s his. I wanted
it to happen, then I changed my mind at the last minute.”
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“He should’ve stopped then. He should’ve stopped and left
you alone. I’ll cut off his dick and shove it in his mouth. See
how he’ll fuck and talk after that. Two birds killed with one
stone.”
“My God, Natasha.” But Olesya couldn’t help it. She smiled.
“I love you.”
“I love you too.” This was said matter-of-factly, with a
crease in the brow. “Now, tell me what this is all about.”
Olesya sighed. “Do you really want to know?”
“I wouldn’t have asked if I didn’t. You talk, and I will
fix your foot.” Natasha caught the edge of the tape, torn and
frayed, and peeled off in a long strip. Rrrrrasp! It made a dry
tearing noise.
Olesya watched her work.
In the corridor Carl’s voice announced their arrival at
Wolf Point—Natasha’s face turned slightly pink. The train slowed
down to a crawl. The bells did their ding-ding-ding and the horn
blew and the brakes began their squealing song. The monotone
horizon rolled out of the way, and a squat one-story station
painted cheery egg-blue trundled to view, jerked and stilled.
First passengers disembarked. Comically small baggage tugs
stuffed with suitcases, TUBE staff squatting on them like
tumefied ticks with tiny heads and scarlet vests, cruised along
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the platform. The snow was thicker here, encrusted in every nook
and cranny.
“Olesya!”
“Huh?”
“It’s like you filled your mouth with water. Will you tell
me or what?”
Olesya winced. Natasha’s deft fingers brushed her tender
nail as she wrapped the gauze around it and fetched the roll of
tape from the duffel bag.
“It’s true.”
“What’s true?”
“Everything.”
Natasha stared at her. “You’re joking.”
“No, I’m not.”
She waited.
“I don’t know how to put it.”
“Put it how it is.”
Olesya looked out the window. The din of departure receded
into that stasis of mundane idleness that people mistake for
content. They happily arrange vacations, studiously research the
list of necessities, pack them, haul them to the station, board
the train, thinking now they can relax, now they can take a
break, escape, escape, escape. Always running somewhere, always
busy, fooling themselves that this is life.
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And I’m fooling myself too. And running. Always running.
“Well?”
It took an effort to speak. “I’m not as articulate as you,
Natasha. Sorry it’s so hard for me...I’m afraid you’ll think
I’ve lost my mind.”
“Did I ever doubt you? Even once?”
“No.”
“Well, then stop pulling a cat’s tail, Olesya. I can’t
stand it when you do this. Out with it.”
A shrill whistle marked their departure, and the carriage
lurched, as though it was a nudge, a permission for Olesya to
speak.
“It’s alive.” Her voice sounded small.
“What’s alive?” Please tell me she didn’t just say it.
“The train.”
She did say it. Natasha gawked, her mouth half-open. She
passed her eyes around the roomette, clearly assessing it for
any sign of life and, finding none, looked back at Olesya.
“You think I’m crazy.”
“No, I’m not. Go on.”
“It’s...well, I think my papa transmigrated into it, either
right after his death or recently, I’ve no idea. I know it must
sound insane to you, but it can communicate with me—it’s been
communicating with me—and I can communicate with it too. And it
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can also make itself move, I mean, its surfaces can shrink and
expand. When I stepped into that gangway, one of the plates
lifted and slammed down. I saw it, Natasha, I felt it. I knew it
then, in my gut, but I denied it. And then, when Egor...when he
was on top of me and I asked for help, it threw him off. You
should’ve seen his face. He nearly shit his pants.”
Natasha smirked. “I bet. Serves him right.”
“And when you guys were looking for me all over the place,
I was here the whole time, yet you told me the coupe was empty.”
“It was!”
“Well, it wasn’t. The train made it appear empty. And
yesterday when I went out at night, you were all gone. I walked
through the whole car, looked into every coupe, and there was
nothing. No people, no luggage. Then it stopped in the middle of
nowhere, and I went outside.” She decided not to mention
Tanyusha or the wolf for now.
“Why the hell did you go outside?”
“I thought I saw something. Or someone.”
Natasha shook her head disapprovingly. “And then?”
“And then it took off. I had to run after it and scream for
it to stop. I lost my slippers, so the rocks cut my feet.”
“It did stop for you, though, did it?” Natasha was getting
into it.
“Yeah, after I promised it. Him.”
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“Promised what?”
“To dance. Serenade. It wants me to dance Serenade for it.
Papa wants me to. That’s how I thought it’s him. He wanted to
see me onstage as the lead girl, remember I told you?”
For a beat Natasha sat in awe, speechless. “That’s about
the craziest thing I’ve ever heard in my life.”
“So you don’t believe me.” Olesya sagged.
“No, I do. I do. My aunt studied occultism when she was in
medical school. She’d always tell me these stories about spirits
and the dead souls reincarnating into newborns, and our past
lives, you know, how we all live several lives, until my mom
would chase her out of my room. She was into yoga and reading
people’s minds and all that. She once told me she levitated a
hand-width off the floor, can you believe it? I think after that
they had a fight, and I saw less of her.”
There was a polite knock on the door.
The girls jumped, pupils wide.
The knock came again.
“Yes?”
The door was slid open, and Larry appeared, dressed in
freshly pressed TUBE uniform and wearing a well-rested smile.
“Good morning, ladies. I hope I’m not intruding. We’re
starting to serve breakfast, and I wanted to make sure you
didn’t miss it.” Need to feed you both, look at these legs.
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That’s sticks, not legs. Betty would’ve given you her piece of
mind if she saw you.
“Breakfast. Come on,” Natasha patted Olesya’s wrapped leg.
“You need to eat.”
“How’s that foot of yours?” asked Larry.
“Good.”
“I can bring you breakfast here, if you’d like. I bet it’s
hard on you to walk on it, eh?”
“No. Thank you.” Olesya stood, and with Natasha’s help
hobbled out of the coupe.
The corridor brimmed with dancers on their way to the
diner. Head down to avoid stares, Olesya padded after Natasha,
swaying to the rhythm of the rocking carriage, the soles of her
feet raw and tender, sensing the hum of life with every step,
the pulsing and the breathing and the electrifying charge of the
beast within. And it seemed to her that every touch emitted a
note of music. Faint, but music. Double bass. Or violin. Or
cello.
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Chapter 5. Grave Tidings

The forefront of the dining car was already occupied by the
passengers from the economy sleepers, mostly retirees either too
poor to afford airfare or too sick to fly, preferring the
comfort of beds and the unhurried pace. A few mothers with
children. A large family spread across two tables, shouting,
taking pictures, gaggling like a pack of geese. Most of them
burly, with prominent bellies, faces worn, distended like old
gloves burnished with fat, big mouths devouring bacon, eggs,
potatoes, grits. The chomp-chomp noise and the general brawl of
their chatter rivaled that of the locomotion.
The acid in Olesya’s stomach stirred to life. She despised
this constant churn, this cycle of wearing down bodies: wolfing
junk, sweating it out, passing waste that stunk to high heaven,
fighting bouts of gas, slurping pills the doctor prescribed, and
then starting again. Eating, eating, eating. She couldn’t help
but to see them as roiling, boiling larvae in the cavity of a
dead limb. Gorging up on too much sugar, salt, fat, taxing their
kidneys, their hearts, their livers.
And yet she was jealous.
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I wish I could eat all that. Wish I could stuff myself
sick, with sweets and cakes and pastries.
The smell was intoxicatingly alluring. Olesya’s mouth
filled with saliva. She swallowed it, ignoring the pangs of
hunger with habitual calm.
As she and Natasha negotiated the aisle, the masticating
hushed. Eyes followed them, glued to the pair of nymphets that
hovered over the floor, weightless. And they weren’t the
thinnest.
Katya Golubina was the troupe’s official anorexic with a
nickname to boot, Devochka Skeleton—even Alla Borisovna used it
in the heat of her scorn—the diet girl that starved herself to
the anatomy textbook illustration, at five feet three inches
weighing only ninety pounds. Her fear were those extra ten that
separated her from the hundred-pound limit imposed by Bolshoi
administration. If you were an ounce over, you got sacked.
Nervous to the point of ticks, every week Katya devised a new
strategy to shed pounds. She even brought with her a portable
scale and used it daily.
The first section of the diner ended in the kitchen
segment, an aluminum quadrate busy with servers, and from there
the always helpful Gabriela escorted Olesya and Natasha to the
table where Alla Borisovna and Katya were nursing black coffee
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in synchronized tiny sips, in front of them two plates of cut up
fruit and nothing else.
Alla Borisovna valued Katya for her maneuverability—easily
lifted by partners and just as easily brainwashed. She was her
perfect pet, the younger dessicated self sitting ramrod
straight, her flaxen hair coifed into the perfect bun, her
angelic face and sky-blue eyes the perfect picture of innocence.
“Right here, please,” directed Gabriela, unfolding
laminated menus.
“Good morning, my dears,” cooed Alla Borisovna,
uncharacteristically sweet, her expression that of cautious
observation.
She thinks I’m nuts. “Morning.” Olesya slid to the window.
“Good morning.”
The girls exchanged their greetings, and Natasha buried her
nose in the menu.
“Oh, you don’t need to read it, there’s nothing to eat
anyway,” complained Katya. “They don’t even have plain fat-free
yoghurt. I asked for plain oatmeal, but no, they brought it
salted, sweetened, and with a hunk of butter melting in the
middle. Fie! I told them, plain.” She nibbled on an apple slice.
Cold light from the window tinged her skin bluish. “I don’t
understand how they eat this food,” she glanced at Alla
Borisovna for approval.
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“That’s why Americans are fat, my dear. If you were to eat
this much sugar every day, you’d blow up like a cow too, and
then God help you.”
“Oh, I never will, Alla Borisovna.”
“Good.”
They nodded mutual agreement.
Alla Borisovna fiddled with a button on her grey cardigan,
sizing up Olesya critically. “And how is your foot?”
“Oh. It’s better. Thank you.”
“Yes, I was just going to say. I rewrapped it this
morning,” interjected Natasha eagerly, “it’s healing up quite
nicely. Tomorrow, when we arrive, she’ll be in top shape, Alla
Borisovna. You’ll see.”
If we arrive. Olesya suddenly shivered. A wave of
premonition swept through her. She looked out the window. Snowy
hills poked here and there with scraggly conifers. She found
herself searching for a tiny red figure, or a wolf.
“Good. Good.” Alla Borisovna was clearly fishing for words.
The unseen knowledge of Olesya’s visions as passed on by
Egor hung between them in that stifling quiet awkwardness. No
one would breach the subject yet they all thought about it.
“Good morning, ladies. Ready to order?” It was Darryl
again, his whole body turned away from Alla Borisovna who no
doubt had insulted him earlier. Unperturbed by Katya’s astounded
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gape, Olesya ordered a huge three-egg omelet with a vegetable
medley and sausage patties. She was hungry, and this furtive
scrutiny of both her sanity and physical wellbeing made her want
to rebel.
When Darryl placed a giant steaming plate on the table,
Katya stared at it in horror. Olesya seized the fork and
ravenously dug in, shoveling yellow clumps into her mouth with a
methodical precision.
“You’re going to eat all this?” Katya gawked at Alla
Borisovna for support.
“She needs calories to recover, Katya,” countered Natasha,
spooning up the oatmeal. “Oh, and by the way, this oatmeal is
very good, so I don’t know what you were complaining about.”
“I think I’m full,” Katya pushed the bowl of lonely fruit
away and stood up. “Alla Borisovna, if you’ll excuse me.” She
skinned over her knees before Alla Borisovna could get out and
fluttered off with the air of one deeply hurt.
Natasha and Olesya shared an understanding glance.
They finished breakfast to the accompaniment of Alla
Borisovna’s exhortations on the upcoming show. Lost in her
devout reverie, she rhapsodized on technique and coordination,
musicality and speed, timing, muscular impulse, tension and
power, carriage and comportment, and on the general sublimity of
ballet as though it were a religion of the highest kind.
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Never any makeup on her face, she bloomed with color. If
she could, she’d disappear entirely into ballet. It occupied her
day and night, the indefatigable drive to perfection that
resulted in relentless, unendurably long practice sessions eight
hours at a time that refuted any excuse, be it illness or injury
or death in the family. Nothing was reason enough to stop work.
She’d push her troupe to practice through an earthquake if it
ever struck them.
Since Balanchine’s Serenade came to Bolshoi in 2007, she
took personal offense and insisted on the production of their
own version, the true Russian Serenade choreographed to the
music by the true Russian composer. Five years of coaxing and
persuasion of callous bureaucratic circles finally granted her
permission and allotted a sizeable budget. Two years later
Serova’s Serenade was completed, and in January she told them
the good news.
“Listen up, everyone!” She clapped, her signal for a short
break. It was a long day, and they were exhausted. She scanned
their sweaty faces, pausing on each long enough to make the
dancer twitch, then moving on to the next one. The silence in
the studio could be cut with a knife.
“I have news for you.” She paused, waiting for the effect
to take hold.
They waited, trained to be docile.
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“Good news.” She allowed a strained smile.
The chorus of heartbeats and breaths rustled through them.
Still, no one spoke. They knew it wasn’t time yet.
“We’re going on tour, with our new Serenade.”
A frisson of excitement swept through Olesya. Ever since
they began rehearsing the new Serenade, Alla Borisovna teased
them with the possibility of a tour, to make them work harder.
It never came to anything. Now she held them in suspense for at
least ten seconds before delivering the punch line.
“To America.”
America. I’m going to America.
Olesya reeled.
As though a dam was breached, from all directions rose a
perfect fury of questions.
“When, Alla Borisovna?”
“In March. We’re leaving February twenty-eighth. You
understand what that means, yes? Girls and boys? That means
we’ll only have two months of prep time—”
“For how long?”
“Three weeks.”
“What cities?”
“Chicago, then Portland and Seattle.”
“What about New York?”
Alla Borisovna winced like she was slapped.
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Her supplication to premiere on the coveted stage of David
H. Koch Theater, home to the New York City Ballet, the dance
company that was founded in 1948 by George Balanchine, the very
creator of the original Serenade—“spineless traitor,” she used
to tell them, “fled his motherland with his tail between his
legs”—was politely denied. There was no doubt in Alla
Borisovna’s mind that they deemed it a desecration of the holy
stage to allow some ex-Soviet unknown parade her measly mockery
of their genius on the planks that still effused his breath. No
amount of connections, adulations, or bribes helped the cause.
Particularly, when she hinted to the Managing Director that her
gratitude had a material nature, he slammed the door in her
face.
“We’re not performing in New York this time,” she snapped.
“We’ll stop there overnight and go to Chicago the next morning.”
A general groan of dismay.
“But, Alla Borisovna. Why couldn’t we—”
“Rumyantsev.” She steepled her fingers. “If you’d you like
to arrange it so that we do perform in New York, by all means,
be my guest. I’m not stopping you, am I?”
A few muffled titters.
“I’m just saying...” he faltered.
“He’s aiming for your position, Alla Borisovna,” said Egor
brightly. “I’d be careful if I were you. He’s a mighty rival.”
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There was laughter now. Egor was one of the select few who
had the privilege to cross the pupil-teacher line once in a
while. Rumor had it that Alla Borisovna had a secret crush on
him, though it was never confirmed.
“No one’s asking your opinion, Zolotov,” she cut in, but
the corners of her mouth twitched upward. “Go ahead, Rumyantsev.
We’re listening. What do you think we should do?”
Dima blushed to the roots of his hair. “You know how they
say, it’s better to see something once than to hear about it a
hundred times?”
“Yes?”
“Well, I was just thinking...” the words tangled in his
mouth. “Why couldn’t we just show up and give them a little
taste? I’m sure they’d agree once they saw it. It’s one chance
in a lifetime. Since we’re going to be there anyway...”
Calls rang through the studio, some in support but most in
mockery.
“Right on, Dima. You go ahead and flex your buttocks in
their faces, see if that’ll do the trick.”
“And why not? It could work.”
“Are you out of your mind? That’s like crashing the party!”
“Why can’t we try?” Dima wouldn’t let go.
The voices converged on Olesya in a thick cloud. She wished
to drop through the floor. My God, Dima, please don’t say
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another word. How do you always manage to embarrass yourself
like a total idiot?
“Well, I’m no suicidal freak,” said Alla Borisovna, “but if
you’re so eager to end your career, I’ll tie the noose for you.
Why, I’ll help you up the chair and put it on myself.”
Dima closed his mouth.
The studio went quiet.
“I’m sorry to disappoint you,” Alla Borisovna began her
customary strolling up and down the mirrors, arms crossed on the
small of her back, military style, “but this tour is not about
you. Understand?”
A murmur of agreement.
“Drill it into your heads. You’re part of the legendary
legacy of the Bolshoi Theater. Without it you’re nothing.
Nothing! Your job is to strengthen it, make them talk about us.
Shock them, stun them, wow them.” Her nostrils flared, and a
hand crept to a button, compulsively twisting it. “I want you to
throw it in their faces. The mastery, the finesse, the unrivaled
virtuosity of the Russian ballet. We are the best. We were
always the best, and we will always be the best. Do you hear
me?”
They nodded.
“Good. I want you to deliver the performance of your lives.
Make it impossible to ignore you.”
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She took a long inhale through the nose and let it out,
awash with fervor. It revived her dry, ascetic face to something
of her old beauty that peeked through fifty-seven years of hard
life. She seemed to exist on coffee and teaching—no dancer ever
saw her eat—always the first in the studio in the morning,
always the last to leave. She knew they called her Chuchundra
behind her back; she thought it childish and ignored it.
Born in 1958, at the height of the Cold War and the
Khrushchev Thaw, to the Soviet Army officer Boris Lukyanovich
Bayadov and his wife of two years, Svetlana Konstantinovna, Alla
Borisovna grew up in the atmosphere of de-Stalinization and the
new Russian patriotism that manifested itself in the cultural
surge of unprecedented scale, with ballet stars allowed for the
first time to appear abroad. Ballet was favored by Khrushchev
himself. Six-year-old Alla watched the Swan Lake on the
flickering black-and-white TV, and when she saw Plisetskaya
deliver her celestial performance and Khrushchev himself
congratulate her on her achievement, calling her the best
ballerina in the world, she got infected.
Since that day her goal was to become “the best ballerina
in the world” and to preserve the tradition of Russian ballet,
trampling people on her way if that’s what it took.
Life had other plans, however, and after suffering a
crippling injury that left her with a broken hip, she succumbed
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to the directorial position at Bolshoi, dancing vicariously
through her pupils. Olesya was her prized possession.
Such plastique, such flexibility, such poise. And the
timing! Always perfect timing! Don’t you dare going crazy on me,
Belaya, don’t you dare. She studied Olesya’s pale face from
across the table, watching her finish her omelet and dab the
corners of her mouth with a napkin, eyes glazed, as usual. The
dreamy girl of the troupe.
Olesya took a big gulp of coffee. It was lukewarm and
bitter. She hardly tasted it, hardly knew why she drank it. Her
hand rested on the windowsill and through the pores of her skin,
through the marrow of her phalanges she heard the meter of
breathing—in, out, in, out. The cursed pulse of life of the
thing that spoke with her dead father’s voice.
“Alla Borisovna,” she began.
Natasha threw her a look of caution.
“Hmm?”
“We need to get off this train as soon as possible.” The
words were out before she could stop them. The paneling flinched
under her hand. She clenched her teeth. What are you doing to
do? Lock us up? We’re too many.
The breathing resumed at an accelerated pace, somewhat
erratic, and it gave Olesya a thrill of satisfaction.
Alla Borisovna’s fingers let go of the button. “Excuse me?”
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Natasha squeezed Olesya’s knee, but she has stepped on the
path of no return. “It’s not safe.”
“You mean, because there’s danger of accidents?” Natasha’s
stare bored holes through Olesya’s head. In addition to
squeezing her knee, she stomped on her foot. “Like a derailment?
Or a collision? I think the chance of that happening is very
slim.” She was making hasty conversation now. “I read somewhere
that it’s the safest way to travel after flying.”
Olesya turned to her. “No, Natasha. That’s not why.”
Their eyes locked. Natasha’s were full of terror. Don’t do
it. What are you, suicidal? You know Chuchundra. The committed
atheist. You know she tolerates Zoya only because she’s friends
with her mother. If she gets a drift that you believe in all
that sepulchral crap, she’ll chuck you. She’ll ruin your career!
Olesya turned away.
Alla Borisovna clenched her cardigan button as though she
wanted to crush it. “Then why, Olesya? Explain. Is there
something you know that we don’t?”
She’s already dismissed me. Now she’s prying.
Olesya opened her mouth. If before she wasn’t sure of the
bond between her and the train, she was certain of it now. It
didn’t trust her with talking. It didn’t want her to babble tall
tales. What did she understand? Nothing. She understood nothing.
What justice could she do to its pain? What right did she have
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to expound on what wasn’t her story? Who was she to steal the
center of the stage? She’d have to earn her place before let out
of the wings. This was not her dance.
WATCH.
It rudely ripped the brunt of explaining off her shoulders.
The diner lurched, quickly dropping speed. The shriek of
the whistle started a jarring solo, the emergency brakes joined
with a high-pitched squeal, the intolerable metal-on-metal grind
that raises hackles.
The passengers drew in a collective breath. Heads turned,
fingers pointed to the windows where a snowy gulch erased the
view. Slowly, it opened to a ravine hemmed by precipitous walls
that were scored with concentric gouges, as though rows of loges
in the theater overlooking the stage.
Alla Borisovna gripped the table. “What’s happening?” she
demanded of Olesya, as though it were her fault.
In lieu of the answer the train came to a violent stop. The
empty omelet plate dropped into Olesya’s lap. Two coffee cups
followed, breaking on impact.
There was a hush of shocked silence, a tableau of fear out
of time, out of place. Gaping mouths, rigid stares, bodies
frozen grotesquely in mid-movement. Olesya’s eyes fell on the
snow, the semicircle of virgin white, not a blemish on it, not a
shrub or a tree.
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“A stage,” she murmured, “to dance on.”
Then the carriage came to life.
“Jesus Chris Almighty—Did we hit something?—What the hell
could there be? It’s the middle of nowhere, look—Maybe a
malfunction, these things happen—Hey, excuse me! What’s going
on? Why’d we stop?”
“Please remain seated.” Gabriela, nervous, her face
flushed, whispered something to Darryl who nodded and rushed
off. “I repeat, remain seated. Stay calm. It’s probably an
emergency stop.”
“What kind of an emergency?” someone asked.
“I don’t know. I’m sure we’ll find out soon enough.” She
was clearly not trained to handle the situation, busying herself
with picking up bits of broken china and scattered cutlery.
“Where are we?” asked Natasha.
“I don’t know.” Olesya sagged under the weight of her look.
She searched for solidarity and couldn’t find it. It seemed her
friend turned against her—even if only for a moment—blaming her
for what she didn’t know herself, alarmed, confused,
apprehensive of what this sudden stop meant.
“That’s American railways for you,” said Alla Borisovna. “I
hope there won’t be a delay. We can’t be late. We absolutely
cannot. It’ll jeopardize our entire tour schedule.” She twisted
her button fiercely.
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The intercom sputtered and coughed.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” crackled Carl Silverman’s voice,
“as you can see, we had to make a stop. I apologize for the
inconvenience, but it seems there’s a snowslide just ahead of
us. A hundred yards, maybe less.”
“Snowslide!” echoed across the carriage.
“Our crew is investigating it at the moment. They should be
back soon. Once again, I apologize for the inconvenience. Rest
assured, we’re traveling ahead of schedule, and I’m confident
that this stop won’t cause us any delays. If you’d like, you can
step out to stretch your legs and breathe some fresh mountain
air. However, I advise you not to walk too far as we don’t want
to leave without you. Please ask the attendants to assist you.
Thank you for traveling with TUBE: Trans-Urban Blitz-Express.”
Click.
The carriage filled with anxious exclamations, questions,
complaints; the rush of the moving bodies. The diner car
attendants, arms raised in vain, got swallowed in the tide.
Stamping feet, gesticulating hands, eager faces peering at the
windows.
“A snowslide!” Alla Borisovna’s knuckles went white. Olesya
feared the button would crack any moment. “How awful! How long
will it take them to clear it out? You! Come!” She waved to
Darryl—he immediately turned away—and slapped her palms flat on
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the table as Natasha and Olesya made to stand. “Where are you
going? Wait. You’ll be trampled by this crazy horde. Look at
them. Like they haven’t seen snow.”
They sat back down.
“Do you think—” Natasha bit her lip.
“I don’t think,” said Olesya gravely. “I know.” All at once
a heavy hand of panic gripped her. She started shaking.
Natasha paled. A quick glance at Alla Borisovna. “No, no, I
meant to say, do you think it would be a good idea to go
outside? If your foot is doing better, of course. What do you
say? Use a wedge to knock out a wedge, right? The more you walk
on it the faster it’ll heal.” She smiled uneasily.
“Yes. Yes. We need to go. We need to leave, all of us. All
passengers. Now.” Olesya stood up. Blood pounded in her ears
with grim determination. They were standing, they were standing.
They needed to get off this monstrosity while they could. While
there was a chance. If only they’d listen to her.
“It’s no avalanche. The train is doing it.”
Natasha quietly groaned.
Alla Borisovna drummed her fingers on the table. “My dear,
listen to yourself. You’re not well. Why don’t you go lie down?
Nap, relax. Read a book. You hear what I’m saying?”
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“She means the vibrations from the train, Alla Borisovna. I
read it somewhere that an avalanche is triggered by vibrations
in the ground or by loud noises—”
“That’s a myth,” said Olesya.
“—or even shouting. This train is making an awful lot of
noise, wouldn’t you say? Like an elephant in the china shop. I
imagine it probably shook up the mountainside, and that’s what’s
caused—”
“Natasha, stop.”
The friends looked at each other.
“Please. There won’t be any ballet for us if we stay here,
don’t you understand? Have I ever lied to you? Listen to me,”
she gripped her arm. “We must leave. Right now.”
Natasha wrestled out. “Come on, let me walk you to your
coupe. I’ll bring you some tea. Would you like some tea?”
“I don’t want any tea! Can’t you hear what I’m saying?”
“All right, I don’t want to listen to this.” Alla Borisovna
slid out into the aisle. “You take care of Olesya for me. I’ll
be in my roomette if you need me. And don’t stay out for too
long, you two. Dress warmly. You won’t be catching a cold on me.
Understand?” She left without waiting for a reply, her sashaying
figure effortlessly gliding along the tables, the grace and the
carriage of a prima ballerina still evident in her step, if not
as light or as transparent anymore. Still, she was the master of
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her craft and proud of it, and she was troubled, troubled by
Olesya’s sickness.
With Alla Borisovna’s departure the exodus of the
passengers ended. Natasha and Olesya were left alone in the car,
with only Darryl and Gabriela for company who ate their own late
breakfast at the last table on the opposite end of the diner.
“What’s with you, Olesya? Have you completely lost your
mind? I try to save your skin, you turn on me. I try again, you
do it again. What are you jumping out of your pants for?
Couldn’t you wait?” Natasha’s nostrils flared. Her whole face
sharpened, her chin, her nose, the pinpricks of her pupils.
Tears of frustration prickled the backs of Olesya’s eyes.
She held them back. “Thank you, but I don’t need you to save
me.”
“You think I’ll watch you ruin yourself and do nothing?
What kind of friend does that?”
“Believe me, Natasha, if I needed your help, I would’ve
asked for it. You don’t have to feel responsible for the misery
of others. It’s not your fault, it’s—” she didn’t finish the
sentence.
“What is it?”
Olesya shivered. Her feet picked up a surge of an
electrical current. It had an odd assonance to it. Hair rose on
her head and her bowels turned to liquid. It was no current. It
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was the rhythmical cadence of laughter. The inner lining of the
car undulated with bursts of muscular spasms as though it were
the larynx, its rigid cartilage blanketed with soft mucus of the
purplish carpet threads.
“My God,” she whispered, “my God. Do you feel it?” A sudden
wave of nausea chocked her.
“Feel what?” asked Natasha. “Are you all right?”
“No.” The adrenalin that washed Olesya’s system earlier
petered out, leaving her in the clammy jelly of fatigue. She
couldn’t fight the train. She couldn’t possibly win if she did.
It was strong, and it was hell-bent on making her do what it
wanted.
DANCE.
Olesya’s legs folded.
“Come on,” Natasha led her out by the hand. “We’ll go to
your room, you’ll have a nice lie-in...”
Whatever other soothing things she said, Olesya didn’t
hear. She moved in a trance, like an animated puppet. With every
step her feet sunk deeper into the rippling gore. She clasped
both hands over her mouth to arrest the sickness.
In the vestibule they stumbled on Dima. He arched his
brows, miming surprise. “Oh, you’re still here? I thought you
were outside! I was just going myself.” He clapped his mittened
hands a couple times. They made a dull flopping sound.
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“Dima, get lost,” said Natasha without anger. “We have
enough problems without you.”
“What problems? Hey, did you hear the news?”
“What, the snowslide?” Natasha made a face. “No, we didn’t.
We happen to be deaf and missed the announcement.”
“Oh.” Dima was slow on sarcasm.
“Of course we did, you idiot. Now piss off, will you?”
“Olesya, you okay? You look funny.”
“Jesus Christ, you’re the one who looks funny. What a
bore!”
Olesya couldn’t help it. She smiled. “I’m okay, Dima.
Thanks for asking. Must be the food.” I can’t leave them here. I
can’t go alone. Maybe I can talk them into staying with me. “I
think it’d like to go out. Will you come with me?”
“You sure?” Natasha didn’t look convinced.
“Yeah, I feel much better. Sorry about earlier. Memories,
you know. Must’ve triggered...”
“Oh! Oh, I see. I understand.” Natasha patted Olesya’s
shoulder lightly.
Dima took this as a sign of encouragement. “It’s too cold
for March, isn’t it? So much snow.”
Weather, always talking about the weather. The thought
amused Olesya so much that her terror receded. No matter which
way she looked at it, Dima always had an uplifting effect on
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her. She simply couldn’t be upset in the presence of his giddy
naiveté. He was the perpetual fledgling, the boy that refused to
grow up, either too dumb to recognize it or...was there
something else? Something hidden? Something she failed to
notice? She peered in his eyes, and saw a flicker of sorrow
before it glossed over with the glaucous film of senselessness.
His eyes became dull like those of a dead bird. He quickly
looked away and spoke to the window.
“Look. They’re having a snowball fight.”
“Who?” The girls pressed their faces to the glass.
The virgin snow was virgin no longer. Bundled figures,
their faces tucked away in hats and hoods, moiled around
aimlessly, kicking up crystal dust that glittered in the cold
sunshine. And beyond them, a few yards to the left, four guys
with uncovered heads, scarves streaming, open coats flying,
scooped up handfuls of snow and hurled them at each other with
precise athletic movements of professional dancers. Mists of
warm air erupted from one of them as he laughed, hit straight in
the face. His curly hair was dusted white, and his ruddy cheeks
blazed with radiant heat.
“Shurik Zhinger. Red as a crayfish. And Taras is there too,
and Nikita.”
“And Egor.” Olesya shrunk at the thought of facing him. She
forced the revulsion down. There were five male dancers in
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Serova’s troupe. Four of them were outside. Plus Dima. Plus her
and Natasha. If she could only convince the rest of the girls to
join them. And the rest of the passengers, for that matter. But
how? What would she say to them?
“That’s Galka, I think. Oh no! Taras got her in the head!”
Natasha covered her mouth. “Did you see that? Oh, she’ll kill
him. I tell you, she’ll kill the bastard. I want to see that.”
“So you’re coming then?” asked Dima hopefully.
Olesya nodded. “Yes. Yes, we are. Will you wait for us? We
need to get dressed.”
He grinned with lunatic abandon. “You don’t have to ask,
Olesya. I’ll wait for you for as long as I live. Hell, I’ll wait
even if I’m dead.”
Natasha smirked. “Oh God. Come off it, Rumyantsev. That’s
the most pathetic pickup line I’ve ever heard in my life.”
“Yeah? That bad, huh?”
Olesya didn’t say anything. She didn’t like how his words
made her feel, didn’t like it at all. They rang too true.
“How about some Pushkin?
‘I still recall the wondrous moment
When you appeared before my eyes,
Just like a fleeting apparition,
Just like—’”
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Olesya couldn’t stand the tension. “We’ll be right back,
Dima, okay? We’ll be right back.”
She opened the door to the gangway.
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Chapter 6. The Snowslide

TUBE. Train. Dead Papa. The blown-up version of the little
Trubochka. The hallucinatory illusion. The severed limb of some
engorged enormity that crawled the rails of human nightmares
before the nightmares knew they were infected with this hellish
worm. Or all of them, mashed together into a nameless thing.
Ineffable, indescribable. Whatever it was, this machine, it let
Olesya roam to her coupe, let her change, let her reach the exit
door, hop lightly on the trampled snow.
I’m out. It allowed me out.
The air was crisp, fresh.
“Olesya! Wait!”
Buttoned up in a thick camel peacoat, thick scarf, thick
woolen beanie with an upturned rim, Natasha carefully padded
down the steps. “Why didn’t you wait for me?”
“Sorry.”
“Watch out!”
A streak of white blurred by Olesya’s ear. She ducked,
scooped a handful of powder, and pressed and crimped to make it
mold to a perfect sphere. The snow was humid, slightly sticky,
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and it packed quickly. Another snowball grazed the back of her
head, an icy fist that aimed to doff her hat, missing by a hair.
“Dima, stop!” demanded Natasha. “We’re not in the mood to
play, okay?”
“Ah, come on, girls. It’s fun!” A dull thump landed on the
gleaming tumblehome of the carriage, leaving a white pimple.
“I said, stop! Stubborn like a ram.”
Olesya straightened, ball at the ready.
Dima stood a few paces away, one leg back in a supporting
demi-plié, another forward, extended at the hip, foot pointed,
sharp as though he were to leap into a grand jeté. His face was
flushed, alit with childish triumph. He raised his arm—fifth
position—and pitched the ball right at Olesya’s chest. It
smacked into her palm, spraying her with frosty needles.
“Nice catch!”
“Tell him to stop. He’s not listening to me.”
Olesya threw her ball at Dima. It struck the pinkish flesh
of his uncovered neck and burrowed itself under his collar.
“Oy! That’s cold! You got me.” He shook his head like a dog
and stooped, raking more snow.
“Please, Dima, I don’t want to play anymore.” Olesya
brought up both arms for peace.
“What? But we just started!”
“I really don’t feel like it. Sorry.”
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“But—”
“Are you deaf or what? She told you she doesn’t want to.
God, I’ll wring your stupid neck one day, I swear.”
“No, no. Don’t wring my neck. I need it.”
“You’re like a child, Dima. Don’t know when to stop,”
admonished him Natasha.
Dima spread his arms. “I’m just trying to cheer you up,
that’s all. If you want me to stop, I’ll stop.” He waited for
Olesya to answer, his expression that of a heart-broken,
rejected lover. There was something tragically comical in it
that made Olesya smile. Upon seeing it, Dima immediately grinned
with all the idiocy of a blind admirer.
“He’s only listening to you, you know? When I ask him
something, you can sharpen an ax on top of his head, he won’t
hear.”
“Look out!” cried Olesya suddenly.
Smack!
A snowball hit Dima on the back. He spun around.
“Entertaining the girls, ah, Rumyantsev?” Egor tossed a
ball from hand to hand, strolling up. “And what about us? You
forgot about us, your loyal comrades.”
His arm unfolded in a flash.
Whoosh! Another ball met Dima’s face. He staggered back,
snatching air for balance.
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“Nah, don’t mind him. His wretched heart is consumed by
sacred love, and his marble buttocks are awash with sweaty
visions of your old in-and-out humping.” Shurik Zhinger, the
troupe clown, his dark locks handsomely teased with snow, thrust
his pelvis up a la Michael Jackson move, complete with the
crowning stand on the toes and a wolf’s yowl.
He worked hard to ascertain himself as an experienced
playboy, though everyone knew he didn’t dare to bring a girl
home unless his parents were out of town, and that his skinny
Jewish ass was betrothed at birth to a Jewish babe because their
families were from the same clan. Who she was or what was her
name, Shurik wouldn’t disclose even if his feet were set on
fire. That didn’t prevent him from sleeping around as much as he
could, undetected. He was well read and spoiled, and never lost
an opportunity to dramatize or satirize or taunt, which was what
he did now, though without much pleasure.
Dima was easy prey, and he bored him to tears.
“What?”
“You know, bonking? Screwing? Shagging? Want me to show
you?”
Dima’s mind went blank. Whenever he was picked on, his
ability to form coherent answers fled him. The convolutions of
his brain tangled up like loose yarn, and when he tried to stir
them up, they tied in knots, not only in his head, but in his
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guts also, painful twisted knots in place of intestines. And
he’d retreat into that time when he came home from school and
found his mother hanging from the lintel of the kitchen doorway.
Her light-brown pantyhose, her dusty shoes with kitten heels
scraped raw, in need of a cobbler’s practiced hand. Swinging. To
and fro, to and fro. On the gentle breeze from the open window.
Their apartment was old, of the pre-revolution
construction, with wide cornices and lush ornamental molding.
She fashioned a hook to it, and used one of his father’s leather
belts, a good sturdy number, army-grade. His father, a coarse
simple man despite his General ranking, yelled at Dima for as
long as he could remember, but after his mother’s suicide he
yelled at him constantly, for good reasons, or for no reasons at
all. To hold a normal conversation was impossible.
Dima would freeze and flop his eyelids like a doll, tonguetied, waiting for it to be over. It was a miracle his father
allowed him to study ballet—pointless women’s follies, he called
it. Dima knew why. He wanted to get rid of him. The boy looked
too much like her, same baby face with its fine subtle skin,
same voice inflections, same tinkling laughter.
They detest my guts. They think I’m dumb. A dumb idiot.
“Whatever, Shurik,” he mumbled, brushing the snow off his
face.
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“What’s wrong, Dima?” Shurik quickly ducked and scooped a
fistful of snow, packing it as he went. “Love has smitten you
stupid? Do tell. Who is she, the cruel maiden who rankles your
heart? Shouldn’t she rankle your dick instead?” He winked at
Olesya. She changed color.
Dima flared up with anger. “What’s it to you?”
“Just looking out for you, brother. We’ve got to look out
for each other, don’t we? Else the girls will eat us alive.”
“Listen, Shurik. I have a question for you,” said Natasha
casually.
“Yeah? What’s that?”
“Oh, I was just wondering. When was the last time you got
laid?”
She hit bull’s eye. Shurik halted, groping for a comeback.
His latest one-night stand had gone sour when the luscious pair
of lips proclaimed that his cock was too small and sharp like a
pencil. It poked her uncomfortably, she said, then pushed him
off and kicked him out of her rich papa’s apartment in the
middle of the night so he had to fetch a taxi and then sit on
the tenth floor landing and wait for the morning to avoid his
parent’s inquisition. That was a month ago, and Shurik was tired
of jerking off into sheets. The sight of Olesya’s dreamy frailty
made him horny, especially after Egor’s confession that she was
easy meat.
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But as much as Egor knew how to keep his cool and avoid
going overboard, Shurik didn’t.
“An hour ago,” he lied and clicked his tongue. “My first
American candy. Black like the bottom of your Russian soul.”
“Really?” Natasha crossed her arms. “I seem to recall
seeing you at breakfast an hour ago. Was she giving you a
blowjob under the table?”
Shurik blinked, speechless.
“I can’t believe you just said that,” whispered Olesya.
“I’ll say worse to put this clown back in his place.”
Egor burst out laughing. “What a sharp little tongue you
have, Natasha. Will you tickle with it my naughty places?”
“Gladly. I’ll make sure to poke it full of holes, too.”
“Ohh. Violent, are we? Is that how you like it?”
“Damn, Zolotov. You’re such a whore, you know that?”
Natasha made to move, consumed with desire to do some damage,
then abruptly stopped.
While they bantered, two heads appeared behind Egor and
Shurik. They belonged to Nikita and Taras who in the meantime
have assembled a sizeable amount of ammunition and, winking to
Dima, Olesya, and Natasha to be quiet, crept up from behind to
within a pace of the boys, grabbed their collars and stuffed the
snowballs under their coats.
“Ahhhhh!”
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They jumped.
“What the devil! You fucking morons!”
“Do it, Nikita, do it! Get them, bastards!” Dima rushed at
them, and the snowball fight resumed in earnest, five venerated
Bolshoi dancers rolling in piles like kids, creaming each
other’s faces with snow as though it were custard pies,
tousling, tackling, hooting and ululating. Overcome with frenzy,
Natasha left Olesya and threw a ball after ball with enviable
precision, most of them aimed at Egor but invariably landing on
Nikita’s broad back in his expensive leather coat.
Natasha’s ball strayed and smote the side of Taras’s
squarish head. His rimless glasses—two lenses held together by a
thin gold bridge—flew off and disappeared. Taras gasped and sunk
to his knees, blindly groping around when Dima backed into him
and knocked him off his feet.
“Shit! Why don’t you watch where you’re going?”
“Sorry. I didn’t see you.”
“Well, for fuck’s sake! It was my only pair!”
“What is?”
“My glasses! Where the fuck are my glasses?”
The fight stopped.
Taras cursed with spittle spraying from his mouth. Strong
and stalwart, true to his Ukrainian heritage, he never held
back, cussing and swearing and imprecating everyone he could
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think of as guilty each time he fell onstage or sprained his
ankle or lost his keys or suffered any other misfortune that was
undoubtedly always someone else’s fault. The dancers rushed to
his aid, grabbling in the biting chill like rods of bacteria on
the surface of a geographic tongue, milky with oral thrush, the
walls of the gorge as teeth gleaming in the sun around them.
A group of passengers from the regular sleepers stood to
the side, watching the spectacle with undeniable fascination.
The glasses were found, and the five dancers with the speed and
the virility of immortal gods engaged in another round of a snow
fight, the flaps of their coats flying, gloves and mittens wet,
hair wild, faces bright, eyes shining.
Suddenly Olesya saw them as dead, maimed by the ruthless
machine that sat at her back, enviously watching this display of
absurd caprioling, wanting to squash them to bloody pulp, to
crush them, to mash them, to pulverize them—
“Grown-up idiots.” Said Natasha in her ear, startling her.
“What?”
“Imbeciles! They’ve got their brains stuck in the wrong
place, you know what I mean? Anything to get under your skirt. I
can’t believe them sometimes, damned brutes. Can’t live with
them, can’t live without them.” She sighed. “So what? What do
you do? You culture them. Find a decent one—a non-smoker, nondrinker, not too ugly and not too stupid, with a decent job and
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not too much ego—and groom him until he stops being a boor. What
do you think? Do you think American men are better?”
“I don’t know,” said Olesya, her resolve to get everyone
off the train diffused, gone, and no will to summon it again, no
strength to endure the puzzled looks, the pitiful comments.
“Want to go talk to the engineer?” Natasha nodded at the
locomotive where a group of red-vested trainmen conversed with
Carl Silverman. They spoke loudly, agitated. Carl shook his
head, one hand over his eyes as though shielding himself from
trouble.
“Sure.”
They set off along the tracks.
I need to talk to it. I can do that much. Appeal to it. Ask
it to spare us. The least I can do is look it in the face. If it
has a face. Does it?
Olesya glanced at the corpus to her left. The fleshy shafts
of the cars with their red and blue stripes stood out sharply
against the pallid complexion of the gully. The train lay in
waiting, nonplussed by this emergency stop, a heinous appendage
that would push itself forward as soon as it deemed it was time,
the avalanche somehow its own doing. What for? Why did it do it?
To warn me. Of what? Of what’s coming.
“What are you thinking about?” asked Natasha.
“Nothing.”
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The snow crunched rhythmically under their feet.
“No, not nothing. Don’t chase away the blizzard, Olesya. I
know exactly what’s on your mind.”
“Then why are you asking?”
“Because it’s the only way to get anything out of you! If I
won’t ask, you’ll keep twiddling your thumbs until hell freezes
over.”
Olesya shrugged.
“Are you mad at me?”
“What for?”
“Well, you know. For talking over you at breakfast. I was
only trying to help.”
“No, I’m not mad.”
“Then can you tell me more about it?”
“About what?”
“The train, what! My dear old mother, what’s with you
today?” She dropped her voice. “Can you show me?”
“Show you what?”
“How it’s breathing...” Natasha’s eyes grew shiny and
round, and there was fear in how her mouth twisted.
“Thanks for believing me.”
“Of course.”
Olesya lifted her arm then changed her mind. She couldn’t
bring herself to touch the hide of the beast, not now, not when
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she was about to face it. She walked on autopilot, unaware of
how her body performed this simple task. It was a walk to look
into the eyes of death, and the best she could do was not to
turn around and flee but keep putting one foot in front of the
other and blink away the image of the funeral casket, dull
polished ebony, lowered into the pit, scarce snowflakes twirling
and resting on its surface like miniature suicidal ballerinas.
She never saw her father’s dead face. They got his body in
pieces, and for what she knew, the casket could be empty.
“I don’t know, Natasha. Maybe later.”
“You are mad at me. I can tell. I’m sorry, Olesya. I only
wanted to help.”
“Don’t worry. It’s okay.”
They stopped at the nose of the engine.
Three vested crewmen, a couple uniformed stewards—one of
them Larry—the fireman and the head engineer in a jaunty
pershing hat with the metal TUBE logo on the front huddled by
the driver’s cab. Several cigarette stubs littered the mash of
snow and soil under their identical black-leather oxfords.
“...won’t be able to clear it out in less than six hours,
maybe more, who knows—(muffled coughing)—no, that won’t do, we
can’t afford a six-hour delay—that’s twenty to thirty feet high
and at least a couple hundred long—we’d need bulldozers to move
it...”
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“That’s him,” said Natasha.
“Who?”
“Carl Silverman, the head engineer!”
“Ah. He does look like Richard Gere, only a bit shorter
and...broader. In the shoulders. Same hair even.” Olesya talked
on autopilot. Her eyes roamed above the heads, to the stern
profile of the locomotive.
“I told you.” Natasha doffed her beanie and shook out a
wave of auburn hair. “Do you think he’ll talk to us?”
“Why not?”
Carl noticed them. He stopped mid-sentence, flitting his
eyes from girl to girl with a puzzled expression. He was perhaps
forty, a bit heavyset around the waist, a clear sign of a
sedentary job, but the laughing lines that radiated from his
eyes were as charming as those of the actor.
“Can I help you with something?”
Larry turned around. “Look at that. My Russian ballerinas!
Out for a walk, eh? I take it your foot is better. That’s good
news, isn’t it? They’re from my car,” he answered Carl’s
questioning look. “The Bolshoi troupe I was telling you about.
Bought out the whole sleeper.”
“Is that the passenger who got injured?”
“That’s the one.” Larry said something else.
Natasha replied.
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Olesya failed to hear them. She picked up a faint tremor
through the soles of her feet. A weak spasm rolled across the
locomotive. Its trunk twitched as though in anticipation. It
seemed upset, straining to turn its head. It wanted to look at
her and couldn’t, quivering like a wounded beast restricted by a
cone of shame.
COME.
Olesya started. Her stomach lurched to her mouth with the
full intention of disgorging the half-digested omelet in a hot
sour jet. She bit on her tongue to distract herself from the
nausea and stealthily edged away from Natasha, around the crew
and up the embankment where with every step the face of the
train curved into view, until she was standing directly in front
of it, balancing on the edge of a concrete tie, a touch away.
They watched each other in silence.
The tip of the engine was eggshell smooth, an almost
perfect dome, slightly pointed to accommodate the aerodynamic
drag. The bottom part, venous-blue, curled up into a pilot, a
blunt wedge that doubled as a snowplow. It glistened with melted
slush like a sickle of salivating gums. The lip of the diving
line sat at Olesya’s eye level, and above it glimmered six
headlights: two brake lights, two regular lights, and two fog
lights. The TUBE logo sat smugly in the middle. A shallow septum
ran from it, snaked up and between two windows, and ended in a
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round lamp at the crest of the head, flanked by two smaller
ones. Olesya knew those three continued as spines along the
roof. She lit them up numerous times on her little Trubochka.
And now she stood in front of it, life-sized.
“Hello,” she mouthed.
It didn’t reply. It was suddenly still, a dead machine.
You have a face of a helminth, an intestinal worm on rails.
That’s your sucker mouth, and those hooks are your teeth. You
don’t have any eyes, only eyespots that gain sight at the push
of a button. You’re a hunk of metal, nothing more. Are you?
Olesya reached out to touch it. Before her fingers came in
contact with the steel, it shimmied alive. A wave of electric
warmth swept over her, brushed hairs off her face with a loving
hand. The hand of her father.
“Papa?”
Olesya’s skin, muscles, bones, became solid, paralyzed with
dread. She thought she saw a human face interposed over the
mechanical pattern. The mouth curled, the cheeks distended, the
eyes lit up in their metal sockets. A flash of recognition
clicked across the lenses, and it said her name.
OLESYA.
The fabric of truth, or what Olesya took for truth,
crumbled. Standing so close to it, so close she could lean and
let it her hold her up, hearing its voice, his voice, she knew.
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She knew it outside of knowledge. It rang in her gut. It was his
voice and no other.
“Papa!”
She threw her weight on the pilot and spread her arms,
stretching, reaching. Cold steel pressed on her chest. Sharp.
She didn’t mind. Something moved in the corner of her eye,
someone. Larry. He was waving at her, shaking his head. Blurry.
Olesya blinked. Still, he was blurry.
“Papa,” she repeated. “Is this really you?”
Larry was upon her. “Miss? I’m sorry. I’m afraid you can’t
do this. Here, hold on to me. Let me help you—”
All lights came on at once. The horn blasted a long drawnout wail. It cursed through Olesya’s ribcage, rattled her teeth,
and boomed between her ears like an explosion. She grimly held
on.
Larry jumped in his tracks, a hand on his heart. A moment
later Carl and the rest of the crew rounded the corner, their
faces white. Abruptly the horn was cut off. Its echo broke
against the mountainsides, amplified ten-fold by the acoustics
of the gulley, and petered out. The men gaped at each other,
stunned.
“What the hell was that?” Carl glanced up at the windows.
“Who’s up there? Anyone?” He hiked back and climbed the ladder
to the cab. His crew followed.
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Larry stayed with Olesya.
There were cries of amazement. “There’s no one here—that
can’t be—someone ought to have blown the horn—check for
malfunctions—”
“Please don’t hurt anyone, papa,” whispered Olesya.
The steel quivered under her body, tender, pliant.
“Thank you.”
The surface hardened and pushed her off.
YOU MUST DANCE.
Surprised, Olesya groped the air for purchase and, finding
none, sat flat on her ass. The padding of her coat softened the
fall but it still hurt, and she cried out.
“Olesya!” Natasha wrung her hands. “Are you okay?” She
stood on tiptoe, craning her neck over the heads of the crewmen
who blocked her way.
“That was quite a tumble, eh? Are you hurt?” Larry
stretched out a hand. “Hold on to me. Just hold on, I’ll get you
up. Come on. Give me your hand.”
Olesya didn’t see him. Her eyes were riveted on the train.
It threw her a challenge. It denied her plea. It meant harm.
Harm to her, harm to others, to get what it wanted.
“Why, papa? Why are you doing this? Why are you here?”
No reply. Dull headlights stared at her with inanimate
ignorance. The vigor of life was extinguished. The mind of the
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thing has crawled into a hiding place and sat there, waiting to
hatch again. It was as cowardly as it was bullish.
Tears of resentment pricked Olesya’s eyes. “Why aren’t you
dead as you’re supposed to be? What do you want from me? What
does this all mean?”
She scarcely fathomed that this hunk of steel could be her
beloved Papa. He was kind, an attentive man, always eager to
help, to give. He let her nag him, wheedle, whine, and
interrupt. He answered every one of her silly questions, and
there were hundreds, thousands.
“Where does the sun sleep?” and “Why are old people old?”
and “Why can’t I look at myself as I look at you?” and “How are
trains made?” and “Are you a train doctor?” and “Are trains
alive?” and “Why do things have to die?” And he’d patiently
explain that the sun doesn’t sleep but hides, and that the old
people are really younger than young only wrinkly, and that
mirrors were invented to get out of one’s head. And he’d take
her to the “Central House of Railway Employees’ Children” on 14
Novaya Basmannaya street, founded by the Ministry of Railways
where he worked, and he’d show her the diesel locomotive that
was on display, and name every part and explain how they fit
together, how they worked, and how he fixed the trains, fixed
them if they broke down, and how sometimes the trains were
beyond fixing and he let them die as everything dies, to give
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life to new things, better things, and that’s what’s called
“evolution.”
On their way home Olesya would drill him on what
“evolution” meant, and he’d say it meant when something
developed to maturity, and Olesya would demand him to explain
“maturity,” and so on, until they hit the copse of birches with
the abandoned narrow-gauge railway left over from before the
war, rusty, overgrown with grass. And on its slopes they
gathered the tiny rubies of wild strawberries and ate them. And
then Papa spit on his cotton kerchief and wiped her mouth clean
and made her swear that she won’t tell Mama. Her mother didn’t
like it when Olesya ate anything off the street. It was their
little secret, and she kept it, but then one day she slipped.
She’d seen him angry twice in her life, that time she ran
out in front of the toy train at the attraction park and he
snatched her out of the way, radioactive with fury—she was seven
and she peed herself from seeing the terror in his face. And
another time when her mother took on crying since morning, for
no reason at all as it was a beautiful summer day and Olesya
begged her father to go pick wild strawberries in their secret
place, and her mother heard it, and gave her father the look of
death. He went white. “You promised, Olesya,” he said. And her
mother yelled at him like she’d never yelled before, and he
pushed her into their room and slammed the door, and Olesya
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heard her mother cry, “How can you? Have you forgotten our
Tanyusha?”
Our Tanyusha.
Olesya went rigid with horror.
Our Tanyusha. Have you forgotten our Tanyusha...
Until now she couldn’t recall what exactly it was her
mother said, the name didn’t make any sense. She didn’t know any
Tanyusha and she promptly forgot about it. Until now.
Tanyusha. There was Tanyusha before me.
“I’m going to help you up, okay?” came to her from a
distant syrup. The voice was warped and it didn’t belong to
anyone she knew. It wasn’t Russian, it was some foreign
language. She couldn’t understand it. “Just help you up to your
feet. Like this.” Larry’s hands gripped Olesya’s underarms and
hoisted her up. She reeled. “There we go, that’s better.”
Olesya blinked away the confusion. She was cold. She was
standing on snowy tracks, in front of the train. Larry—the
conductor, that’s right, he was the conductor in their lux 18place sleeper, they were in America, on tour with Serova’s
version of Serenade—studied her worriedly, and behind him stood
Natasha.
“What just happened?” she asked.
Olesya groped for words in the tangled mess that was her
mind. “Did you hear that? You heard that, right?”
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“What, the horn? Of course I did! It was so loud I thought
my eardrums would burst.”
“Well, it’s my dead papa, Natasha. He talked to me. I
recognized his voice. He’s in the train, or the train is in him.
They fused. I’m sure of it now.”
“It can’t be.”
“Yes, it can.”
“How do you know?”
“He showed me...he showed me Tanyusha. I had a sister,
Natasha. A sister I never knew.”
“What?”
A hand on her shoulder. “I’m really sorry, but I need to
escort you back to your compartment. If you don’t mind.” Larry
tried an encouraging smile. “You can’t stay out here, it’s
against our safety regulations.” He motioned at the windows
where Carl and the crew were inspecting the controls for circuit
breaker overvoltage and other problems. “Boss orders,” he added
quietly. “You see that pile of snow?”
“Yes,” said Olesya.
About a hundred yards off the precipitous incline of the
gulley crumbled down onto the tracks in a tongue of snow chunks,
rocks, splintered trees, and other debris that marred the
whiteness of it with specks of black and brown. It wasn’t too
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bad, but it looked like quite a shovel job. A group of men in
hard hats were already at it.
“That’ll take them a while. We want you safe and sound
while you wait, all right? Here you go.”
Olesya let him lead her down. She glanced back at the
engine once more, and it seemed small and forlorn, abandoned,
like her little Trubochka, a bit of childhood sitting on the
miniature rails by her father’s drafting bureau, pleading her to
pick it up, play with it, send it racing across the room, around
the vanity table, under the davenport—
Olesya shook her head.
They never told me about Tanyusha. I need to call mama.
She hastened ahead of Larry, ahead of Natasha.
“Wait!” Natasha dogged her. “Olesya, not so fast! What have
you, grown another set of legs or what? First you can’t walk,
and now you’re running like the devil bit you!”
“He did, Natasha. He bit me in the ass.”
“You’re kidding.”
“I wish.”
Flurries spumed from under Olesya’s boots. She rushed by
the sleepers. No passengers milled about, all herded in by the
stewards, the flattened mash of snow and dirt the only memory of
the snowball fight.
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By the stairs to their carriage stood Lyuba Ryzhik. A cheap
digital camera in her frozen hands, she snapped pictures of the
avalanche as though it’d be visible from this distance. She
didn’t care. She took pictures of everything, everywhere, and
when she couldn’t, she doodled. The arts girl. “Hudozhnitsa,”
they called her.
“Lyuba.”
She lowered the camera. “Thank God, you girls. Where have
you been? Alla Borisovna wants to talk to you.”
“Oh, does she? About what?”
“I don’t know. She didn’t say. You went to see the
snowslide, did you?”
“Aha.” It was easier to lie.
“Is it really that bad? They say we’ll be stuck here for
days!”
“Who says?” asked Natasha.
“Inga told me.”
“That’s utter bullcrap. Inga doesn’t know shit. She’s
picking apart the garbage, that’s what she’s doing. Carl told me
it shouldn’t be more than a couple hours,” Natasha flipped her
hair nonchalantly, “three at the most. He should know.” She
waited for Lyuba to ask who Carl was, but Lyuba burned to share
her artsy endeavors.
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“Thank God. Three hours doesn’t sound so bad. Look. I want
to show you something.”
She wiped the screen with her pashmina scarf, one of the
hand-painted abominations crafted by her mother. Both her
parents were artists. As a result Lyuba dressed in odd
concoctions that couldn’t be called clothes, per se. They were
art, tattered frocks adorned with landscapes, home-dyed
sweaters, etched leather jackets, shaggy horrors on strings that
she claimed were handbags, and the like. Her hair was the object
of Alla Borisovna’s loathing as it never stuck to one color,
causing the company director dramatic fits of conniptions. She
often threatened to sack Lyuba but never did.
Lyuba danced like a queen.
“Doesn’t it look disgusting?” she gave Olesya the camera.
Against the hoary gulch sat the oblong shape of TUBE, all
ten cars plus the locomotive, vividly pinkish. The vertical red
and blue stripes stood out incisively bright, so much so that
they cut the eye.
“Looks like a snake, doesn’t it? If you skinned one alive,
I bet that’s exactly what it would look like. See these? That’s
blood vessels, red for the arteries, blue for the veins. And
that’s the spine.” She traced the crest on the roof.
“Oh my God! Where did you get this horrible idea?”
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“Don’t get so worked up, Natasha. I didn’t see it until I
took the picture. But it’s obvious, isn’t it? Makes you wonder
who designed this. Must’ve been a sick mind. The thought of
sitting in this thing makes my skin crawl.”
“Sorry to interrupt you, ladies.” Larry finally made it,
out of breath, his round belly spasmodically heaving up and
down. “Please. We need to get onboard. After you.” He made a
curt bow.
The girls lined up by the stairs, Lyuba first.
“I can’t even touch it now without thinking that it might
bite me, ghastly viper.” She gripped the holding handle—
Olesya’s bowels froze. There simply wasn’t enough time for
her to explain anything, to issue a warning. She should’ve
foreseen it, should’ve anticipated it. Her father hated it when
someone called him names. Without knowing it, Lyuba ruffled his
feathers.
What happened, Olesya? Didn’t you resolve to get them off
this monstrosity? You cowardly egotistical bitch.
She numbly watched the assault unfold. It happened quickly,
in a split second. As the words “ghastly viper” fell from
Lyuba’s lips, the skin of the carriage blazed crimson. A surge
of rage hissed along the conduits and struck the handle when
Lyuba clasped it. Her eyes bulged out of their sockets. She tore
the hand away. “Ay! It’s hot! It burned me!”
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“What’s the matter?” asked Larry.
The wrath has died as fast as it was born. There was no
trace of it. The thing has slinked away, to nurse its wound and
to brew a forthcoming retaliation. There was no doubt in
Olesya’s mind that it planned an attack. She didn’t know what it
would be or when it would occur, but she knew that Lyuba was
marked, just as she was, with her injured toe.
Lyuba blew on her hand. “It scalded me! It did it on
purpose!”
“You have gone off your rocker, Lyuba. It’s not hot at
all.” Natasha clutched the handle. “See? It’s fine.” But her
voice lacked conviction.
“Girls? Get off it.”
“What?”
“Get off the train,” repeated Olesya. “It’s dangerous. It
wants to hurt us. You’re right, Lyuba, it burned you on
purpose.”
“You don’t say! Really?” Something prompted Lyuba to
denounce her fright. Someone, rather. Footsteps trailed from the
corridor, muffled giggles.
“Miss?” Larry was getting impatient.
“Lookit, girls. We’re searching and searching, and here
they are, having a nice little chat like nothing happened.”
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Inga’s tanned profile burst on the scene, and with her the
splendiferous heads of Veronika and Milena. The three sluts:
Rich, Pretty, and Angry. Appropriately labeled with Russian
nicknames, “Bogatenkaya,” “Krasotka,” and “Zlyuchka,” though
mostly in Olesya’s head and in a rare strip of gossip, with an
added epithet “our”: “There she goes, our rich girl,” and “Look
at her, our pretty girl,” and “She’s at it again, our angry
girl.”
It seemed the prerogative of the ballet world was to slap a
moniker on every dancer. Some were harmless enough, like “Black
Queen” or “Doll” or even “Empress,” others leeched vitriol and
could impede one’s career, like Katya’s tag of “Devochka
Skeleton,” or the stupendous variety of names on the other
spectrum of the weight issues: “Russian Dumpling” or “Goon”
(reserved for big meaty boys) or “Vacuum” (if one ate too much)
or simply “Fatty.”
“What was that about me and the garbage?” inquired Inga
with the air of innocent curiosity.
“Damn.” Olesya heard herself suck in air without realizing
she did it. Behind her stood Larry with an uncomfortable grin on
his tired face, partly induced by Inga’s buttressed bosom that
threatened to fall out of the cleavage if she leaned any
further, partly by Veronika’s newest “Fuck me!” dress of
iridescent lurex, partly by his need to shove this stubborn
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stick girl into the car before he had to call the other stewards
to assistance.
Come on, lady. For God’s sake, get in already.
“Watcha looking at, Vasja Pupkin?” Inga coked a hip at
Larry, both annoyed and aroused by his oily glance. “Getting
friendly with our Belaya? How is his size, not too bad? So, what
do you say, Belaya, which is better, American cocks or Russian?”
Veronika chuckled.
“My, oh my. You embarrassed her,” cooed Milena. “Careful
with the psycho. What if she’ll tattle to the train? It might
throw you off board! You gotta be nice to it.”
“Like this, you mean?” Inga demonstratively kissed the
paneling.
Olesya shuddered with revulsion.
The sluts laughed.
“How can you be so vulgar?” quibbled Natasha. “Like some
market hussies.”
“Says the girl who dreams of screwing the head engineer,”
parried Milena. “He’s cute, isn’t he? Looks like a famous actor.
The one from Pretty Woman, right?”
Natasha flushed. “So what? What’s it to you? Don’t you have
your Egor to play with?”
That punched the air out of Milena.
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“What?” Inga spun around. “What the hell are you talking
about?”
“Holy moly.” Larry whistled. “That’s a cat fight about to
happen.” He failed to understand the words, but sensed the
lewdness and the malice, wishing that he listened to Betty and
switched from the Northwest route to the Southwest one, warmer,
sunnier, shorter rides. Better for his old bones. He wasn’t sure
anymore he could handle these Russian nymphets with confidence.
“Miss, I’m really sorry, but I’ll have to help you up if
you won’t go on your own.” He cupped Olesya’s elbow.
She was about to object then understood the trap that was
laid for her. The phone. Her phone was on the table in her
compartment. She had to call her mother, needed to, badly. The
train knew it and waited for her to acquiesce. In two nimble,
fluid leaps she reached the vestibule and headed for her coupe.
“Olesya, wait for me!”
“I’m sorry, Natasha, I have to call mama. I’ll be right
back, okay? I promise.”
“But it’s night in Moscow!”
Olesya slid the door shut, gulped a lungful of air, held
it, let it out, slowly. The crinkled curtains were closed; faint
light seeped through the weave in the fabric. She drew them
back, let her eye wander the glistening stage. And there they
came, weightless ballerinas, their pointes kicking up snowdust,
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their tulle skirts fluttering like diaphanous petals of fog.
White on white. Gradations of infinitesimal tonalities of limpid
blue clear as glass, and sunset rose, and simmering pellucid
violet of the shadows. Porcelain figurines on the porcelain
agora, dancing to the music of the mountains, nipping wind
teasing up their skirts—
Click.
“Ladies and gentlemen, may I have your attention, please,”
crackled Carl’s voice.
Olesya’s vision crumbled. She shook her head.
Phone. I need to call mama.
“It looks like we’ll be staying here for another six hours.
A crew is clearing off the snow as we speak. Rest assured,
they’re working very hard, and more help is on the way. On
behalf of TUBE: Trans-Urban Blitz-Express I apologize for the
inconvenience. We’ll try to catch up on our lost time to get you
to Portland as scheduled...”
Olesya stopped listening, petrified.
First it was a couple hours, now it’s six hours. Then he’ll
tell us we’re staying overnight because they’re tired and it’s
dark and they’ll continue in the morning. Dammit.
Terror clenched her gut. Another night of visitations from
Tanyusha? Could she stomach it? The phone sat on the table, dull
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plastic, the screen white with reflection. Olesya picked it up,
flipped it open. Closed it. Flipped it open again.
12:29 p.m. That’s what, minus one hour, that’s 11:29 at
night in Moscow. She’s asleep. Maybe. Maybe not, if she’s bingewatching the soap operas. What will I tell her? “Hello? Mama?
Oh, I woke you up? I’m sorry. I have a question. Did I have a
sister? Tanyusha? Was Tanyusha her name?” What will she say?
She’ll be shocked. She’ll try to hide it. If she hasn’t told me
by now, she’s not likely to crack over the phone, is she? And
what evidence do I have? “I saw Tanyusha in a dream?” She might
believe that, she might not. But I have a name. Yes, she can’t
dispute that. I know her name.
Flip. The phone closed. Flip. Open. Flip. Closed.
A rap on the door. Tap-tap-tap.
Olesya jumped, a rush of blood in her ears.
“Olesya? You there?”
My God, I’m getting paranoid.
“Lyuba, is that you?”
“Yeah. Do you mind if I...can I talk to you?”
“Sure. Just a minute.”
Olesya hopped off the couchette and, forgetting about her
toe, stepped right on it. “Ow!” Tears sprung in her eyes. She
grit her teeth and unlocked the door.
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Lyuba stood ramrod, stiff as a corpse, ashen, her cheeks
hollow somehow, right hand on the scarf, left over it, kneading
it. “Am I interrupting something?”
“No, not at all. Come in.”
Olesya checked the corridor. Empty. A worm of guilt
swiveled in her chest.
That was selfish, leaving Natasha like that, selfish and
cowardly. Some friend I am. She never left me hanging, and I
just up and ran away like a scared little girl. My God, what I
am turning into?
She slammed the door shut.
As soon as they sat at the table, someone knocked again.
“Ladies?”
Lyuba scowled. “What does he want?”
“I think it’s lunch time.” Olesya was suddenly hungry. She
got up again and, careful to avoid pressing too hard on her toe,
slid the door open.
“Sorry to interrupt you. It’s after 12:30 and we’re about
to serve lunch, and I thought I’d let you know. Looks like
you’re pretty cozy here, eh? Would you like me to bring it
here?”
The girls blinked at him, uncomprehending.
“Lunch? Here?” He pointed to the table.
“Ah. Yes, please.”
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“What would you like?” He handed them two glossy menus.
“Burger, double burger, veggie burger, salad,” muttered
Lyuba. “I’m not ordering that salad again. Yuck. That’s not
salad, that’s dead snakeskin in some kind of an oozy gravy, and
all that cheese. There’s more cheese than lettuce, and they call
it salad.”
Olesya smirked. “That’s exactly what I thought when I saw
it. Tastes dead too.”
They shared a smile.
The conversation was so trite, so typical, the usual
vilifying of the food, the ordering, the anticipation of the
horrid meal and more derision gave Olesya a feeling of normalcy,
and she seized upon it, wanting the illusion to last.
“What’s a veggie burger made of, do you know?”
“What, you never had one?” Lyuba’s brows positively left
her face.
“No.”
“Stay away from it. It’s scary stuff. You know how they
make it? I’ll tell you. They take beans, soy, starch, and seeds,
salt them to death, clump them together, then fry them in fat to
make you believe you’re eating meat. Yuck! And all of it doubletriple processed, too. I’d say, a plain burger is better. I’m
getting the special. At least it has chicken. Crispy crusted,
with potatoes. What the hell does that mean? God, I have a
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feeling everything in America is served deep-fried with
potatoes, you know?”
“I guess. I haven’t really eaten here all that much.”
“Special.” Lyuba poked the menu. “No potatoes.” She shook
her head to drive the point home.
“All right,” Larry marked it on his little pad. “One
special coming up, no potatoes. Would you like some salad
instead?”
“No. Chicken. What is he, dumb? Didn’t he understand what I
said the first time?”
Olesya blushed at her gaucherie. “He’s just polite. All
Americans are polite.” She flipped the menu to Larry and pressed
her finger to the special. “Chicken. Thank you.”
Larry bowed out.
“So, listen,” began Lyuba urgently. “I came here to talk to
you about...the train. Zoya said that you think it’s possessed
by an evil spirit and that it’s planning to get up a mountain—
there’s an abandoned railway, apparently—and ride off a cliff,
which means that we’ll die, which means that she’s gonna miss
Communion, which means that she’s going to hell, so she’s
freaking out.”
“What? Zoya said this?” Olesya couldn’t believe her ears.
“Jesus. Who told her that?”
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“Who do you think? Our diet girl, of course. She eats
gossip for breakfast. She swore Egor told her it’s what you said
yourself.”
“And you believed her?”
“Of course not! Do you think I’m that stupid? Anyway. I
wasn’t going to bring it up. I hate gossip. And all that
religious crap? That’s none of my beeswax. Zoya can believe
whatever the hell she wants. But I tell you, when I got hold of
that handle, I swear to you, Olesya, it was hot as a griddle.
Look.” She let go of the pashmina scarf and unfolded her palm.
It was red and blistered.
“My God,” Olesya took it gently.
“See? What did I tell you? Go touch it now, it’s cold like
a grave. And your Natasha can say all she wants, but she’s
wrong. When I touched it, I knew what was happening right away.
It burned me, this snake. It burned me because I saw it for what
it was.”
Relief swept over Olesya. At least one person saw the same
thing she did. At least one. “Does it hurt?”
“You bet it does! I burned me to the bones!”
“I’m sorry.”
“What are you sorry for? You’re not the one who did it. You
tried to warn them, didn’t you? But the idiots wouldn’t listen,
would they?”
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“No.”
“Well, they will now. I’ll make sure of that. I’ll talk to
everyone and tell them what happened. I’ve got two witnesses:
Natasha and that conductor guy.”
Olesya shook her head. “They won’t listen. Even Natasha is
doubting me. People are blind to what they don’t want to see,
Lyuba, that’s the sad truth. You can have a wolf staring them in
the face, they’ll think it’s sheep if they want to see sheep.
It’s human nature. We only trust what we think is true, not what
is true. We forgot what it’s like trusting our gut. It’s more
convenient to trust what everyone trusts. Nobody wants to me the
odd one out.”
“Gosh, Olesya! You’re the eternal pessimist, you know that?
Cheer up. They’ll believe me, trust me on this.” She patted her
hand. “I’ve got a trick or two up my sleeve.”
“Like what?”
“You’ll see.”
Larry brought in their lunch, and they switched to talking
about food. Olesya eagerly rattled off anything she knew about
white chicken meat and its properties to support the
conversation. It was no match. Lyuba knew a lot—they raised
their own chickens on their dacha in Orudyevo, 94 kilometers
North of Moscow, a little over two hours on the interurban
train. That’s where her father had his painting studio and where
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he brought naked models to her mother’s constant displeasure,
and where her mother did most of the yarn and cloth dyeing in
large steaming vats in the kitchen, cooking it from morning to
night. It stunk up the place with the smell of wet wool, to her
father’s displeasure in turn.
Olesya sawed off little pieces of chicken with the dull
knife, chewed without tasting it, and listened, afraid to bring
the subject back to the train and wanting to and not knowing
how. And then Lyuba was done eating and gone without so much as
an explanation of what she planned to do.
Olesya was left alone.
She filled her cheeks with air and let it out in one long
breath. I don’t have a good feeling about this.
The carriage was quiet.
She decided to spend an hour or two reading Anna Karenina,
then go apologize to Natasha. The thoughts about the train, her
papa, the wolf, Tanyusha—she pushed them all down, deep-deep
down, to where they mercifully went without protest.
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Chapter 7. The First Death

Olesya’s hunch was right.
She was immersed in Anna Karenina’s journey to see her
beloved son Seryozha and her hated husband Alexsei
Alexandrovich—in fact, Anna was in the middle of making herself
comfortable for the long train ride—when Carl has announced that
they were staying until morning. She almost dropped the book.
Help arrived three hours late, he explained, and they had
difficulty digging in the dark—not enough power to light the
tracks. There was enough power, he reiterated, but a decision
was made to conserve it. Just in case.
The “just in case” part made Olesya’s heart pounce.
They were advised to dress warmly for the night as the
electricity was going to be shut off after 10 p.m. and it was
bound to get cold.
“...once again, we apologize for the inconvenience. Thank
you for traveling with TUBE: Trans-Urban Blitz-Express.”
Click.
Olesya sat still, listening. No sound came from Larry’s
compartment, none from Inga’s and Veronika’s.
I know what you’re doing, papa.
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She was deliberately isolated, like a hellion locked up in
a closet to repent, to think of her wrongs and let out only when
she resolved to apologize, to pay obeisance, grovel, submit to
her tormentor’s whim. To serve him. To appease him.
To dance Serenade.
“Papa?”
Silence. Blood thumped in Olesya’s ears.
“If I dance for you, will you get moving?”
Was there a trace of breath, an expansion under her feet?
There was. She knew it. He knew it that she knew it.
“Talk to me, papa. Tell me what to do. I—”
She stopped herself. She wanted to ask him questions, like
when she was little, to tell him about the things she saw, the
imperceptible, trivial details that in her eyes were huge,
important to notice, to describe because they enthralled her,
like the droplets of melted snow on the dusty window and how
twilight refracted in them, inking them blue, and the crescent
shape of the snowfield so reminiscent of the stage, and the
snowflakes that twirled like tiny ballerinas, and the change in
the air that invited music, and—
“I miss you.”
Something in her chest ripped open, and there sat a fist,
and it twisted her lungs and made her short of breath, and a
weight rose up in her throat. She gulped is down.
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“I worked so hard...for eleven years I worked hard to
forget you. And you...why are you doing this, papa, this pain
infliction, this harassment. What for? Tell me, please. Why did
you have to come back now? Just when I—”
A scratch. A faint brushing against the door.
Pins prickled Olesya’s skin, her pupils expanded, irises
thinned to lines. The face, Tanyusha’s face was all she could
see, the banging, the thrashing, the jets of blood that burst
from the nostrils, speckled the glass, and the noise, the
hideous noise of snapping, smashing, smacking.
FOR TANYUSHA.
A wave of jealousy suffocated Olesya. It came out of
nowhere, and it drove hot fingers into her eyes, her neck, under
her ribs. Claws, hot iron claws. She suddenly loathed that
little girl in the red dress, the sister she never knew, the
firstborn that stole her father’s heart and continued usurping
it even after his death. Olesya was papa’s girl, she was always
papa’s girl, always, always. How dare this impostor come back
and haunt her, take him away, intrude with her dirty feet and
mess up her memory?
“Go to hell.” Her voice tripped. “Both of you. Fuck you.”
The tremor ceased, like it was cut with a blade.
There was a stunned silence.
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Olesya drew a long breath. She hardly ever cussed. She
could count the instances on her fingers, that time when the
boys cornered her in the school cafeteria and demanded she say a
bad word or they’d lift her skirt, or at the ballet school,
after class by the lockers, when she wanted to show off in front
of the older ballerinas who dropped profanities left and right
from their adolescent lips. Or when Natasha did it, and Olesya
copied her. But never in front of her father. Never. Her tongue
wouldn’t turn, and now it rolled off smoothly.
The stillness pressed on her ears, made them ring.
Olesya opened the book and forced herself to read, word
after word, sentences, paragraphs, pages, until she reached a
passage that made her pause.
“This muzhik with the long waist began to gnaw at something
on the wall; the old woman began to stretch her legs out the
whole length of the carriage and filled it with a black cloud;
then something screeched and banged terribly, as if someone was
being torn to pieces—”
A savage blow racked the car. It see-sawed and lurched
backwards. Brakes squealed shrilly. The book slipped out of
Olesya’s hands. Thump.
The ruckus stopped as abruptly as it started.
What was that?
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Lights flickered and went out. Dusk seeped through the
window. Outside—violet shadows, darkness, and the glimmering
snow, silver like a sheet of ice.
Olesya gripped the couchette. Her fingers sunk in the
velvet, soft, inviting. The fibers curled around her fingers.
She tore off her hands, jumped up, froze.
“What is it?”
A grating screech for an answer. It ran the length of the
carriage, shifted, turned, and busted into her room. There was a
scraping noise of something sharp on the rails, and then came
the scream. The girl’s scream. One of the dancers. It was joined
by another, and another, morphed to a collective moan, a wail of
pain, of agony that pitched higher and higher, reached a
crescendo, and all at once petered out like snuffed candlelight
pinched between two fingers.
Long after the din has died Olesya still cradled her ears,
eyes screwed shut, stiff as a statue. Her mind was gone. She
felt nothing. Something held her upright. What was it? Bones?
Muscles? She had none, as far as she knew. She had left her
body. A nagging need surfaced on the periphery of her mind,
somewhere along the blurry edges, tugging at her, bothering her,
hassling her to go and look.
Look for what?
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For what papa staged for her to see. He waited patiently,
smugly. It was something gruesome and awful, she knew it. She
could pick it up from the air of excitement, the throbbing of
the walls, the pulsing floor, the vibrating and the wriggling
threads of the carpet that slithered around her feet like so
many worms.
She opened her eyes. Light flooded the coupe from the
window, clinical, sterile. It wasn’t natural, too strong, too
bright.
“I don’t want to see it.”
GO.
“No, papa.”
GO!
The door slid open, welcoming more light. No one there.
Empty corridor, empty train, like the last time, only it wasn’t
night. It was day, a white snowy day. How could it be? Who
knows, it just was, it’s how the train made it. The rug pushed
Olesya ahead with swellings timed to her steps. A chilly draft
wove around her ankles. The doorway to the vestibule yawned, a
grey hole. Pulled her in, turned her, spat her out.
She dropped to her fours; the snow squeaked under her hands
and knees, fresh and frosty. It was recent, fluffy, clean, like
a spread of finely shaved ice. She thought of eating it, she
wanted to, it promised to melt in her mouth to sweet water. It’d
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be so easy to escape into memories of serving papa her special
winter breakfast. They’d go on walks in the mornings, on
Sundays, lazy walks along the embankment, and she’d fashion snow
into hard-boiled eggs, and break off icicles, and stick the eggs
on the icicles and give one to him and take one for herself, and
they’d lick them and bite them and watch the ice-floes glide in
the river and talk about nothing and everything.
“Papa?”
“Hmm?”
“What is snow made of?”
“Sugar.”
“But it’s not sweet!”
“Yes, it is.”
“No, it isn’t! You’re fooling me again. Snow is made of
water, everyone knows that.” She’d smack him with her mitten to
express her dismay, and it would leave a dusting of white on his
sheepskin coat.
“Then why are you asking?”
“Because...because..,” she’d pout. She’d decided that
snowflakes were ballerinas and she wanted to be one too, but she
was afraid to admit it. What if papa thought she was silly?
“Because I thought you’d say something different.”
“Like what?”
“Like a story.”
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And he’d tell her stories, his types of stories, stories
that explained how things worked. How snow was a type of
precipitation, oodles and oodles of crystalline flakes that
formed in the clouds and fell when they became too heavy, and
how snow impeded train travel and how there were rotary snowplow
trains that could plough and bulldoze through anything. And then
they’d go back home and eat a real breakfast that mama cooked
while they were out, soft-boiled eggs with orange yolk to spoon,
and cream-of-wheat, and cottage cheese with jam.
Olesya gathered a handful of snow and sat, chewing. The
reprieve was over. Despite the cold her underarms dampened with
sweat. She listened for the wolf, watched for it, for Tanyusha.
Nothing.
And then she saw it.
A line of footprints led from the carriage to the front of
the train. Narrow soles, low heels.
“Am I supposed to follow these?”
The rosy steel radiated waves of impatience.
“Okay, okay. I’m going.”
Olesya placed her feet into hollows, retracing the steps at
a light trot. Absorbed in this meticulous task, she didn’t
notice coming upon the nose of the engine. A heap of scarves lay
tangled in the trackbed. No, not scarves.
A body.
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Every hair stood up on Olesya’s neck. She forced herself up
the scree, pebbles rolling underfoot. A white hand lay etched
against the black of the sleeper like it was drawn with chalk. A
cheap digital camera gripped in fingers stiff with rigor mortis,
fingers burned to blisters.
“Lyuba.”
Lyuba’s pashmina scarf obscured her face, and she appeared
to have curled up for a bit of an afternoon dose, cozy, wrapped
up in layers of clothes like in blankets, a pile of quilted
patched-up blankets.
“Lyuba!” Olesya knew it was useless, then why did she keep
calling her, waiting for her to shake off sleep, sit up and rub
her eyes, and ask what the hell she was doing there, on the
rails by the train, in the cold. But Lyuba didn’t stir, not when
Olesya flicked the scarf off, not when she looked into her open
eyes, glassy, turned up at the sky, surprise on her lips, like
she saw something there, something strange she wanted to take a
picture of. An oddly shaped cloud, or a snowflake. If not for
her pallor, that flat shade of grey, if not for the puddle of
black gore oozing from under her head.
She was dead, struck by the locomotive. It knocked her off
her feet, not too hard. She would’ve been okay, but there was a
fastening bolt with a beveled nut on top. It got loose over the
years of constant vibration, forced itself up and out of the
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socket, and it sat there hidden in the snow, crooked, and it met
Lyuba’s temple with cold calm, and it pierced her like a
stitching awl would puncture a canvas. Even the sound it made
was the same, a small rip. And that was that.
Olesya’s spine tingled. The reality of Lyuba’s death sunk
in, and she could only say one word.
“Why...”
Did she imagine it, or did the face of the engine sneer?
Lifted its separating lip a little?
“Why, papa?” Her hands curled to fists. “What for? What did
she do to you? You don’t even know her. How could you?” A sudden
rage broke through, and Olesya socked the metal hide, smack on
the TUBE logo. Her knuckles split, and a thin splash of blood
smeared the grimy silhouette of the speeding train, dripped on
the legend below: Trans-Urban Blitz-Express.
“Answer me! Answer me, damn you!”
The lights sprung to life. The engine coughed and whirred,
and Olesya knew instantly what was coming. She spun around. She
wasn’t going to let papa run over Lyuba’s body, only it wasn’t
there anymore. All that remained was the pashmina scarf.
Olesya snatched it.
The horn blatted like a hurt child.
Scarf pressed to her breast, Olesya skidded down the slope
and ran full pelt to her carriage. Out of breath, a sharp stitch
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in her side, she yanked on the handle. Locked. The door was
closed and locked.
“Let me in!”
She banged on it.
“Let me in, dammit!”
The window in the door exploded, like someone hurled a
boulder at it from the vestibule. Shards of glass rained on her
head, stuck to her hair, grazed her cheeks, pattered the snow
around her with shallow dimples. She cowered, too terrified to
look.
Someone was staring at her from the jagged hole, breathing
hard, she could hear it. Then something else sailed through the
air, something soft. It unfurled mid-flight and flopped to her
feet. Her Grishko pointe shoes, one of the five pairs she was
given for the tour, white satin, special-ordered by Bolshoi at
$76 each, slated to last for a few performances only. Her tulle
skirt—also white—billowed out like a dandelion. Her leotard, her
tights, everything the color of purity—as Alla Borisovna dubbed
it, “the color of formal classicism, which is the essence of the
Russian ballet,” to make her Serenade soar above Balanchine’s
icy blue.
The last to drop was Olesya’s mesh bag with ribbons, tape,
bobby pins, brushes, hair spray and the rest of the ballet
paraphernalia.
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“What’s this?”
Olesya’s heart thrashed in her chest like a bird in a cage.
She drew a breath, raised her eyes. No one there.
“What’s it for?”
And as she asked, she knew it.
“You want me to dance? Right here, in the snow?”
The first chords of the Serenade drifted from the roof,
unhurried, magniloquent, sonorous, as though a large string
orchestra sat there, all sixty musicians playing live, thirty
violins, twelve violas, ten cellos, eight double basses.
Ta. Da. Da. Ta-da-da-da. Ta-da—
The music hit Olesya like a wave. Goosebumps ran up her
arms, her legs, her torso. They always did when she listened to
Tchaikovsky, and for a brief moment she forgot the absurdity,
the ridiculous horror of her predicament. The music carried her
upward, away from the train, the gulch, the gleaming drifts of
Montana, to a place where nothing existed but movement.
The sound suddenly stopped, chopped to silence. It’s like
it was meant to tease her, throw her a bone, snatch it back and
dangle it. Do you want to get it? Do you want to? You better
work for it, lazy bitch, you hear me?
CHANGE.
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Olesya reeled, startled by this abrupt transition. The
pashmina scarf fell from her shaking hands, and a thought
occurred to her.
“Where is Lyuba?”
She waited.
“Is she alive? Is she going to be all right?”
CHANGE!
“You’re not going to hurt her, papa. Are you?”
A slice of music blasted her like a fist.
Olesya folded, fell back. Snowdust settled on her face,
started melting. She couldn’t tell what it was she licked.
Water? Tears? Couldn’t taste it, her eyes riveted to the
corridor window. Someone stood behind it, a dark silhouette,
indistinguishable because of the glare. A mixture of dread and
excitement brewed in Olesya’s stomach.
“Papa?”
The figure nodded.
“You’re going to watch me dance?”
An impatient hush, the type that fills the auditorium
minutes before the curtains part, blanketed the gulley.
Somewhere in the distance a bough has cracked, perhaps under the
weight of the snow. It was so quiet, Olesya heard it distinctly.
She felt exposed, like she was thrown onstage and forced to
strip and don her ballet attire in front of the spectators who
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watched her every move. Warm air rose from her in plumes. With
shaking hands she pulled the sweatshirt up and over her head,
then the tank, then down went the leggings.
Her fingers were red, numb from the cold, they refused to
bend and work properly, and it took her twice as long to roll
the tights up her legs and wrap and secure the pointe ribbons.
She stood up, stomped one foot, another, to get the fit right,
then stood in first position.
“I’m ready.”
The music started anew, a savage gale of violins and violas
and cellos amplified by the precipitous walls of the natural
theater.
Shivering in the cold, Olesya watched the pinkish body of
the iron beast and waited for her mark, at exactly fifty-three
seconds into the symphony. She was the lead girl, she opened up
the first act, and the timing of her first step was everything.
It set the tone for her performance and for the run of the
entire show. She slightly curled her toes, gripping the ground
for better comportment. Her injured toe lit up like fireworks
and began throbbing painfully.
My God, does it have to be right now?
She gritted her teeth.
Stop. Just stop!
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The strings sped up, climbed, rushed to a climax. On the
very peak they halted in a pocket of calm, then scattered down
the slope. It was time for Olesya to move. She missed it by two
seconds and stumbled. Her arms flew up for balance. She
recovered, counting in her head.
One, two, three.
Four.
One, two, three.
Four.
The flattened snow floor felt too slick under the new
leather soles, treacherous, uneven, in places loose, spongy. But
after a few steps Olesya forgot to worry about it. A familiar
thrill ran through her, erasing the cold, the fear, the doubt.
A sweep of the arm, a lift, a quick pas de bourrée.
One. Two, three. Four, five. Six, seven.
A kicked out leg, a strut, a battery of quick steps,
pointes stabbing the snow, mashing it to powder that alit on her
ankles, stepping through an arabesque. Arms strong, high, the
perfect curve Alla Borisovna would’ve praised her for. A small
jump, a flutter of the skirt.
Olesya’s back slicked with sweat. Her cheeks flushed, steam
escaped her mouth. She effortlessly sliced through the air, a
pencil of a girl drawing lines, zigzags, dots, circles.
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The dark figure seemed to enjoy the spectacle, its breath
foggy on the glass. The train thrummed in tune with the music, a
slight judder, a shimmy to every chord. Soon even that stopped
to matter. The burning pain in the toe, the biting cold, the
unevenness of the makeshift stage, all gone.
Olesya lost herself to dance.
She wore the skin of the ballet, the motion; it spoke
through her body, sung, together with the story, the story of
Serenade. There came a beat when Lyuba would’ve joined her, then
Inga, Katya, Nikita—according to their appearance order—Taras,
Zoya, Galka, Natasha, Shurik, Veronika, Egor, Milena, and the
last one, Dima. Fourteen dancers. A living lozenge that shrunk,
expanded, burst in a fusillade of implosions, evanescent
gestures, filigreed steps.
He wasn’t there to partner with her for their pas de deux.
Dima, appointed to Olesya by Alla Borisovna after no other
dancer succeeded in matching her elevated allure, her plastique,
and her timing, her impeccable timing. This caused a lot of
grumble behind Olesya’s back. She was blissfully unaware, lost
in her head and in finessing her craft. Late hours at the
studio, bleeding feet, fits of dizziness and nausea from
exhaustion, none of it stopped her. She was the lead girl in
Serenade, the pinnacle of the show. If only papa could see her,
he’d be so proud, he’d be—
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He is. He’s right there, behind the window, watching me.
Olesya quivered, missed a step. Dima wasn’t there to
support her, to steady her in the pirouette. She angled away
from the invisible partner, broke off and rebounded, ad-lib,
improvising on the fly. A solo, something spectacular that would
take his breath away, something athletic. An arabesque sur la
pointe? No, the snow is too porous, she’d bore a hole in it. A
grand jeté? She could slip and fall. What then?
I don’t know. I don’t know!
Her concentration, her focus, left her. Her movements
disintegrated, became jerky, angular, distorted. She lost the
rhythm. Her right foot slipped, and she careened, momentarily
arrested in mid-turn, then tumbled headlong and sprawled on the
frozen ground like a callow cygnet, dumb enough to try and fly
on the stumps it thought were wings.
“A-a-a-a!”
Her cry stopped the music. A ringing silence hit her ears,
and the murmur of the engine, a kind of a mechanical grumble. It
wasn’t happy. Papa wasn’t happy.
Olesya sat up, reeling, examined her palms, her tights,
torn on the knees, blooming red.
“Dammit.”
It hurt. She steadied herself, limped to the carriage. The
figure behind the window was no longer there, and the door...
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The door was locked.
“Please, papa. I’m cold, I’m bleeding. I can’t stay out
here like this, I’ll get sick.” Tears prickled her eyelids.
“Please.”
No longer insulated by the heat of the dance, her sweaty
body shook, violently. She crossed her legs, cupped her elbows,
pressed arms against her breasts to keep still.
“Please?”
She tried the door again, in vain, knowing that she
performed badly, and only part of the Serenade, roughly a third.
The complete ballet was thirty minutes long, but she couldn’t
dance anymore, not in this temperature. It would kill her.
“What do you want me to do? Freeze to death?”
With a sudden cry of woe, she beat on the door.
“For God’s sake, papa! Let me in! What kind of a sick game
is this? Let me in let me in let me in!!!”
Sobbing, she rested her head on the steel, warm to touch,
palms flat against it. It was pulsing lightly.
“May I come in? Please? I beg you. I can’t bear this
anymore...I feel like I’m losing my mind...why are you doing
this to me? I thought you wanted to see me dance Serenade. Did
you, papa? Did you? That’s what you wanted, isn’t it right? But
how can I do it for you if I’m dead?”
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The door opened so quickly, she fell in without realizing
she was falling, face-first, bending at the waist against the
floor. She crawled in on all fours.
“Thank you.”
The door slammed behind her.
It was dark inside. Pitch-black. Then pinkish orange. How
could it be? It didn’t make much sense. Where did the light come
from? The sconce lights, frosted glass in copper, gawping at her
like so many eyes? No, it was the sun, March sun, tepid.
Sunlight through her eyelids.
Olesya winced, peeled one eye open, squinted.
The brightness of the morning glistened through the window.
What window?
She sat up, startled, her heart thumping. The blanket over
her legs, the crumpled pillow. Someone led her to her coupe,
helped her out of her tarnished performance clothes and into a
clean set, the usual, casual—panties, tank, leggings, an
oversized sweatshirt—then tucked her in and left her alone, to
sleep.
She knew who it was.
She didn’t want to know.
What time is it?
She grabbed the phone.
7:03 a.m. So early. I must’ve dreamed it all. I did.
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She looked at her hands, and the breath stopped in her
throat. They were scraped. The knees too, crowned with tender
scabs. Her injured toe was carefully wrapped in layers of gauze,
expertly taped, snug in thick quilted booties. She felt it
through the fabric. It twinged, and her muscles complained with
that characteristic after-performance moan.
No. I didn’t dream it. My God. He was here. He was really
here. I never expected him to return, not like this. He’s dead.
Dead! What am I to do now?
Her eyes fell on the toy locomotive, her cherished
Trubochka. It sat on the table, staring at her with its blind
beady eyes, like it knew something she didn’t, like it mocked
her, ridiculed her, tempted her to make a mistake, do the wrong
move.
A surge of electricity hummed through the carriage.
The intercom crackled.
Click.
“Good morning, ladies and gentlemen! I’m happy to inform
you that in the next hour we should be on our way to Portland.”
Carl’s voice was forcefully cheerful. He sounded like he
didn’t sleep all night.
“Our crew has been working on clearing the tracks since
dawn, and they’re reporting that they’re almost through, ladies
and gentlemen. Almost through! Once again, on behalf of TUBE I
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apologize for the delay. If you’d like to use this time to
stretch your legs and take some pictures, please do so, but
don’t go too far. We don’t want to be leaving without you. Thank
you.”
Click.
Pictures.
Dread cursed through Olesya.
Lyuba.
The image of Lyuba’s body in the trackbed filled her vision
with minute, photographic details. The camera clenched in
fingers, the pashmina scarf, the black sticky puddle.
She sprung from the seat, flicked up the latch, pushed the
door open, and, grabbing the coat from the hook, as she was in
the booties, skidded along the corridor and out of the car.
About five yards off, their backs to her, the dancers
huddled for a group picture. The boys in the back, the girls in
the front, one leg bent at the knee for support, another turned
out, pointed, arms up, fanned out like lattice. And in the
middle of this sat Alla Borisovna, in a demure lady-like squat,
knees pressed together, turned out slightly to the side.
They waited patiently for Larry to take the picture. His
eye to the viewfinder, he waved a gloved hand.
“A little closer!”
They pressed together. Muffled whispers, giggles.
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“A bit more!”
Olesya halted, uncertain.
Dima sensed her. It’s like he had a pair of eyes implanted
in his back, attuned to her movements. Or maybe his sight
migrated according to her spatial shifts—it’s what made them an
ideal pair—he always knew where she was without looking,
catching her precisely when she needed to be caught, not a
second too early, not a second too late, his arms aligned with
mathematical precision to her trajectory, the axis of her body.
He boasted he could do it with his eyes closed. That sent
the girls into fits of giggles. Olesya was the only one who
didn’t laugh, and Dima bragged harder, staring at her, willing
her to crack, unmindful of the damage he inflicted to his
reputation which was already precarious and tilted toward “lout”
and “boor” and plain “dog.” The boys bristled, jeered, to put
him back in place, in the doghouse they collectively erected.
The consensus of their remarks could be summarized in what Egor
spat in his face after class, the day Alla Borisovna—convinced
that Dima was an “uncouth airhead” and yet a “talented bastard”—
partnered him with Olesya, making them the leading pair of the
Serenade and demoting Egor to the second place.
“You’re full of dogshit, you know that?”
Dima blinked.
“What’re you blinking at?”
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“What?”
“Don’t blink at me like you’re dumb. I know you’re not. I’m
not a fool, Dima, I know exactly what you’re after. I get it.
Smart, smart...I’ve got to admit, I didn’t think of that. Didn’t
think it would work on our old Chuchundra. She’s a shrewd rat,
that one...I mean, come on, between us, girls...your technique
is mediocre at best. What did you do? Bribe her?” He lowered his
voice. “How much?”
Dima laughed, choosing to play the fool.
“What’s so funny?”
It was at this moment that Olesya surfaced, leaving the
studio earlier then usual to nurse her injured back. Who knows
what would’ve happened if she didn’t. They’d beat each other
black and blue, never mind the rules of conduct on the theater
premises, never mind the sacking. Dima sensed her before she
rounded the corner, just as he sensed her now.
He whipped around his head, blooming in a smile. “Olesya!
Guys, wait up. Olesya is here. Hey...”—he walked over—“we
thought you didn’t feel all that well and decided to let you
sleep in. It’s too early, anyway, and so cold—”
“You’re taking a group picture without me?”
“Well, we thought—”
“We? Who is ‘we’?”
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“There she is, our sleeping beauty.” Alla Borisovna waved
to Olesya. “Well, what’re you standing there for? Get in.”
“Want some lipstick?” Inga whispered as Olesya positioned
herself for the shot. “You look kind of grey.”
“Huh?” Olesya searched for Lyuba. Her eyes fell on Natasha
who stared straight ahead.
Shit. She’s mad at me. I’ll need to apologize.
“Where’s Lyuba?”
“Right here!” Lyuba piped up.
Olesya relaxed a bit and affixed an artificial smile to her
face, close-lipped, the timid Russian type, meek and modest.
“Sharpen yourselves,” harped Alla Borisovna. “I don’t want
you slumping, soft like hot dogs. Suck up your stomachs! Stretch
your necks! Bubble like champagne!”
“Ready?” asked Larry. He was starting to get impatient with
the whole affair, regretting he agreed to help. “Say cheese.”
“What?”
“He means, smile, dumbass. Like an American.” Egor
demonstrated. “Show your teeth.”
“Nah, brother. You better not,” objected Shurik. “Your
teeth are crooked. You’ll spoil the picture.”
Dima smiled anyway.
Larry depressed the button. The shutter made an almost
inaudible whirring noise. Bzzzzik. “Hold on, hold on. Stay
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still! Let me try another angle here...” After a few more tries
he really got into it.
A flurry of activity followed. Dancers ran up to him and
foisted their cameras in his hands and posed in threes and fours
and fives, and only girls, then only boys, then pairs, and an
impressive number of other variations.
Olesya arranged her features and her limbs to suit whatever
was demanded of her, wincing in pain, patiently waiting for this
charade to be over, her eyes on Lyuba, when suddenly Natasha
blocked her vision. Sharp pupils, sharp squint, sharp words.
“You disappeared on me,” she chided. “Again.”
“I’m sorry.”
“Didn’t you hear me knock? I knocked and knocked. I thought
my knuckles would split.”
“When?”
“When? This morning, around six. And yesterday, too, after
you left me with the sluts. Gee, Olesya. Too bad you weren’t
there. I told them such nasty things, their ears shriveled off,
I swear. You should’ve seen them. It was priceless.” She
scowled.
Olesya wasn’t paying attention.
“So you didn’t hear me knock? Not at all?”
“No.”
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“That’s strange. You’re such a light sleeper.” Hunger for
more unexplainable weirdness glistened in her eyes, quickly
replaced with worry. “Did something happen? Something...you
know...”
“Just a second...” Olesya looked back, but Lyuba wasn’t
there. Her stomach shrunk. “Lyuba?”
“Are you listening? You’ve got a head like a sieve, Olesya,
honest to God. Where are you going?”
“Sorry. Be right back.” She dashed around the dancers.
“Lyuba! Has anyone seen Lyuba?”
“She went to take a picture of the locomotive.” Katya
helpfully waved a hand, interrupting an explanation of her
latest diet secret to Zoya who listened with an open mouth,
studiously nodding and fiddling with a tiny golden cross on a
chain.
Olesya started.
Katya mistook it for confusion. “Over there. See? Stupid,
if you ask me. What’s the point? It’s ugly as hell.”
Lyuba’s unassuming silhouette imprinted starkly against the
white of the drifts, long skirt, wool jacket, and her favorite
pashmina scarf carelessly wrapped around her neck, ends flapping
in the breeze. She was climbing up the embankment to get in
front of the engine, arms stretched for balance. And the camera,
the camera in her hand.
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“Oh God, no. No, no, no-o-o-o.”
Alla Borisovna tapped Olesya’s shoulder—she wanted to talk
to her about something important; Dima called her, asking if she
was okay. Natasha demanded she tell her what was wrong, because
obviously something was. Larry asked them to get back to the car
as they were departing in a few minutes. Words reached Olesya,
but she failed to understand them. They were noises, annoying,
distracting.
Her eyes fell on the line of imprints, identical to the
ones she saw in the dream. It was no dream.
“Lyuba!” Frantic, she sprinted after her, ignoring the
cries, the pain. Blood roared in her ears.
“Get away from there! Get down! Now!!!”
Her voice broke. Her quilted booties slipped on a patch of
ice and she fell, snow bunging her eyes, plugging her nose,
penetrating her skin with frosty needles.
There was a hiss of steam to her left. A jet of curling
mist. The engine hummed, then roared like a predator, spinning
faster, faster, eager to make its lethal move. A whistle cut
through the din, another, and the blat of the horn, and the
screech, the mechanical grating of metal on metal. It pierced
Olesya’s eardrums, drove stakes through her skull.
She scrambled up.
“Lyuba!” Her voice drowned in the noise. “Lyuba!!!”
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Lyuba didn’t hear her, standing stock still, the hand with
the camera slack—she wasn’t taking pictures after all—the other
hand on the TUBE logo.
The machine jolted.
“No-o-o-o!”
Lyuba turned to the cry. Her eyes widened in recognition.
“It spoke to me, Olesya...you were right...it—”
The train struck her.
The pashmina scarf soared, a gossamer mesh. Lyuba’s arms
flew up—two stretched curves, two sides of an oval, fifth
position—an expression of mild surprise on her face, disbelief,
confusion, then she spun and toppled like a stem razed by a
scythe, revolving once, landing with her temple on the beveled
nut that crowned the fastening bolt, the bolt that got loose
over the years of incessant vibration.
There was a faint rip, too quiet to be heard.
The engine juddered, screeched to a stop. The bottom rim of
the pilot—grimy, caked with hardened scum, snow, scallops of
icicles—hung inches away from Lyuba’s straddled legs like an
upper jaw frozen mid-bite.
Seconds later Olesya kneeled next to her. She lifted the
veil, gazed into the glossy eyes. Green, they were chromium
green, with specks of gold, like her surname. Ryzhik. Lyuba
Ryzhik. She never noticed. How was it that she never noticed?
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Ragged breaths scorched Olesya’s chest, and her eyes welled up
and spilled over. “I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. It’s my fault...what
did I do...why did I have to tell you...” She buried her face in
the crook of her arm.
The thump of a jump, the creak of the snow, the steps, the
hurried steps, and the intake of air.
“What in the name of heaven...”
Olesya looked up.
It was Carl. A shadow of stubble on his sunken cheeks, his
pershing hat missing, uniform jacket unbuttoned, tie loose,
shirt stained with coffee. He stared at the body in shocked
astonishment, flicked eyes from the scarf to Olesya to the
growing puddle of blood to the scarf again, as though he was
afraid to look Lyuba in the face, to see reproach there,
reproach for her murder. That’s what it was, murder. He murdered
a passenger, a foreigner to boot. It was the end of his career.
Hell, it was the end of his marriage.
“I didn’t see her,” he said, not himself, a scared little
boy about to soil his pants, “honest to God, I didn’t.” The fear
blinked and sunk behind his round pupils. They shrunk.
Professionalism took over. “What happened here? Miss? Do you
speak English? Can you explain what happened?” He was feeling
for Lyuba’s pulse. There was none. His mouth opened slightly,
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let out the last hope. She was dead. She was unquestionably
dead.
This is it, Carl Silverman, you did it. Here it is, your
worst nightmare, in flesh and blood. How do you like that?
That’s no deer for you, no stray cat, that’s a human being. Was
a human being, and you’re a criminal now. Good job, head
engineer, good job.
Carl’s hands shook. “Where you here when she fell?”
Olesya nodded.
“Well, what the hell were you doing here, in front of the
train, when I told you to get onboard! You could’ve been
killed!”
Olesya’s eyes grew large.
As fast as his temper got hold of him, it vanished. Carl
suppressed it, terrified of his reaction, of what he couldn’t
take back, this thing, this shape, this girl who breathed, lived
moments ago. Why did it have to happen on his shift? Christ,
why? What the fuck was she doing here, the stupid Russian cow?!
He took a breath, another. “This is terrible. A terrible
accident.” He made an emphasis on accident, convincing himself,
hopefully convincing this frail ballet girl, and the crowd that
started gathering behind them. Soon a barrage of questions would
ensue, comments, complaints, an accompaniment to his
resignation.
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“I’m very sorry you had to witness this. On behalf of TUBE:
Trans-Urban Blitz-Express, I apologize. This never should’ve
happened. It was an unfortunate coincidence—”
He rattled off the official words of regret on autopilot,
tapping into years of training, words he learned by rote in the
dull hours of required safety classes, damn them, words he
thought he’d never have to use.
The silent tableau of dancers lined the tracks. Dima snuck
up to Olesya with a noiseless tread, took her hand. She let him,
her legs asleep, mind reeling. Larry scaled the embankment, a
couple stewards, crewmen, Alla Borisovna on their heels.
“What’s going on here?” Her cry startled them, the
frightened chitter of a muskrat. “Lyuba? My dear girl! What is
this? What’s happened to her?”
And then they all talked at once.
“...got hit by the train, by the looks of it—Didn’t she
hear the horn?—Maybe she didn’t, these things happen, what can
you do—How awful! She’s not moving!—She’d dead, Katya, can you
let me through?—I can’t see shit behind your head, Taras, move
your ass—This is not the time—Don’t argue with me—But how...—
There’s a bolt there, see?—She’s dead...”
“Are you okay?” Whispered Dima.
“Yeah.”
“Want to go inside?”
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“Sure.”
“I’ll take you.”
He helped Olesya to her feet. She looked across the faces,
and suddenly swayed. Her bowels liquefied, her knees buckled.
Dima caught her. “You all right?”
“Yeah...fine...” Olesya stared at Inga’s mouth.
It was moving, spewing forth speculations, spraying specks
of spittle into Milena’s accommodating ear. Veronika was there
too, their three pairs of eyes on Olesya, in them a story of
madness brewing, and a resolve to do something about it before
it hurt them too, like it hurt Lyuba. No, didn’t hurt her,
killed her.
What was it that Inga was telling Milena, Olesya didn’t
hear, though she stood a few paces away. It was the color of her
lips that bothered her. Red. Not the red of the lipstick, no,
that was a nasty joke to make Olesya feel bad, which she missed.
It was the red of a burn, chapped, inflamed, like she pressed
her mouth to a hotplate of an electric stove—the type they had
in their kitchen, where mama cooked them breakfast, the old
white-painted behemoth Lysva, army-grade steel, her
grandmother’s wedding gift to her parents that still worked like
a clock.
Turned up to the max, the burners glowed, molten pools of
lava, and after the cooking was done it took them hours to cool,
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hot enough to burn your hand if you touched them, or your lips
if you—
“Kissed it...”
“What?”
“She kissed it.”
“I don’t understand...”
Olesya didn’t answer. She watched Inga’s mouth move,
mesmerized. Their eyes locked, and Inga held her gaze, until
Larry interrupted, asking Olesya to bear witness, to tell the
crew about the accident. There it was, that convenient word.
Accident. It was easier to swallow.
It was no accident, papa. I know it, and you know that I
know it, don’t you? You branded Lyuba, because she believed me,
so you disposed of her. And you branded Inga. She kissed you.
You couldn’t stand the offense, the ridicule, you marked her for
death. Is that what you’re going to do? Kill those who know you
for what you are?
“Am I next? Or is it Inga? Who?” The questions burst from
her before she could stop them.
The train passed a tremor. There was satisfaction in it,
and threat, and sick, cold excitement.
Dima started. “What did you say? Sorry, I didn’t catch it.”
Olesya bit her tongue. Warm blood flooded her mouth. She
swallowed it. “Nothing.”
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Chapter 8. About Tanyusha

Lyuba’s body was placed in Olesya’s coupe—arms down, legs
straight, feet out, the first ballet position immortalized—
wrapped in the ruddy blanket, cozy, plush, the omnipresent TUBE
logo affixed to the top corner. It looked part of the train,
part of its exposed ventral muscle. Red on red. Dead, no longer
living.
Olesya was moved to Lyuba’s former berth in coupe number
five which she shared with Natasha. A chance coincidence, or a
deliberate plan to confine them together, for the purposes she
could only guess at? Olesya didn’t believe in coincidences
anymore. Not on this train.
Who’s next, papa? Me? Inga? Natasha? If you’re slaying
those who see you for what you are, then why am I still here?
And what about Egor? I told him, he heard me, for a moment he
heard me. And he saw you...he saw you move, dammit! You threw
him to the floor! Then why haven’t you hurt him? Is it because
he thinks I’m mad? Or does he think he’s mad? Or both? Or are
you fond of hurting girls only?
She wanted to ask this aloud. Didn’t. Too terrified.
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Why so much hatred? Olesya couldn’t understand it. She
loved her father, when he was alive. He loved her more. He
cherished her, adored her, spoiled her.
“My little ballerina,” he called her, and helped her into
her leotard that was so awkward to put on, so tight, sticking to
her skin. He brushed her hair into a bun, smoothed down the
wispies with the sweet-smelling hairspray just as the teacher
showed him, helped her to her coat, hat, boots, drove her to the
ballet studio, picked her up, took her out for walks, as often
as he could, as often as his work schedule allowed, acting as
her mother while her mother was absent, absorbed in her
teaching, in her pain of which Olesya knew nothing.
They had a daughter, Tanyusha, then they lost her. They
were devastated—Who wouldn’t be? What could be more horrible
than to lose your own child?—so they decided to wait, then try
for another one. Or maybe not, maybe they didn’t, maybe I was an
accident. So they had me, and they protected me from their grief
my entire life—
“...out of a fly.”
“Huh?”
“I said, you’re making an elephant out of a fly.”
Natasha twisted the cap off the water bottle, took a sip.
The label on it had the TUBE logo. Olesya glanced away.
Everywhere she looked the eyes of the train followed her: the
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bottles, the napkins, the seats, the rug, the warning sign NO
SMOKING.
They were sitting in the lounge car, the whole troupe,
waiting for Alla Borisovna to show up for the meeting—she was on
the phone with Russia, with Lyuba’s parents.
The oversized windows provided an unobstructed view: snow
smeared flat like curdled cream with a knife, cheesy and porous.
It sagged in places, crusty, dimply—March was afoot, though
winter retreated with reluctance. It seemed to like Montana
cold, cold and sterile.
“How so?” asked Olesya.
“Well, I don’t see what’s so strange about it. They’re just
being practical.” Natasha took another sip. “Your compartment is
next to Larry’s, so it makes total sense. He’ll keep an eye
on..,” she looked down, “you know, until we get to the station.
And it’s right by the exit so police can get in and out without
a fuss.”
“You mean, without people staring.”
“I saw how they do it on TV. They stretch sheets, white
sheets, to cordon off the area, like a temporary tent, and...”
Her voice caught. “Oh, Olesya, this is awful. I still can’t
believe it happened. How, why? Why did she have to fall on that
stupid bolt? And how was it that it was loose? Don’t they check
the rails for stuff like that? It’s their job, isn’t it? I
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thought they do it better in America. It’s in Russia that
everything is done topsy-turvy, with the sleeves down.”
Natasha waited for Olesya to corroborate.
Olesya stayed quiet.
“I simply can’t grasp it. One moment we’re talking, taking
pictures, and another she’s gone. Poof! No more Lyuba.”
“Death is sly like that. Always takes you by surprise,
right when you least expect it.” Olesya thought back to her
first ballet performance, to how her papa never showed up.
“Did you see what Larry did?”
“No.”
“He opened the window to keep it cool, to preserve...” The
plastic crackled under Natasha’s fingers. She gulped half the
bottle in one go, wiped her mouth. “Did you want to say
something?”
“No.”
“Yes, you did. You’re holding back, I can sense it. What is
it?” She dropped her voice and leaned over the table. “Is it
about the train? About—”
“Stop it. Please.”
“They should’ve put her in the baggage car! I’m not
sleeping next to a corpse!” Inga’s cry rang out across the
lounge. She sat at the table across, together with Veronika and
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Milena. Evidently, they argued over the best place for Lyuba’s
body.
“Jesus, girl! Calm down. Nobody’s asking you to sleep next
to her.” Veronika shook her head. Strands of bleached hair
flopped around it like chicken feathers. “They’re taking her off
at the next station.”
“What are you, dumb? They can’t do that. She’s a Russian
citizen, they can’t do squat, Veronika. They’ll have to lug her
around until they get permission from her parents to ship the
body back to Russia.”
“Aren’t they going to investigate first?”
“They sure will,” drawled Milena. She fastened her eyes to
Olesya. There was greed in them, greed for punishment.
“What’s there to investigate? It was an accident.”
“You really are an idiot, Veronika. Think.” Inga motioned
to the table across. All three of them looked at Olesya.
She turned away, not so much from their stares, but from
Inga’s chapped mouth.
“They think you did it, brainless sluts. They think you
pushed her. Can you believe it? Katya told me. It’s like stuff
from soap operas, honestly. What bullcrap, no king in their
heads, I swear.” This was said in a quick whisper. Natasha
cocked an eyebrow and assumed the best pose for fighting: high
head, long neck, straight back. A regal ballerina. She really
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did look regal, the gold in her auburn hair lambent, living
fire, like a crown of sun. The faience of her skin marble, the
kind that knocked you off your feet with a cold smile, hard as
stone. Olesya admired her rigor, firmness, passion. She lacked
all three, always dreamy, soft, “gaping around,” in Natasha’s
words, with a “head like a sieve,” scatterbrained” and “mouth
filled with water.” There was no end to Natasha’s graphic
epithets, picked up no doubt from her racy aunt, the one that
studied occultism and believed in levitation.
“So what are you implying?” asked Natasha loudly, making
sure the dancers at the nearby tables heard her.
A question, always a question. “You’ve got to ask
questions, that’s how you gain the upper end in any fight, got
it?” Natasha would tell Olesya, and then reprimand her, “Are you
listening? Jesus Christ, you’re impossible. In at one ear, out
at the other.”
To ask the sluts a question was Natasha’s first move. To
hook the bitches, jerk them up their nostrils, and hang them out
on the pillory, flayed and gutted, a cautionary tale inscripted
on their cheeks, DON’T FUCK WITH MY FRIEND.
“What do you mean, implying? Who’s implying anything?” Inga
took on a defensive.
“Then why are you looking at Olesya like that?”
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“Like what?” Milena was well versed in the question-toquestion tactic, with an added armory of a benevolent face, as
though she didn’t mean any harm and uttered a perfectly innocent
phrase that just happen to have a question mark at the end.
Olesya found herself imagining how satisfying it would be
to close her fingers on Milena’s neck and squeeze and squeeze
and squeeze, until her eyes popped and her tongue lolled out,
vividly purple. Would she still be as beautiful as a silent film
actress? You bet she wouldn’t. She’d be dead and blue.
“You mean, you don’t know?”
It would’ve taken a nasty turn, if not for Egor.
Handsome bastard.
“Girls, girls! Come, now. What’s all this? Be nice. You’re
disappointing me. Where’s your frailty, your delicate
femininity, your vulnerability, ah? We’re all grieving here, no
need to be so crass.” He ambled over and plopped next to Milena,
started playing with her hair. Inga threw him jealous stares. He
ignored her.
My God, what an asshole. How could I have ever wanted him
to screw me? Is there something wrong with my head?
Olesya passed her eyes over the lounge, having no notion of
who she was looking for until she couldn’t find him. Dima.
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Egor squinted at her, one corner of his mouth up in an oily
smile. “What would be there for us—us I mean guys, you
understand—to love, if not for your meekness?”
“Our vaginas.” Natasha’s face was smooth, as though she
said, “our flowers” or some other harmless word combo. “You’ll
never let go of that one, would you? Lusting after every skirt,
like some horny imbecile. You’d stick your cock in a hole in the
wall, if there weren’t plenty of open legs available at any
time.” That was a jab at the trio.
Veronika opened her mouth, but Milena shook her head. They
would deal with Natasha later, the quiet way, without airing out
all the dirty laundry, a sure way to damage their reputation and
have Chuchundra chew out their butts.
“I’m not listening to this vulgarity,” she stood up.
“Girls, let’s go sit at that table over there.” She nodded to
the other end of the car. “Coming?”
They slid out from the seats, visibly scandalized.
Natasha was about to pass another quip. Olesya grasped her
hand. “Just let it go. It’s not worth it.”
Egor stayed, obliged to defend himself.
“Oh-ho-ho-ho!” He guffawed, though it came out strained,
hammy. “Wow. Vaginas? You think that’s all we need? Guys, did
you hear that?”
“I wouldn’t say no to that!” called Shurik.
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“We’re well aware of it.”
Taras and Nikita cachinnated like two loons.
“I think that’s all you need.” Natasha was not done with
Egor. She crossed her arms, preparing a new attack.
“What do you think, Olesya?”
That was an unexpected move. Natasha involuntarily glanced
at her, half-expecting an answer.
“I think it’s a sorry life to lead,” said Olesya quietly.
Egor raised his brows. “What’s that?”
“Asserting your masculinity through women.”
“You don’t say! Is that what happened to you?” He stuck out
his lower lip, which made his pencil mustache bristle, and even
then he looked like a rakish count who walked off the pages of a
Tolstoy novel. “You poor thing. Did some asshole hurt you?”
“How can you...” Natasha’s lips when white. “How can you
say this?”
“I’m only sympathizing. Our fragile cygnet deserves some
sympathy, my dove, wouldn’t you say? She went through a
traumatic experience. Come on, you’re her friend. I mean, to see
someone die, God...I’d say, I’d be in need of sympathy too.”
“I will kill you, understand? For these words. Get out of
my sight.”
“Oh, I’m scared now. What’s that?” He felt his crotch.
“Gee, I think I wet my pants!” He leaned over. His mint-candy
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breath rolled between the girls like a sickly sweet cloud. “Why
don’t you go hang your threats on someone else, Natasha? Ah? On
someone who cares.” He gave her an air kiss, winked at Olesya
and sauntered off, his buttocks flexing gaily.
“I’ve never wanted to see anyone dead so bad in my life.”
Natasha finished her water and crushed the bottle. It made a
sharp crinkling noise. She tossed it to the floor.
“Don’t mind him.”
“Have you lost your mind? He assaulted you! Don’t mind
him...I’ll twist off his balls.”
“He’s got no balls to twist off, Natasha. It’s all empty
bravado.”
“How can you be so calm? Don’t you want to rip off his
pretty dick and shove it down his pretty throat?”
“Natasha!” Olesya chuckled. She couldn’t help it. It burst
through on its own. “Did I tell you that I love you?”
“A million times.”
“Well, then it’ll be a million and one. I love you so much,
you have no idea.”
Natasha waved her off. “Oh, stop it.” But her cheeks
betrayed her, coloring a delighted rose.
They fell to talking about Lyuba. There was a sense of
normalcy amidst the horror of her tragic death. Yes, it was
awful. Jarring, unexpected. Scary. And yet the train sped on its
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way, windows awash in snow. They’ll stop in Havre, answer
whatever questions needed to be answered to police, and get on
with their lives, arrive in Portland, perform, fly back to
Moscow, back to her apartment—
Olesya clung to this serenity, with desperate hands.
“I’m sure it was an accident.” Katya sidled up to their
table, quiet as a mouse. “I don’t care what Inga says, she
wasn’t there, so how can she know?” She lowered herself next to
Olesya. “You don’t mind if I join you?”
“No, not at all.”
Katya sighed, her angelic face full of sadness. “I wonder
what’s taking Alla Borisovna so long, must be a hard talk.”
“I don’t think she’s coming,” Natasha glanced at her watch.
“It’s been what, an hour now?”
“Do you mind if I sit with you for a bit? Galka and Lida
have bored me to tears. If I hear another story about athletic
achievement or God’s mercy, I don’t know what...enough is
enough, already.”
“We can talk about diet. How’s that for a topic?” Taras
appeared out of nowhere. “Ladies?”
He held out four kitschy bottles of drinking yoghurt.
DELICIOUS! Proclaimed the glaring sticker. LOW FAT! NO SUGAR!
REAL BERRY PIECES!
Katya’s eyes rounded. “Where did you get that?”
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“I have my sources.” He passed out the bottles and fixed
his glasses, smug, his dark little eyes shining with mirth.
“No. No-no-no. I can’t even think about food right now.”
Katya pushed the bottle away, coy, fishing for acknowledgement
of her sensitivity.
“Fuck that crap, Katya. People die every day. What are you,
going to stop eating now? Hunger’s not your aunt, it won’t bring
you a pie. Drink up!”
Olesya took hers. It was warm, but it tasted all right,
velvety, as plain yoghurt should be, with little sweet chunks
that must have been the promised berry pieces.
“We’ll all end up in a box, one way or another.” Taras
licked off the rim on his upper lip and burped. “The only
difference is the type of the box. If you’re rich, you get a
nice oak one, with a pillow and silk lining, the goddamned
works! And if you’re poor...well, shit, that’s too bad, you’ll
get a plain one, all piney and scratchy. To hell with lining.
You get no lining at all! But!—” he raised a finger, “—by then
you won’t give a flying fuck cause you’ll be dead as a nail. You
hear what I’m saying? So what’s the point, tell me. Why choose
one over another? It’s for the living. It’s them who care what
kind of box you’re in, like if you got an oak one, they loved
you better.”
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He raised his yoghurt bottle. His hand shook a little. They
all knew what he meant. His older brother Bogdan got shipped
home in a pine box and was buried in an oak one, the son whom
his parents preferred, favored, dotted on, the hero, whereas
Taras was the hopper in glasses, an ignominy to the family name.
“Chernenko. A capering clown. Tfoo!” His father used to say and
spit on the floor. No congratulations on making it into Bolshoi,
no pride, no support, no nothing. Taras had to make it in Moscow
on his own, camping out with friends and vowing to never return
to his “fucking shithole of a village” unless his father came to
see him dance. Which was never, of course.
“Well?”
No one said a word.
“Come on. What are those miens for? You look like you’re at
a fucking funeral. Cheer up, girls. Let’s drink to life.”
They did.
He wiped his lips and casually dropped a hand on Katya’s
knee. She’s been his target since departure, but Katya shrugged
him off. The rumor was, he had a small dick and didn’t really
know how to use his hands. Besides, Egor held the title of the
troupe’s libertine, with Shurik clamoring for number two, which
left Taras at the bottom of the food chain, with his clumsy
advances and his cussing left and right to high heaven. It
repulsed the girls, though he always made up. He fed them
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delicacies, procuring them God knows where, but always choice,
always with immaculate timing, like this drinking yoghurt. He
knew about Katya’s buttermilk diet—you drink buttermilk every
day for a week and eat nothing else, well, maybe an apple. He
ran out at the Wolf Point station and grabbed the bottles from
the fridge with a glass door by the ticketing kiosk. Paid cash.
He planned to give them all to Katya but then opted for
sharing them with the girls, partly due to his interest in
Olesya and her connection to Lyuba’s death, if any. The words
still bounced in his head. “Oh yeah. By the way, between us
girls...our rara avis is a psycho. Stay away from her. You know
what she told me? This train we’re on? She said it’s possessed.
Imagine that. A killer train. I know.” Egor has told him and
tapped on his temple.
Katya made a face. “You can’t measure your love to someone
by how expensive their funeral is.”
“Sure you can.” Objected Taras. “I’m getting a box of solid
gold, cause I love myself that fucking much.”
Natasha’s pupils widened. “What are you, crazy? To say
morbid things like that! Knock on wood, Taras.”
“Oh, for fuck’s sake! None of us are dying any time soon,
okay? So just relax...”
The floor under Olesya’s feet flexed, stretched, started
breathing. In, out. In, out. Gently rocking her, in tremulous
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foretaste. A shadow cloaked her head, muffled the voices. A
formication wriggled up her skin. The clacking of the wheels
increased, the temperature dropped, windows darkened. Or was it
her vision? Everything went blurry.
What is it, papa?
YOU MUST DANCE.
Now?
Olesya made to stand. The ceiling and the floor switched
places. She plopped back.
“Olesya, you okay?” Katya touched her arm.
“I’m fine.”
“No, you’re not,” said Natasha. “You’re green like a
poisonous mushroom. Come, you need to lie down. Let me walk you
to the coupe.”
Olesya had no strength in her legs. Whatever sense of
normalcy she dared to acquire, peeled off her frame in large
flaky chunks. She felt exposed, naked. No, not just naked.
Skinless. Like her muscles, her ligaments, her tendons were
bare, for everyone to see, to touch, and she was bleeding,
liquefying, pooling at her feet.
Taras helped her out of the booth, and eyes and eyes and
eyes burned her back—dancers’ eyes, passengers’ eyes, eyes from
the TUBE logos and the eyes of the sconce lights fringed in
copper cilia, frosted, staring, staring, never blinking.
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She let Natasha lead her, swaying with the car.
Coach, coach, diner.
Every gangway she closed her eyes, leapt over the grating
plates. She was fine, fine. No more injuries, no condensation on
the bellows trickling down in syrupy rivulets, thick saliva.
Something else was afoot, something worse. Something brewing.
She could tell by the arrhythmia of the train’s breath. There
were skips and long pauses and inhales, and then quick tremors
that buzzed the soles of her feet. It was then that she wished
she were dead, or insane, anything but these abnormal
premonitions that she could no longer relay to anyone, for fear
of putting them at risk.
Forgive me, Lyuba. Please, forgive me...
They were at the door to the roomette when Dima emerged
from the opposite end of the corridor, as though by accident, as
though he was rushing somewhere, out of breath, his baby face
flushed.
“Olesya! What’s wrong? Are you all right?”
“Yes, I am. Why would I not be?” You’re starting to get on
my nerves. Like a dog, constantly vying for attention.
“You look awful.”
“Why, thanks, Dima.”
“No, I mean—”
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“Listen, Don Juan, get lost, will you? We’re really not in
the mood.” Natasha stepped in and started closing the door.
“So how did the meeting go?”
“There was no meeting.” She lowered her voice and nodded at
the next door. “Alla Borisovna never showed up, must be still on
the phone, or maybe she’s just...not feeling like seeing anyone
after, you know...”
“Oh, so I didn’t miss much?”
“You didn’t miss shit, Dima. Now, will you leave us?”
“You know why I wasn’t there?”
“No, and we don’t care.”
He let the abuse roll over his head. “I was talking with
the head engineer.”
“Good for you.” Natasha waited for him to get out, her
interest in handsome Carl extinguished after what happened.
Olesya perked up. “What did he say?”
“He said the brakes must’ve given out. The train started
moving on its own. He pulled the emergency break, but by then it
was too late...”
Olesya sunk to the couchette with a strangled moan.
The train answered her anguish. A volley of shrieks, long
and somber, blended into one another and echoed off the bluffs.
She glanced out the window. They were whipping through a
steep ravine, going at a fair lick. A craquelure of ice glazed
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the shelves and the outcroppings like congealed mucus, and
suddenly she had to be alone, had to call her mother, now, ask
her about Tanyusha, make sure she did exist, she was real and
not some kind of a delirious product of her nightmares.
Olesya snatched her purse and bolted, past stunned Natasha
and Dima, to her usual refuge, toilet. Locked. Frantic, she
tried the next door, locked. And the next one.
Open.
She fell in, rolled it shut. It was after she clicked the
latch down that she realized where she was. Coupe number one,
her former coupe, the coupe that stored Lyuba’s body. Sweat
sprung on her forehead, her bowels melted, and she badly needed
to urinate, but there were voices in the corridor. If she’d come
out, they wouldn’t leave her alone.
It’s okay. I can call from here.
Lyuba lay as still as before, covered with the plush TUBE
blanket, dark ruby in the waning light. One of her arms spilled
over the edge of the bed, and the hand poked out from sleeve,
white and lifeless. Olesya wrinkled her nose. There was a smell
of coagulated blood mixed with the scent of snow that drifted
from the half-open window. And it was cold, so very cold, and
loud. The squeal of wheels on rails rattled her teeth.
She grasped the frame and pushed the window shut, perched
on the opposite bunk, filled her cheeks with air, slowly passed
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it out, groped for the phone, flicked it open without looking.
She couldn’t take her eyes away from that hand, the hand that so
recently cradled the camera, tied the scarf, smoothed the hair.
She snapped her gaze to the screen.
4:05 p.m. Dammit, it’s still night in Moscow. Well, doesn’t
matter. I’ll wake her up if I have to.
She dialed the number.
Her fingers skimmed from key to key in a kind of a memory
dance. It was the number she grew up with, the number she gave
out to friends at school, then to dancing partners, to boys, to
men, then stopped giving out altogether and got her own cell
phone. Her mother had one too but she preferred to call from
home, from the clunky atrocity with a fat antenna and buttons
grimy with use, one of the first Panasonic cordless wonders that
flooded Russia after the fall of the Soviet Union, the one her
father got at the height of the inflation when the ruble
plummeted, and people crushed each other at the stores, buying
up every junk they could snatch, blowing their life savings on
imported gewgaws.
Maybe that’s why her mother held on to it, as a memory.
Olesya knew it not so. Her mother simply didn’t get technology.
Once she got used to a new gadget and understood what buttons to
press to make it work, she refused to part with it. On her first
salary from Bolshoi Olesya bought them a microwave, and it took
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Olga Afanasyevna a good month to get acquainted with it. She
came from a simple family in Tula, an industrial town 120 miles
south of Moscow, famous for its close proximity to Yasnaya
Polyana, only 9 miles away, the place where Leo Tolstoy was
born, where he lived and died, where he wrote Anna Karenina.
Olesya half-hoped for her mother not to hear the ring, to
sleep through it, or for the line to fail, to go dead, but the
reception was excellent, crystal clear, and her mother picked up
right away. Her sleepy voice spoke brightly and loudly.
“Hello?”
Olesya moved the phone away from her ear. “Mama?”
“Olesya? Is that you?”
“Yeah, it’s me. Sorry I woke you up.”
“I’m sleeping, Kozlik. Call me back in the morning, okay?”
It was supposed to be a term of endearment—Kozlik, the little
buckling—but it referred to a male, and it always irked Olesya,
as though she was an androgynous capering goat to shoo away.
“Wait! Don’t hang up...”
“Well, what is it?” Annoyed.
“I need to talk to you. I need to ask you a question.” If I
won’t do it now, I won’t ever do it. Please, mama...
“Can it wait till morning?”
“No, it can’t.”
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A heavy sigh. “All right. Wait up a minute.” Rustling
noises. A couple coughs. “Let me put my glasses on...what time
is it, anyway...”
“Three in the morning, Moscow time.” Olesya’s stomach
shrunk as she said it.
“My dear Kozlik, I have to work tomorrow, and you’re waking
me up at three in the morning?”
“I’m really sorry, mama.”
“Well, no use apologizing now. I’m already awake. What is
it?”
“I...well...I had a nightmare...” Why did I say it? I
promised myself not to say it!
“Hold on, hold on. Let’s put everything in order, yes?
Where’re you calling from?”
“From the train. We’re on the train, from Chicago to
Portland.”
“Oh, you’re not in Portland yet?”
“No, we’re arriving tomorrow, at seven in the morning, if
we make it on time.” If we survive one more night. “We were
delayed, there was an avalanche—”
An intake of air. “Just hold on a minute. Are you calling
international?”
“Yes. Don’t worry, mama, we won’t have to pay for it. The
company will cover the bill.”
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“Are you sure about that?”
“Yes, I’m sure.” She wasn’t, but it didn’t matter.
“International calls are ridiculously expensive.”
“I know. Please don’t worry, it’s okay. It’s not
important.” Ask her, ask her!
“Well, okay, if you’re absolutely sure...so how’s America?”
Olesya was stumped. Her mother always managed to avoid
discussing any uncomfortable issues by weaving in and out of
small talk that meant nothing to either of them, and they both
knew it. She must’ve sensed that Olesya was about to delve in
something painful and instinctively dodged it.
“I don’t know.”
“What do you mean, you don’t know? You’re there, yes?”
Olesya gripped the phone. “Mama, please, listen to me—”
“I am listening.” Defensive now. “Isn’t that why you
dragged me out of bed at three in the morning? Well, I’m
listening. What happened?”
“Nothing.” Olesya lied automatically. “Nothing happened.”
“Kozlik, don’t argue with me. I know you all too well. You
call me only when things go wrong. Well? Out with it. I’d like
to snooze before getting up, so please make it short.”
“I wanted to ask you something...about papa.”
“About papa?” she repeated. “Your papa?” Like there was
some other.
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“Actually, it’s about papa, and you, and...Tanyusha.” It
was out before Olesya grasped that she said it aloud and not in
her head.
A breathing silence in the receiver.
The train hit an uneven section of the track. It jolted,
and Lyuba’s hand jumped as though animated for a brief moment.
Olesya hugged herself to keep still and not run out of the room,
staring at Lyuba’s profile traced by the blanket, dreading to
see movement, movement of breathing.
“Uh, Kozlik...I don’t quite understand.” Her voice
quivered. “Who’s that? Whom are you talking about?”
She was buying time. The ice in Olesya’s stomach dissolved
and rose to her throat. It was true. She struck bull’s-eye.
“I had a nightmare, about a little girl. She said her name
was Tanyusha, and she looked exactly like me, so I
thought...maybe...” Maybe what? She couldn’t articulate it.
Her mother was impressionable, she believed in omens and
bad luck and portentous dreams—especially those where the dead
returned to convey some kind of an important message. She pored
over the Health magazine’s dream interpretation column
diligently, pronouncing at breakfast to Olesya and her father
the forecast for that particular day, which they secretly
laughed at later, so maybe calling it a nightmare was not a bad
idea after all.
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“She wore a dress, a red crocheted dress, it looked like
the one grandma used to make for me, but I never had a red one,
not that I can remember...”
Olesya waited.
“Mama?”
Was there a stifled sob? Or was it the howl of static?
“Mama, you okay?”
“Yes.” Her mother didn’t sound like herself, as if in the
matter of seconds she had aged ten years.
Olesya licked her lips. “Did I used to have a sister?”
A pause, then, “Yes.”
The next question rolled off Olesya’s lips in a stunned
fog. “Did she die before I was born?”
“Yes.”
“Why didn’t you tell me?!” She was yelling.
“I can’t talk right now.”
The silence changed from breathing to dead.
“Mama? Hello?”
Beep-beep-beep.
She hung up.
Olesya dialed again. Her fingers shook and she punched in
the wrong number. A middle-aged man picked up, drunk by the
sound of it, his words slurry. She excused herself, but he
insisted on calling her Marinka and demanding where the devil
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she was and cursing her and telling her about her poor mother
who cried her eyes out and—”
Olesya hung up, dialed again.
Triiink. Triiink. Triiink. Tr—
Someone lifted the receiver and immediately slammed it
down. Her father had setup the answering machine the day he
bought the phone—it was the only recording of his deep radiovoice they had—but after his death her mother pushed the wrong
button and erased it, and every time Olesya wanted her to set it
up again she refused, not willing to listen to consolatory,
pitying messages left by his friends and colleagues.
Olesya tried her cell phone.
Peep-peep. Peep-peep. The noises were tinny, and they hurt
her ear. Someone picked up and hung up.
She tried again. This time the ringing stretched into
infinity.
She must’ve turned it off.
She dialed the home number and was met with the crackling
static. The screen said, NO SERVICE.
Olesya stared at it, numb.
So it’s true. I had a sister. Tanyusha. How did they manage
to keep it a secret? She must’ve left some trace, somewhere...a
photograph, an item of clothing, something...
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She thought back to their apartment, the brown door tucked
in vinyl, soft, padded, the narrow anteroom, the patterned
oilcloth floor, the oval mirror, next to it her parents’
bedroom, their double-bed with the scratchy green throw, the
fake mahogany wardrobe, with plywood panels that easily swung
open. It had two sections: on the left—shelves and drawers that
smelled of lacquered wood and her mother’s perfume, on the
right—a rod crammed with hangers, half her mother’s clothes,
half her father’s shirts and suits, now stored in boxes.
No, not here.
It was too unprotected.
Mama’s vanity table? Papa’s work desk? No, not there
either. My room?
The door to it was next to the spare refrigerator with an
aluminum handle and rounded corners. The tufted rug, the bed by
the wall, the picture frames above it, the writing desk, the
chair upholstered in herringbone grey.
Olesya beetled her brows.
Not here. I know. The storage closet...
How many times she hid there! And she never looked!
A drop of liquid plopped on the screen.
Olesya peered at it, confused, her mind still at the
apartment. The liquid was black, black water on black glass. Her
face reflected in both, refracted. No, it was no water. Dark
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ruby, glossy, too thick to spread, it sat jiggling to the rhythm
of the train.
My God...it’s blood...
She swallowed.
Another droplet joined the first one.
Things began detaching from Olesya, her legs, her arms, her
bones. She wasn’t sure how she was sitting up, spineless. What
was holding her together? Another drop, warm and sticky, plunked
on her crown, trickled down the back of her head, the back of
her neck in a thin wet line.
Olesya looked at the ceiling.
The fleshy-colored paneling split in a narrow crack, the
kind you see on the skin of someone suffering from eczema, or on
a chapped heel, or on a scab that tore open, only it wasn’t
skin, it was fiber glass that oozed blood. Dark gouts of it
jittered on the frayed edges and with every bounce of the car
let loose on Olesya’s face, on her half-open lips so that when
she convulsively wiped it, she tasted it.
Salty, metallic, like human blood, like—
A bout of nausea bent her in half, and she gagged, forced
it down, gasped for breath. The car swayed, and she lost her
footing, reached out for something to hold on to. Her fingers
closed on Lyuba’s hand. It was stiff and cold, like a pack of
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chicken tenders defrosting in the sink, in the kitchen. Olesya
shrieked and tumbled. Her head hit the edge of the table.
She could no longer control her abdominal muscles. Her
diaphragm pushed, and the pressure in her stomach released in a
gash of vomit, hot, steaming, with bits of brown, the plain beef
burger from the TUBE lunch menu of which Olesya ate only the
patty, leaving the bun untouched. Tears spurted from her eyes,
slobber drooled from her mouth. She didn’t notice. She was
hardly aware of the fluids on her face, of her stinking
sweatshirt. Her eyes were clipped to the door, to the latch that
sat snugly in the metal loop, secured with a swing bar, as
though mocking her: You think you can make it?
Get up. Flip it up. Get out.
She gripped the sides of the beds, pushed to standing, but
as her hand touched the lock, rivulets of blood trickled over
it, squirting from above, dripping from the soaked curtain. Her
fingers slipped. She pinched the bar and tugged. It didn’t give.
Of course. She should’ve guessed it. Papa wasn’t just staging
this spectacle for nothing, was he? He wanted her to appreciate
its vividness, its boldness.
She was the audience, he was the star. She was to watch, he
was to startle, to disgust, to wow.
Olesya stifled a sob, a sob of despair, and stubbornly
yanked on the bar, on the latch, grappling at them, hooking in
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her nails, scratching, pulling, then beating on it, beating on
the door, on the walls, the rain of blood like glue, sticky on
her skin.
“Let me out! Out, you hear me, papa? Open the damn door!”
WATCH.
There was a ripping noise, and the fissures deepened,
leaking, frothing, bubbles popping so that red mist hung in the
air and settled on Olesya in a fine film. She hid her face in
the crook of her arm, coughing, retching. The stench made her
eyes water. She blinked the moisture away in time to see the
room disintegrate with a splintering groan, slough off the
remaining bits of glass and steel and reveal the glistening
lining.
There was no longer any floor, or walls, or windows, just a
tube, a long dark tube about fifteen feet in diameter, perfectly
round, slimy and elastic and pulsing, like the inside of a vein
pumping dirty blood from the tissues of the beast back to its
heart, or brain, or whatever it was that it had at the front
that made regular squelching noises.
Olesya slipped on the slime and rolled, gulping for air,
suffocating, the whites around her pupils like circles. Halfmoans, half-cries tore from her lips. It flitted through her
mind that Lyuba’s body was no longer there. She was alone, lying
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in the stream of blood up to her ears, its tide rising, its
temperature tepid, taste metallic.
She shuddered with revulsion, clenched her teeth, and
flipped to her stomach, lifted her body on hands and knees,
found her balance, and that was when she screamed.
Up ahead in the reddish murk, about sixty feet away, was
what looked like a giant sphincter, a ring of muscle that
constricted and relaxed, pushing the blood forward. Every few
seconds it squeezed shut, its many wrinkles radiating outward
like bellows creases, trembling, spasming, then flexing open. It
was a yard in length, maybe two, and beyond it, in the long
wriggling darkness, Olesya glimpsed another one. Maybe there
were more after that.
The gangways...the gangways between the cars.
There was a lurch behind her, like a hiccup. She tossed her
head around. A dozen feet away another sphincter, closed,
quivered under pressure. Whatever wanted out, wanted out badly.
This time Olesya didn’t scream. It happened fast, so fast,
she didn’t take a breath. The muscles of the sphincter loosened.
A wave of gore hit her in the face and tossed her like some
flotsam caught in a churning whirlpool. It got into her eyes,
her nose, her mouth, it drenched her in the tepid warmth that
had no air in it, nothing to hold on to.
She had no strength to fight it, roar in her ears.
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This is death. I will either drown in this gunk, or the
thing ahead will squash me.
Panic surged through her. Her lungs cried out for breath.
She kicked and suddenly surfaced, gasping and spitting.
“Stop it, papa! That’s enough!”
REMEMBER.
She rose out of the flow and tumbled again, closing her
eyes and mouth before plunging, kicking at the walls to stay
afloat, when the texture of the lining changed from soft to
hard, from pliable to rigid, but as smooth and as shiny, and the
same russet color, the color of polished wood, stained beech, or
maybe oak, and Olesya’s hand on it, gripping it from step to
step, the handrail of their apartment building.
She was five, she was bubbling with excitement. Today papa
was taking her to the new amusement rides in the Gorky Park.
They rode from Kievskaya to Park Kultury, only one station,
and walked from there along the wide Krymskiy Bridge suspended
on steel chains over the Moskva River. At the grand colonnaded
entrance street vendors—those who haven’t been chased away by
the police yet—sold homemade snacks for the visitors: hot corn
with salt, piroshky, gozinaki, strings of nuts dipped in grape
juice and dried to purple-red sausages by the odd name
churchkhela that Olesya could never pronounce, salted sunflower
seeds in cones of newspaper, and melted sugar-candy on the
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sticks—stars, squirrels, fish, bears, and roosters. Papa bought
her a green rooster, and the kerchiefed babushka stuck it into
Olesya’s hand with a gold-toothed smile. Olesya wanted the red
one but she didn’t ask. Papa didn’t like red color.
For that reason she didn’t have anything red in her
wardrobe. It was okay. She had plenty of other colors to choose
from. Today she wore a white cotton dress.
It was summer. It was sunny. She was happy.
They bought the entrance tickets at the kiosk and strolled
down the central alley, as wide as a field, with ponds and
benches and flowerbeds. Although it was papa who strolled.
Olesya skipped, one hand clutching his, another the candy
rooster. She licked it until her tongue turned green, and then
she bit it off and crunched it to sweet paste.
Nothing could go wrong on a day like this.
Nothing. Nothing.
They stopped to feed the swans with bits of bread that a
nice boy who was squatting on the concrete rim of the pond gave
to Olesya. They bought ice cream and sat on the bench to eat it,
watching people promenade to and fro—Olesya savored her favorite
Lakomka, and papa crackled the thin chocolate coating of Eskimo.
They lollygagged for another hour, then ventured down the side
alley lined with poplars, playing word charades and riddles.
“Say this really fast, can you?”
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“What, papa?”
“A tongue-twister. It goes like this.
Greka was crossing a river,
Greka saw a crayfish drag,
Greka put his hand in the river,
The crayfish bit Greka’s hand.”
“Oh! Poor Greka!”
“Say it really fast. Come on.”
“Okay.” She’d try and stutter, and they’d laugh.
“How about this one. An iron adder crawls and sways, and
carries people far away.”
“Is that a tongue-twister?”
“No, it’s a riddle. What is it?”
“What’s an adder?”
“It’s a type of snake.”
“A snake!” Olesya’s pupils widened. “That’s a bad snake if
it ate all those people.”
Papa chuckled and ruffled her hair. “No, silly, you got it
all wrong. Why would it eat them? It’s a train. See? An iron
adder—trains are made of iron. Well, they used to be made of
iron, but now they’re all made of steel.”
Olesya scrunched her brows. “I don’t like it. That’s a
scary riddle, papa.”
“Oh...I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to scare you. Look!”
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Olesya squealed. “Amusement rides!” She tore her hand out
of his and bolted full pelt. The alley ended. Beyond it,
bordered by the Moskva River embankment, lay the square with
every ride imaginable: a roller coaster, a pendulum, a water
slide, a carousel, a Ferris wheel, flying scooters...
Olesya’s eyes popped with delight.
“Olesya! Wait for me!”
She was too giddy to obey.
He found her clinging to the metal picket fence, feet on
the bottom rail, arms folded over.
“I want to go on this one, papa. Please?”
A miniature locomotive puffed up clouds of steam through a
fat chimney. It pulled five wagons stuffed with kids and moms,
elbows and faces hanging out the windows, posing for pictures to
be taken by dads with cameras clustered around the fence, waving
to each other, calling, smiling. The train puttered around in a
circle, hardly fast enough to raise a wind.
“Pleaaaase?”
She looked up at him, prepared to whine and wheedle if
that’s what it took, and faltered, words forgotten.
The kind of amiable expression that she was used to seeing
on his face quickly spoiled to something dark, something she’d
never witnessed before. Her little fist of a heart squeezed in
fear, and she gripped the fence tight, watching papa get
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perplexed, then anguished, then boil with radioactive rage, and
for the briefest of seconds he became a murderous monster. She
didn’t know how she knew, she couldn’t have known, she didn’t
understand what it was like to want to kill someone, but she
felt it. It vanished as fast as it appeared, but it didn’t
escape her sharp perception.
Papa smiled down at her, his eyes no longer bulging, lips
no longer curled. It didn’t make her feel any better. She
concluded she did something wrong and searched within her for
the source of his dissatisfaction, ashamed, hot, tearful.
And stubborn, as always.
“Please, papa?” She said quietly. “Just once?”
“Let’s not, Olesya. This is a silly toy ride, for little
babies. Look at them. You’re a big girl. Let’s go on the Ferris
wheel, ah? Would you like that?”
“But I want this one...”
“What for? What’s so special about it, when I can give you
a ride on a real train, in a real locomotive? You want it
because it’s the first thing you saw. Come on, I’ll buy you
another ice cream, if you won’t tell mama.” He winked and
offered her a hand.
Olesya almost bought it, then reconsidered. She understood
her guilt, she knew what she did wrong. He was clever, her papa.
Kind, but clever. It wasn’t a treat, another ice cream, it was
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punishment. It was because she didn’t wait for him, that’s what
it was. He was angry, he asked her to wait, and she didn’t, and
this was the price—she wasn’t going to get her way, period. But
she wanted to go on the train ride! He was tricking her. Well,
she wouldn’t let him.
She pouted, holding back the tears, silently stepped off
the fence, and as papa turned, sure she was going to follow,
sprinted to the gate where a stodgy matron in a uniform checked
the tickets.
“Olesya! Get back!”
Veins stood out in ropes on her father’s neck. He sprung
after her, and Olesya, possessed with desire to get on the train
at any cost and at the same time terrified of his wrath, slipped
under the woman’s arm and pelted to the tracks, halting there,
eyes huge, watching the train chug and puff right at her.
“Hey, little girl!” the woman shouted angrily. “Just where
do you think you’re going?” She looked back at the line. “Whose
child is that?”
There was shrugging and murmurs.
Olesya’s father got to her, breathless.
She blocked him. “Is she yours?”
“Yes, yes. Can you please—”
“Then get her out of there! Can’t you watch your own child?
God Almighty. Look at this, now! I real fatherly one you are.”
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She grumbled some more before letting him through.
Olesya didn’t move, didn’t see him. At first she was
planning to play the game to the end, to board the train on the
run, but then something changed, something rooted her to the
spot. She was mesmerized by the locomotive, watching it draw
closer. Twenty paces, fifteen, ten. The freckled boy who sat in
the driver’s seat waved for her to get out of the way. The woman
grudgingly stalked to the booth to flip the switch. And Anatoliy
Vasilievich was leaping across the flowerbed, mashing begonias
and marigolds and zinnias, arms wide, face contorted with
horror.
Just as the train squeaked to a halt, a yard from Olesya,
he snatched her and lifted her in his arms.
“What do you think you’re doing, running away from me like
that! Don’t you ever do this again! Ever! Do you hear me?
Never!” He screamed at her. “Promise me! Promise me right now
that you’ll never run away from me again!” His voice rose to a
shrieking pitch. His eyes bugged out of their sockets,
capillaries red, pupils dilated. This sent such fright into
Olesya that she opened and closed her mouth, trying to say sorry
and unable to.
“Promise me! Promise me you’ll never do this again!” He put
her on the ground, grasped her shoulders, and shook her. “Never
run out on the railroad! Train, no train, no matter. It’s death
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on wheels, you understand? You could’ve been killed!” His
fingers dug painfully into her flesh, and he yanked her roughly
to accentuate his words. “You are—forbidden—to come out—on the
railroad—under any—circumstances. Do you understand?”
Olesya’s chin shook. The grip burned her skin, and she
suddenly burst into tears. “You’re hurting me, papa, let go.”
He unclenched his fingers, staring at them with a new type
of horror, not the horror at the danger he saved his daughter
from, but the horror at what he’d done to her.
He hurt her.
A small crowd formed around them, people shaking heads,
mothers giving advice to the father on how to handle naughty
girls, the most vocal of them the stodgy matron who seemed to
have forgotten her ticketing duty and was slandering Anatoliy
Vasilievich for his parental neglect left and right.
“Oh, Olesya...my Olesya...forgive me. Please, forgive me.”
He was near tears, massaging her shoulders, kissing them,
and later, when they left the amusement square, she forgot all
about the incident, soothed with hazelnut ice cream in a silvery
goblet sprinkled with bits of nuts that he bought her at the
café, and by the time they got home, she was as giddy as when
they left, bubbling to her mother about the swan nipping her
finger when she fed it, and the carousel ride they went to, and
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the balloon that popped right in her hand, so her mother
suspected nothing.
Olesya never told her, neither did Anatoliy Vasilievich.
For sixteen years this memory lay forgotten in the locked
drawer of her mind, and now it surfaced. She remembered it as if
it happened yesterday, down to the sour taste in her mouth, to
the sting in her shoulders, and to the wet underpants. She peed
herself, when her father yelled at her. Her bladder simply let
go. A warm trickle ran down her legs and into her socks and
pooled around her sandals, white sandals to match her dress. The
only thing she couldn’t recall was if papa noticed it or not,
and who changed her when they got home, if anyone, and if she
was stinky.
“You’re hurting me, papa,” said Olesya into the wet rushing
darkness. “You’re hurting me. Let go.”
The pulse of the current faltered, resumed, faltered again,
heaved one erratic wave and died. The awful squelching noise
hushed to that of sucking. The tide fell to Olesya’s waist,
knees, ankles. The puckered throat that was about to mash her
opened wide and tensed. The floor, the walls, the ceiling
straightened, washed in the blue of twilight and the yellow of
electric lamps.
The windows of the vestibule, splashed with melted snow.
The blurry woods, violet and grim. The draft seeping through the
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gaps, the wind, the clanking wheels, the cotton of Olesya’s top,
leggings, cold and clammy. She leaned her forehead on the wall.
It was smooth and cool. And then it barreled up her throat, what
she held in her belly, sour juices—there was nothing else to
throw up, her lunch was mostly gone. It splotched the polished
metal, trickled down, and Olesya started sobbing. Sobbing and
shaking.
She didn’t hear the door slide open, didn’t hear the steps.
“Olesya! Hey...what’s wrong? What happened?”
She didn’t look, simply fell into Dima’s arms. Her fingers
clenched around his shirt, squeezing fistfuls. Her face pressed
to his shoulder, body to body. She wanted to melt into him, to
disappear, to forget.
He stood stockstill for a moment, shocked, then gripped her
harder, rocking her a little, swaying to the swaying of the car.
It wasn’t their usual dancing touch, it was the touch of need.
She needed to be held. He understood it and he held her.
After a time she recovered her speech.
“Hold me, Dima. Please, hold me.”
“I’m holding you. You’re okay...you’re okay...”
Olesya’s senses returned to her one by one, from the deep
recesses of numbness. She saw the fold of the collar, worn,
gingham-patterned, washed a dozen times or more, saw the fuzzy
hairs on Dima’s neck, heard the din of the train, tasted the
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puke in her mouth, and smelled her own stink. It punched her in
the nose, sharp and foul. She was drenched—not in blood, but in
a mixture of sweat, vomit, and piss. She must’ve voided herself
when submerged in the flow.
“Ugh. God, I’m sorry, I’m all wet...”
She tried to disengage.
“I don’t care.”
“It’ll get on your shirt.”
“So what? It’s just a shirt. I’ll wear another one.”
“But the smell...”
“It doesn’t bother me. Really.”
“It doesn’t?”
“No.”
His body heat was soothing, comfortable. She started to
relax then tensed up again, her skin crawling. She had to get
out of these clothes, wash herself, scrub herself raw if that’s
what it took to get rid of this stench—not the usual after-class
smell of sweat, no.
The stench of terror.
“I need to take a shower.”
She leaned back, and Dima’s arms fell.
“There’s somebody in there. I was just walking by, and it
sounded like running water.”
Or running blood.
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Olesya shuddered. “Never mind. I’ll just wipe myself.”
“You should go to the shower in the other sleeper. I’m sure
it’s vacant. Or there’s one more, in the car after that. They
can’t be all taking showers at the same time, can they?”
He offered her an encouraging smile.
Olesya glanced at the window. “Where are we? Wait, did we
stop at Havre already? Did they take Lyuba?”
“No, not yet. We should be there in an hour.”
Olesya rushed out of the vestibule, Dima trotted after.
“So...what happened? Did you get sick? Was it the food?”
“No.”
“Motion sickness?”
“No.”
Dima sucked in air and stopped. “Are you pregnant?”
Olesya spun around. “My God, no.”
“It’s okay. You can tell me, I won’t tell a soul.”
They stood by Alla Borisovna’s door. Olesya flicked her
eyes to it, then back to Dima. She lowered her voice.
“No, I’m not pregnant. Whatever gave you that idea?”
“I don’t know. I just thought, maybe...”
He dogged her while she got into the coupe—no Natasha—
“she’s talking to Chuchundra. She’s worried about you, you know—
Who, Chuchundra? Give me a break—No, Natasha”—Olesya was
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rummaging through her bag until she chanced on the pack of
wipes—“Ah, okay. Listen, Dima, I need to change.”
He blinked at her.
“I’m going to get naked.”
It was like he was paralyzed.
“Can you step outside, please?”
“Oh. Of course. Should I wait for you?”
“Wait for me? What for?”
His face folded. The shine in his eyes dulled, and he
slumped, hollowed somehow. “You don’t have to battle this on
your own, Olesya...”
Her stomach twinged. Does he know? Did the rumor reach him?
Does he think I’m mad? “Battle what?”
“Whatever it is. You haven’t been yourself since we got on
the train. You don’t think I’ve noticed?”
She shook her head.
“I want to help...if you let me...but you keep pushing me
away. Something is bothering you, I can tell. What is it?”
“It’s nothing.”
“Bullshit.”
Olesya stared. He has never talked to her like that.
“Is it the guilt? You think it’s your fault, is that it?”
“What is?”
“Lyuba’s death.”
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She was suddenly close to tears. Her hands seized the
bottom of the sweatshirt and ripped it up and off her head. She
flung it to the floor, then got hold of the top.
“I’ll be right here.” Dima shut the door.
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Chapter 9. The Freight Car Dance

“I know what you need, what will lift your mood.”
Olesya has used the last of the wipes to reach into every
fold, every crevasse of her body. A wet slab of ice, that’s what
it felt like. A melting glacier. Two layers of dry clothes, hair
up, face clean, she shivered uncontrollably, hand on the door.
“What’s that?”
“It always helps you, every time.”
“But what? What is it?”
“Come. I’ll show you.” Dima offered a hand. It shook
slightly. “You’ll like it, you’ll see.”
“Why won’t you tell me what it is?”
“Can you trust me this once?”
She fixed her eyes on his, studying their shape. Narrow, a
bit elongated, plain brown eyes. Nothing remarkable about them,
if not for tenderness. It shone and twinkled and caroused like
an ecstatic child. He’d do anything for her, Olesya realized,
anything she asked.
His head tipped to the side, like that of a puzzled dog,
awaiting an answer, scared there won’t be one.
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“I just wanted it to be a surprise, that’s all...” he
shrugged. His extended hand fell, crawled in the jeans pocket.
“I’ll tell you if you want, but then it won’t be a surprise
anymore. You know how they say—”
“—it’s better to see something once than to hear about it a
hundred times.”
“Yeah, that’s it.”
“I don’t know about that anymore.” I’d rather hear about
what I saw, not see it. But she didn’t say it out loud.
The corridor was deserted, not a good omen. At least
nothing moved, Olesya was thankful for that. The carpet felt
soft like a carpet should, the curtains shook slightly like the
curtains should, the wheels sang their song like the wheels
should. She glanced at the door to the left.
“Natasha’s still there,” said Dima. “I didn’t see her
leave.”
“Ah. Okay...”
Olesya balanced on indecision, he saw it. She wanted to be
alone, and she didn’t, and she looked scared, face grey, eyes
two sunken stones looking out from the shadows.
He’d heard Egor tattle on her to Nikita and Taras on their
way out for a smoking break in Columbus, when they passed the
half-open door of his coupe.
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“—our fragile cygnet needs her head checked out, I tell
you,” Egor spoke deliberately loud. “She’s a nutcase, it’s no
joke. You know what she told me?—What?—You won’t believe it—
Well? Cough it up, man!—She said that the train, this train
we’re on—”
The voices drifted off.
Shurik tried telling him later what he heard. Dima refused
to listen. He didn’t care what they gossiped about Olesya, he
didn’t want her image tarnished, and it was a load of crap
anyway. He could never get the hang of the troupe politics. Why
did people do it? Why did they act friendly face-to-face and
then stabbed each other in the back? Didn’t they have better
things to do? He stayed away from it by not participating, which
produced the opposite effect. People played him as they desired,
for the oaf that he was, girls especially.
“Dima, get me coffee, will you? I’m out of cash, pay you
later, okay?—Dima, can you zip me up? Your fingers are so
nimble—Dima, fetch me my shoes. My feet hurt so bad, I can’t
make a step—Dima, can I borrow a twenty? Be a gentleman, help a
girl out—”
Dima this, Dima that. They called him sweet, good, and
kind, anything to get him moving, and he naively believed them,
and fetched their shoes, and bags, and brought them coffee and
snacks, waiting in the door of the changing room, not daring to
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enter, his hands full of whatever it was they requested, his
heart soaring at their fake words of praise, the words his
mother stopped giving him when she quit on his ass by tying his
father’s belt around her neck, the words that didn’t exist in
the coarse vocabulary of his father.
He knew they played him, but he couldn’t quit it.
The thirst for affection wouldn’t let him.
Only Olesya abstained from asking him favors, and it was
her that he pestered incessantly, offering everything he could
think of. She never accepted, silently shaking her head.
Once he got lucky. It was January fifteenth, the first day
of class after the New Year holidays. They were the only dancers
left in the studio, practicing their duet, and she let him
unwrap and clean her bloodied feet, dab her tears, too exhausted
and in too much pain to care. He waited for her to get dressed,
hopping from foot to foot and flapping his mittens outside,
watching the snow drift and float in the yellow light of the
lanterns. He offered to walk her to the Metro, but of course she
declined, so he followed her stealthily, from shadow to shadow.
Don’t turn, don’t turn.
She didn’t.
He rode the same train, in the car next to hers, spotted
the drunk before she did, walked ten paces behind him, an Army
jackknife gripped in his sweaty hand, deep in the pocket, his
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father’s present—a blade, a screwdriver, a corkscrew, a punch, a
wire stripper, and a bottle opener at the end. He’d never used
the blade before and pumped himself to strike if he had to,
winding up so tight he jumped when the drunk blocked Olesya’s
path, but she said something, and they talked, and walked to her
door, which she slammed it in his face. Clever girl.
Dima watched the man pound it, kick it, yell her name, over
and over. Then he slumped to the ground and drifted off to
sleep, legs splayed, meaty hands open as though in supplication.
The flat cap slid off his matted head, and Dima carefully put it
back on, watching spit dribble from the corner of the man’s
mouth, lips purple with cold. He tried waking him, shook him,
slapped his cheek. “Fuck off, Marinka, lemme sleep...” The man
waved Dima off like some annoying mosquito and curled up, arm
bent for the pillow.
Dima spent the next half hour trying to drag him to the
trash receptacle cuddy around the wall from the entrance where
it stank of piss and rotten potatoes, but at least it was warmer
than being outside. Out of breath and shaking from strain, he
finally gave up. The man was too heavy. He called the ambulance,
told them the address, and made his way back to the station. It
was closed. It was after 2 a.m., and Dima had to walk home,
three hours across the velvety nightly Moscow.
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The next morning Olesya kept making mistakes, and after
Alla Borisovna screamed at her insults for the umpteenth time,
she ran off to the changing room, crying. After class Dima found
out from Katya that a man was found frozen dead by the door to
Olesya’s entrance, and that apparently she was the last person
to see him alive, and that it shook her up badly.
“You don’t have to go if you won’t want to,” he said in the
absence of response. “I just thought it might cheer you up,
that’s all. There’s this car at the end—”
Something slammed into the door of the coupe number three,
two doors to the left, and proceeded thumping with amazing
regularity accented with muffled moans. The door to coupe two
rolled open with such force, it bounced back. Out rushed Inga,
face livid, hair wild behind her.
Olesya’s eyes widened.
Her lips...her lips are red...
“What the fuck are you looking at, Belaya?” she demanded.
“Wanna see my misery? Is that what you want? Well, be my fucking
guest.” She was drunk. “Milena! You slut, open up! I can hear
you! I know you’re both in there!” She beat on the door. “Open
up, you bitch! Open up so I can kill you!”
Dima sucked in his breath.
“Let’s get out of here.”
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Olesya slipped her cold fingers into his warm hand,
clutching it as she did when they practiced, seeking trust—the
type of trust only dancers have, to be lifted, twisted, tossed,
caught inches from the stage—and they took off, leaving behind
the whoosh of the doors and the din of the screaming voices.
They skimmed through the cars in quick batteries of steps.
Diner, coach, coach, lounge.
Hardly anyone paid them any heed. The dining car attendants
were setting tables for dinner, and the coach passengers dozed
or stared at the rolling dark of the night or peered at the
screens that washed their faces in a blue glow. There was a
cluster of retirees playing a card game in the lounge, and Galka
and Zoya talking in hushed whispers. Galka called to them, but
Dima said they’d be right back.
“Where are you going?” she half-stood to follow, a vein
pulsing on her square jaw. She got to ballet through gymnastics,
on the recommendation of her trainer Dilya Muratova who marked
her as too frail to continue and kicked her out of the sports
school at the tender age of thirteen. Ironically, Alla Borisovna
called her “beefy” for her thick neck and her powerful frame,
but the athleticism in Galka’s jumps floored her, and that was
that. Galka joined the troupe last year. If not for her long
sandy hair that hung down like straw, she could be mistaken for
a boy plagued with androgyny.
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By contrast, Zoya with her prematurely greying hair looked
much older although she was only twenty.
“In God’s name, Galka! What do you want with them? Leave
them alone.” She crossed herself, drew out a small golden
crucifix that hung on the chain and kissed it. “They’re playing
with the devil, you don’t want to get mixed up in that. God
forbid!”
Galka hesitated. “What are you saying?”
Zoya let out an impatient sigh.
For the last hour she worked hard on persuading Galka that
there was evil afoot on the train, and unless they got off on
the next stop, they would die and roast in hell.
“I’m telling you, it’s possessed by an evil spirit.”
Olesya turned on the word spirit.
Dima tugged her hand. “Come on. We’re almost there.”
They stepped into the vestibule and Olesya halted, staring
at the gangway. Dima lifted her, pushed on the PRESS HERE button
with his hip and carried her over, into another coach, dark and
empty save for an obese man sprawled across two seats, his
massive belly hanging out of his t-shirt and his ass-crack
showing, and an old woman drooling on herself, asleep and
snoring.
The next coach was noisy. A group of teenagers clustered
around a row of seats, heehawing like a bunch of donkeys. A
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mother vigorously bobbed her screaming baby, trying to make it
to shut up. She marched along the aisle, and when she neared the
kids, she threw them angry looks, pressed her lips together and
turned around, shaking the baby even harder. Dima and Olesya had
to wait for her to notice them to get around her.
A few more rows were vacant, and at the very end the seats
were flipped around to make a booth. It was occupied by four
young drifters that stunk of weed and that odor of unwashed
bodies, hair matted, faces dark, eyes glossed over with the blur
of stoned indifference. One of them strummed something on an old
guitar covered with stickers, and when Olesya passed him he gave
her a gawping smile, two front teeth missing, and said something
lewd that she didn’t understand but that got the rest of them
hiccupping with laughter.
“Don’t mind them,” Dima squeezed her hand. “They’re high on
some nasty shit, by the smell of it. Here...” he paused at the
next gangway, pressed the button. The door swished open, behind
it—darkness. “I welcome you onstage.” He did a curt bow.
A chilly draft wafted from the opening.
Olesya shuddered. “What’s in there?”
“You’ll see.” He hooked his hands under her arms, hopped
her over the plates, and set her down gently, the way he did in
every one of their duets when supporting her for a pirouette or
guiding her into a fish dive.
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The door closed behind them.
Olesya’s eyes slowly adjusted to the darkness.
“Wow. It’s empty...”
“It’s the luggage car. See the suitcases?”
Dima pointed to a pile in the shadows.
The car stretched at least eighty feet, lit by a single
lamp in the back that gave off a jaundiced glow. There was a row
of them on the ceiling, stacked like vertebrae of a straight
spine, but they were dark. Turned off? Burned out? There was no
telling. And there was light from the square of the freight
door. It yawned into the night, open. The bluish phosphorescence
of the snow flashed by in uneven streaks, the snow that lay on
the mound and climbed the hillside and sat on the boughs of
pines.
“Why is the door open?”
“I don’t know. No idea. I tried closing it, but it wouldn’t
budge. It’s like it’s stuck. Does it bother you?”
“No, not really.” But it did. It bothered her a lot.
“It’s cold out there, isn’t it?”
“Uh huh...”
“Come here. Take a look. I’ll hold you.”
Dima gripped the jamb with one hand and beckoned Olesya
with another, his hair wild in the wind.
“It smells good, like pine. And wet snow.”
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He closed his eyes and took a deep inhale.
Olesya’s heart flip-flopped. In one move she leapt to the
door, snatched his arm, and yanked him away, to the middle of
the car, her eyes round, breath ragged.
“What? What is it?”
“Nothing. I just...” she had to swallow a wad of saliva,
before she could continue to talk, “...I got scared for a
moment...that you’d fall out. It’s dangerous. We’re probably
breaking every rule. If they were to find us—”
Dima chuckled. “They don’t care, trust me. They’re prepping
dinner. Hold on a minute, okay? Don’t look! I have to set
something up, it’s a surprise.”
“All right.”
He turned his back to her, pulled something out of his
pocket, stooped over, fiddled with it.
Olesya watched the car, for any sign of tremor, or
moisture, or breathing. There wasn’t anything alarming. No
strange noises, only the regular clopping of wheels.
Ta-thunk, ta-thunk. Ta-thunk, ta-thunk.
It was almost soothing.
She scanned the walls. Peachy paint, in places peeled to
spots, bald and irregular like blooms of vitiligo. Straight. The
walls at least were straight. Not the ceiling. Concave, contrary
to the rest of the train. It gave Olesya an unpleasant jolt,
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back to the perfectly round tube she navigated not too long ago.
Her skin erupted in goosebumps. She shook her head and looked
down. Steel grated plates.
Are you here, papa? Are you watching?
No answer.
Will you tell me how Tanyusha died?
Not even a breath.
Dima placed whatever it was he took out of the pocket on
the floor and spun around in a half-pique. A sudden surge of
music, violin music, streamed up and boomed and echoed, bouncing
freely between the naked walls.
Ta. Da. Da...
Arrested by the type of petrifying awe that seizes one in
the presence of something beautiful and horrific, Olesya raised
her eyes. Her body was outside, back in the snow, dancing
Serenade, skin frozen, toe bleeding. Her mind was here, though.
She was here. It was all right. She wasn’t in pain, wasn’t
alone, and she was on the train, not off it, though which was
better she could no longer tell.
Dima stood in position. “What do you think?” His eyes shone
brightly, arms out, hands expectant, fingers twitching with
impatience, like they always twitched before their first move,
before she stepped into his fold, let him whirl her, twirl her,
make her weightless, a gossamer snowflake.
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The backs of Olesya’s eyelids stung. “How did you...”
“It’s the same for me, it’s why I do it.” He shrugged, a
little embarrassed. “When I dance, it all vanishes, disappears.
There’s only me and the movement, and...” he swallowed down
emotion, “no matter the pain, I don’t feel it. It’s gone. It’s
what pulled me through when mama died. I’d get home from school,
turn the music up, and for an hour...” his face screwed up, but
he held it back, “I’d be with her. She was watching me, I know
she was, and I was happy. Then one day I got carried away,
forgot to watch the time, and...” He looked out into nothing,
the lines on his face sharp, penciled with the darkness against
the weak yellow glow.
“And what?”
The violins and the cellos surged around them, rising,
falling. Olesya had to repeat her question for Dima to hear her.
“He busted my ass, that’s what. What do you expect? Took
away my music player. It didn’t stop me none. I danced anyway,
sang to myself. That got him mad, all right. So finally he let
me go to ballet school, just to get rid of me.”
“I’m sorry.” She touched his arm.
“Don’t be. It’s not your fault.”
“I know, but...”
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“It’s fine. I got over it a long time ago. We have a mutual
understanding of not meddling into each other’s affairs. He does
his thing, I do mine. We barely see each other.”
“Sounds familiar.” She spoke too softly for him to hear.
“I’m saving money to move out. He knows it. At least he
hasn’t kicked me out on the street, I’m grateful for that. With
the pay from the tour I should be able to rent a one-room
apartment, somewhere north, like Otradnoe or Medvedkovo. Or
south, on the green line, Krasnogvardeyskaya or Domodedovskaya.
That’ll take me directly to Teatralnaya. I don’t know, I haven’t
decided yet.”
“Or the red line,” offered Olesya.
“Yeah, or that.” He shrugged again, then in the beat of
silence between the first and the second movements, the sonatina
and the waltz, he shook the melancholy off and stood taller,
arms curved, feet in fifth position.
“Ah, to hell with it all, Olesya. Let’s dance!”
He hopped into air and rapidly crossed his legs, landing
softly, the heels of his shoes clicking out in tune with the
orchestra stroke.
There was so much exuberance in him, so much mirth. The
heat that came off him warmed her, and Olesya ceded. She lifted
her arms and reached him in a thicket of steps. A glissade to
the right, a plié, a glissade to the left.
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“There isn’t much space here,” he said apologetically, “and
it’s a bit shaky.’
“Doesn’t matter. I love it.” You wanted to see me dance,
papa? Well, I’m about to dance for you.
“You do?”
“Absolutely.”
The corners of his eyes crinkled.
Olesya let him guide her and instantly forgot where she
was. The waltz ended, and they stepped into the third movement,
the elegy, the slowest, most melodic part. The chords flowered
and detached and drifted through the air like petals on a tide,
cresting, falling, rising again, ebbing out, and the dancers
drifted with them, heedless of the keening wind, the bleary
light, the cold metallic emptiness around them, the periodic
ding-ding-ding of the passing signal.
Taken by the dance, Olesya gave it all. The throbbing of
her toe, the scabs on her knees, the bruises, the cuts, all
doffed, discarded in favor of the blood rushing to the surface
of her skin, the muscles warming, flexing, singing. The dance
streamed through her very bones, and she was one with Dima,
gliding, coasting, altering the trajectory of their steps ever
so slightly to the restrictions of the space, as though Serenade
was always meant to be performed in the confines of an empty
carriage.
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They swam. They skimmed. They parted, they collided.
Dima caught her, bent her, flung her on her back, stood her
up, pushed her away, reached out. In the heat of it they didn’t
notice how the train sped up, gradually, without a jolt or a
lurch.
Done with the pas de deux, they skipped into finale.
The shuffle of the steps around the carriage, the rocking
and the swaying, the music and the clatter of the train gave the
illusion of another mix of sounds, the tap-tap of the pointe
shoes and the rustle of the gauze, the whoosh of the opening
curtain. There was a moment when Olesya glanced out the open
door and froze, aghast at the view. She didn’t expect dark
woods, glittering snow. She expected dark figures in the
parterre, glittering eyes, eyes on her and on Dima.
“Are you alright?”
He stopped. The music ended. They didn’t finish.
“Yeah, I’m fine. I thought we were onstage for a moment.”
“That’s great! That’s exactly what I was hoping for. So,
how do you feel? You feel a bit better?”
“Yes. I think so.”
He looked into her eyes. “You look better too.”
“Why, thanks. Not so awful anymore?”
“Did I ever say you look awful?”
“You did.”
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Dima colored. “Sorry.”
“No problem. I’m sure you simply said what was on your
mind. I did look awful. I must’ve. You just don’t have any
filters.”
“No, I guess I don’t.”
“It’s okay. In some odd way I like it.”
Dima didn’t know what to do with his hands. He picked up
the player, turned it off, shoved it in his jeans pocket.
Olesya gripped the rusted handle of the door and leaned
into the chill. Ten cars ahead the locomotive sliced through the
fabric of the night with shafts of silver light.
“Careful.”
“Oh, so you can do it, and I can’t?”
“I’ll hold you, okay?” He circled his hands around her
waist. She could sense the yearning pulsing through his body.
“Dima?”
“What?”
“What if I told you about something...so strange, so
outlandish that it was hard to believe it could actually happen?
Would you believe me? If I told you I saw it, heard it, tasted
it in my mouth, would you believe it true? Or would you think
I’m a psycho and am making shit up?”
A pause. “Like what?”
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“Something...” Olesya glanced through the carriage,
thinking she detected movement, but there was nothing there
except heavy stillness. It settled on her skin like dust.
“Something about this train we’re on.”
You’re listening, I can tell. You’re holding your breath.
She stepped away from the door.
Dima waited for her to continue.
Olesya blew air from her lips. “This train we’re on, it
does strange things, unexplainable things. I don’t know how it
does it, and I don’t know why, but I have an idea. Can I ask you
to reserve judgment until I’m done talking it all out? I really
need to tell someone—I’ve been carrying it inside since we
boarded, and it’s starting to eat me up. If I won’t talk about
it, I will lose my mind.”
“I’m listening.”
Will you kill Dima if I tell him?
The darkness thickened.
Olesya watched the ground speed by and wondered what bones
she’d break if she jumped. Would she survive the fall? And even
if she did, how would she find her way to the nearest station?
Nearest town? Walk? Crawl? She wouldn’t make it. She’d die of
starvation, or cold, or get killed by the wolves.
“Okay.” She walked to the pile of the luggage and sat on a
fat suitcase and hugged her knees, rocking a little.
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Dima sat next to her.
“Do you think I’m strange?”
“How do you mean?”
“Well, have you ever thought, ‘Oh, that Belaya, yeah, she’s
a bit wrong in the head.’ Did that thought ever cross your
mind?”
“No, never,” he said to his hands. They were interlaced and
lay in his lap, dormant.
“You sure about that?”
“I’m as strange as you are, Olesya, if that’s what you want
to hear. I guess that would make two of us?” He peered into her
face, trying to read her.
“So, you don’t think I’m mentally disturbed or suffering
from delusions or—”
“What? No!” He cried it with such conviction, Olesya
guessed the thought did cross his mind, at least once, maybe
many times. Maybe he believed it, maybe he didn’t. “Why are you
asking?”
“Because I want to make sure...before I say anything, I
want to know that you won’t discard it as some fantasy or a
made-up story, or that I’m lying to seek attention. Some people
seem to think that.” Like the harpies, for example.
Dima picked up her hand. It was trembling. He put his other
hand over it, cupping it. “I don’t care what they say about you.
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I could give a damn. You know what gossips are? People who can’t
stand looking at themselves so they keep busy looking at others.
Big deal. You shouldn’t pay attention to them. Their words mean
nothing.”
“Well, to them they mean everything.”
“So what? Let them think they’re important.” He squeezed
her hand. “Ah, to hell with them, Olesya, they’re not worth
talking about. What is it you wanted to tell me?” He was burning
up from fear that someone might interrupt them, and the moment
would be lost. Olesya saw it in his eyes, flickering in and out,
in and out.
She opened her mouth, closed it. My God, what is wrong with
me? Why can’t I just say it? But what if papa hurts him? Or
worse, kills him? I told Lyuba, and now she’s dead. The only
reason Natasha is alive is because she doesn’t fully believe me.
Maybe. Maybe not. I don’t even know. Oh, I can’t stand this. I
know nothing for sure!
They tore at her chest, the doubt and the need to come
clean. “I’m sorry it’s so hard...”
“It’s okay. Take your time.” He started to tap his heel in
a nervous jiggle. And they were starting to freeze, no longer
warmed by the heat of the dance, washed in the wind that freely
entered the carriage and kicked up bits of dry leaves and
swirled the dust in small whispering eddies.
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“I’m scared,” said Olesya.
Dima’s breathing pattern changed.
“I’m scared to tell you, and I’m scared of what I’ve seen.”
“Do you want me to hold you?”
“It’s not going to help any.” But she let him.
He waited.
“I’ve seen something that belongs in nightmares, but I’ve
seen it, Dima, I’ve seen it with my own eyes!”
“I believe you.”
“If you see something, does it mean it exists?” She wasn’t
asking Dima, she was asking papa, like when she was little, one
of her thousand silly questions.
YES.
Olesya flinched.
“Are you cold?”
She stared at him. “Take off my clothes.”
“What?”
“Take off my clothes.”
Dima gaped at her. “Right now? But it’s freezing here!”
“Do it!”
He awkwardly curled his fingers around the hem of her
sweater.
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“Just yank it off. I want it rough, do you understand?” She
was hissing in his face, hoping to get him to move, but he was
stumped, bewildered.
“I’m asking you. Can you do it for me? I want you.” She
lifted her sweater without taking it off, lifted her top and
exposed her bra, white and sheer. It showed her nipples, subtly
pink, subtly round. Exposed to cold, they stiffened.
Dima’s eyes ate them. He misunderstood the stiffening for
arousal, and that broke the dam. Blood rushed to his head, his
groin, and he instantly got hard, so hard, it was painful, and
it extracted an anguished moan, and he gritted his teeth and
curled his hands into fists.
Many nights he imagined her naked, white and pink, white
skin, pink vulva, tender and quivering, and he’d touch it, and
kiss it, and suck it, and make it drip, and get mad with the
want, and plunge right in, and it would consume him like a
carnivorous flower, trap him, digest him, and he’d be nothing
but slime, a hot little squirt in his hand. And then he’d steal
to the bathroom, on tiptoe, terrified of waking his father, and
he’d stick the sheets under the faucet and start hot water, and
rub and rub and rub until it was gone, and wring it dry, and
tiptoe back, his heart pounding, head light with release.
“Okay.”
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He fell on her, and in his haste and confusion fumbled with
the sweater, hands shaking too hard to find a way to get it off.
“No, no!” She pushed at him. “I’ve changed my mind! Get off
me!”
Dima failed to hear for the drumming in his ears, and then
she slapped him, and it broke through, loud and clear.
“Make him stop!”
What happened next drained him of the blood.
The luggage car pulsed with anger, every lamp was glowing,
and the peeling paint boiled off the walls like rotten skin. It
plopped down in soft soggy clumps, and underneath it was muscle,
raw bleeding muscle. It hummed and growled like a rolling quake,
and then the floor was up and in his face, and next he knew his
head met a steel plate to a resounding crack, at least thirty
feet away from Olesya who perched on the suitcase, her face
ashen.
He blinked, and the vision was gone.
“Did you see that?” she called.
Black spots danced in front of his eyes, and the back of
his head was throbbing. He sat up, rubbed it, felt the wet on
his fingers, looked at them, stared at the blood, touched the
back of his head again, sizing up the cut. It wasn’t bad, just a
little scrape. He pulled himself to standing.
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Olesya ran up to him on unsteady legs. “I’m so sorry I had
to do this. I’m sorry. Please, forgive me. It was the only way
to...I wanted you to see it. You saw it, didn’t you?”
“What the hell was that?” He was sore, sore from the
interrupted erection, from the fall, and from Olesya’s bluff.
Why, you little liar. You twisted me around your finger.
Goddamned it, girl, Egor was right, you’re nuts. I’m just a
puppy dog to you, am I? A puppy-dog plaything.
His mouth drooped. “You played me.”
“Never mind.” She spun around and went back to the
suitcase.
“Wait. What did you want to say?”
“Nothing.”
“What was all this about?”
She stopped listening and retreated to her head.
Dima spouted something apologetic, he wasn’t even aware of
what he was saying, it gushed on its own. He sat next to her.
She didn’t move. He took her hand.
“I saw it, Olesya. I did.”
She stiffened.
He understood that he missed something important, and he
could see that she sensed it yet held back. Whatever it was that
she wanted to share he choked with his clumsy words. Insert foot
in your mouth, boy. There you go. That’s how you do it. That’s a
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sure way to get laid. You should do it again, Dima, go on, it
works like a charm.
It was always like that. He could never get a hang of
talking to girls. Whatever he said came out wrong. It was easier
to play a fool, and he’s gotten so good at it, everyone believed
him, and the boys jested at him, razzed him, and the girls
dismissed him. That is, until Yulia Akulova from class 10 B
discovered that he had a sizeable cock, and not only that, but
that it was deliciously curved, hitting all the right spots, and
that after the first excitement he could hold out for hours.
She took his virginity on the creaky sofa in her dark
curtained room that smelled of her sweat and her cheap perfume
and the two-day soup from the kitchen—him being only thirteen
and entrusted in her care by his father who went to dacha every
weekend to check on his vegetables and relax with dried vobla
and beer, leaving Dima to his summer ballet practice under the
tireless watch of Akulova Irina Mikhailovna, the neighbor from
across the landing who in turn dumped the duty to her daughter
Yulia since they went to the same school.
The news of his talents quickly got around, and when he
couldn’t dance, he perfected his other skills, fingers, tongue,
on the beds, in the changing rooms, in the bushes, once in an
empty classroom. It got him through high school, but it didn’t
teach him how to talk. Grunting was enough, and the girls didn’t
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seem to mind, and the guys shunned him, jealous. And yet he
never had a girlfriend for more than a few months—they
eventually grew bored and dumped him.
Then he met Olesya.
She was...something. Reserved, quiet, dreamy. Pretty, and
not aware of it. He simply didn’t know how to approach her.
Playing a fool didn’t work, and she wasn’t interested in a
quickie, and there was something in her that made him docile and
stupid like a loyal dog, and so he lusted after her, blindly,
devoutly, despite the rumors that she wasn’t quite straight in
her head.
“Honestly. I really did see it.”
“Yeah? What was it?” she scrutinized him.
“It was...it changed, the carriage, it became a tube, or a
giant intestine. I don’t know, it sounds crazy, but it was all
raw and bloody. And I thought I heard it thrum, like it was
angry. Does it make sense? It pulsated like it had a heart, and
then it hit me in the face. It was a living thing, Olesya, for a
few seconds...” he stopped, staring at her. “Hell. Did you...did
it try to protect you?”
Tears fell on her cheeks.
“Holy shit.” He grabbed his hair. “Holy shit!”
“Let’s go back, I’m cold.” She stood up.
“Hang on!” he seized her arm. “Tell me more.”
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“Not now. I’m exhausted.”
“Oh, come on. A minute ago you wanted to.”
“Well, not anymore.”
“Why not?”
It was too much to explain. “Because I just can’t! Won’t
you get it through your thick skull? I can’t, and I can’t
explain why! So stop pestering me!” Her words rang out like a
slap in the empty carriage.
“Oh! Lookit! Am I interrupting something? Lover’s tiff?”
In the doorway stood Inga. She held on to the jamb so as
not to fall. Her head lolled about like that of a doll whose
neck hinge was loose. Her hair was tangled, face grey, eyes
slits in the smudges of black liner. The only spot of color was
the lips, bright red. No lipstick.
She hiccuped.
“Getting laid in the cold, on the suitcases? That’s romance
for you. Who would’ve thought? Didn’t know you have it in you,
Rumyantsev. But then again, there’s no law written for fools.”
She took a swaying step forward.
Dima glanced at Olesya.
“What are you, scared I’ll steal her from you?” She
chortled and hiccuped. “Don’t fret, she’s all yours. You can
fuck her brains out, that should do her some good.” What an
idiot, what did he find in her? Look at her, scrawny little
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bitch. Look at those legs, those chicken legs, and those jerky
hips. That’s horror on stilts. And her eyes. Why is she flopping
her eyes like that? God, I hate it when she flops her eyes like
that. I want to claw them out.
She staggered, struck out her legs wide apart and recovered
her balance. Years of ballet held her together.
“You’re drunk,” said Olesya.
“Am I? You don’t say! Leave it to Belaya to state the
obvious. Anything else I need to know?” Her smooth features
sharpened, like she wanted to stab her.
“No, I just...”
“You just what? What? What’s it to you? What do you care?
You’ve got your dog right there, underfoot. Why don’t you pick
him up and get the hell out of here?”
“Inga...”
“Leave me alone! Can’t I have a minute of peace?” She
leaned on the wall, a hand over her eyes.
“What happened?” asked Dima.
“Like you don’t know? You heard them! You were there!”
“You mean, Milena—”
“That slut! That goddamn slut!” She blubbered now, sliding
along the wall to the open freight door. “She stole him from me!
That’s friendship for you, right there. Never mind that. That’s
all down the drain now. What a whore! What a selfish lying
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whore! It’s what she wanted from the start, isn’t it? You knew
about it! You all knew about it and you didn’t tell me!” Her
eyes glinted with reproach. “Why are you quiet? Say something!”
Olesya and Dima exchanged a glance.
“You don’t give a shit, do you?” There were tears in her
voice. “Nobody ever gives a shit.”
Nobody ever did in her life, as far as she could remember.
Maybe her parents did when she was a baby, but that was too long
ago. They doled out their love in things: toys, dresses, sweets,
and later money. Cash. Rubles, dollars. There was lots of it,
tips and gifts from her mother’s tour guide job, gifts and
bribes from her father’s tennis coach job, both elite and
coveted positions. Both parents successful. Both busy.
Too busy to notice that Inga’s tennis coach Roman Ivanovich
Prusakov, 46, married with three children, Vanya, Lyonya, and
Maksim, liked to stick his hands under her skirt—she was seven.
Then he went further. He said her papa would lose his job if she
told him, if she told anyone for that matter. He said he had
ways to make it happen. He said it in her ear in the broom
closet behind the showers, his breath heavy, his dick scratchy.
He was careful. He took her only in the ass, for fear of
lacerations, and Inga’s bouts of bloody diarrhea were chalked up
to vigorous training.
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She stuck four nails in the tires of his Volvo and never
played tennis again, to her father’s dismay, and went to ballet
school instead, to her mother’s approval. She was ten. Then came
uncle Seryozha, her mother’s older brother. She was eleven. He
didn’t have a car to stick nails into, so she stole all his cash
before he boarded the train back to his shithole Magnitogorsk.
Then there was Yura the neighbor. She was thirteen. Vladik the
barman. She was fourteen. Then there were too many to count and
to care, and she got very good at turning it into money, always
in search of the next cash cow, the current one being Vasiliy
Osolodkin, the manager of the club where she tanned, where she
got her nails done, her hair, where she had massages. They had a
deal: she got free service, he got free blowjobs.
It worked well, but she wanted to leave it behind. She
wanted to marry, to have children, with Egor, after they retired
from ballet, which was only ten to twelve years away. She’d have
money for both of them. They’d buy a nice three-room apartment
in the center of Moscow, open up their own ballet school, lead
quiet comfortable lives...
“She took it all away from me. That bitch, that ungrateful
greedy bitch...” Inga lifted her eyes and hiccuped. She forgot
she wasn’t alone. She forgot she was on the train, in America,
on tour with Serenade. The carriage spun. She clung to the wall
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to make it stop, it wouldn’t, so squeezed her eyes shut, cracked
them open. “What are you two looking at? What do you want?”
“You shouldn’t stay here. You should go lie down.”
“Leave your pity for someone else, Dima. Maybe I’ve had it.
Maybe I want to die.” She leaned into the wind.
Olesya’s chest tightened. “Careful.”
“Don’t touch me!” She pushed her away.
A faint rumble ran through the carriage.
“Damn it.”
Olesya stared out the door, beyond Inga’s streaming hair,
to the dark-blue sky speckled with stars and the blur of
grizzled woods that abruptly ended, replaced by a steep bluff
that plunged into blackness. No shrubs, no trees to prevent
someone from hurling all the way down.
“Lookit. That’s American canyon for you. So pretty,” said
Inga, “scary and pretty.”
“Please, get away from there. You might fall.”
“And what if I do?”
“You could die!”
“What is it, Belaya? You scared of dying?” The cold and the
wind sobered Inga up, and she studied Olesya with uncovered
contempt.
“You might catch a cold like this. It’s freezing.”
“So what? I like it. It makes me feel alive.”
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“We could go to the lounge and talk there, if you want.”
“Yeah, sure. Talk about what? What do you have to tell me
that I don’t already know? More tales about this train being
alive? Or maybe you want to show me your toy? That piece of junk
you brought with you? What is it, your talisman or something? Is
it alive too? Is it?” She flicked her eyes from Olesya to Dima.
“Give me a break. Get out of here, both of you. I want to be
alone.”
Stubborn idiots, they got me up to here. Look at them, both
flapping their eyes at me. For God’s sake, why won’t they stop
doing it? I can’t stand it.
The train picked up speed. The wheels whistled along the
rails. The horn blew, triumphant. Its loud echo tore through the
door, and Olesya’s teeth rattled. She glanced at Dima for help.
He nodded and resolutely took hold of Inga’s arm. “Come on.
You’re making us nervous.”
“Us? Us! Listen to him. Us.” She shook him off.
“Inga, please.” He reached out again.
“Shove off, will you?”
A sharp intake of air made them turn.
“Well, I never! Of all places! My dears, what on earth are
you doing here?”
Alla Borisovna stood out against the shadows like a sore
thumb, her ratty snout scrunched as though she sniffed something
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unpleasant. She had a knack for moving noiselessly, smoothly,
often watching her dancers without their knowledge, catching
them unaware in the doors of the dressing rooms, in the
corridors, in the cafeteria.
Did they practice hard enough? Did they spread rumors?
About her, or about the theater administration? What did they
eat? And how much? And who favored whom? Were there any dirty
affairs? Drugs? Drinking? She noted everything: the things she
saw, the things she didn’t see but presumed, the things she
imagined, and she granted her favors accordingly.
They knew about her spying. They knew they were under her
thumb. They called it Chuchundra Autocracy and sometimes
Chuchundrist Regime, and once, after class, when they thought
she was gone, Darya Birchenko said, “I got it, you guys. I know
who she is.” And when they asked her what she meant, she said,
“Why, haven’t you guessed? She’s Stalin in a tutu,” and she
imitated her mincing walk with such comic precision that they
exploded in laughter.
She had a long beautiful neck, Darya, and a long tongue.
She was Chuchundra’s snitch, and she thought she was invincible,
played both sides, slandered her in front of the dancers, then
turned around and sold what she heard.
She paid for it, of course.
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Alla Borisovna caught her snacking on Sharmel pastila right
out of the box in the dressing room. She made a scene. She
demanded Darya weigh herself. The next day Darya was fired for
from Bolshoi for being “too heavy.” She weighed one-hundred-andone pounds. The unofficial standard was one hundred. She was one
pound, only pound over that. Having nothing else to lose, she
fought back, with her long neck and her long tongue. She took
pictures of herself and posted them online everywhere she could
think of, and she sold her story to every media outlet that was
hungry for yet another Bolshoi scandal. She even opened a ballet
studio that soon collapsed, and after this incident Alla
Borisovna’s autocracy was established.
Katya swiftly took Darya’s place, and it all went on as
before, the spying, the lying, the snitching. No one dared to
contradict the company director, no one rocked the boat. She
grew conceited, self-important. This tour, with her own Serenade
rendition, was her way to wipe American noses, to put them back
in their place lest they thought their clumsy pedestrian
caprioling had the right to be called ballet.
“Who do they think they are?” She’d tell them. “Ballet was
born in Italy and popularized in France, but it was in Russia—do
you hear?—in Russia where it blossomed into its true classic
form! Whatever they have over there in their America is pitiful
imitations. It came from us. It all came from us. Thieves is
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what they are. Remember that. This is our art, our heritage, our
genius, and I want you to show it to them, I want you to bring
them to their knees. Understand?”
They’d silently nod, and then invariably one dancer or
another would leave Bolshoi and join The Royal Ballet Company in
London, or The New York City Ballet, and Alla Borisovna would
call them traitors.
There she stood, lips tight, neck corded, insane for her
goal, the crown of her work, the jewel of her career, her
masterpiece, and it was crumbling, seeping through her fingers.
They were thirteen hours late. She had lost Lyuba, had no one to
replace her. And now this. Olesya lost her mind. Dima indulged
her. And Inga took to drinking.
I’m so tired of this. Like little children, they are, never
listen. Astonishing. Have they any brains?
She pinched the bridge of her nose. Her other hand crept to
the cardigan button and started twisting it.
“Shit.” Inga straightened.
“We’re practicing, Alla Borisovna,” said Dima. “We found
the perfect space. I mean, I guess it’s not much of a space, but
there’s enough room for—”
“I see you’ve been drinking.”
Alla Borisovna walked up to Inga, stopped, wrinkled her
nose. “On tour. Drinking on tour. You know the consequences of
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that?” It wasn’t a question. “This is your first and your last
warning, Zagorelina. I catch you again, you’re out.”
Inga gasped. Her face clenched, twisted, eyes narrowed. Who
was this woman, telling her what she could and couldn’t do? Why
was she putting up with this? For Egor, it was all for Egor.
Ha! Well, what use is it now? He’s not worth my pinky, the
lowly bastard. “Go to hell with your rules.”
“What?”
“Fuck you.”
Alla Borisovna blinked at her. “Pardon me?”
“Fuck you! Fuck you and your damned Bolshoi! I’m sick of
it!” She was shaking. “I should’ve quit long ago. It’s a
dictatorship, not ballet. And you suck! Your choreography sucks!
Your Serenade version is a nightmare! It’s pretentious!
Egalitarian! Snotty! It’s not art, it’s a showoff! Here,
America! That’s ballet for you! Grit your teeth in envy! Shit
your pants, why don’t you? Well, I want no part of this. I
quit!” Her voice rose to a shriek.
“That’s enough of that.” Alla Borisovna twisted the button
and the threads, already frail, tore. The button flicked out of
her fingers and into the rushing darkness. She followed it with
her gaze, suddenly nervous. She went a little overboard. She
couldn’t afford to lose another dancer. Not now.
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“Calm down, my dear. Nobody needs your drama. Why don’t you
get away from this door? You’re freezing.”
“I don’t care.”
“It’s dangerous.”
“I don’t fucking care!”
“Please stop cussing.”
“Stop telling me what I can and can’t do! You dumb bitch!
You spit on us! All you care for is your ratty ass! We’re just
tools for you to get famous, have your face stuck in every
magazine. Serova Alla Borisovna, the restorer of Russian ballet.
You think it’s your triumph? Your Serenade? How much dumber can
you be? It’s your ruin! And you’re pulling us down with you!”
She slapped the wall and cried out.
It was bleeding.
Her hand made a small wet noise. It came away red.
She didn’t move. None of them did. They stared at each
other, at the dripping walls, and then at Olesya. Olesya was
trying to say, “No, papa. Don’t. Please, don’t do this,” but her
tongue was wooden and her throat was blocked.
WATCH.
The train blew the horn and the carriage jumped as though
it passed a gap in the tracks or an uneven track section. Inga’s
foot slipped off the edge of the plate and hung in the air and
the laces of her fancy booty flapped in the wind and her other
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foot slipped also but only halfway. She clung to the freight
door handle with both hands. It was slick from dripping blood
and her fingers slipped and she opened her mouth in a surprised
O. It looked like a perfect circle drawn on her deathly-grey
face with a red marker.
“Papa, stop! Stop it!” cried Olesya.
Her legs moved in a milky fog, the type that tugs on your
legs when you’re running away from something terrible in a
nightmare, you try and you try and no matter how hard you try
your legs refuse to move any faster and they drag and they lag
like they have an iron ball shackled to each or like they are
squelching in and out of a thick mire.
“It’s you...you’re the one who’s doing it...” Inga’s eyes
went round too, like her mouth, and the whites of her eyeballs
were showing all around her dilated pupils. “You’re a fucking
witch. Get away from me, witch! Get away from me!”
Blood roared in Olesya’s ears and her heart shook her
ribcage. With one hand she gripped the closing bolt that
protruded from the upper part of the doorframe that was slimy
with blood, it was all slimy with blood, every surface, and with
another hand she grasped Inga’s wrist and pulled.
They struggled.
Inga shrieked and twisted out of her hold and on the
periphery of her vision Olesya saw Dima lunge to the floor and
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crawl up to Inga on all fours and seize both of her ankles and
above him stood Alla Borisovna, white as chalk and rigid, not a
muscle moving on her face and her eyes open wide, so wide that
they seemed to gather the skin of her face away from her eyes
and gave it the bristled appearance of a muskrat’s snout,
jittering and shaking from fright.
An angry grumble passed through the carriage and the horn
blew again, long and livid, and the carriage jumped, higher this
time, and landed on the rails with a metallic clang and screech,
and Olesya screamed.
“No-o-o-o-o!!!”
And it was too late.
YOU DANCE, YOU LIVE. YOU DON’T DANCE, YOU DIE.
Inga performed her last ballet movement against her will.
As the floor threw Dima to the corner of the car and dumped
Alla Borisovna flat on her ass and the closing bolt shot out of
Olesya’s hand, Inga’s other foot glided off the rim in a neat
glissade and, momentarily arrested by suspension, stretched long
and elegant and ended in a point accentuated by the tip of the
booty. Her back arched in a flawless arabesque, and just as Dima
lunged to her with a desperate groan and closed his arms on
empty air Inga’s fingers relaxed and let go of the handle and
she unfolded jerkily like a plastic doll whose shoulder and hip
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sockets were broken, and flew out of the car. No, it ejected
her. It disgorged her. It spit her out. It taught her a lesson.
For the briefest of seconds her face winked in the
darkness, frozen in disbelief. She didn’t make a single noise,
not a scream, not a gasp. She simply sunk into oblivion, into
the yawning death below.
A morbid stillness gripped the car. In the quiet the wheels
clanked their regular ta-thunk, ta-thunk.., ta-thunk, tathunk.., and the blood dripped from the ceiling to the floor
with every little shake, plonk.., plonk.., and the breath rushed
out of Dima’s open mouth and whistled in and out of Alla
Borisovna’s nostrils and pulled into Olesya’s lungs and burst
out and she moaned, she whimpered and whined like an injured
animal. And the noise of her pain stirred Dima and socked him
out of his stupor.
“Emergency brake!” He was up. “Where is the emergency—”
He slipped on the sludge and fell headlong onto the smooth
elastic lining and bounced and lay still. The floor was gone. It
dissolved. The walls were gone too. The doors, the windows, the
ceiling, the suitcases, like they never existed, like all there
ever was was the pulsing throbbing membrane that was the inside
of the mucous tube that fed the venous deoxygenated blood to the
heart of the train or the thing that was the train or pretended
to be the train or lived in it, lived on after death. Olesya’s
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late father. Grigory Vasilievich Bely, forty-four years old,
forty-four for eleven years. Eleven years dead. Then why the
hell did he want to see her dance now? Why here? Why on the
train? Why didn’t he wait until they arrived? Why—
‘Maybe you want to show me your toy? That piece of junk you
brought with you? Is it alive too? Is it?’ Inga’s words.
Is that it? My little locomotive? My Trubochka? Did I...did
I always carry him with me? Did I...
Dima pulled himself up on his hands and knees and flipped
his head from side to side and wiped the blood off his face and
stared at Olesya and at the murky redness all around him and at
the limp shape of Alla Borisovna who has fainted and lay on her
side a little way off, the tide of the blood gently lapping her
feet and her soaked pantyhose and the hem of her skirt and the
sleeves of her cardigan, no longer grey but rich ruby. Alla
Borisovna was wearing color. They were red, her clothes, her
cheeks, and it suited her, it strangely suited her, and her face
was calm and peaceful as though she was sleeping, rocked to and
fro, to and fro by the regular thrum of TUBE, Trans-Urban BlitzExpress.
And up ahead Olesya saw the sphincter opening, slowly and
greedily, and the rush and the swish of the blood that lifted
Alla Borisovna like weightless flotsam and swayed and carried
her toward the quivering puckered flesh that was tensing up and
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shedding globs of pinkish slobber and that was anticipating a
good squeeze when the frail old body would reach it and float
right in and—
“Damn you, papa!”
Olesya dove and held her breath and stretched out her arms,
and her fingers closed on Alla Borisovna’s ankle, and she yanked
and tugged, and felt Dima’s hands on her legs, her waist, her
shoulders. He clung to her, climbed up and over her and out of
the liquid, and clutched Alla Borisovna by the skirt and then he
was on top of her and pinning her under his body, and the
sphincter pressed shut a foot away on empty wetness, and a groan
of fury and disappointment reverberated across the lining in a
current.
DO NOT INTERFERE.
“Or what? What? What will you do? Kill me?”
No answer.
“Is that what you plan on doing? Watch me dance then kill
me? What kind of a sick idea is that? Why did you have to come
back? Why? What do you want?”
The intercom crackled.
Click.
“My little ballerina.”
Olesya’s heart jumped and fell to her stomach and froze
there. She was sitting upright in the tepid pool of gore, and
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Dima sat next to her, silent, and they both looked up to the
source of the noise. It came from above, a distorted voice, low
and mechanical, like a radio voice garbled by a long-distance
transmitter.
“I want to see you dance on a real stage. I’m so sorry I
didn’t come to your dance recital, Olesya, I was...held back.
Will you forgive me? Will you dance for your old, silly papa?”
“Yes.” Olesya heard herself say.
“Oh, thank you. That’s great news. You must excuse my
impatience. I hope you’ll understand. I’m in quite a hurry. I’m
afraid I won’t be able to stay for long. You will indulge me,
won’t you?”
“Yes, papa.”
“That’s my girl. And is this your partner?”
“This is Dima. Dima, this is...my papa.”
Their eyes met and Olesya reeled.
The voice, the voice that spoke was the voice of her dead
father. She’d recognize it anywhere, his intonations, his
particular cadence of speech, playful and serious at the same
time, and the sound of it, the rich charming baritone of a radio
announcer that made her want to listen to it, the voice that she
loved so much, the voice that she heard every time she dialed
their home number and listened to the answering message, again
and again and again.
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“Hello, you have reached the Bely residence. It appears
that none of us can pick up the phone right now. We’re terribly
sorry. Please leave your message after the beep, and we’ll
return your call as soon as we can.”
She’d hang up, punch in the number, press the receiver to
her ear.
Triiink. Triiink. Triiink.
“Hello, you have reached the Bely residence. It appears
that none of us can pick up the phone right now. We’re terribly
sorry. Please leave your message after the beep, and we’ll
return your call as soon as we can.”
She’d hung up, call, hang up, call.
“Hello, you have reached the Bely residence—”
And then her mother erased it.
Olesya never forgave her.
Click.
“Papa?”
The intercom fizzed with static and Carl’s announcement
broke through, loud and clear.
“Ladies and gentlemen, may I have your attention, please.
I’m sorry to inform you that we will suffer yet another delay—”
Olesya seized Dima’s arm.
They sat on the cold steel plates of the luggage car, and
the night whistled past through the open freight door, and the
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train was slowing, slowing rapidly, and Alla Borisovna moaned
softly and she sat up and looked at them.
“Where am I?”
Dima turned to Olesya. “I saw it.”
“You did?”
“I did.”
“Will you dance with me?”
“I will.”
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Chapter 10. The Next Victim

They didn’t make it to Havre. Ahead of them a freight train
carrying methanol had six of its cars derail and they were
evacuating the houses in the area and all train traffic has been
stopped on both sides and they were standing, waiting to be
rerouted to Great Falls from where a bus would take them to East
Glacier Park where they would board another train and get back
on the route. That was the gist of Carl’s announcement, and also
apologies on his behalf and on behalf of the entire staff and on
behalf of TUBE: Trans-Urban Blitz-Express, and promises, copious
promises to make up for this string of calamities.
He didn’t mean the avalanche when he said “calamities.” He
meant Lyuba’s death and Inga’s fall to death, news of which had
already reached him, and he hung his head and put a hand over
his eyes and cursed his job and this route and the train and the
day he was born.
Jesus Christ. That’s two deaths on me. Two! Two accidents.
Like hell they’ll believe it. Like hell. This one, maybe, that’s
a safety issue. Her own fault. Dumb Russian cow. I told Larry to
lock the luggage car. But did he do it? No. ‘It’ll be fine,
Carl. The boys don’t like bothering me for keys on every
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stopover. Why, we never lock it up. You’re just being paranoid,
eh?’ Stubborn ass. I’ll have him fired. But the first
one...Christ, no way out of that one, no way. The brakes were
just fine. They’ll drag my ass through hell for that, and then
they’ll sack me. What will I tell Tasha? And the girls? How will
we pay for Avery’s college?
He glanced at his cell phone shining dully on the control
panel next to the scattered papers and the big red knob on top
of the emergency brake lever, stretched his hand to pick it up
then changed his mind and put his hand back over his eyes. It’ll
have to wait. Not now. Later.
“You all right there?”
The fireman entered the cab. He was long overdue for
retirement and his back was humped and his flat brown face
showed signs of extreme fatigue.
“Never been better, Jim. How is it?”
“Oh, it’s bad.” Jim shook his head and planted his massive
rear on the seat and made a sound something like, Oof!
“How bad?”
“Don’t ask.”
“No, tell me.”
“They’re panicking, Carl. I’m telling you, don’t go out
there. Let Larry handle that. It’s his fault anyhow. Shoulda
locked that damn car when you told him.”
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“I say.”
They fell silent.
There were footsteps, in the engine, Larry’s footsteps.
Larry rushed to them, Larry wanted to redeem himself, to tell
them his plan on how to calm down seven cars of hysterical
passengers and live through the night. But truth be told, and if
Larry admitted it to himself, he didn’t care for the plan. He
wanted to escape the chaos, if only for a while, if only he
could bury his guilt in conversation, and maybe a smoke or two,
never mind staying clean for the last twelve years. Who cares
for that when there are people dying? Betsy would never find
out. He’d make sure of that. He’d never tell her and he’d scrub
himself raw and he’d change into a fresh set of clothes before
coming home. She wouldn’t smell it on him for the life of her.
But even that wasn’t his biggest worry. There was another truth
underneath the first truth.
Words were whispered among the crew, words about this
train, words like “cursed” and “haunted.”
The truth was simple.
Larry was scared shitless.
It was strange how Lyuba’s death caused nothing more than a
mild melancholy among the few passengers who learned about it,
certainly all of the Russian ballet dancers and some passengers
in the second thirty-six place sleeper, and some in the coach
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next to the diner. It was passed on to them by Gabriela to whom
Katya explained everything in detail in her accented pidgin
English.
It never went past obligatory condolence talk and heavy
sighing and reflections on death and on railway accidents and on
how awful it must be for the parents to lose their child, and
such a young beautiful girl, and a dancer too, and then it went
to Russian politics, and American politics, and Cold War jokes,
and complaints about foreigners, foreigners flooding our
country, and illegal immigrants, and them robbing us of our
jobs, and soon Lyuba was forgotten.
Not so with Inga.
Maybe it was a simple trick of the math. Maybe it was
because the first time an accident happens it’s an accident all
right, everyone buys that, but the second time an accident
happens it’s no longer an accident and everyone starts looking
for patterns. Could it be something else? Could it be linked?
Could it be predicted, avoided, eliminated? Would there be an
accident number three, and number four, and who knows how many,
and what if there was something wrong with this train? What
then? Wouldn’t it be better to get off before more deaths
happened? Would there be more? Could there be? And who would it
be?
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And so the fear prepped the soil and the soil was ripe and
the news of Inga’s tragic fall spread through cars like fire as
though she asserted her fiery self even after death, and it
seeded the passengers minds and took root and grew and all
buzzed and hemmed and hawed, and the train stewards dashed from
car to car and offered cold dinner and bottled soda drinks and
packets of peanuts to quell the panic, and Carl spoke into the
intercom the soothing news—“The rescue helicopter is on its
away!”—and still it didn’t help.
The panic fomented and reached its peak around 1 a.m. when
a handful of agitated people packed their belongings and sat on
them in the vestibules demanding to be let off at the nearest
station. Others nervously huddled in the lounge and passed on
gossips about a Russian woman crushed to pulp by the locomotive
and how her mangled remains were stored in one of the roomettes
and the window was open there to keep the body from spoiling and
how this other Russian woman, an alcoholic, was pushed off the
train by another Russian woman, a psycho, and how all Russians
were crazy and who asked them to come to America anyway, let
them be crazy in Russia but not here, oh no, here we’ve got
enough crazies of our own.
Yet others ran from carriage to carriage, eavesdropping,
staring, poking their noses here and there, hungry to see the
dead body and to stare at the thin exotic girls from Moscow. A
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few attempted to enter the luggage car but it was locked. Larry
made sure of it before he got into more trouble.
The stewards were falling off their feet repeating the same
phrase over and over. “Please, go back to your cars. Back to
your cars. I repeat, go back to your cars. I ask you, please, go
back to your cars. The sleeper is off limits. I repeat—”
Olesya blankly looked out the window at the black of the
night and the dim white of the snow. Natasha made another
attempt to ask how Inga died and Dima once more silenced her
with a little shake of his head, and they both waited for Olesya
to speak and Olesya didn’t see them, didn’t hear them, her legs
up and folded on the couchette and her arms wrapped around her
knees and her chin resting on her knees and her gaze stupefied,
her inner capacity to hold emotions absent.
She sensed the train, sensed it with every nerve as if it
was a part of her and she was a part of it and there was no way
to distinguish where one of them ended and the other began.
It was going to be so good, papa. I was going to be
perfect. I got it all ready the night before, the canvas flats
and the tights and the leotard and the tutu. I folded them in
the bag and stood it by the door. And in the morning I got my
hair perfect too, all by myself, for the first time! Mama didn’t
help, not even a little. I used six bobby pins, two on each side
and two in the back, you know, for those stubborn neck hairs,
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and just enough hair spray so there would be no wispies but so
it didn’t look flat and lacquered to my head, like you taught
me. It was the perfect bun. I was going to show you, after...
Behind the closed door of their roomette the steward’s
efforts to clear the car succeeded and the footfalls trickled to
nothing, to a hushed silence.
The train stood still and dark and cold.
“Do you want some tea?”
“No.”
“I’ll bring you hot tea. I’ll ask Larry.”
“Don’t, Natasha. I don’t want any.” Olesya spoke
automatically, not there.
“Well, maybe some snacks? To kill the worm?”
“I’m not hungry.”
“Are we going to sit like this all night? Or will you
finally tell me how it happened?”
Olesya shrugged.
“Dima. Since when are you the quiet one? Help me out.”
Dima turned his back on Natasha. He patted the plush
coverlet, searched underneath it, touched Olesya’s bag and took
his hand away from the zipper, not daring to open it and not
wanting to ask her, afraid to ask her, afraid to make her talk
when he sensed that she didn’t want to, then grabbed the pillow,
stripped the pillowcase and with the corner held in his hand
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turned back and leaned over the table and dabbed the tears off
Olesya’s face.
“Oh. Thanks.”
“No problem.”
“Olesya, Olesya.” Natasha wound her arms around Olesya’s
shoulders and Olesya leaned into her and closed her eyes and in
her ears she heard the roar of the winter, the roar of February
of 2004 when she walked through the thickly falling snow to her
first ballet recital, her feet snug and warm in leather boots
fringed with faux fur and her legs in thick woolen leggings and
a wool coat on her and a hat and a scarf that matched, the hat
put on with particular care so as not to snag the wispies form
the bun, and a canvas ballet bag slung over her shoulder,
everything in there neatly folded and accounted for. Nothing
forgotten.
She was ten. It was especially cold that winter.
The dour female voice announced the end of the line,
“Station Vykhino. This is the last stop. Upon exiting the train,
do not forget your belongings,” and a stampede of passengers
carried Olesya through the double doors and out of the car and
onto the windy platform. She inhaled the frosty air and the
lining of her nose prickled and the tiny hairs stuck together
and the tip of her nose became red and numb.
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She rarely went to the ballet studio on Metro. Most days
she’d come home from school, wolf down a bologna sandwich or a
cold chicken cutlet from the bowl in the fridge, chase it down
with a glass of kefir, quickly change and get out of her room
just in time to greet papa who’d run in the door.
“Ready?”
“Yeah.”
“Where’s your bag?”
“Oh, I forgot!”
“And you say you’re ready.”
He’d chuckle and Olesya would run into her room and grab
the canvas bag and run out.
“Olenka, we’re off!”
“Be careful! Mind the black ice.” Her mother would yell
from their bedroom, her head never raised from grading papers.
“Will do! Come on, silly. We’ll be late.”
“I’m coming, papa, I’m coming!”
She’d zip up her boots, don her hat, and they’d be off
speeding along the wide Krymskiy Bridge over the Moskva River,
passing the Gorky Park on their right, crossing the river again
on Zemlyanoy Val and veering into Nizhegorodskaya Street and
then onto Ryazanskiy Avenue and a few more turns and he’d drop
her off by the squat grey block of the “Entuziast” movie
theater, and she’d kiss his scratchy cheek though the driver
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window and sprint for the stairs and push through the heavy
glass doors and race up the wide staircase to the third floor,
doff her coat, boots, hat, put on her ballet shoes and arrive in
the studio, a stitch in her side, breathless, and the two dozen
rosy-cheeked girls and boys would watch her join them at the
barre.
“Belaya! Late again!” Nadezhda Petrovna would shout,
flapping her fake eyelashes and wagging a finger. “You’re
disrupting the class. You come late one more time, I’m kicking
you out.” But of course she never did, she needed the pay.
Olesya would redden and drop her eyes and stand tall and
arrange her feet in the first position and Nadezhda Petrovna
would clap her old leathery hands and Tamara Georgievna would
spread her fingers wide and shake her hennaed curls and slam on
the piano keys and the class would start.
But today papa wasn’t there to drop Olesya off. He was away
for work, fixing a broken train somewhere north of Moscow, but
he promised to come back in time for the recital which was to
start at 5 p.m., and so Olesya walked out to the main street and
rode a minibus for a few stops and climbed out by the theater,
trudging to the entrance across the packed snow, the soles of
her boots squeaking.
She could hear the buzz of the preparations before she got
to the dressing room: the excited chatter, the hissing of the
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hairspray, the crinkling of the nylon and the starched gauze,
the clicking of the heals on the parquet floor, the calls, the
cries, the giggles.
Olesya sat on the bench in the corner, trying to ignore the
looks and the whispers of the girls and their mothers. Her
mother was teaching and couldn’t come. Not that she ever came.
She was always busy with something.
So what. It didn’t matter. Papa was coming!
It’ll be perfect, papa! You’ll see! You’ll like it! Oh,
you’ll like it very much! And after the recital we’ll buy ice
cream, won’t we? I’ll get my Lakomka, and you’ll get your
Eskimo!
The weeks of practice, of anticipation. Olesya’s heart beat
hard, her fingers shook. She had trouble fitting her foot into
the foot of the tights, white as milk. She pulled them up on
both legs and fastened the elastic to her waist and inspected
each leg for snags or creases. They were smooth, perfect.
Satisfied, she took her yellow leotard off the hanger and
stepped into it and stretched it over her chest and put her arms
in the sleeves. She set the tutu on her hips and fluffed up the
sheer yellow nylon. She sat back on the bench and put on white
satin pointe shoes, her first pair, first time performing on
pointe. It was a big deal, and she hoped she wouldn’t stumble.
Last she attached a few canary feathers to her small yellow cap
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with bobby pins and clipped the cap to her hair with more bobby
pins and sprayed it all with hairspray.
She danced the leading chick in The Ballet of Unhatched
Chicks in their Shells to the fifth movement of Mussorgsky’s
Pictures at an Exhibition.
The murmur of jealousy made her flush.
“Mama, look!—She’s not supposed to have feathers on her
cap!—My cap doesn’t have feathers—I want feathers too, like
hers—Why can she have feathers and I can’t?—Shhh, Zhenya, you
have to wear what your teacher told you to wear. She’s the main
chick—But I want feathers too!”
Nadezhda Petrovna gave Olesya permission to use the
feathers when she asked the day before if she could. She was the
best in class and although she was often late, Nadezhda Petrovna
singled her out as “our talent” and expected Olesya to go all
the way to Bolshoi and often used her as an example to reprimand
the other girls to make them work harder. Olesya hated it. It
was the source of constant pecking, and because she was shy and
hid from their taunting by escaping into her head it only made
the girls try that much harder. To them she appeared proud and
cold and snobbish whereas she really was timid and awkward and
removed.
Trembling from head to toe as though she had fever, Olesya
stood in the wings and peeked from behind the curtain at Lisa,
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Zina, and Ulyana finish dancing the “Tuileries.” She saw the rim
of the stage and in the dimness below rows of chairs that were
brought in from the storage for the occasion and were occupied
by parents and grandparents and aunts and uncles, all smiles and
shining eyes and flashing cameras.
Where is papa?
“Stop spying, Olesya. You’re not supposed to.”
Zhenya snatched the curtain out of Olesya’s hand.
The girls behind her giggled.
Olesya didn’t say anything, too agitated to speak. She was
sure she has scanned every face. Where was her papa?
Tamara Georgievna finished playing. The girls joined hands,
bowed to the scattered applause, and flitted to the wings on the
other side. Nadezhda Petrovna strolled out in a long velour
dress with a slit up her thigh as though she was twenty instead
of fifty-four.
“Mussorgsky. The Ballet of Unhatched Chicks in their
Shells. Performed by Junior Middle Group, Level Three. Main
chick: Olesya Belaya. First chick: Zhenya Kruglova. Second
chick—”
Olesya couldn’t wait any longer. She flew onstage, flapping
her arms up and down like wings, bending her head in that avian
fashion she thought she mastered, and stood in position.
Nadezhda Petrovna gave her a look of reproval. Olesya didn’t
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see. She searched the faces in the first row, the second row,
the third row. There weren’t any more rows, and papa wasn’t
there.
Something dropped inside her.
Tamara Georgievna slammed on the keys and the music
started. Olesya forced herself to dance, following the map of
movements in her head, but every time she could, she threw a
glance at the audience, at the door, waiting for papa to crack
it open, to sneak in.
He never came.
That day he died in an on-the-job accident.
She found out from her mother who came to fetch her after
everyone was gone and Olesya sat on the steps of the theater
foyer, waiting. Her mother’s eyes were red and puffy and smudged
with mascara. She didn’t say much, she said he died in an
accident and she was taking her home.
Only years later did Olesya find out the details of her
father’s death, when on her eighteenths birthday she looked for
her toy train set and found it missing. She asked her mother if
she’d seen it.
“I threw it out.”
“What?”
“You heard me.”
“No. You didn’t.”
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“Yes, I did.”
“But...it was papa’s gift!”
“I don’t want it in the house.”
“But it was mine! He bought it for me!”
“I really don’t care for your tone, Olesya.”
“How could you?!”
“It reminds me of his death.”
“But it’s just a toy, mama. What’s it got to do with
anything?”
“It crushed him.”
“What did?”
“The train, you idiot! The train! He was inspecting
something between the cars when the train went off the tracks.
The rear car slammed into the forward car. That’s how your papa
died! He was crushed to death between them!”
Olesya went rigid.
They didn’t speak after that for a month.
The locomotive was all that remained from the set. She
always carried it in her pocket, her Trubochka. That’s what
saved it.
She squeezed it in her hand.
“Do you want to lie down?”
She looked at Dima, confused. “What?”
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“You look tired. You want to lie down?” He got off the
couchette.
“What?”
“She needs to sleep,” said Natasha. “Look at her. Green
like a poisonous mushroom. What are we sitting here for? We’re
bothering her. Want to go to your coupe?”
“I don’t know. You think? Shurik is there...”
“So what? I don’t mind Shurik.”
“You don’t need to talk like I’m not here.”
Natasha sat back down. “But you aren’t here.”
“I am now.”
“You sure?”
“I’m not sick. There’s nothing wrong with me.”
“We didn’t say that.” They looked at each other.
“You’re acting like it.”
“Well...”
“Thank you for taking care of me.”
They started protesting.
“No, really, thank you. You wanted me to talk. Well, I’m
talking. Will you listen?”
Dima sat next to Natasha and they looked at Olesya, waiting
for her to continue, their shoulders close, their hands
touching. There was no abuse on Natasha’s part, and no stupid
comments on Dima’s. It was like they bonded over her absence
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spells and their need to understand it and their failure to
understand it has brought them closer and they waited for her to
explain it and they both had an idea of what it might be,
Natasha from what Olesya had told her and Dima from what he’d
seen and they sensed it in each other and wanted to share it.
They were scared of it. They were scared to believe it.
“Thank you for pulling me through this, though you hardly
know what it is. I don’t know if I would’ve been able to do what
you did I were in your place, so thank you. Thank you for
trusting me and just...helping. You helped a lot, you did, and I
really appreciate it, but I have a favor to ask.”
She paused.
They waited.
“Please don’t treat me like I’m a sick child that needs to
be taken care of.” Natasha started saying something and Olesya
put up her hand and silenced her. “I might look weak and not
fully there and in pain, but I can take care of myself. If I
need help, I’ll ask for it. Okay?”
“But—”
“Sorry. Let me finish. I’m sorry, I just...if I won’t say
it now, I don’t know when I’ll get another chance or—” –papa
will lose his patience. She let out a sigh. “I know it looks to
you like I need help but it’s the other way around. I need to
help you. You’re in danger. We all are. Because of me.”
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“What’re you talking about? That’s bullcrap. That’s total
bullcrap, Olesya.”
“No, it isn’t.”
Dima touched Natasha’s arm. “You should let her talk.”
“You still haven’t told me what happened to Inga.”
Olesya glanced at Dima and in that glance he saw her want
to talk and to explain and her restraint and fear and on an
impulse, without thinking, he said it.
“The car threw her out.”
“No.” Natasha covered her mouth.
Olesya didn’t breathe, her senses sharp, alert, waiting.
Any moment now, any moment. Stop, she wanted to say, no more,
but her tongue got fat and dry in her mouth and her lips glued
together and her shirt dampened all under her arms and her
bladder burned. She needed to pee.
“Honestly. I saw it. And something else. It changed shape.
I don’t know, it sounds crazy, but you should’ve seen it. It
became an intestine or a blood vessel or something. The stuff
you see in nightmares. We were in it, Natasha, we were soaked in
its blood or whatever the hells that was. It felt like blood to
me. You should ask Chuchundra, she was with us. She came to
scold us for dancing in the luggage car—I think she needed a
scapegoat to dump her frustration on. Well, Inga was drunk, so
of course she latched onto that.”
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“Yeah, I heard that. She made such a racket.”
“They had a fight, Inga said some things—”
“I can imagine.”
“—and then the car...it started bleeding.”
“It didn’t.”
Dima smiled bitterly. “You think I’m making this up?”
“This is crazy.”
“Crazy? Hell no! It’s worse than that. The car wanted to
get rid of Inga. It ran over the gap or a switch in the tracks
and it jumped, or maybe it jumped on its own without any switch.
I don’t know. You should’ve seen it. Inga’s hands slipped on the
bloody handle and she fell out. Just like that. One moment she
was there, and then she was gone. Poof!”
“Fell out?”
“Out of the freight door. It was open.”
“Why? Why was it open?”
“You’re asking me? Ask this bloody train.”
The train jolted and began rolling backward.
“Jesus Christ.”
Papa, what are you doing?
They looked at each other and then at the window and at the
movement behind it. It was dark and in the dark white lines
streaked the glass.
“It’s snowing.”
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“I don’t like this.”
Olesya didn’t say anything. She was searching the blackness
for any sign of red. Or grey. Or both.
“So what’re we going to do?”
“Dance.”
“What do you mean, dance?”
“We must dance Serenade, to survive, the whole thing. It’s
what the train wants. It’s what...papa wants. Remember I told
you? I guessed it right. He said, those who will dance will
live, those who won’t will die.”
“He said that? He actually said that?”
“He did. I think he killed Lyuba because she saw him for
what he was, that’s why I was avoiding you, I was afraid for
you. I’m sorry. Inga saw him change and is gone too. He didn’t
touch you, Dima, because you danced. Don’t you think?”
Did I get this right, papa?
“I don’t know.”
“You must dance with us, Natasha. You understand why?”
She trembled. “Jesus. I can’t believe this is happening.”
She convulsively reached for her bag. “Come on. Let’s get off
it, right now. I don’t care where we are. It’s moving slow, we
can just jump.”
Olesya shook her head. “I don’t think it’ll let us. It’s
too late. We know too much. We should’ve gotten off when we
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stopped for the avalanche, or before that, at one of the
stations. I tried telling you. I’m sorry I failed to convince
you. I’m sorry.”
“No, I’m sorry. I should’ve listened. I’m such an idiot.”
“No, you’re not.”
“Yes, I am. I missed it. There it was, staring in my face,
and I missed it. I’ve got a head like a sieve. I’m blind like a
chicken. I’m—”
“Stop it.”
“Okay, okay, I’ll stop. But where? Where will we dance?”
“I don’t know if I can go back to that luggage car.” Dima
looked at Olesya then out the window.
The snow thickened. It fell in big flakes like scraps of
torn tulle, and suddenly the train jerked and screeched to a
stop and there were footsteps and voices and when Dima opened
the door they saw Carl running by without his pershing hat and
without his tie, the collar of his shirt open. The fireman ran
after him, and after them ran Larry.
“What happened?”
“There was a decoupling!”
“A what?”
“Two cars!” Larry showed him two fingers. “I’m afraid we’ve
lost two cars. Decouple.” He pressed two fists together and
forcefully moved them apart, then turned and stomped away.
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“Holy shit.”
“What did he say?”
“He says two cars have detached from the train.”
“What?”
Without speaking all three of them hurried after Larry.
“What’s going on?” Katya got out of her coupe and followed
them. Behind her Zoya crossed herself and slid the door shut.
They rushed through the diner and the two coaches and when
they entered the lounge a violent lurch racked it. The train
groaned. A terrible metal-on-metal screech shook the walls like
the sound of something fastened being wrenched apart, and then
the coach behind the lounge separated and rolled away into the
night, picking up speed.
They watched it go through the glass of the gangway door.
“There goes another one,” said Larry.
Carl beat his fist on the PRESS HERE button. The door
didn’t open. He reached for the latch in the top right corner
and for the latch on the handle and pulled and pulled and let go
and threw up his hands.
“What in the name of Jesus...”
He rushed to the exit door and yanked on it.
“Who locked all the doors?”
Larry raised his hands. “I didn’t touch them, boss.”
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“Well, somebody did. They didn’t lock themselves, did they?
Give me the keys.”
Jim tried the other exit door. “This one’s locked too.”
Carl fit the key over the peg and pressed with his thumb.
The key wouldn’t turn. He put both hands on it and pressed and
pressed. A thin line of sweat ran down his forehead and down his
nose and dripped from the tip of his nose to the tip of his
black boot. “What the hell...” He wiped his face with the back
of his hand.
“Boss, it’s no use. They’re gone.”
“Don’t fucking tell me what to do. Go try other doors. And
clear out the passengers.” He motioned to the small crowd that
gathered in the vestibule. “Jim, call the dispatcher. Tell them
we’ve lost three cars.”
A squall of questions went up at this.
“What do you mean, you’ve lost three cars?” asked an old
lady. “Please explain what’s going on.”
“Yeah, why did we stop?” said the man behind her.
“This is outrageous. We were supposed to be in Portland
five hours ago, and now we’ve missed our boat!”
“You were going on a cruise or something?”
“Yes, on the Victoria Clipper, for our fiftieth
anniversary. It has departed tonight.”
“Oh, that’s too bad.”
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“I demand compensation for this. I’d like to return my
ticket and have my money back. Where can I do that?”
“Ha! Good luck with that, lady. Why don’t you sue them.”
“And maybe I will.”
“Excuse me. May I have your attention, please?” Carl put up
both hands. “I understand you’re upset. I apologize for the
delay. We’re doing everything within our power to get you to
your destination. Unfortunately, due to a technical malfunction,
the last three cars of this train have decoupled and it’s our
priority—”
“Malfunction! Ha! Some moron didn’t couple them all the
way, more like it. I tell you, I used to work as a brakeman—”
Carl pinched the bridge of his nose. “Larry, get them out
of here. I’m going back to the cab.”
“Yes, boss. Please return to your cars! Return to your
cars, please! I need you to return to your cars!”
Carl squeezed between the passengers and walked into the
lounge with a heavy gait. Larry herded the crowd after him and
they reluctantly followed and when Olesya stepped through the
gangway and raised her eyes there stood Egor and Milena and Egor
lifted his brows in mock surprise and said, “Our rare avis! What
are you doing here? Curious, isn’t it?” He turned to Milena.
“Every time an accident happens on this goddamned train, there
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she is, in the middle of things. Doesn’t it strike you as
curious?”
“My, that thought didn’t cross my mind. But now that you
mention it...” Milena stuck out her lower lip. “Hmm. That is
indeed curious. I wonder if there is a plausible explanation?”
“I believe I already told you the reason,” said Olesya to
Egor, “and I believe you have declared me a psycho to the whole
troupe. Would you like me to repeat it? Just so they can hear it
from me and call me a psycho to my face instead of behind my
back?” Her blood started boiling and she pressed together her
lips and her teeth and dug her nails into her palms. The desire
to circle her hands around his neck and squeeze and squeeze and
squeeze until his tongue fell out and his face turned blue was
overwhelming.
My God. What am I thinking?
She shook her head.
“Whoa! Listen to that. I’m impressed, Belaya. So much
passion. Where did it come from?”
“Leave her alone, will you?” spat Natasha.
“Oy! The protector of the weak has spoken.” Veronika leaned
her bleached head between Egor and Milena. “Better not mess with
her.”
“Why don’t you mind your own business, Veronika? Why don’t
you go mourn your friend? Aren’t you sorry for her?”
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“What’s it to you, Krasnitskaya? What do you care? You
never gave a damn about Inga, only for her principal dancer
position. Well, it’s open now. Go apply.” There were tears in
Veronika’s voice. Her large nose turned red and her sheer blouse
hung like wet cheesecloth on her shoulders and her fuck-me lurex
pants quivered on her legs and Milena wound an arm around her
waist and said, “Oh, honey. Come on. Let’s go have some tea.”
She threw a scornful look back.
Egor passed his eyes over Olesya, over Natasha and stopped
on Dima. “Way to go, girls. You win the insensitive bitches
award for tonight.” He wrapped his arms around Milena and
Veronika and walked them out of the lounge.
“Well, fuck you too,” said Dima.
“I’m sick and tired of this,” Natasha muttered, “sick and
tired of this petty bickering.”
“Sorry if I’m interrupting, but I need you to return to
your roomettes, please. If you don’t mind?” Larry gave them his
signature smile only without the usual jolliness.
The train blew the horn and jerked and rolled forward.
“Holy moly. What in the blazes is he doing? If you’ll
excuse me...” Larry stepped around the dancers and hurried out
of the lounge.
Natasha looked at Olesya.
“Do you understand what’s happening?”
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“I have no idea. I’m sorry, Natasha.” I need to get to the
engine. There must be a way to disable it. There must be. What
was it papa said? Damn it, I wish I paid attention. “Dima, can I
ask you a favor?”
“Sure. What is it?”
“I need to do something...but I’m afraid to go alone. Will
you come with me?”
“Of course. What do you need me to do?”
“I can’t tell you.” She glanced up and around.
Dima followed her gaze. “Oh. I see. I understand.”
“Can I help with something too?”
“Yes, actually. Can you watch our backs, Natasha? I mean,
can you warn us if anyone shows up?”
“So...I can’t come with you?”
“Well, you could, but you’re better at fooling people than
Dima is, in case you need to come up with some bogus story on
the fly and distract them—sorry, Dima, no offense, I just...”
“None taken. Hey, I worked so hard on pretending to be an
idiot I think I might’ve finally succeeded.”
“Don’t say that. You’re not an idiot.”
“Sure I am.”
“So where are we going?”
The horn blew a volley of long drawn-out wails. The peachy
color of the walls reddened and the sconce lights dimmed and the
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clicking of the wheels quieted to a rhythmic whisper. The train
was eavesdropping and Olesya knew it and it knew that she knew
it and took pleasure in giving her the signs.
“Damn it. Come on.” She headed for the vestibule.
They made it to their sleeper and walked along the narrow
corridor single file when Egor stepped out of his coupe and
blocked their way.
“Where are you off to? You look rather excited for this
time of the night. Mind if I join you?”
“Egor, who is it?” called Milena’s voice.
“Who do you think? Our favorite trio. Two birds and one
dog.”
“Oh, them. Leave them alone. Get your ass back in bed, boy,
and close the door. It’s drafty.”
“Ohhh. You don’t keep it cold for too long, do you?” asked
Natasha.
“What’s that?”
“Your bed.” She leaned into the door and Egor stepped in
and screened the room with his body and Natasha waved her hand
behind her back to Olesya and Dima. They dashed around her to
the end of the corridor and into the vestibule and through the
gangway and to the next sleeper and past the startled steward
and to the sleeper after and when they got to the engine door
Olesya stopped.
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A large red sign was affixed to the glass.
STOP. AUTHORISED PERSONNEL ONLY.
And below it another one.
DANGER. ENGINE ROOM. USE CAUTION.
And below that another one.
WARNING! HIGH VOLTAGE.
“You want to go in there?”
“Yes.”
“You want to...” he slashed the air with the flat of his
hand.
“Yes, and you don’t need to say it. Don’t say it.”
“I’m not saying anything.”
“Don’t say it.”
Her hands shook. She tried the handle. It didn’t give. She
flipped the latch on the right top corner and the latch on the
handle like she saw Carl do in the vestibule of the lounge car
and pulled. The door opened. The gangway breathed electric air
in her face that smelled of rubber and hot metal and machine oil
and grime and that other smell that she came to recognize, the
smell of dark blood, the venous blood that had no oxygen in it
but only waste and that coursed through the underbelly of the
train in ropes and that she felt with the soles of her feet and
that was now sluggish and slow and—
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Sleeping. Are you sleeping? Do you ever sleep? Or is this a
trick? Do you want me to get in there so you can trap me? Is
that why you’re letting me in? You must know what I intend to
do, then why won’t you stop me?
“You don’t think it knows?” It was like Dima read her
thoughts and Olesya flinched and looked at him.
“Just...don’t talk, please.”
“Okay. You should trust me. Don’t worry, trust me.”
“I’m trying.”
They were both very nervous.
Olesya took a deep breath and held it and stepped into the
gangway and opened the door into the engine the same way as she
did the previous door and the wave of the noise blasted her and
her knees bent and she stumbled back into Dima’s arms. He
righted her. They stood for a couple breaths then entered the
dim crowded chamber. A round bulb in a wire mesh like the
skeleton version of the sconce lights in the cars glowed
electric blue and in its light the contours of the metal boxes
and the cases and the pumps and the pipes appeared grey and
quivering with erratic pulse and up ahead in the shadows another
door led off the chamber to who knows where. Another engine? Was
this the engine? Were there two of them?
What did papa call it? Dammit I forgot.
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“This is the air compressor room,” shouted Dima in her ear.
“See that big box? That’s the air compressor.”
“Aha.” Olesya had no idea what it was.
“It’s not here, what you’re looking for. It’s in the
engine. Must be in the engine.”
He looked at her for confirmation, his face bluish in the
shadows and questioning and his eyes worried.
She nodded. She didn’t know why she nodded. She didn’t know
what she was looking for and she flicked her head from side to
side in the hopes that when she saw it, the thing that she
needed, it would trigger a memory and she’d know what to do. She
was afraid to say it aloud, afraid to ask Dima, afraid, afraid—
I’m afraid you’ll hear me, papa. Afraid you’ll understand.
I’ve never been so afraid in my life.
The other door opened easily. It wasn’t locked with latches
and it didn’t have a window. It was a steel painted door with a
handle that Olesya gripped and pushed down and the noise that
was in the air compressor room doubled. No, tripled. The wave of
hit her face and rammed her ears and shook her eardrums. This
was the way Carl and Jim went to the cab. How could they stand
it, this noise, this bone-rattling racket, the pistons and the
cranks and the rods that clanged and banged and hammered and—
Dima rested his hand on her shoulder and leaned to her ear
and said. “It’s here.”
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He spoke too loud. She winced. She wanted to ask him what
he meant and then she remembered. That day, the day papa took
her to the “Central House of Railway Employees’ Children” and
showed her the diesel locomotive and she clutched his hand and
went up the stairs and stepped inside into the shadowy cool and
shivered. She was wearing her second favorite summer dress,
light blue like the foggy sky with pearl snap buttons and two
pockets where she put rocks she found on the street and later,
when they were done and went to the birch copse at the abandoned
railway, she put wild strawberries there wrapped in a leaf of a
burdock.
“You see that switch?” papa pointed to the panel.
“Which one?”
There were so many, and all had words written next to them
like ON and OFF and RUN and UNIT, and some were toggles and
others were levers and yet others were large thumbturns.
“This one.” He touched the red button that sat at the top
next to the words EMERGENCY FUEL CUT-OFF & ENGINE STOP.
“I see it.”
“You push that button, and the train will stop.”
“Just like that?”
“Just like that. But you only push it in case of an
emergency. You got it, engineer?”
“I got it!”
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“That’s my girl. The passengers have their own way of
stopping the train. That’s called an emergency break. An
emergency break applies breaking force to the wheels to stop the
train as fast as possible. This,” he touched the button again,
“is different. It not only engages the breaks, it also shuts off
the fuel and stops the engine. Use it only at the lost resort as
it may cause damage.”
“What kind of damage?”
“Oh, all kinds. You see, the diesel engine must be kept
warm at all times, especially in cold weather. If you turn it on
and off and on and off, it’ll stress the engine block and the
pipes and they might leak. And it’s hard to start the engine
when it’s cooled down. You don’t want to damage it—it’s the
heart of the train.”
“The heart of the train?”
“Yes, the heart of the train.”
“And I can stop it?”
“Yes, you can.”
“Wow.” Olesya’s eyes were round from excitement—to think
about stopping such a huge machine with a push of a button.
“And where is its brain?”
“Why, in the cab, of course.”
“Really?”
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Grigory Vasilievich chuckled, and the lines radiated from
his eyes as they crinkled. “No. It’s here, silly,” he tapped her
forehead. “That’s the brain. The engineer is the train’s brain.
And I’m afraid if you ask me any more questions, you’ll damage
mine. Come on, let’s go pick some wild strawberries.”
Damage. That button causes damage.
To cause damage was what Olesya wanted.
The trembling of her excitement passed on to Dima and he
took it for something else and stepped closer, his breath on her
cheek, his hands on her waist, searching, restless, and where
his body touched hers, where it leaned and filled her curves and
her hollows it felt different from when they danced. It was
charged, strained.
He wants me.
And she knew that if he made a move she would respond and
not simply respond but pounce and take control and ride him raw
and the thought of it and the feral force and the turbulence of
her blood has shocked her and made her dizzy.
What is going on with me? What is this?
They were alone in the narrow corridor of the engine room
and it was hot and loud and gloomy and the light that came from
the wire-meshed bulbs illuminated the row of the engine parts on
the left, the tanks and the cisterns and the pipes. They
thrummed with life, and pulsed and throbbed and—
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Dima’s lips brushed the back of Olesya’s neck.
She jumped. “My God! Dima! Don’t scare me like that...”
“I’m sorry, I couldn’t resist...I’m so sorry, I shouldn’t
have. Forgive me. I don’t know what came over me.”
“No, it’s okay.”
“It is?”
They were shouting over the noise, shouting face to face,
their faces so close their shouting stirred their hair and the
car lurched on the tracks and pushed Olesya at Dima and she
smelled his breath, so soft and so warm like the breath of a
puppy when it squirms in your hands and licks you and then they
were kissing. And Dima’s lips were soft and his tongue was soft
and Olesya never thought it could be like this, it could be
sweet, he tasted sweet, sweet like the rain, like the rain water
she used to collect in a cup on the windowsill of their
apartment when it lashed at the glass and she couldn’t sleep and
she opened the window and smelled the rain and held out her hand
with the cup until it was soaked and she drank the water and it
tasted good, it tasted better than tears. Tears were salty.
She’d had enough of that.
It was March, it’s been five years since papa had died and
she was fifteen and she wanted to start a new life and forget
her pain and be kissed by a boy. All the other girls in class
have already been kissed or if they weren’t they were very good
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at inventing stories, and Olesya dreamed about how it would be,
to be kissed, and she kept looking at Artyom Nikitin from class
10 A with his flaxen hair and his pale blue eyes and his full
sensuous lips and he kept looking at her and one night after
school they fell to talking and walked along Moskva River and up
on Borodinskiy bridge and watched the sun settle and color the
sky orange. And Artyom took her face and pecked at her lips and
pried them apart with his scratchy tongue and she opened her
mouth and let him fumble about and she didn’t get what was so
good about kissing. It felt like a wet sponge on your mouth and
in your mouth and it tasted sour. And his lips, his sensuous
lips were loose like dough and they stuck to her and she didn’t
like it. They took long kissing walks after school every night
and after the prom, on a whim, she gave up her virginity to him
on his spread-out jacket on the roof of his apartment building
and it was quick and bland and every time after that it was like
this.
And now it wasn’t.
Olesya drank from Dima’s mouth and swallowed and sucked,
and sucked hard and got scared that she’d suck him dry but she
couldn’t stop, she just couldn’t stop, they were joined, their
tongues were one and their breath was one and all that sweet
water went straight to her groin and pooled there and boiled and
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it was hard to stand and her heart went berserk, it went dumdum-dum over the din of the engine.
She lifted her hand from Dima’s shoulder, from his shirt
soaked in sweat. It didn’t bother her, his sweat, it never did,
not when they danced, not now. It didn’t smell. It didn’t smell
at all.
How did I not notice it before?
She wanted to grip his hair, to feel its silky texture, and
as her hand moved her fingers grazed a large round tank. It was
piping hot.
“Oww!”
She jumped and shook her hand.
“Are you okay?”
“Yeah, I’m fine.”
“Does it hurt?”
“A little.”
He took her hand and blew on it and kissed it. He kissed
every finger. Twice. Three times. “Better?”
“A little.”
“You’re not mad at me?”
“For what?”
“For kissing you.”
“No. I...”
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He waited, but she couldn’t say it. The heat and the stuffy
air and the bulb in the mesh glowing like a purblind eye and the
rattling pistons and the ding-ding-ding of the bell congealed
into a sticky feeling and it sat on her face and it groped in
her mind and—
He’s watching me. Papa is watching me.
“I want out of here.”
“What?”
“Let’s get out!”
“But the engine. You wanted...”
“Oh, dammit. You’re right.” She wiped the sweat out of her
face. “Listen, I was wrong, it’s no use. I thought it was here
but it’s in the cab. There is a panel in the cab. We can’t just
walk in there and, you know, say, ‘Hey, Carl. You don’t mind if
we stop the train, do you?’” The words were out of her mouth and
it was too late to feel scared, and the train answered with a
strident horn and swayed.
Yes, papa, I remembered.
“There’s another one.”
“Where?”
“Right here. I thought it was the one you were after.”
“How do you know?”
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“I just do. Come on, help me look.” He took her hand and
led her forward and bent over trying to see into the pockets of
dark and Olesya looked too and then she saw it.
“There!”
GET OUT.
“Turn it!”
GET OUT!
The floor bucked and the liquid in the tank sloshed and the
pipes detached from the tank and hissed like angry snakes
disturbed in their nest and—Adders! Hot adders!—whipped Olesya’s
ankles and shins and then launched at her butt and she could
feel stinging welts rise with every slash and she briefly
thought that was what Dima felt when his father beat him with
his belt and the door to the arm compressor room and two doors
of the gangway flew open and they were thrown headfirst into the
vestibule and behind them the doors slammed shut and locked.
Dima sat up, rubbing his head. “Hell! I say. That didn’t
work so well, did it?” He looked at Olesya. She didn’t get his
attempt to cheer her up. She gulped for air. “Well, at least we
tried. Need a hand?”
“Yeah.”
He pulled her to her feet.
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She leaned on the wall. It was cold, mercilessly cold. Her
drenched tank and leggings cooled quickly and with her back she
felt the steady heartbeat.
I’M WAITING.
Olesya flinched.
“Are you cold?”
“No, no. Dima.”
“Yes?”
“We must dance. We need to find a way to dance the whole
Serenade, somewhere. I don’t care where. If we won’t, it...the
train..,” she blew air at her face, “papa will kill us.”
There it was. She said it. It was in the open.
HURRY.
“He just told me to hurry.”
“Who?”
“My...papa. My dead papa.” The rims of her eyes itched and
she blinked and let out a silent sniff of laughter. “Sounds
absurd, doesn’t it?”
Dima scratched his chin. “I didn’t hear anything.”
“I did. Do you believe me?”
“Sure.”
“You don’t believe me.”
“No, I do. Really, I do. If you say it happened, then it
happened. I believe you. Honestly.”
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“You do?”
“Yes.”
He cupped her face.
“That car, well, the luggage car, when it started
bleeding...” He closed his eyes, opened them. “I understood it.”
“You understood what?”
“Everything. Why you were uneasy.”
“You did?”
“You’re not yourself, Olesya, since you got on the train. I
didn’t know what was wrong. I didn’t know how to ask you. I was
going crazy.”
“You could’ve just asked me.”
“Not that you would’ve told me.”
“I would’ve.”
“Then I should’ve asked. I’m sorry.”
“No, it’s okay.” She let out a sigh. A chill ran up her
spine. She was getting cold and tired and sleepy. “What time is
it, anyway, do you know?”
He froze at this question, like he was losing something
fragile, something brittle, and then a shiver overtook him and
his face drew up and tightened and broke down and his pupils
dilated. “Olesya.”
“What?” And as she said it, she knew, and her heart dropped
and her stomach turned on itself and she watched Dima struggle.
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“What is it?”
“I love you. I love you so much, it hurts.” He was crying.
“I love everything about you. Everything. Your hands, and the
way you tilt your head, and when you look at me, when we’re
dancing, when you trust me and I know you trust me, and—” He
drew a breath. “I know you don’t love me. I’m fine with that. I
understand. I’m not asking you to love me in return.”
Olesya didn’t know what to say. She searched inside
herself, for an emotion, any emotion, for what she felt in the
engine room and she couldn’t find it. There was nothing.
Emptiness. And then disgust.
What an unfeeling bitch I became. My God, what a cold
unfeeling bitch. When did this happen? I’m broken. I’m
emotionally broken. I stopped feeling things after papa’s death,
I wouldn’t let myself feel, it was safer that way, it didn’t
hurt...so that makes me what? Ten. That’s just great. I’m ten,
and I’m an emotional cripple.
“—I’m okay with that. If you let me love you, if you just
let me love you, that’s all I’m asking for.” He was babbling now
then caught himself, stopped, saw the look in Olesya’s eyes and
let go of her face and looked down.
They stood in silence interrupted only by the rhythmical
clicking.
The sleeper door swished open.
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“There you are!” Natasha covered her mouth and yawned.
“I’ve lost all hope to find you. That asshole Zolotov pulled me
in his coupe and him and Milena tried to talk me into a
threesome. Can you believe that? Such swine! I feel so sorry for
poor Inga. To be head over heels in love with that filthy
bastard. Thank God she doesn’t have to deal with him anymore.
They say it not without reason, love is blind. I tell you. And
Milena isn’t squeaky clean either. ‘Egor said you’ve got sand in
your cunt,’ she said. She said “cunt”! The dumb slut! ‘We can
help clean it out.’ And I said, ‘No, thanks. Why don’t you clean
out sand from your brains first,’ and I was out of there. What
horseshit! Threesome. I wouldn’t fuck that pig even if it were
only two of us left in the whole world. Anyway, what am I doing,
talking you to death.” She blinked and wiped her eyes and
stifled another yawn. “Did you do what you wanted to do?
Whatever it was?”
Olesya shook her head.
“No? What’s wrong? What happened? You look like drowned
rats. You’re sopping wet!”
“If only. I’d rather be a drowned rat then be on this
train.” She avoided looking at Dima and Dima avoided looking at
her and Natasha noticed the awkwardness between them.
Something deeper is going on here.
“Did you have a fight?”
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“Sort of,” said Olesya. Dima was looking out the window at
the night running past with its silent snow and its cold
darkness. “I mean, we fought my papa and we lost.”
Natasha paled a little and held on to the wall. “What? You
fought him? Is that okay you’re saying it like this?”
“So you don’t think I’m crazy?”
“I never said that.”
“That’s bad.”
“What’s bad?”
“If you believe me, if you truly believe me, then he will
kill you.”
“He? You mean...”
“Yes, my dead father. Grigory Vasilievich Bely, born
September 2, 1959. Died March 5, 2004. Forty-four years old,
Natasha. Forty-four years old for the last eleven years. I guess
his flesh has rotted off and he has found himself a new ironclad
corpus. Sounds morbid, doesn’t it?”
She tried to joke, to laugh at it. It didn’t come out
right. It came out wrong. She started shaking. Dima took her
cold hand and cupped it between his warm hands and pressed it
and kneaded her fingers to get the blood going and she looked at
him briefly, grateful.
Natasha saw that something important has happened between
them. Their bodies were touching in a new way, in a way that was
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close and far at the same time, in a way that lovers touch,
lovers who know of their love and are ashamed of it and are
trying to hide it. She asked Olesya with her eyes. Olesya looked
down.
“It’s like I told you. My papa has fused with this train,
Natasha. He is the train. I don’t know how but they’re one. One
brain, one heart, one body. He’s alive in this machine, he
controls it. Or maybe they control each other. If you would’ve
told me that’s how I was going to see him again I’d think you
insane. Only it’s true. He’s come back. He’s here. He’s all
around me. I wanted him to come back, I wanted it so bad I guess
he humored me. He always humored me. He always did what I
wanted, always. He spoiled me rotten. All I had to do was ask,
and he’d do it. Only...I don’t recognize him. I don’t recognize
you, papa.” She looked at the ceiling, at the sconce lamps, at
the doors. “What’s happened to you?”
The clicking of the wheels slowed. Natasha glanced at Dima
and he squeezed Olesya’s hand.
“Why did you have to come back as a monster?”
They stared at her, waiting, tense.
“What did I do wrong?”
LET ME LEAVE.
Olesya’s face drained color.
Natasha stepped up to her. “What? What did he say?”
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“He said I should let him leave.”
RELEASE ME.
“He said, ‘Release me.’” She spoke automatically, like a
mechanical doll, her eyes glossed over and her lips numb.
“How can I release you, papa? What should I do?”
I WANT TO SEE YOU DANCE.
“He wants to see me dance...”
“Then let’s do that. Let’s dance and get this over with.”
“I can’t. I’m too tired.” Her eyes were full and her throat
got hard and she gulped and blinked it away. “I can’t do it
right now. I need to rest, at least a little bit.”
“You should get some sleep, Olesya. You look awful.”
She smiled despite herself. “Thanks a lot, Dima. That’s
just what I needed to hear.”
“Sorry. I didn’t mean it like that.”
“No, it’s okay. It was actually funny.”
“What was funny? That wasn’t funny. That wasn’t funny at
all! He’s right, Olesya. You look like death warmed over, I
swear. Let’s get you back to the coupe and have you change and
get some food in you.”
“Yes, mom.”
“Oh, come on.”
“Remember I said I’ll ask for help if I need it?”
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Natasha rolled her eyes. “Listen to you, sticking to your
guns. Stubborn like a goat.”
“Am I? I guess you’re right. My mom thinks the same thing.
She calls me a goat. A buckling. Kozlik.”
“Oh, shoot!” Nastya slapped her forehead. “I completely
forgot! Your mom called.”
“What? When?”
“She left you a message.”
“When?”
“Just before I went looking for you. Fifteen minutes ago?
Ten? Why? Is it important?”
Olesya went cold. I know. I know what this is about. “I
need to get back. I need to be alone for a moment. If you don’t
mind. I’m sorry to leave you like that.”
She didn’t wait for them to answer. She couldn’t bear to
say another word. She pushed the button on the sliding door and
hurried through the gangway and stumbled into chaos.
The passengers of the 36-place regular sleeper, car number
one, worked themselves into a frenzy. It was as though her papa
held them back while Olesya talked to him. He hushed the noise
and locked the doors and kept the pressure in, and now that she
was done he let it out.
Is it a game to you, papa? I guess it is. You’re acting
like a little boy. This is a toy train, for you to play with,
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and we’re toy people. So what if you knock out a couple, you
don’t care. And why should you? You’re dead. Dead as a doornail.
Then how? How can I release you? If you’re already dead.
Wasn’t death enough?
Olesya navigated the narrow aisle and as she passed the
doors they rolled open and people rushed out, old people, young
people, people in crimped pajamas and bathrobes and nightgowns,
yawning, startled out of sleep, their hair sticking out and
every which way and their eyes wild and searching. They muttered
and waved their arms about and walked from coupe to coupe and
complained that they were locked for half the night and that
their phones had no service and their rooms had no electricity
and those who tried to sleep yelled at those who moved about to
be quiet, and those who moved about yelled at those who tried to
sleep that they had to get up and help them bring this
negligence in order.
A line of passengers formed at the toilet. Olesya squeezed
past it and past the man who knocked on the steward’s door and
threatened to go to the engineer and call police and file an
official complaint for this outrageous delay.
Olesya looked back. No Dima behind her, no Natasha. She
half-hoped they would be, would be running after her, waving for
her to wait. But why would they? She pushed them away. She was
very good at that, at keeping her distance. It was safer not to
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engage, safer to be alone, safer and more predictable. And it
didn’t hurt. She was done being hurt. She was going to devote
her life to ballet and then...and then what?
Turn into another Chuchundra.
She wanted to teach ballet after she retired and she
suddenly saw herself old and grey-haired and bland and her hair
pulled up and away from her face into a tight bun and her
clothes grey and shapeless and her shoes sensible and boring
like those of Alla Borisovna, and her demeanor bitter, bitter
and disappointed and jaded and accusatory and jealous of her
young pupils, young dancers, girls and boys cavorting across the
stage without a care in the world. She would discipline them,
strip their innocence, crush their hopes—
My God. Is that who I’m going to become?
Olesya hunched her shoulders and made her way to the
vestibule and through the gangway where her heart dropped to her
knees and to the next sleeper where reigned the same type of
chaos and from there to the lux sleeper occupied by their troupe
and with her eyes down skittered by whispering Egor and Milena
and by Taras and Nikita who talked of going for a smoke in the
vestibule though it was forbidden, and by Alla Borisovna’s
closed door to the coupe number five before Katya, wide awake,
could rile her into a conversation and Galka and Veronika and
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Zoya and Shurik were nowhere to be seen, probably sleeping, and
that was good.
Olesya locked the door, snatched her phone from the table
and dropped on the bed. The glowing numbers were showing 3:17 in
the morning and in the corner of the screen an icon pulsed—one
missed call, one unread message.
Her skin prickled. She climbed under the blanket, propped
her head on the pillow, flipped open the phone, dialed the
number for her voicemail, pressed the phone to her ear and
listened to the faint signal and then the message told her that
it was the answering machine and would she please punch in the
code and she did and there came her mother’s voice.
“Kozlik, it’s mama.” Even, composed, no sniffling, no heavy
breathing. Apologetic? Maybe. And a little guilty. It gave
Olesya a strange satisfaction.
Her mother removed herself from her life early on and when
they did happen to talk which was once a year, well, okay, maybe
not once a year, maybe once a month but it did feel like once a
year, Olesya always craved more, then she got used to it, then
she stopped craving it, then papa died and she closed in on
herself like a clam, valves shut tight, simmering in her own
flesh and grief and silence. And did she understand why her
mother shunned her? No, she didn’t, she thought she didn’t love
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her, she thought she wasn’t enough, not pretty enough, not smart
enough, not good enough, not—
“I’m sorry I hung up on you. That was tactless on my part.
You must understand, I wasn’t prepared to hear what you told me
and I needed some time to process it. I needed some time to
myself. You understand that, yes? You’re a smart girl, I know
you are.” She was talking to her like to her students, she
always talked to her like to her students. It wasn’t talking, it
was lecturing or admonishing or carefully measuring out praise,
just enough to smooth the sting of the reproval and to leave
Olesya feeling like she needed to try harder to please her. And
Olesya did, she tried and she tried and she tried and it was all
in vain and she never got the feeling of love from her mother
like she got from her father and eventually she stopped trying
and caring and rebelled and then she stopped even that and then
they drifted apart and lived together like neighbors.
“I was hoping you’d pick up the phone. You must be
sleeping.” A sigh. “This is not a phone conversation, you
understand, yes? I should’ve waited for you to come home so we
could have a proper talk—”
Proper talk. Olesya smirked.
“—but what can you do. I already called you. I might as
well say it now.”
A long silence.
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Olesya shifted her legs and peeled the clammy tank off her
breasts where it bunched up and squirmed deeper under the
blanket. She was starting to warm up and it felt good and she
itched to change and to wipe herself and it would have to wait.
It would all have to wait. She held her breath. She was afraid
to be interrupted, afraid the message would be interrupted,
afraid the connection would break, afraid, afraid—
“Maybe it’s better this way, Kozlik. I don’t know if I
could say it while looking at you. You look so much like her, so
much like her...” There was a drawing of air, a pause, and then
she spoke again. “My Tanyusha, my poor Tanyusha... She must’ve
wanted me to tell you, so I will tell you.” A breath. “Well,
where to start. Let me tell everything in order, yes? I’ll start
from the beginning.”
“When your father and I met, we were so young, so young and
foolish. I was nineteen, he was twenty-three. We were kids. He
asked me to marry him three weeks after we met and I said yes,
and eight months later Tanyusha was born, a month too early. She
was so small, so fragile. Your father just graduated from the
Technical University and we doted on her day and night. Your
grandmother used to take the train to the village every Sunday
and buy raw milk from babushkas and we’d nurse Tanyusha on it.
It was hard work, Olesya, raising her. She was sick a lot. But
we managed. We loved her so much, we adored her. I took her on
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walks every day, every single day to strengthen her health. We
lived with my mother in her two-room apartment in Tula back
then, yes, all of us, together in that tiny apartment. Remember
I forbade you to go to the railway station alone?”
I went anyway.
“Well, I used to take Tanyusha for walks along the tracks
every summer, to pick wild strawberries—”
Just like papa took me for walks, only we never told you.
“—then I got my teaching job and your papa started taking
her. You know how he was, how he tended to get hyper-focused. It
was an early summer and the wild strawberries were ripe early
and it was Tanyusha’s birthday. She turned five. I stayed home
to cook and to make the cake and they went to pick the berries.
Your grandmother crocheted her a new dress, red, her favorite
color, “To match the strawberries,” she said. It had little cap
sleeves and a full skirt. She loved it. Oh, she loved it very
much. I combed her hair in two pigtails and off they went, your
papa with a big basket and Tanyusha with a little one.”
She choked and was silent for a while.
Olesya didn’t breathe.
“He told me after, he got so carried away by the time he
realized she was gone it was too late. She loved watching the
trains come and go, and there was a train coming...he ran for
her, he said he has never ran this fast in his life, but it
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still wasn’t fast enough.” Another pause, a dead pause, a pause
full of pain and Olesya felt it. “He saw the train hit her. He
said she flew up like a flower, like a cut flower...”
Time stood still for Olesya. She could see it. She could
see Tanyusha standing in front of the moving train, one moment
there, another gone, smashed, killed instantly, and something
inside her dropped and rolled away and her throat tightened and
the rims of her eyes prickled.
“For the rest of his life your papa thought it was his
fault. He was devastated. We were both devastated. But life is
such a thing, it goes on. We lived through it. What choice did
we have? And then enough time went by that we decided to try
again. I wanted a boy this time, you see, I didn’t want to be
reminded. Your papa was very happy when you were born, you
looked so much like our Tanyusha...I’m sorry to tell you like
this, over the phone. Please forgive me. Forgive me, my Kozlik,
I tried so hard to love you like I loved Tanyusha but it just
wasn’t the same...” She was crying now, and Olesya was crying
with her. Tears rolled down her cheeks and dripped on the
blanket and it soaked them up and Olesya didn’t dare move,
didn’t dare wipe them, listening, listening.
“I should’ve told you a long time ago, but we agreed to
spare you, to wait until you were old enough. It was our
mistake. We wanted the best for you, of course. Papa was going
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to do it, that was our agreement. He felt it was his fault and
he wanted to do right by you, but he kept putting it off.
‘Another year, Olenka,’ he’d tell me, ‘another year, let her
grow up, let her mature.’ And then he died and, well, here we
are...”
Olesya’s nose was running. She opened her mouth to breathe.
“It’s still hard for me to talk about this. You understand,
yes?” Calmer now, collected. “So many years have passed. I tried
to forget. I thought I buried it. But of course I didn’t. You
can’t forget something like this. It’s still in me.” Sounds of
her mother blowing her nose, a cough, another cough. “I want you
to know, Kozlik, that I love you. I love you very much. And I
envy you.” She started crying, hard. “Tanyusha came to visit me
in a dream only once, the night she died. I envy you that you
got to see her, that she chose to visit you and not me. She told
me, in the dream, she said—”
The line went dead.
Olesya peeled the phone away from her ear. It was sticky
with tears. She looked at the screen.
NO SERVICE.
She wiped it with the blanket and sat staring at it like it
was the face of her mother, like it would come alive and talk,
like it would tell her how much it loved her, how it loved her
no matter what, how everything that’s been said was not true and
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she should forget about it, forget about her dead sister and her
dead father and her cold mother who might as well be dead too,
how ridiculous and stupid her jealousy was and how she should
let go and learn to love what she had and that was ballet and
reading books and listening to Natasha, to her blatantly violent
in-your-face commentary and smile at it quietly and nod like she
was really listening but not really listening at all and
thinking instead, thinking about Dima’s hands.
Always warm. His hands are always warm. Even when it’s
winter and he’s standing outside waiting for me, his hands are
warm. Are they?
She suddenly wanted to know. She wanted to go back to that
night when he asked her if he could walk her to the Metro
station, she wanted to tell him yes, he could, she would love
it, she wanted to take off his mittens and feel his hands. Were
they warm? Was every finger warm? Even the pinkie? And if it
wasn’t, she wanted to take it in her mouth and suck on it like
on the candy rooster to warm it up. Would it taste as sweet?
She shook her head.
That’s no way to think about this. That is sentimental
crap. Stop it. Stop it! Once he fucks you all this romantic
frou-frou will be gone and you’ll end up licking your wounds
like the naïve gullible bitch that you are, damn you.
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And then it was too much. She was suffocating in this
little prison made up of sickly pinkish walls like they were
wallpapered with pinkish skin and the round bulges of the lights
fringed in copper that were as swollen and as blind as rheumy
eyes and the rich-red plush of the blankets and the purple-blue
of the rug and the feeling on her skin, the thin sticky film of
it, the feeling of being watched, of being inside her papa,
inside his...what? Windpipe? Vein? Intestine?
The thought set off a shudder of revulsion in Olesya, from
her neck down her spine to her legs and out her injured toe. It
started whining and throbbing. When was the last time she
changed the bandages? Was it healing? Bleeding? She didn’t care,
she didn’t even look. She threw off the blanket—it’s like
peeling off muscle, peeling off a slice of muscle—swung her legs
over the side of the couchette and fixed her eyes on the headsupporting pillow, on the white band of cotton stretched over
it, on the embroidered logo, on the shape of it, an accusatory
finger poking through the ring of words.
TUBE. Trans-Urban Blitz-Express.
Olesya dropped the phone like it was filth and rammed the
door into its pocket and stumbled out of the coupe and ran. She
didn’t know where, she didn’t look. It all made sense, it all
made sense, her mother’s apathy, her father’s adoration, it was
their guilt, that’s what it was, their guilt and shame and lies,
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all lies, she had no family, no, no, just two adults caught in
the tragedy and doling out their parental dues, one by
withdrawing, another by overwhelming. The looks they passed
between them when she asked for a sister, she wanted a sister—
“Everyone in class has a sister or a brother, why can’t I?”—the
unspoken truths, her grandmother crocheting her anything she
wanted, any color but red, no red, “No-no-no. It’s too bright
for your complexion, your papa won’t like it.” “But please,
grandma, please. I think it’ll look nice, I think I’ll look nice
in it, I promise, I’ll keep it clean, I’ll hang it up, I’ll wash
it myself!” “I said no and stop begging me, it’s getting on my
nerves.” Her grandma, her kind grandma suddenly got bitter and
tied up her face and turned away and told Olesya to get out of
her room that smelled like yarn, balls and balls of yarn.
Little Tanyusha in her little red dress.
She must’ve smelled like that, when he got to her, like
warm yarn, warm from the sun and from the blood, from the
seeping blood, her broken body wrapped in it, in her little red
dress, the yarn made darker by the dark of the blood, darker and
richer.
She tried the gangway door but it was locked and the
latches were locked and she pressed her head to the glass and
let go. Hot tears fell on her cheeks and off her chin and to the
floor, and the floor absorbed them, the cold steel floor
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absorbed them like a sponge, and a line of water coursed down
the glass and pooled by the crown of her head where it touched
the glass and spilled around it and ran down her face and mixed
with her tears, and it wasn’t salty, it was metallic to taste
and flat like the taste of the melted snow in the spring when
the snow is grey and old.
Olesya looked up.
The train was crying with her.
“I’m sorry, papa, I’m so sorry.”
She touched the glass and smeared the water with the tip of
her finger, then spread her arms and flattened herself to the
wall, pressed herself close, trying to hold her papa, to give
him comfort, and she stood like this for a long time and they
cried together, she cried over her sister whom she never loved
and he cried over his daughter whom he loved and lost, and at
one point Olesya heard herself speak.
“Did you love me at least a little bit? For who I was, not
for whom I reminded you of? Did you love me for me?”
YES.
“Do you still love me?”
YES.
“Then why do you hurt me?”
The car shook in response. A terrible jolt went through its
walls and its floor and a terrible screech as if every part of
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the train grated against one another and the shudder of breath
and the pulse of the hard-beating heart and the horn blew a
volley of wails that blasted Olesya’s ears. She ducked, she
covered her ears with her hands, she pressed, still it broke
through, the voice, her father’s furious voice.
HOW MANY TIMES DO YOU HAVE TO BE TOLD? YOU MUST DANCE. I
WANT TO SEE HOW GOOD YOU ARE. I MISSED IT AND I WANT TO SEE IT.
I WANT TO BE PROUD. I WANT TO KNOW I DID WELL. I’LL SHOW YOU
SOMETHING TOO, SOMETHING I WANT YOU TO SEE, AFTER THAT YOU WILL
RELEASE ME. YOU HEAR ME? YOU WILL RELEASE ME.
Someone tapped on Olesya’s shoulder.
She spun around, thinking she might scream.
“Olesya?” Katya stared at her. She held a plastic bag of
apple slices in one hand and a slice of apple in another. “Holy
mother mine, what are you doing here? It’s almost four in the
morning. Why aren’t you sleeping? Everyone is sleeping.”
“You’re not sleeping.”
Katya shrugged. “I was hungry.” She bit into the slice, and
it crunched in her mouth as she chewed it, and the color of the
apple skin was so red, so bright red, that Olesya snatched it
out of her hand and threw it at the wall.
Katya gaped at her.
“What are you doing?”
“Don’t eat it.”
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“Are you crazy?”
Olesya didn’t know why she said it, didn’t know how to
respond, she only knew that she was looking at danger, and that
her papa was looking at it with her and enjoying her puzzlement
and that he was about to strike.
Katya took another slice from the bag and bit half of it
off. “Alla Borisovna told me you’re not well but I didn’t expect
it to be this bad. You’re acting like a total loony, Olesya. If
you want a slice, just tell me. You can have one.” She offered
her the bag. “I’m sorry I can’t give you more, it’s the only
thing I can eat on this stinking train and it’s my last one.”
She shoved the rest of the slice in her mouth and the car
jumped over the break in the tracks and the piece of the apple
went down the wrong pipe and got stuck and Katya stopped
breathing. Her eyes bugged out of their sockets, her sky-blue
eyes like two aquamarines. She dropped the bag with the apple
slices, flung both her hands to her throat and pointed to it and
slapped it and held it and stared at Olesya helplessly.
Olesya unfroze. “Help! Help!”
What do I do, what do I do? Oh, my God, what do I do?
She knew that to dislodge the piece she had to force it out
and in some TV program she saw a man stand behind another man
and give him a blow and wrap his arms around his chest and
thrust his fists against his ribcage and lift him up and she
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raised her arm and landed a big blow on Katya’s back with the
heel of her hand, and another one, and another one, and it
didn’t help. It did nothing.
“Help! Someone, please!”
The clicking of the wheels and whistling of the wind and
the blowing of the horn was deafening and Olesya’s cries drowned
in it and she started crying.
Katya’s shoulders jerked like she was coughing but she
wasn’t coughing she wasn’t even wheezing she made no sound at
all and when Olesya glanced at her face she saw it turned blue
and crying loud now, crying like a wailing baby, gulping,
sobbing, she stood behind her and wrapped her arms around her
and clasped her hands and trust them up where she could feel the
edge of her ribcage touching the soft belly and she thrust and
she thrust and Katya sagged in her arms and doubled to the floor
without a sound and Olesya groaned a desperate animal groan like
she was caught in a trap and had to chew off her leg to get out
and she lifted Katya and swaying together with the swaying car
she commenced pushing and pushing and—
“What the hell are you doing, Belaya? Let go of her!”
In the door to the vestibule stood the “nasty smokers,”
Egor, Taras, and Nikita, and the cigarette in Egor’s hand broke
as he squeezed his fist and he rushed to Olesya.
“She’s choking!”
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“Get your hands away from her, you psycho!”
“She’s choking! Help me!”
Egor pushed her away. “Guys! Hold her!”
Fingers squeezed into Olesya’s arms.
“Let me go!”
But Taras wouldn’t. “Fuck. Fuck this shit.”
“Nikita!”
“I got it.”
“Hit with your fist! Not here, right here, you idiot.”
“I’m hitting, I’m hitting!”
Egor stood with his back to the wall and held Katya under
her arms. Her head hung limp and her chin almost touched her
chest and rolled about as the carriage seesawed. Nikita rested
the heels of his hands on Egor’s steepled hands and pressed with
his whole body weight and mumbled, “One, two, three,” and pushed
and “One, two, three,” and pushed and “C’mon, Katyusha, c’mon,
girl, breathe, breathe already,” staring into her eyes, into her
sky-blue eyes. He tried a few more times and then stopped.
“She’s gone.” His voice sounded dull.
Taras let Olesya go. “I don’t believe it. I don’t fucking
believe it.” He walked over to Katya and lifted her head by the
chin. “Goddamn it, Katya. What the fuck happened?”
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“She was eating an apple,” Olesya’s throat was thick and it
was hard for her to talk. “Then the train jumped and she started
choking and I tried to help her and...” she couldn’t continue.
Taras turned to look at Katya again. “Why the fuck did you
have to eat in the middle of the night? You hear what I’m
saying? You hear me?”
Nikita touched his arm. “Leave it, man.”
“She’s dead! Can’t you see it? She’d fucking dead! Choked
on a fucking piece of apple! Screw this! Screw this shit!”
Taras started to cry. Silent tears rolled down his cheeks
and he quickly wiped them off with the sleeve of his shirt,
embarrassed. He was starting to take a liking to Katya, more
than just to get up her skirt with his small dick, way more than
that. He was thinking about her often, he heard about her diet
and he brought her that drinking yoghurt, and he thought about
her when going to bed and in the sweaty warmth of the blanket
her jerked off as many as six times since they boarded the
train, imagining her naked spread out beneath him, her pale
round breasts, her pale golden hair fanned out on the pillow
like a halo, and her eyes, her pale blue eyes like gems.
He cared for her. He didn’t know that he cared for her
until now, and now it was too late to know what he cared, and he
was sorry, so very sorry, and he was angry, and he had to
convert that anger to something else before it ate him.
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Egor’s words rung out in his head. ’...our rara avis is a
psycho. Stay away from her. You know what she told me? This
train we’re on? She said it’s possessed. Imagine that. A killer
train.’
Nikita helped Egor lay down Katya’s body. He kneeled by her
and closed her eyes and stood up, shaking his head.
“This is just awful, so awful...I have no words. It’s
like...it’s like a stroke of bad luck. First Lyuba, then Inga,
and now Katya...” He passed his eyes over Egor and Taras and
stopped on Olesya, and there was a flicker of suspicion in them
and then it was gone.
He was a good boy, a reasonable boy, the diplomat of the
troupe who always worked on smoothing out any conflicts he
encountered with rational, sensible arguments, the only son, the
apple of the eye, with his high cheekbones, his open Russian
look, his broad back and his calm demeanor and his leather
jackets, raised by two intellectuals, tolerant progressive
parents, mother, Margarita Vitalyevna Rokossovskaya, Public
Relations Director at TASS, Telegraph Agency of Communications
and Messages, and father, Denis Antonovich Pepel, Director of
the Department of Diplomatic Courier Services at MID, Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.
Nothing was ever troublesome in Nikita’s life, he never
lacked money, and he was fond of asking questions, following in
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his father’s steps. His parents supported him in choosing ballet
as a career and came to his every show, dressed immaculately,
perfumed and smiling, always an extravagant gift in their hands
for Alla Borisovna, flowers and chocolate and a flat crepecovered box tied with a ribbon, and in the box a silk shawl from
Paris or a cashmere cardigan from Milan or calf-leather gloves
from London and underneath that a nice fat envelope, and in the
envelope a nice wad of cash.
“So how did it happen?” asked Nikita. I’ll figure this out.
I bet it was an accident. I’m sure it was an accident. “Did you
find her choking or were you talking and she started choking or
what?”
“Like she’ll tell you.” Egor smirked at Olesya. “It’s her.
She did it. She killed Katya. Who else? You saw her do it. There
were only two of them here, nobody else.” He took a step and
another step, his face twisted with hatred. “I told you she’s a
psycho, but you wouldn’t listen. She’s the one who pushed Lyuba
on the rails. She kicked Inga off the train. For fuck’s sake!
And now she strangled Katya. I’d be careful if I were you,
Nikita. Who knows whom she’s planning to do next? She might go
for you. You can never tell with them crazies.” It’s payback
time, bitch. What are you staring at? You think I believe you’re
innocent? Think I’ll believe you for your beautiful eyes? Think
again, you worthless cunt. “You sick, worthless cunt.”
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“What?” Olesya backed off and with her back felt the
coolness of the exit door.
Nikita’s jaw dropped. “What do you mean, she did it? You’re
out of your mind, man! Why would she do something like that?” He
looked at Taras for support but Taras was squinting at Olesya
and his mouth was tight and his temples were throbbing.
“We need to lock her up, quietly, before anyone wakes up,
before she does any more damage. Come on.”
“Be reasonable, Egor! That’s just nuts!” And as he said it,
Egor’s words flashed through his mind like they flashed through
Taras’s mind. ’Our fragile cygnet needs her head checked out, I
tell you. She’s a nutcase, it’s no joke. You know what she told
me? You won’t believe it. She said that the train, this train
we’re on, is a killer.’
“Exactly my point.” Egor reached for Olesya’s arm.
She twisted out. The power of speech returned to her. “I
didn’t do anything.”
“Yeah, sure. Tell it to someone who cares.”
“I swear. I was only trying to help. She choked on a piece
of apple, see?” She stooped and picked up the plastic bag. “See?
This. This!” She raised her arm and smacked the bag at the wall
and the plastic mouth opened and out fell the pieces, scattering
and breaking into juicy bits as they met the floor and one of
them bounced on Katya’s upturned palm and rested there, and
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Olesya stared at it, horrorstruck, and then she felt the train
judder.
It was laughing.
“You murderer.”
Egor was on her. “Who, me? You’re calling me a murderer?
Bitch.” He slapped her across the face with the back of his hand
and Olesya’s head jerked and snapped to the left and blood rose
to her cheek, hot and stinging, but she wasn’t looking at Egor,
she wasn’t feeling the pain, she looked over his head, at the
ceiling, at it rippling with waves of convulsions, the
convulsions of laughter, and now she heard it.
“Stop it, Egor! What are you doing?” Nikita grabbed him by
the shoulder, but Taras shoved him off. “He’s right. She’s
fucking crazy. Better go wake Chuchundra.”
“You cruel murderer,” said Olesya quietly.
“Shut up.” Egor slapped her again.
She barely noticed.
The ripples stopped.
YOU WISHED TO BE THE ONE, THE ONLY PRINCIPAL DANCER. I’M
GIVING IT TO YOU.
“No. Not like this.”
“What was that?”
I’M GIVING YOU WHAT YOU WISHED FOR.
“No! I didn’t mean it like this! I take it back!”
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The boys looked at one another, confused.
ARE YOU UNHAPPY?
“Yes, I’m unhappy!”
YOU WISHED ME TO COME BACK, I DID. YOU WISHED TO BE THE
ONLY PRINCIPAL DANCER. I’M GIVING IT TO YOU. WHAT ARE YOU
UNHAPPY ABOUT?
“Please stop killing people. Please, papa. Please. I’ll
dance for you, I’ll do anything you want, but please...stop
this...”
“Who’re you talking to?” asked Taras. “Who the fuck is she
talking to?”
“How would I know? She’s crazy. Sounds like she’s missing
her dead papochka. Let’s get her out of here.”
The sleeper door whooshed open.
For a moment Larry stood motionless, surprised to find the
vestibule occupied at this hour, but he quickly recovered and
pretended to yawn.
“Can’t sleep, eh? Me neither. Too much stuff going on.”
He shook his head. His uniform shirt was unbuttoned showing
a hairy chest and part of the round stomach, “They say a man who
gives birth to a baby will get a million dollars, honey. Why
don’t you try it?” teased him Betsy, “we’d have enough for
retirement in Hawaii and you can stop whining and quit your
job.” Larry squinted, trying to make out the people in front of
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him. He left his glasses in his compartment and now he wished he
didn’t. In his hand he held a cigarette and a plastic lighter.
Olesya looked at it and Larry quickly shoved it in his pant
pocket and assumed a guiltless expression. But when he spoke
again, he was nervous. What if she reported him? He’d had enough
adventure on this ride to last him a lifetime, God forbid he’d
get sacked on top of it for violating company rules. Betsy would
thrash him black-and-blue, he was sure of that.
“Sorry if I’m disturbing anything but I need you to get
back to your roomettes, if you don’t mind...” He trailed off,
first noticing the tension in the air then the shape on the
floor. A woman. A young woman lying on her back, not moving, her
eyes closed but her mouth open, frozen in a kind of a desperate
plea, for one breath, just for one breath, if only she could
draw one breath, one breath...
Larry went cold all over. “Oh my Jesus. What’s wrong with
her? Is she all right?” And even as he said it, he knew she
wasn’t. He looked at the dancers, pausing on one then on another
then settling on Olesya who pressed herself into a corner, Egor
a pace away from her as though he never touched her, as though
she was contagious, as though she wasn’t there.
“What happened? Is she...”
“Dead,” supplied Nikita, looking at Egor. Egor either
didn’t see him or pretended he didn’t see him and looked
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straight ahead, a muscle in his cheek twitching. Nikita looked
at Taras. Taras shrugged.
“Holy moly.” Larry walked over to Katya and squatted by her
side and checked for a pulse at her neck and touched her
upturned hand. It was cold. “Yeah, she’s dead all right. Another
one. That would be number three. In all my years of working for
TUBE nothing like this has ever happened.” He pressed his hands
into his knees and stood up with difficulty, wincing. “How did
she die? Were you here when it happened?”
Egor opened his mouth but Nikita was faster, with his
nearly flawless English that he studied since the second grade
in the private school and in addition to that since the fifth
grade every night with a private tutor. “She has choked on a
piece of apple. We have found her by chance.” He glanced at
Olesya. She gave him a quick nod of gratitude.
“I see.” Larry rubbed his face tiredly. “Why don’t you go
back to your rooms and I’ll deal with the body.” I need a smoke,
I badly need a smoke.
The dancers started for the door.
“No, wait. Wait a second. I need your names and your room
numbers.” Christ, I’m getting old. I’m too old for this shit,
anyway. They’ve never trained us to deal with this. That’s three
deaths in a row! All accidents! Whoever heard of something like
that? Betsy will have a fit when she hears about this.
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“Olesya?” Dima stood in the door, Natasha behind him.
“We saw you weren’t in the coupe and we thought—” he cut
himself off, mutely staring at Katya’s body then at Olesya then
at the boys then at Natasha who flung both hands to her mouth,
her eyes round and glistening like wet glass.
Olesya shook her head. “It wasn’t me.”
“I know,” said Dima.
Egor walked up to him and whispered, “She does this again,
I’m going to bash in her brains. I warned you,” and he slid past
him and past Natasha—“I heard that, you asshole!”—and strode off
along the corridor, dodging the roused dancers, elbowing them
out of the way and shutting the door to his coupe just as Alla
Borisovna opened hers.
“What’s wrong with him?” asked Dima.
“I’ll tell you later,” said Nikita.
“Hey, young man!” called Larry. “He left. Well, what can
you do. We’re all upset here. I guess I’ll get his information
later.” He started herding them out. “Wait by my compartment,
please. I’ve got to call the engineer, and then I’ll take your
information. Wait right here.”
He patiently stood in the vestibule while they filed out
and stopped by his door and with one last glance at the bodyI’ll have to cover her, can’t have her lying like that—he walked
out and bumped into Olesya who wordlessly gave him a blanket and
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he went back and draped it over Katya’s head all the way to her
toes and locked the door and went to his room. He sat down for a
minute, then picked up the TUBE notepad and the TUBE pen, the
same ones he used to write down dinner reservations then
immediately set them aside and, shaking his head, pressed the
intercom button and waited for the signal.
There was none. No noise at all.
“Oh Jesus, what now. Is it broken?” he depressed the button
with his thumb and waited. Nothing, not even a crackle. “I guess
I’ll have to go see him. No, wait. You forgot something. Getting
old, Larry, eh? Take their information first, do it proper.
Isn’t that how they do it?”
He wasn’t sure and the small of his back let him know all
it thought about his bending over too far and the knees about
his squatting and his head was aching and he needed a smoke but
the job was the job so he stood in the door and explained to
them that his intercom wasn’t working and wrote down their names
and their coupe numbers and what details they gave him about
Katya’s death, mostly translated by a tall handsome kid from the
words of the girl who was pale as death, what was her name—Lisa?
Alice?—no, Alyssa? It was escaping him.
When she was done—poor thing looked like she’d faint—Larry
gave them the standard apology straight out of the TUBE Service
Standards Manual and sent them off to sleep and just then that
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commandeering boss lady of theirs accosted him and he patiently
explained that she couldn’t see the body, she wasn’t family, and
she spat abuse at him, a stream of juicy Russian abuse that he
couldn’t understand but that incredibly made him smile, and she
saw it and called him “brainless American idiot” in heavily
accented English and that made him chuckle so she turned and
stormed off, and on her way she poked her ratty head into every
door and barked at her dancers something nasty and when she was
gone Larry sat on the bed and closed his eyes and thought about
feigning a stroke just to get off this cursed train because he
couldn’t take any more, he’d have a stroke for sure.
And now that it was quiet he felt sweat leak from his
armpits down his sides. He was sweating like a pig. He wasn’t
just scared, he was terrified out of his mind, worse than when
he was seven and Dave and José, damn them, locked him up in the
haunted house on Halloween and he pissed himself trying to get
out of the dark, worse than when he was eighteen and found the
body of his father in his cabin that has already started
decomposing and the storm blew out the lights, worse than when
he was twenty-five and was working his second janitor job and
found a human head wrapped in a towel sitting in the trash can.
This was death. This train was death on wheels and you
didn’t have to be superstitious to believe it. Larry believed
it. It had it in for all of them, he was sure, and with that
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thought he made himself get up and visit the toilet and take a
long satisfying piss and wash his face and amble off to Carl to
bring the dreadful news.
The train watched him go.
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Chapter 11. The Dead Ballerinas

Olesya’s eyes were half-closed and her eyelashes fluttered and
her pupils danced a mad dream dance.
She dreamed she told Natasha and Dima her story, the story
of Katya’s death, and they turned their backs on her and walked
away and she ran after them, crying, begging them to wait, to
listen but they walked faster and faster and soon they were
joined by other dancers, and they all whispered and pointed at
Olesya and looked at her with disgust and parted to let her
through like a leper, like a contagious leper, a walking
disease, the girl who caused deadly accidents. And then they
laughed at her and she looked down and saw she was naked.
Her face drew up with shame and grew hot and trembly. She
flicked her forearm across her breasts and her other hand she
tucked in her crotch and cupped her vulva but they were still
laughing behind her, and when she turned, they laughed behind
her again, at her naked ass, and they called her names, cruel
humiliating names, and she followed Dima’s voice and looked at
him and he was laughing with a guttural salvo, and Natasha
tittered like a crazy loon and Milena chortled with laughter and
Veronika’s mouth was open so wide she could see her gums and
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Galka doubled over to catch her breath and Zoya giggled, her
golden cross jammed between her teeth, and Egor and Nikita and
Taras and Shurik rushed her, unzipped their flies, and flashed
their dicks at her and guffawed like donkeys.
Olesya lurched to run away but there was nowhere to run
away. She was surrounded and they tossed her like a hot potato,
like a ball in the game of dodgeball, and when she cleaved them,
head tucked in, elbows pressed to her sides, they grabbed her
and pinched her and poked her and forced her to her knees to
where Alla Borisovna stood, and Alla Borisovna said, “My dear,
why on earth are you naked?”
And Olesya stopped her ears and muttered, “Please. Please.
Papa, make it stop. No more. Please. I can’t stand it.”
And it stopped. It all stopped.
She woke up with a gasp like she surfaced from gobs of some
glutinous sludge that got in her eyes and her ears and her
mouth. She coughed and rubbed her face and, her heart beating
wild, looked up at the ceiling. It was uncomfortably pinkish. It
watched her, she knew it watched her. He watched her. Her papa.
She stared up hard, willing herself to see his face, but it
withdrew, whatever it was she felt withdrew and next she sensed
the softness of the filaments caress her, the plush of the
blanket. She flung it off and expelled a tiny cry.
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Underneath the blanket she was naked. Someone undressed
her. Someone put her to bed and she couldn’t remember who or how
she got here or when she fell asleep. It was torn and muddled
and blurry.
She looked at the window.
The train was steadily clicking, ta-thunk, ta-thunk...tathunk, ta-thunk.., taking her she no longer knew where. The
patches of snow on the low hills sat like heaps of dead moths.
The sky was grey and the clouds floated in it grim and slow.
There were no houses in sight, not even telephone poles. All
looked gloomy and drab and bleak.
Olesya looked down. She was sitting on the freshly made-up
couchette, on the clean sheets. They were white and warm and
crimpled from her sleeping body and there were welts of
sleepiness imprinted on her skin.
Where is Natasha?
On Natasha’s berth someone laid out Olesya’s Serenade
costume: the leotard, the tutu, the tights, the pointe shoes,
the cosmetic bag with her makeup and brush and bobby pins and
hairspray. And next to it her toy Trubochka. It was like papa
used to do when she was little before each ballet class, before
she learned how to lay it out cleanly and prettily herself and
started doing it on her own.
Olesya noticed the quiet.
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The wheels were clunking all right but besides the wheels
there were no other noises, no voices, no footsteps. Nothing.
She licked her lips.
“Papa? Where is everyone?”
No reply.
“Where are we going?”
The train sped up, whipping around the bend.
Olesya held on to the folding table. All sense of time,
place was violated, lost. They were to stop at Havre the night
before. Lyuba’s body were to be taken off the train, police were
to question them. It didn’t happen. Well, all right, maybe Carl
was instructed to stop at another station, a bigger one, bigger
town. Maybe Havre didn’t have enough of a police force, maybe
they were up to their necks in their own in-town shit. Who’d
want a foreigner’s body on top of that? Russian to boot. That’s
FBI job, folks. No thanks. Why don’t the big town guys get their
hands dirty? The dead were never in a hurry, were they? Lyuba
could wait, sufficiently preserved by this cold March weather.
But Katya, what about Katya? Larry or someone on the crew
were sure to report her death, the train were sure to make a
stop at the first opportune station, be it the most God forsaken
hole with nary a hundred denizens wasting their lives away on
weed, beer, and idle politicking chatter. And Carl, the dutiful
head engineer were sure to make an announcement in his actor’s
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voice, “Ladies and gentlemen, as you can see we had to make an
unplanned stop. The train is being held due to an accident.
Please remain calm and stay in your roomettes until further
notice. On behalf of TUBE—” and he’d spin another carbon
apology.
Olesya missed his voice, oh, she missed it so much it made
her sick, sick to her stomach. She touched the intercom switch.
It was on. She flipped it to OFF, to ON, to OFF again, to ON and
left it. Listened.
Dead silence.
And the passengers? What about the passengers? Weren’t they
to find out, to panic? Weren’t they to swarm the cars like
maggots swarm the bowels of a roadkill? Weren’t they to complain
of their non-arrival in Portland? Of being late, a whole day
late? Or more, was it more? She couldn’t recall. For Christ’s
sake, weren’t they to pass some dump, some shacktown, anything?
Weren’t there any other stops on the route? Where the hell were
they going? Where were all the people?
Olesya went cold. Cold, solid marble.
Wherever we are, we’re not in the world of the living.
Her papa was taking her to where she’d have to perform,
uninterrupted, to be enjoyed at his leisure. Olesya closed her
eyes, opened them, cupped her hand to her brow and put her face
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to the window, to the smooth cool glass. The hills gave way to
the woods, and the woods gave her chills.
Birches, white Russian birches.
They eyed her with their black-liner eyes, their flat black
pupils, many, many, many. Olesya shrunk way, drew the curtain
closed and reached for the route schedule, a neat tri-fold the
color of cream gone bad with the omnipresent TUBE logo stamped
in the middle. She opened it, scanned down the list of the
stops.
“Havre, Browning, East Glacier Park, West Glacier...”
She glanced back up to Wolf Point, then to the column with
arrival times.
“Two forty-one a.m., so we were late and got there in the
evening, but still, let’s see, to get from Wolf Point to Havre,
that’s...” she calculated, moving her lips slowly, “three hours
at the most. If we were riding all night, let’s say, eight hours
since I fell asleep, that’s what, that would’ve taken us all the
way to Libby, the last stop in Montana.” She realized she was
whispering to herself and stopped.
There are no birch woods in Montana, are there?
She gripped the tri-fold so hard it crinkled. She had been
here before, twice, when Tanyusha came to visit her and when she
saw Lyuba dead before Lyuba actually died, she saw how it would
happen, and twice she saw the train bleeding.
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Her eyes fell on the open bag and on the edge of the phone
sticking out from the inner pocket. She took it out. The screen
was black and it reflected her disappointment.
The battery is dead. Damn. Where did I put the charger?
She rummaged inside, uncurled a black cord, attached the
voltage adapter to the plug and fit it into one of the outlets
under the head pillow, watched her phone, tried the other
outlet, watched it again, put it down, flipped the lights to on,
to off.
No power. Oh, my God, then how—
The intercom fizzled.
Click.
“We’re soon to arrive, my girl. My little ballerina. Are
you excited?”
She could almost hear herself say, “Yes, papa!” like she
used to tell him when he asked her this question every time
before class but the words got stuck in her swollen throat and a
cry wanted out instead and her mouth was dry, dry like paper yet
somehow she swallowed it down.
“Well, I’m excited. I feel alive, Olesya, after so many
years, I feel alive. Thanks to you.” A soft chuckle. “Your
ballet costume is on the other bed. I laid it out just the way
you like it. Did I forget anything? I hope I didn’t.”
Olesya slowly shook her head.
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“Good. Then you better get ready.”
Click.
She sat stock-still, her heartbeat gone, a type of echoey
hollowness in her midsection, a hole, a round hole that slowly
filled with black horror. He was here, he was somewhere here, in
bone and flesh. He has opened her bag with his hands, with his
dead hands, with his dead fingers, he has touched her things, he
has touched—
She whimpered, squeezed her eyes shut, tight, tighter.
Beads of tears burst through the scrunched up slits and hung on
her lashes like dew and dropped and she couldn’t stop it, the
whimpering, the crying, but she had to, she had to.
Do it. Come on, you can do it.
She tore her eyes open, aware that he watched her and that
it was better to see him first than to feel him, his touch, his
cold touch. That shook her and got her moving.
He stripped me, he stripped me and put me to bed—she
quickly stepped into a pair of panties, snapped them to her
hips, adjusted the elastic and, painfully aware of her naked
breasts, perched on the rim of the couchette and snapped on the
seamless bra, adjusted the cups, then held the waist of the
tights open, gathered one leg to the toe, pointed her injured
foot—he rewrapped it, my God, he rewrapped it—and gently eased
the sheer fabric on, then did the same with the other leg,
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checked for creases, snatched the leotard and stepped into the
leg holes, pulled it on, thrust her arms into the sleeves, put
on the tutu, settled it on her hip bones. Okay, now hair. She
unzipped the cosmetic bag and set to brushing her hair then to
twist it into a bun with quick automatic movements, bobby pins
held between her lips, disappearing one by one into the
smoothness of her porcelain head. Next she did the makeup.
When she was ready, she placed her hands on her knees and
sat up straight to gather her thoughts, to think through her
movements like she did before every performance.
Suddenly the steady drone of the wheels was interrupted by
quick measured patter. At first Olesya thought it was the rain.
No, it wasn’t, it was feet, the patter of feet, the patter of
new pointe shoes, the distinct tap-tap-tap of quick steps, the
familiar sound of ballerinas skimming through the corridors of
Bolshoi on their way to the stage, to stand in the wings, to
flex and to stretch and to wait for their cue.
The hole in Olesya grew wider.
Someone is out there.
The footsteps stopped behind the door to her coupe, three
pairs of them, three voices whispered and giggled. It was like
they were deciding what to do next, and Olesya listened hard,
trying to make out the words, but they were too quiet, too
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indistinct, like the whisper of snow. Then someone knocked on
the door and she jumped.
“Who is it?”
The whispers hushed abruptly. A few seconds of waiting
passed on both sides then a fist smacked the glass and beat on
it on like it wanted to break it. The glass held, and after a
while the beating stopped and the silence rung in Olesya’s ears.
She stared at the door expecting it to open but it didn’t. She
had to open it. She knew that she had to do it.
She had to get out.
As if to dispel her hesitation the horn blew a deafening
wail and the brakes engaged and the train started slowing down.
In the window the birches arrested their blur and sharpened and
jerked to a standstill. Their long crooked branches scraped over
the glass and their many eyes fell on Olesya, close, closer, so
close she could see the dark crusty pupils, the flakes of the
pale silvery bark, the bits of them peeling and dropping and
circling as they fell, the long lenticels stitching the trunks
around and around and around like scars inscribed into skin and
sealed and healed and blackened. They stood in a wall, shoulder
to shoulder, and the light between them was grey, and the sky
above them was grey, and the air, the air itself was lifeless.
It was a dead forest.
“Oh God...”
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Olesya forced her eyes away from the window and back to the
door. The door was there, waiting. She willed herself up but her
legs didn’t move and her breath came in sharp little bursts and
her skin erupted on goosebumps. She gripped her knees, clenched
her teeth, groaned. No use. She couldn’t get up, she couldn’t,
she simply couldn’t. How could she to dance in this state when
she had no command of her body?
You spineless little bitch. Get up! Get up! Get up!
She moaned.
Come on!
A violent tremor overtook her, next came the tears, next
hot blinding panic and shortness of breath and cold sweat and
whimpering, weak pitiful whimpering.
“I can’t, papa, I can’t...I’m trying...”
As if to encourage her, faint music drifted in from the
outside, not Serenade but the sounds of tuning, the opulent
chaos of the string orchestra warm-up, the violins, the violas,
the cellos, the double basses playing random strings of notes.
It sent shivers down Olesya’s spine. It calmed her. It made her
think of Alla Borisovna, of how she taught her and Dima their
grand pas de deux, how she traced the steps in chalk on the
parquet floor of the studio and how they followed them to
memorize the sequence and how their ballet slippers smudged and
erased the lines and how she drew them again and again until
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they imprinted in their minds like a map and once onstage they
recalled it easily.
Dima. I wish you were with me. I’m so scared, so scared...
Olesya looked at the floor and imagined the lines and took
one shaky step and another and clasped the latch on the door and
tugged and the door whooshed open, and she hurried into the
corridor and without raising her eyes for fear of losing her
stride she watched her toes tap a rhythm on the rag. And when
she entered the vestibule a stale chill swept over her face and
engulfed her and pulled her out the exit, and she jumped to the
ground encased in the snow that made a grinding noise like it
was powdered bones. The orchestra tuning was superseded with the
tapping of the conductor’s baton.
All hushed.
Olesya looked up.
The wall of the birches curved away from the car leaving a
flat empty space the shape and the size of the Bolshoi stage.
The shadowy gaps between the trees ran away into darkness like
so many wings where dancers waited for their cue to come out.
Olesya thought she saw movement there, shapes. She squinted, and
there was nothing, only shadows. A damp chill rose from the
place where she stood and twirled around her legs like tongues
of mist then thickened to misty ropes that suddenly coiled
around her ankles and tightened and jerked, making her utter a
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tiny cry and moved her diagonally across the stage, the nervous
thicket of her steps kicking up little puffs of the powdered—
Snow? Bones?—something. Something sepulchral.
Once in the shadows, the ropes let go and Olesya stood,
gulping for breath, her body cold, cold, like she was chiseled
from the heart of an iceberg. She stared into the gloom, letting
her eyes adjust to the dark, and when they did, when she saw the
shapes that she glimpsed before, when she saw them seep out from
between the birches like weightless veils that were woven from
light but were not, were not light at all, were dead flesh and
dead skin so pale it looked grey, when they grinned at her, her
knees buckled and she pitched forward.
“Holy mother mine, I think we scared her,” spoke a voice
overhead, rasping, wheezing, struggling through a blocked
windpipe.
“That’s our Belaya for you, always the chicken. C’mon, get
up, we haven’t got all day.”
“You could be a bit more gentle with her, you know. It’s
quite a shock to see us like this.”
“Shut up, Lyuba. We have no time for coddling. Better help
me. You do that side, I’ll do this one.”
Cold hands slid under Olesya’s armpits and heaved her up.
It was a miracle she stayed upright and didn’t piss herself. For
a moment she thought she would, her bladder was that insistent
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on letting go. She squeezed her pelvic muscles to hold it in and
the urge abated and she stared at them—Lyuba, Inga, Katya—stiff
with death, dressed in their Serenade costumes, the whiteness of
their leotards and the starchiness of their tutus giving them an
unnatural doll-like look like they were animated porcelain
ballerina figurines her grandmother had on display in her china
cabinet with their white porcelain faces and their bodices
fringed with lace and their porcelain lace tutus and their skin
glossy and shiny like they were dipped in liquid porcelain slip
and fired in a kiln and their skin burned away and the slip
hardened to a fragile shell that was hard and cold to touch but
could be broken easily if they dropped to the floor. And this
resemblance to the dolls eased Olesya’s terror somewhat and she
let out a long exhale that she’s been holding in all this time
and beat the ice pellets from her arms and legs—it’s too gritty
for the snow, this stuff, what is it?—and when she looked up
again Inga spoke.
“What’re are staring at?”
“Nothing.”
“Then lead on.” She nodded her chin to the makeshift stage
and curled her arms and turned out her feet and Lyuba skimmed
the powdery floor to stand in front of her and Katya stood
behind her and Olesya was standing in front of Lyuba and even as
she assumed her own preparatory pose and heard the whistle of
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the conductor’s baton slicing through the air and the first
notes of the Serenade assault the stillness with their majestic
beauty the picture of them, them standing like this in the wings
of the Bolshoi, the long line of dancers about to flitter
onstage gave her a little gasp of recognition. The other
dancers. The ones who were missing.
Oh God...I know who’s next.
And as she heard her cue—the ta-da of the violins and the
violas—and flexed her knees in demi-plié and brushed out her leg
and stretched it in tendu and softly, ever so softly, skipped
out of the shadows into the blinding light and intuitively,
without looking, guided by her knowledge of the stage found her
spot and poised waiting for Lyuba to follow and after her Inga
and Katya and after them Nikita but Nikita was—
—still alive. He’s still alive. He’s next. My God, he’s
killing them in our dancing order, but me, what about me, I’m
first, I should’ve been first, is he saving me for the last?
Like the most delectable morsel?
Her papa loved to organize his food and his clothes and his
affairs according to his preference in taste and ate, wore,
dealt with those that he disliked most first and then moved on
to those he liked a little better and a little better and
finally he did the ones he absolutely loved the very last, his
kind laughing eyes crinkling in pleasure.
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Whenever Olga Afanasievna cooked his favorite chicken
cutlets made from the authentic Soviet recipe “Chicken Cutlet
according to GOST” from the Health magazine’s Proper Nutrition
column and served them with mashed potatoes and canned peas he’d
first fork up the peas which he hated for their slimy texture,
then he’d scoop up the mash until it was gone and only then
would he cut into the cutlet, slicing its golden crust with
relish, and bite into it and briefly close his eyes and when
done chewing he’d look at Olga Afanasievna with misty eyes and
say, “Heavenly, Olenka. Absolutely divine,” and she would blush
a little and say, “Oh, you! Bootlicker. You always say it,” and
he’d say, “It’s because they’re always heavenly. Am I right,
Olesya?” and she’d reply, “That’s right, papa! Mama, I love your
chicken cutlets! They’re the best ever-ever!”
And now her stomach turned and she felt sick and behind her
she heard the rustle of the pointes on the snow and according to
Alla Borisovna’s “strictly Russian understanding of Tchaikovsky”
Lyuba, Inga and Katya assumed their places one by one, arms
outstretched, legs pointed, and the music swelled and—
I have to dance, to stop this nightmare. I have to warn
Nikita. And then...oh God, Taras, then Zoya, then—
She stumbled, heedless of what lay below the snow, ice
smooth as glass. “Damn.” She moved away a couple steps, probed
the ground with the tip of her shoe and finding it safe and
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hearing her second cue began dancing, moving mechanically, like
a porcelain doll herself, the shiny satin of her pointe shoes
quickly dabbed with a fine film of snow and getting wet and her
feet getting sore and her injured toe screaming and then
something bursting in there and something warm filling her shoe
and Lyuba’s eyes beside her, glassy and unfocused, and Inga’s
neck with cords of veins standing out in blue ropes and Katya’s
forced bobbing, her steps jerky, her arms twitching instead of
opening gracefully, smoothly, and more wind, and the whispering
of the birches offended by such poor technique and such bad
plasticity and such awful footwork and coordination.
And with every turn Olesya let her eyes wander far and
brush across the trees and pore into the shadows, looking,
looking.
Where are you, papa? Are you watching?
The music rose in volume, got urgent, demanding. The
dancers twirled around Olesya, their glittering eyes pinned to
her as though in reproach. “How can you live when we’re dead?”
they seemed to be saying. “How dare you breathe when we don’t
need to? Why should you bleed when we have no blood left?” And
they closed in on her, closer than they should, breaking Alla
Borisovna’s carefully choreographed formation, the blooming
lozenge, a dancer at each point.
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Olesya twisted out of their grasp and broke away and did
her dutiful petit allegro and her grand jeté and then the
promenade in arabesque, her feet burning, her face hot, her
hands red and frozen, and then new snow started falling, tiny
lacy flakes drifting and circling, circling, and landing softly
on her hair, on her lashes, like round doilies knit from needles
of frost, and she remembered how she thought them ballerinas
pirouetting in the air, and something switched inside her,
something shifted, and she got lost and swept by the vortex of
dancing and her moves were perfect and came on their own, and
her balancé: step out, step back, step front, was perfect, and
skips and the jumps kicked up glittering dust, and then it
seemed to her that the earth passed a tremor. And for the
briefest of seconds she paused and looked at the train and saw
it shift under its rosy hide like an eager limb anticipating
pleasure, and the music sped up and Olesya glided and stretched
and stopped and then came the part—Ta-da-da...Ta-da-da...Tadatta—the beginning of the second movement, the waltz—Dima’s cue
to go on stage for them to dance their pas de deux, and Olesya
fixed her eyes on the train, arms held out, feet in second
position.
Any moment now...any moment...
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There was a startled cry of alarm. Face pale, eyes wild,
Dima flew out of the car door like someone pushed him and fell
to the snow.
“Dima!”
“Olesya?”
She ran to him. “Are you all right?”
“I think so. Nothing is broken.” He shook the snow out of
his hair, stood up and brushed the snow off his leotard and off
his tights and stopped abruptly, staring down at himself then at
Olesya. “Why am I in costume?”
“I’ll tell you later. Quick!”
The violins relentlessly pressed on. They had to start in
seven beats. Six. Five. Four.
“Am I dreaming?”
“No, no! For Christ’s sake! We need to dance our part!”
Two. One.
And then he saw them. He saw the dead advancing.
“Hell. What in the blazing hell.”
Inga stopped beside Olesya and watched the pair
dispassionately. “You missed your cue. You don’t want to miss it
again.”
At her words the music swelled with discordance and a
shudder passed along the length of the train and the music
hiccuped and stopped.
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“Please.” Olesya touched Dima’s arm. Her breath clouded the
cold air and her voice resonated in the quiet stillness.
“Sure. You got it.”
He stood in the first position. Olesya stepped into his
arms, lengthened her back, her neck, raised her chin and fixed a
smile to her face.
“You’re okay,” he breathed.
“Thank you,” she said, and again, “Thank you.”
The waltz movement started with aplomb.
Dima’s hands took hold of Olesya’s waist and she curved her
arms and rolled up her feet en pointe in relevé and extended her
leg in arabesque penché and Dima steadied her, he was her barre,
her strong solid barre, and she drew comfort from it, from their
touch, from their closeness, and coupled with music it erased
her fear and the ballet, the ballet filled her. She drew figures
on the frosted plain as Dima lifted her and put her back on her
feet and they glided, and Inga and Lyuba and Katya glided with
them like mechanical dummies.
There came a part of the dance where Olesya and Dima split
up to perform their solos and after that the girls formed a
roundelay and drifted and the boys stood in waiting, then they
scattered, then gathered and linked in threes: one boy, two
girls—one girl on each arm, and like pinwheels they started
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spinning, and Olesya and Dima were the only pair left, and they
wove in and out of the pinwheels.
The violins soared. It was Olesya’s cue. She reluctantly
parted from Dima, skimmed the ground on pointe, did a leap, a
turn, stumbled and fell into snow.
Dima rushed to her. “You all right?”
“We can’t do this.”
“Sure we can.”
“But the pinwheels...”
“We’ll improvise.”
“How? We’re missing nine dancers!”
“So what?” He helped her up. “We’ll be fine. I promise.” He
squeezed her freezing hands with his warm ones. “I promise, you
hear me?”
She nodded, shaking.
“Just a little more, and we’ll be done.” He skipped away.
Olesya did a promenade and a leap and a leap after that,
and encouraged by Dima’s words took her place in the roundelay
but it looked comical, her and the three dead dancers across
her. She sensed unease in the air, sensed it with her back, and
when she turned she suddenly saw him.
He stood in the open exit door of the lux sleeper, her
sleeper, the door closest to her coupe, too deep in the
vestibule to be seen clearly, a dark shape shrouded in shadows,
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but she immediately recognized the shape of his head, the slant
of his shoulders, his hands thrust in the pockets of his pants,
and that gentle rocking she loved so much, rocking from the tips
of his shoes to the heels of his shoes and back, rocking and
watching.
Olesya froze, instantly bathed in sweat. “Papa?”
Inga slammed into her full force and the impact was like
that with a cold stone and Olesya reeled but held her balance.
“Move it, Belaya. You’re in my way.”
She waited for Inga to saunter off, then for Lyuba and
stepped in after Katya to complete the last walk of the
roundelay but her tempo was wrong and her steps were wrong and
she kept tripping and then she started crying.
A low murmur came the train, a murmur of frustration.
“I’m sorry, papa. Sorry. I’ll do better.”
A violin hit the wrong note. The sound of it slashed at
Olesya’s ears. She winced. Another violin played out of tune,
and another, then a few cellos, but the music kept on in
dissonant chords, urgent, frantic, insistent, as though the
conductor was on the verge of a seizure but his honor, his fear
of humiliation stopped him from giving up and he riled up his
musicians to keep on, heedless of their discord, faster, faster,
his head pounding, ringing with pain, pain so strong it shook
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the plates of his skull, shook his bones, shook his hand, and
his baton jerked in spastic irregular beats.
The roundelay part was over. They had to pair.
Dima walked to Olesya in measured sliding steps, his ballet
slippers wet from the snow, the dusting of it on his ankles, his
shoulders, his hair. He couldn’t brush it off, he’d spoil the
dance, and he let it melt and drip and seep under the collar of
his leotard and dilute his salty sweat with its virgin purified
sweetness. More snow was falling every minute, floating and
circling softly like so many tiny ballerinas. Olesya rose en
pointe and lifted her arms above her head and smoothed them like
petals of an opening flower and glided to Dima in miniscule
steps on almost straight legs—pas bourrée en couru—like a flower
bending against the wind, the wind tugging at it and the flower
nodding as though saying to the wind, “You can’t uproot me.”
From the side they looked like two figurines pulled by the
string across the snowy field, their feet kicking up little
puffs of white, their breaths white, their costumes white, their
faces white with strain and slick with sweat, shiny with the
luster of trepidation.
They met in the middle. Olesya folded into Dima’s arms.
“We can do this,” he said.
“I’m trying.”
Plié. Pas de chat. Promenade. Turn.
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Her pointes tamped the snow, tap-tap-tap, and Dima was
there with her, tap-tap-tapping in tune with her every step, and
still they missed the beats. The music sped up to a frenzied
racket, an assault to their ears. It blared and screeched and
roared, and it became too much—too loud, too strident, too
shrill—and Olesya flung her hands to her ears and cried, “Stop!”
It choked. And petered out. And there was silence.
And it that silence they heard a cry of rage and receding
footsteps: the man in the exit door vanished. And then the dead
girls, moving single file, the porcelain wind-up dolls at the
end of their wind-up cycle, their clockwork motors in need of
another twist, hastened across the plain and clamped to the car
and clutched the hand-rods and pressed their feet against the
metal hide and sticking out their butts in tutus like some
horrid insectile automata climbed up to the roof and tiptoed to
the end of the car and slid onto the hood of the gangway and
perched there, whispering to each other.
“It’s not bad enough that they’re dead, they have to move
around like bloodless spiders?” Dima shivered, brushed the snow
off his head, wiped his nose that started dripping. “What are
they doing there?” He looked at Olesya, concern creasing his
brow. “Hey, you’re blue from cold. You should go inside. You’ll
catch a cold like this, all sweaty after performance. Hell,
you’re bleeding!” He stooped to her leg. The tip of her pointe
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shoe was soaked in blood and it was dripping to the snow and
blooming there in irregular patches. “Come on, let’s get in. I
think the dance is over for now.”
Olesya didn’t move. She didn’t notice him touching her leg,
didn’t look down. Her eyes were riveted to the door, to the
empty exit door. “I disappointed him.”
“What?”
“I disappointed him.”
“I didn’t hear you. Sorry. What did you say?”
Her voice broke. “I disappointed papa.”
“Hell no, you didn’t. You were magnificent. I’ve never seen
you dance like this before.”
“You liked it?”
“Sure I did. You were great, you’re always great. I love to
watch you dance, the way you step, the way you stretch your neck
and tilt your head, and your hands, the way they round like
you’re holding water, and when you turn to me...” The look of
adoration fled his face, it darkened. “That thing in there,
that’s not your father.”
“What do you mean?” She scowled, thinking she heard him
wrong.
“Your father is dead. He’s been dead for a long time.
Whatever is in there is not he. Trust me. It wants to hurt you,
that thing. Did your papa ever want to hurt you?”
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“No. Never.”
“So you see? C’mon. You’re shaking.” He clasped her hand.
She didn’t object. She was so cold, so miserable, so tired,
she was past caring. They walked to the car, the birches
watching their every step with their scabrous eyes, and when
they came near it and were right by the door, Katya slid down
the hood of the gangway and dropped to the ground and crawled
under it, and her angular twitchy movements stopped both of them
in their tracks and chilled their bones with the same repeating
thought.
She’s dead. She’s dead. She’s dead.
They heard a metallic clang and a hiss and when she
emerged, looking over them with her glassy eyes and speaking
through grey lips, “You’re still here? You need to get onboard,”
wheezing with every word, her windpipe blocked even in her death
by that treacherous piece of apple, just then the gangway split
on top and like an old scab with the same sickening noise it
makes when you catch the edge of it with a nail and peel it off
to the new pink skin underneath, parted and the diner, two
coaches, and the lounge, uncoupled from the sleeper, shunted off
down the rails just as the whistle pierced the air and was
followed by the din-din-din of the bells.
“It’s departing!”
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Dima heaved Olesya up and pushed her over the lip of the
floor and as she scrambled inside on all fours shinnied after
her, his legs still dangling out in the cold when what was left
of the train—the locomotive and the three sleepers—rolled
forward. Olesya pulled on his hands and helped him wiggle all
the way in and when he caught his breath he turned around and
slid the exit door back in place and locked both latches.
“Shit. That was close.”
“He wanted to leave you.”
Dima blinked, too distraught to hear what she said.
“He wanted to leave you behind.”
“Ah, did he? Well, he can stick it up his ass. I’m not
leaving you.”
“Don’t talk like this.”
“Why not?”
“He’ll hear you.”
“So what? Let him.”
“Please.” She took hold of his hand.
“Olesya, listen to me.” He cupped her face and bent her
head back and his breath mixed with her breath and when she
looked at his lips she wondered if they were warm like his
hands. “I love you I love you I love you. Do you hear me?”
“Yes.”
“You know what that means?”
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She simply looked at him, petrified.
“That means I’m not leaving. I’m not going to leave you
like your father did. Not unless you tell me to. If you tell me
to go, I’ll go.”
“No.” She gripped his arm.
“Okay.”
“Don’t go.”
“I’m not going anywhere. I’m right here. He can’t break
that, see? He doesn’t frighten me.”
The train blew a horn, a mournful cry of vexation. It
echoed through the cars and Olesya instinctively squeezed her
fingers into Dima’s arm, squeezed hard, and looked at him in
alarm but he seemed untroubled, his eyes on the window.
“You know where we are?”
Not in the world of the living, she wanted to say. Her
tongue labored to find the words and when she spoke she
stuttered and what came out was not it at all, “I...I don’t
know...” She looked him in the eyes. I think I know, but I’m
afraid to tell you, afraid that if I say a bad thing it will
happen, it will make it real.
Dima studied her. “Are you afraid to tell me?”
“My God.”
“What?”
“This is crazy.”
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“What is?”
“You read me like I’m transparent.”
Dima let go of her face. “Well, you look scared. It isn’t
hard to guess.”
“I am scared. I’m so scared I’m numb. I’ve never been so
scared in my life. I’ve never—” told anyone, but she bit her
tongue to stop it, to stop it right there, this deluge that
surged up her throat, this sudden need to talk, to talk it all
out, every one of her tales, the tales she slipped under her
skin, tucked in flesh, hid in bones, deep, deep in the marrow,
her grief, her pain over papa’s death, over mama’s absence, her
search for love—What is love? Is there such a thing? It’s just
some gimmick invented by romance writers—her disappointments—all
they want is to poke you with their dicks, poke you in your heat
where it’s nice and warm and wet, and then they’re done and roll
off you and you wonder what the fuck all that grunting was
about—her hopes—all sentimental slop, nothing more—how she gave
up on them, how she gave herself to ballet. There was so much
she didn’t know where to start, what to say first, and so she
held it in. It was easier to stay quiet.
“You’ve never what?”
“Nothing.”
“No, really.”
“Really, it’s nothing. I just wanted to ask you...”
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He waited.
“Are you scared?”
“Me? Scared? No, not really.” There was no bravado in his
voice, no deliberate pretentiousness, only sadness.
“No?”
“I’ve seen worse.”
“Like what?”
He looked at her strange, his tenderness gone, his whole
face suddenly peaked, haggard, and his eyes, his brown eyes hard
like stones, and there was hurt in them, an old wound. “Do you
really want to know?” It sounded harsh, this question, like a
slap, like a challenge.
Olesya took a frightened step back. “Yes.”
“My mother’s feet,” he spat every word with force, “her
feet dangling in the air, and the hem of her skirt, and her arms
just hanging there like ropes, and her face,” he sucked in air,
“her open mouth and her tongue, I’ll never forget her tongue. It
was grey, like a sock, like a dirty cotton sock. That’s the
first thing I thought about when I saw it. I thought it was one
of my dad’s socks. I thought she tried eating it and I wondered
why she’d do something silly like that. Doesn’t make any sense,
does it? To think about something like that.” His chin was
trembling. He quickly walked over to the door and touched the
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glass as though he wanted to make sure it was really there and
stood still for a minute, watching the landscape.
“I’m sorry.”
“Not your fault.”
“I’m sorry I asked.”
Dima shrugged. “It’s in the past. No harm in asking about
it. I’m glad you did. Sometimes I think I need to talk about it.
It’s hard to carry around, you know? It’d be a great relief to
get rid of it. If I could tell it all, if I could show someone
what it felt like, maybe it would leave me alone.”
Olesya noticed the silence. “He’s listening.” Is that what
you’re trying to do, papa? Is that what you want to show me? You
want to show me your pain, to get rid of it?
“So what, let him.” Dima nodded at the window. “I’m more
concerned about where we’re going. Shouldn’t we have arrived
somewhere by now? Come here a minute.”
“What?”
“Look at this. Doesn’t it look strange? It’s like we’re in
Russia but I know we’re not in Russia. I can’t put my finger on
it. I’ve never seen anything like it. It’s too...perfect. The
woods are not supposed to be perfect. Some trees are taller,
some shorter, they’re all different, and these are all the same.
Just look at them, every birch is the same height, same color
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even, it looks...artificial. Like it’s the same tree multiplied
to infinity. Does it make any sense?”
“Yes. I thought so too.”
He pulled her in and wrapped his arms around her and for a
while they stood silent, watching the birches blend into a grey
wall, grey clouds in the grey sky sitting low, gravid, about to
rupture with white wooly softness. The only sound was the
rhythmic clacking of the wheels over the gaps in the tracks and
the occasional din-din-din of the bells and for a time it was
peaceful. There was the wood, and the train, and their bodies,
warm, their costumes damp but slowly drying and their scent, the
pungent after-practice odor of exertion that was familiar and in
that not revolting but soothing. And as they stood and watched
the clouds tensed and pushed and birthed spectacular billows of
snow. It blotted out the air, thick chalky flakes, picked up by
the current of the moving train and swirled and whisked away and
sucked into the cyclone behind it.
The skin on Olesya’s stomach, stuck to the clammy leotard,
started itching, and where the elastic of the tutu pressed on
her waist and in the back where it scrunched up and poked with
its scratchy filaments through the cotton it itched like hell
and her toe throbbed, pulsing with fire, and every muscle
suddenly was screaming and the joints were aching and she
twitched and started scratching herself.
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“Want to go inside?”
“Not really.” She was reluctant to give up on this
reprieve, however short, like she knew no more reprieve would be
granted.
“But your toe...”
“It’s fine.”
“It’s bleeding.”
“I don’t care.”
“You should. You should rewrap it.”
“Okay.”
But they didn’t move.
“I don’t want to know what’s there.”
“Me neither.”
The train jerked, rapidly picking up speed.
“Oh shit. You don’t think—”
The floor lurched from under their feet and they slammed
into the wall and flung out their arms for balance when the
train whipped around the bend and the car swayed and suddenly
they were enveloped in darkness.
“My God, what now?”
“It’s just a tunnel. Here. Hold on to me.”
Olesya stifled a cry when she felt Dima’s fingers clasp
around her arm.
“Is that you?”
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“Yeah, it’s me.”
“I can’t see you.”
“It’s okay, we’re fine. It’ll be over in a moment.”
But it wasn’t. They kept on speeding through the thunder of
the pitch-black tunnel, and the wheels started squeaking against
the rails like the hinges of the door to her room started
squeaking after her father’s death—he wasn’t there to grease
them. It was just one of those things she never knew he did
until he was gone, until there was no one else to do it. Her
mother ignored it, it didn’t bother her, but it bothered Olesya.
The sound was shrill and whiny, and it set her teeth on edge,
and every hair on her neck stood up and her skin contracted in
goosebumps and she felt about until she found Dima’s face and he
took her hand and kissed it, kissed very finger. “Better?”
“A little.”
Like a wounded beast infuriated by the pain the engine
revved and accelerated and whipped deeper into the tunnel and
suddenly it jolted, and they were thrown against the wall and
there was terrible clanging and banging, and the screeching of
the breaks that rose and rose and then stopped, and the train
stopped, and there was a new sound.
A sound of agony.
IT HURTS...OH, IT HURTS...HELP ME.
“Oh Jesus God in hell. I heard that.”
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“You did?”
“Yes, as I hear you now.”
Something cold splattered on top of Olesya’s head.
“Oh no.”
“What is it?”
“It’s bleeding.”
“Shit. Can you walk? Let me help you—”
“No, no, the train. The train is bleeding...can’t you feel
it?”
A couple drops splashed on Dima’s arm, a few more on the
back of his neck. He slapped at them like at annoying mosquitos.
His hand came away wet and his bowels turned to water and when
he spoke his voice sounded squeaky.
“I sure do now. Chuchundra will have a fit when she sees
our costumes. I wonder how we’ll explain it. ‘Sorry, Alla
Borisovna, it was raining blood, nothing we could do.’” His
attempt at a joke fell flat and in the dark he couldn’t see
Olesya’s face, couldn’t see if he made her smile, but he could
hear her breath, panicked, ragged, and he spread his legs wide
and heaved her upright and as he did a cold drizzle settled on
their faces. It smelled foul, rich with the tang of stale blood,
and then the dripping noises swelled and multiplied to a
frenzied pitter-patter and they were drenched and the blood
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started rising on the floor, up to their feet, up to their
ankles, higher.
Dima let out a cry of disgust. “Where’s the damn door?”
“It’s gone! They’re all gone!”
“Ah, hell. Not again.”
He felt about for the wall and when his fingers touched it
he tore them away then touched it again. It was smooth and soft
and slick with slime and as he prodded it, it gave like a slab
of flesh, like a piece of steak his father loved so much to eat
for dinner and it was Dima’s job to take it out in the mornings
from the freezer drawer of their old refrigerator and put it in
a bowl and put the bowl in the sink and in the evening wash it,
pat it dry and pound it out with a tenderizer, then throw it in
the skillet with the spitting oil and serve it to his father on
a tray while he was watching evening news. It all came in a rush
and sent his stomach up to where it hit his teeth and he
clenched them and swallowed it down.
“My God, it’s changing.” Olesya’s hand on his arm, her
fingers curled. “Stop it, papa! Stop it!”
“We have to get out of here.”
“Damn you! That’s enough!”
IT HURTS...OH, IT HURTS SO BAD...
“Oh my God...”
“Give me your hand.”
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“I can’t...”
“Let go of my arm and give me your hand!”
“Okay.” She unclenched her fingers and slid her hand into
his hand that even now in this sticky wetness was warm and she
held on to it and the floor was gone and they toppled into the
river of gore and sunk and resurfaced, kicking and gasping, and
the darkness thinned to a reddish murk and they saw it, a yard
away, the enormous sphincter that flexed and squeezed and opened
wide and sent them riding a wave of fresh blood and in that
horror nothing mattered except their fingers, their interlocked
fingers.
“Hold on to me! Are you holding on?”
“Yes!”
“Hold on!”
“I am!”
They stopped fighting the current and walked with it,
submerged up to their necks, the taste of iron and salt on their
tongues, their voices wheezing as they spoke into the darkness.
“I won’t let go.”
“I know.”
“No matter what.”
“I know.”
“I love you.”
“I...”
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“You don’t have to.”
“I’m sorry.”
“Don’t cry. You shouldn’t cry.”
“Please papa, please.” She started sobbing and accidentally
gulped in blood and coughed, sobbing harder, and the sound of
her sobbing broke something in Dima, broke his resolve. Tears
gushed from his eyes and spilled on his face.
“Please God, somebody help us.”
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Chapter 12. In The Tunnel

It was so dark Olesya could see only a smudge of a face that
hovered over her and the glitter of the eyes that stared down at
her and the hands, she felt hands on her shoulders that gripped
her and jerked her and shook her.
She went cold all over. “Papa?”
“Oh, my dear old mother, I don’t believe my ears. What do
you mean, papa? I’m not your papa. You’re still asleep. Come on,
wake up already. What a sleepy head you are.” The shaking
commenced anew.
“Natasha? Is that you?” Olesya squinted.
“Well, who else? Chuchundra? Like she’d care. It’s about
time you woke up. You’ve been dead to the world for the last
three hours.” Natasha let go of her shoulders and sat up
straight, hands folded in her lap.
Olesya squinted. Her eyes slowly adjusted to the darkness.
She felt velvet under her hands. She was on top of a blanket, on
her couchette, in her compartment, dressed in the Serenade
costume. It was dry, no sign of blood on it, not that she could
feel it.
Did it dry already? God. Was it never there?
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She sat up too quickly. Her head reeled and she clutched at
it. “What happened?”
“What happened?” Natasha snorted. “Better ask what didn’t
happen. All kinds of crazy things. I’m amazed you slept through
it all. Didn’t the noise bother you? It could’ve woken the dead,
it was so loud.”
Olesya missed the alarm in Natasha’s voice, her own alarm
up and ringing in her head. “Where’s Dima?”
“Don’t you worry about your Dima. He went to take a piss.
He said he’ll be right back.” Natasha smiled in the darkness,
and her teeth flashed in a whitish sickle across her face that
made Olesya feel uneasy.
“Why is it so dark?” She glanced at the window and saw her
own faint reflection glitter back at her, and it unsettled her,
and she turned away.
“Oh, come off it, don’t change the subject on me.” Natasha
leaned over and whispered, “So, how was he?”
Olesya stared at her, utterly confounded. “Are you implying
we slept together? Did we?”
“You mean, you don’t remember?”
“No.”
“You’re kidding me.”
There was a note in Natasha’s voice that Olesya had never
heard before. “What’s wrong? What is going on?” And now she
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heard it, the rustle of the muted conversations, the softness of
the footsteps, the swishing of the doors.
Natasha sat silent. In the dim light that seeped through
the curtain on the door it was hard to see her expression, and
Olesya sat close to her and took her hand and her hand was
shaking.
“I just wanted to hear—” Natasha bit her lip.
“Hear what?”
“Something nice. Something good that’s happened, before we
have to go back into that..,” she nodded at the door, “...into
that madhouse. They’ve all gone mad, Olesya. They’ve lost theirs
minds!”
“Who did?”
“Everyone! They’re running around like crazy! You’re lucky
you were asleep. I wish I could sleep through it all like you
did. Nikita said you were there when Katya choked to death—”
“Yes, I was.”
“—so you know about that. As you can imagine, Egor told
everyone that it was you who choked her to death.”
“No.”
“Oh yes. He said he saw it. Can you believe that? What a
prick.”
“I didn’t do it. It was—”
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“Oh, I believe you. You don’t need to explain. I know he’s
lying for his own benefit, though as this point I don’t know
what it is. But there are those who do. They’re starting to
listen to him, Olesya. Taras, for one, and Milena, of course,
his new bitch, and Veronika. She never had any of her own brains
anyway. And our idiot Chuchundra is convinced that you belong in
a lunatic asylum.”
“She said that?”
“Oh yes. She told us to stay away from you so I’ve been
camping out with Zoya which is not the best company in the
world, you know. I just moved my stuff and we sit there and Egor
knocks on the door and pokes in his head and says, ‘Well, my
dove. There you are. I was looking for you. Will you tell our
rara avis, when she deems it her pleasure to wake up, that she’s
been chucked from the troupe on the grounds of disturbing
behavior? Chuchundra asked me to relay it to her, but I prefer
it you did it, if you don’t mind. I’m not sure I feel safe
around her.’ And I say, ‘Get out of here, you moron,’ and he
says, ‘Oh, almost forgot. Can you also tell her—and tell her
that’s from me—that I don’t think she’s insane, tell her I see
through her game and that I’ll make sure she rots in prison for
the rest of her miserable life because I’m going to report her
to police at the first station.’ And I say, ‘Are you scared of
her, Egor? Are you shitting your pants? Because when a coward is
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scared, he starts throwing treats around.’ I tell you, he got so
red, I thought he wanted to kill me, but then Nikita started
yelling that Larry disappeared, and the next thing we know there
is this tremendous crashing and banging and the train jerks and
we fly off our beds, and then Galka starts screaming that the
diner has detached and Shurik is yelling that we’re headed for
the tunnel, and then it gets dark and we come to a screeching
stop and now we’ve been standing here for the last hour—no
electricity, no water, all exit doors and windows are locked.”
Natasha sucked in a lungful of air and let it out in a whoosh,
having delivered the terrible news to Olesya without so much as
a breath, and Olesya sat stiff for a moment, not knowing how to
tell her side of the tale.
“Sorry to dump it on you like this, but it’s better you
heard it from me and not from one of those loonies.”
There was a short scream and the sound of something
smashing.
Olesya jumped. “What was that?”
“They’re trying to break the windows. They’ve been trying
it for the last hour. How come you didn’t hear any of it?”
“I wasn’t here.”
“Oh, Jesus Christ. You mean, your body was here but you
were elsewhere?”
“I was...we were...”
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“Did he, I mean, your father, did he show you one of those
nightmares again? Is that where you were?”
Another crash shook the walls, and another, and a volley of
choice Russian swearwords uttered with gusto that could only
belong to Taras. There was a cry of rage and then an urgent
knock on the door.
“Here we go. Brace yourself.” Natasha opened it.
Blue flickering glow spilled on their faces, the glow from
standby low-voltage lights fixed at each end of the ceiling and
feeding on the carriage battery that was almost exhausted.
Dima stepped out of the glow and into the darkness of the
coupe, his eyes wild. “We need to get off this train. Now.”
“What’s going on?”
A grunt from the corridor was followed by a crack and
repeated banging of metal on glass accompanied by short bursts
of curses, “Fucking fuck this shit! Damn fuckery! What the fuck
is wrong with this window?”
“Just keep at it. It will give.”
“Why don’t you try it, wise ass? This is some kind of a
trick, I tell you. This goddamn place is giving me the shits!”
“Whoa, whoa. Cool it, my friend. No need to be so—”
Dima rolled the door shut. They could hear a muffled noise
of a heavy object dropping and rolling and more curses and then
Egor’s voice goading Taras to pick up the fire extinguisher and
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to finish the job when the floor passed a faint imperceptible
shudder.
Olesya looked at Dima with alarm.
He sat next to her, took her hand. “You feeling okay?”
“Yeah, I’m fine. You?”
“Not bad. Considering.”
She nodded.
“Think you can find a way?”
“I can try. Sure.”
Natasha glanced from one of them to another. “What are you
talking about?”
“Papa is getting angry.”
A low grumble and a hiss of the air compressor issued from
under the carpet. Tendrils of foul gas seeped through it and up,
bluish-white in the faint glow.
“Dear mother of mine.” Natasha lifted her legs and folded
them on the berth, staring down in horror. The pulsation
escalated to rhythmical throbbing of the floor and the walls and
the ceiling. “What is happening? Why is it shaking like that?”
Olesya’s eyes widened. “You can feel it?”
“Of course I can feel it! Can’t you feel it?”
“I’ve been feeling it since we boarded the train.”
“You don’t say.” Natasha flung her hand to her mouth.
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“I felt it breathing. The train. I don’t know why I thought
it was breathing, it just...it felt like sitting inside
something that’s alive. The floor moved, gently, up and down, up
and down, and I thought I heard the sound of an inhalation and
an exhalation every few seconds. And then the pulsing started,
like it had a heart and it was pumping blood...”
Dima squeezed her hand.
“What a nightmare! Why didn’t you tell me?”
“Would you have believed me?”
Natasha fiddled with the cuff of her sleeve. “Well, I
might’ve doubted you at first—something crazy like that is
difficult to accept, wouldn’t you agree? But eventually—”
They were interrupted by a scream. A girl’s scream, and
then a stampede of feet and agitated voices and Alla Borisovna’s
demanding shout, “Temnova! What on earth do you think you’re
doing? Stop! Stop immediately!” And then Milena’s voice,
apologetic, and a low whining sound, a sound like a child’s
whimper, and then the whooshing of the doors and silence.
The throbbing stopped.
“Oh God. What now?” And as she said it, Olesya felt eyes on
her. Dima’s eyes, and Natasha’s eyes, shining dully in the
darkness, searching her for some kind of an answer, and another
pair of eyes, eyes that had no specific location but were
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looking at her from everywhere, eyes that she thought she’d
never see again.
GO WATCH. IT’S FOR YOU.
Natasha started. “Did you hear that?”
My God, papa, what are you doing? Leave Natasha alone. What
do you want with her? What’s she—
GO. NOW.
“Jesus! There it is again.” Natasha’s eyes showed white.
Her fingers grasped around for purchase, found Olesya’s arm and
gripped it. “Did you hear it? Just now...”
“Yes. I hear it all the time. It’s how he talks to me,
Natasha. It’s the voice of my father.” Olesya sighed. “Dima can
hear him too.”
Natasha looked at them mutely, her face frozen in a mask of
consternation.
Dima nodded. “It sure scared me out of my wits the first
time I heard him. It was like he talked in my head.”
“But...how is that possible? Things like that don’t exist.”
Olesya shook her head sadly. “You still don’t think this is
really happening, do you? My papa is part of this train,
Natasha, or of what’s left of it. He came back because I wanted
him to come back, he came to see me dance Serenade, not just me,
but the whole thing, the entire performance, and I tried, I
tried dancing for him but it wasn’t to his satisfaction. I was
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tired and my toe was hurting and I couldn’t complete my part
without Dima. I can’t dance pas de deux alone, so he brought him
into it...and he brought...Lyuba, and Inga and Katya too.”
“What? What do you mean, he brought them? They’re dead.”
“He animated them. Or maybe they animated themselves. I
don’t know how it’s working, but they moved, they talked to us.
Like dolls, like mechanical dolls. We weren’t sleeping, Natasha,
we were dancing with them.”
“Are you serious?”
“Yes.”
Natasha made a perfect O with her mouth and slapped both
hands to her cheeks and sat still, staring at her friend with an
unbelieving look on her face. “But where?”
“Outside. In the snow. In a place that...” she couldn’t
find words to describe it, to name it.
“...belongs to nightmares,” completed Dima.
Natasha let out a breath. “Well, isn’t that just dandy.
When it rains, it pours. So what happens now?”
Olesya jerked, as though startled her out of her gloom. “Oh
God. Nikita.”
“What’s up with Nikita?”
“He dies next.”
For a moment no one breathed in the room.
Then Natasha said, “How? How do you mean?”
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“You think there is a pattern—” began Dima.
“Yes.” Olesya’s heart drummed a frenzied beat in her ears
and she could barely hear what she was saying. “I think he’s
killing us in the order we come on stage...I’m first so I
should’ve been first, but he’s not touching me for some reason,
maybe he’s saving me for the last because I’m his daughter, I
don’t know. He said it’s for me, it’s all for me, to make it
easier on me, so I don’t have to convince you guys to dance with
me...so he can just make you...kill you and make you...he’s got
it in for all of us. He’s...he’s...” She started shaking.
It all came home to her, it hit her all at once, her
helplessness, her yearning to please him, and her terror of him,
of what he’d become, her insignificance in the face of this
thoughtless carnage. Who was he? A dead man she no longer knew,
a dead man who was no longer her father but an inhuman monster,
a machine that was to take away her friends, on a whim. For
what?
TO SEE YOU DANCE.
This is wrong! Wrong! A sudden rage rose up her throat and
moved her tongue and opened her mouth and before she could stop
it, she was shouting, “I wash my hands off you! You’re not my
father!”
There was no answer, but the silence thickened and settled
on their shoulders, black like oily water.
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Natasha shuddered. “Don’t. Don’t provoke him.”
“Shit,” said Dima.
In the silence they heard the room expand. The pipes, the
conduits, the electrical wires behind the paneling strained and
snapped and the walls creaked and the door slammed into its
pocket and they were thrown out, spit out, into the corridor.
GO!
And they went, pushed along by the floor, every dancer,
from every compartment, shocked, bewildered, numb with fright
and disorientation in the dark and in the cold and the absurdity
of the carriage—a dumb metal box sitting on a dumb metal bogie—
swelling, warping, heaving, herding them like sheep from a
paddock, moving them to another pasture, tossing them out of the
exit doors one by one into a darker and colder air of the
derelict tunnel that vaulted up and over their heads and ran
away in sooty ribbed sections of mortared rock that was chipped
and loose to the spot of light on one end and a dark turn on
another. And some of them cried out and gasped as their feet met
the cold bumpy floor of crushed stone and compacted dirt, others
stayed silent.
Alla Borisovna was cast out last, and as she huffed and
puffed in indignation and confusion, wrapping her cardigan
around her bony frame to stave off the cold, her breath white,
the breaths of all of them white, their faces blue in the glow
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of the standby lights, the engine roared and came to life and
the echo of it bounced across the walls and whacked their ears,
and a fine dust disturbed by the amplitude loosed and rained and
settled on their heads. With a jerk the locomotive started
forward, its only cargo the three remaining sleepers, no sign of
life in them except the flickering bluish light that made the
train look like a pallid calcined digit of some enormous
subterranean creature. It crawled, and stopped, and crawled some
more, and a collective cry of fear rose from the dancers, fear
of being left behind, of being stranded in this abandoned
tunnel, and a few of them started running, catching up with the
engine, yelling for it to stop, while the others watched,
debilitated by the colossal insanity they were witnessing,
struggling to comprehend it.
Olesya, Natasha and Dima were those who were running,
behind them Galka, and behind her Shurik.
“Stop! Stop!”
Olesya slapped the metal hard with her fist as she ran,
heedless of the pain in her legs, sore and stiff from the
performance on the treacherous snowy ground, her toe bleeding.
“Leave it!” Dima yelled at her. “What are you doing? Let
the damn thing go.”
“Nikita!”
“What?”
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“Nikita is in there!”
“Ah, shit.”
“She’s right,” came from Natasha. “I didn’t see him coming
out. He must be still inside.”
“Hell! What a fix. Let me try and get some rocks on the
rails, see if I can send this scum to the devil’s grandma.” Dima
cocked his head forward and took off at speed.
“Wait up!” cried Shurik. “I’m coming with you.”
They didn’t go far.
The gloom receded as the tunnel mouth drew closer. The
light erased the sickly blue from the shiny pinkish cars and the
TUBE logo stood out clearly on the side of the locomotive. The
brakes engaged and the train screeched to a stop. Surprised,
Olesya gaped at it, took a step without looking. Her injured
foot caught on a jutting rock and she went flying, hands out to
arrest the fall, and from the side it looked as though she did a
fish dive without a partner to catch her inches from the floor,
in her white leotard, white tutu, and met the ground hard and
cried as bits of gravel bit into her skin.
“Olesya!” Dima was beside her, lifting her to her feet,
dragging her away, when the engine whistled at him and doused
his legs with a jet of curling steam and Dima jumped.
STOP.
He stopped, more out of shock than of obedience.
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LOOK.
It happened fast.
Not that any of them could stop it if it were any slower.
They were the audience, the train was the performer. Their roles
have flipped, and they could do nothing but stare, first at the
pounding that came from one of the windows of their sleeper, the
one across Nikita’s coupe, three windows from the exit door,
then, as they gathered underneath it, making out his ghastly
face, his fists that smacked the glass and someone in there with
him, some indistinct figures that drew him back, into the dark,
and in the confusion of shouts of his name and bangs on the exit
door he suddenly appeared behind it, his eyes round, his face
long and haggard and shining with perspiration.
“What is wrong with him?” asked Milena.
“Jesus! He looks like he’s suffocating!” Veronika grasped a
handful of her hair. “Somebody help him out!” Her panic unlocked
Olesya’s throat. “No, papa! No! No! No! Please!” she gulped for
air. “No. Please.”
PAPA? HA! PAPA!
The noise it produced was like that of a screeching cackle
and it raised the hackles on Olesya’s neck, and now they were
talking over one another, “Why? Is there no air inside?” “I
don’t know, but...God, did you see that? Is there someone with
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him?” “Don’t freak out, Veronika, there’s plenty of air.” “My
dears, calm down. Calm down! Hear me? I’m sure there is a way—”
Nikita screamed.
Olesya screamed with him.
They saw his breath fog up the glass and then a pair of
hands, deathly white hands circled his neck and squeezed and
more hands clamped over his mouth, and Olesya and Dima rushed to
the door and beat on it, and Natasha unfroze and joined them,
and while the rest of them watched the spectacle with the idiocy
of deer caught in the light, failing to understand what was
going on, Taras said, “Fucking bitches. They’re killing him!”
and jostled Dima aside and wedged his hand into the latch and,
cussing it to high heaven, spittle flying from his lips, yanked
and yanked and yanked and his glasses slid off his nose and
suddenly it gave, and he sat on his ass with a stunned whoop.
The door hissed open.
In the seconds that followed Nikita’s head poked out, his
pupils huge, his irises non-existent, his eyes two holes and in
the hole of his mouth, laboring for words, his tongue, and when
he found it, that word, and said it, “Mama,” the howl of the
train shook him and the door shut swiftly and in the sudden
stillness they heard the snap of his neck and the squish of his
soft white flesh. His mouth opened wider and his eyes gazed into
nothing and he hung, his head wedged in the door like in the
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guillotine that wasn’t sharp enough to severe it from his body,
a line of blood dripping from the corner of his mouth.
Drip-drip-drip.
No one moved. No one said a word.
They stared at Nikita, stunned, disbelieving. Then someone
said, “Oh God. Oh God,” then someone else was sick and someone
swooned-there was a murmur and a rush of bodies—Olesya heard it
all and didn’t. She was frozen solid.
The train stood dead. Life had gone out of it. It was a
dumb machine once more. And Dima whispered, “Why,” and Olesya
started crying, and Natasha said, “Don’t cry. Please, don’t
cry,” and started crying too. And Olesya felt them, on her skin,
she felt them looking. The others. They were looking at her like
she was evil, like she was the one who did it, like it was her
fault. And Alla Borisovna cleared her throat and said, “It’s
simply horrible, horrible beyond belief. I...I am at a loss for
words to express my shock. Where is the crew, I’d like to know?
Are they aware of what’s going on? Have they been all knocked
dead?” She sniffed.
There was more crying now, and huddling, and talking. “It’s
a total nightmare—Awful. Just awful—Are we ever going to get out
of here?—I’m scared, Galka. God, I’m so scared—That goes without
saying—How long is this going to go on? First Lyuba, then Inga—I
don’t understand what’s happening—It’s terrible, I can’t believe
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it—What the fuck do they think they’re doing up there? Playing
with fucking buttons?” Taras’s voice rose brightly and echoed
along the length of the tunnel, and the sound of it was eerie,
and it hushed them.
“Profanities, Chernenko.”
“Sorry, Alla Borisovna. I’m too damn emotional right now to
take any more of this shit.”
Alla Borisovna let it slide. She was shaking herself, from
the cold and from the drain of adrenaline and from a fright, a
terrible fright that gripped her chest like vise and was
threatening to break her ribs if she didn’t do something. I have
to get it together. Get it together. “All right. Listen up,
everyone!” She clapped her hands like she did in the studio and
the clapping reverberated up and down the walls, and they all
started, spooked by the sound, heads turned to her eagerly,
happy to look away from Nikita’s eyes open in mild surprise, and
his mouth fixed in a rictus of pain, the blood dripping from the
corners of his mouth, dripping.
“I’m going to see the engineer. This has got to stop.”
“Yeah! Tell that pissant little fuck—”
“Chernenko!”
Taras sulked but fell silent. Egor whispered something to
him, and he nodded, and they both looked at Olesya, then Milena
said something to Egor and he smiled. Incredibly, he smiled, and
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Veronika shook her head in dismay, and Milena was relaying
something to her, moving her hands in agitation, and she kept
nodding and grabbing her hair and pulling at it and nodding
again.
Alla Borisovna tucked her hands under her arms. “Wait for
me in your rooms. Understand? And get Nikita out of there. By
God, I can’t look at him like that. Rumyantsev, you do it.
Zolotov, you help him.”
“No,” said Olesya.
“What was that, Belaya?”
“I said, no. We’re not going back on the train.”
“What do you propose we do? Walk?”
“Yes.”
“Jesus! Are you out of your mind?” snapped Veronika. “Walk
where? We don’t even know where we are. There’s snow everywhere,
and all of our things are on the train. What do we do, just
leave it?”
“Language, girls! Language!” But Alla Borisovna’s demand
was not met with the usual obsequious compliance, and that
unsettled her, and she wrapped her cardigan tighter, reluctant
to move away from the group toward the mouth of the tunnel where
the nose of the locomotive gleamed in the diminishing light like
the tip of a monstrous finger.
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“Let me ask you a question, Veronika,” Natasha’s lips
curled up and over her teeth, and Olesya touched her hand,
“Don’t,” but Natasha gave her a quick shake of the head and
blundered on, everything in her blazing with frustration. “Do
you want to die now or later?”
Veronika sucked in air. “What’s that supposed to mean?”
“Oh my God, Veronika. How much dumber can you get? You seem
to have a few screws loose up here. Are you blind? Don’t you see
what’s going on? We’re getting eliminated one by one. So I’m
just asking you, out of curiosity, would you like to die now or
later? You could buy yourself a bunch more years if you decided
to walk away from this nightmare on wheels. What do you say to
that?”
“She has a point,” interjected Galka. “It brought us
nothing but grief. We’re better off walking away from it on
foot.”
“You go ahead, if you want.” Milena pouted her pretty lips.
“I’m not walking. Forget it.”
“I’m with Olesya,” said Dima.
“Thank you.”
“Oh. Did you hear that? The dog has spoken,” remarked Egor.
“Does she have a leash for you, too? Did she teach you to beg
yet? I hear it’s a neat trick.”
“Shut up,” said Natasha.
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“What is it, Olesya? Cat got your tongue? What’s your
story? We’d like to hear it.”
And they were all looking at her again, shivering in the
cold, awaiting some kind of an explanation, even Alla Borisovna
drilled her with her sharp little eyes, silent.
Dima squeezed Olesya’s elbow, flanking her like a sentinel,
and she was grateful to him, she didn’t know if she’d be able to
front this attack alone, this nearsightedness, this stubborn
incredulity.
Can’t they see it? Can’t they recognize the pattern? Will
they see it if I told them? No, they probably won’t. It’s more
convenient to stay blind to what’s bothersome, unexplainable,
unpleasant. Let’s just shove it under the rug and not talk about
it, maybe it’ll go away. Oh, it’s still there? Well then, let’s
point a finger at someone to blame them, to avoid thinking. And
I’m it, I’m the scapegoat. Why am I even trying? I should just
leave them be, let them die one by one. No, no, I can’t do that.
I can’t. I don’t have it in me. My God, I hate this.
“You want to tell us what’s going on?” pressed Egor.
She willed her eyes to hold his gaze.
“Yes. I will tell you. Will you listen?”
“We’re all ears. Aren’t we, Alla Borisovna?”
There was a hint of mockery in his tone that Alla Borisovna
didn’t like. And she didn’t like his eyes pinned to her as
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though in challenge, their hue strikingly blue, cold blue in the
gathering dusk, and she flinched, and was mad at herself for
flinching. “I’m not listening to any more of this blather about
possessed trains. You can’t expect me to believe that. Old
wives’ tales. Wait for me here. Zolotov, you’re coming with me.”
“Of course, Alla Borisovna.” Egor reluctantly moved away
from Milena and as he walked past Olesya, his leather soles
crunching on the compacted gravel, he tossed over his shoulder,
casually, making sure she heard him, “I have warned you that
Belaya is very good at spinning things out of thin air, didn’t
I, Alla Borisovna? But you chose not to take any measures, and
as a result we now have another death on our hands.”
“Don’t get smart with me, Zolotov.”
“My apologies. I’m only trying to help.”
“I’ll ask for your input when I need it.”
“Allow me to say one more thing.” They were still within
earshot, and Egor knew that Olesya was listening to his every
word, and she knew that he was talking deliberately, wanting her
to hear it. “We all know that things like spirits and demons and
the like don’t exist. It is my opinion that Belaya is cleverly
using it as a cover-up for her actions. Most psychopaths are
extremely intelligent and hard to detect. We need to isolate
her, before she causes any more trouble, and, frankly...” His
words drifted off as they quickly walked past Nikita’s crumpled
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shape peering at them from above, and skipped to the next
sleeper.
It was the wrong thing to say for Egor. That hidden rage
that has reared its ugly head inside Olesya a few times on this
trip was at her again. Within seconds her blood was boiling—A
psychopath? I’m a psychopath?—and in the next second, while
staring at the back of his head, willing him to turn, to listen
to her, she hissed in a voice that was not her own.
“Show him, papa. Show him.”
The train was only too happy to oblige. She sensed it
pleased it—him—when she meant to do harm, when she asked for it.
He could not deny her the pleasure. He enjoyed to show off, and
he rolled every door open and out started falling the bodies of
the passengers, like old tattered dolls, thump, thump, theirs
limbs rigid, clunking on impact, their faces stiff, stony, and
far ahead the door to the cab flung open too and in the blur of
their uniforms they dropped to the ground one by one, Larry,
then Jim, then Carl, and lay prone, unmoving, and out fell
Nikita, and someone screamed and someone swore and every light
switched on and the headlights flooded out of the tunnel and the
engine rumbled, its sound magnified, a knell in every ear.
And over this din the intercom sputtered and coughed and
spoke in the voice of Grigory Vasilievich, booming through the
tunnel, the same charming baritone that Olesya loved so much.
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“This is a Serenade-bound Trans-Urban Blitz-Express train.
Please get onboard. Stand clear of the closing doors. The train
will be moving shortly.”
And in the space of moments that couldn’t be measured,
moments that leeched the last vestiges of sanity from everyone
present, they scrambled up the stairs to the vestibule,
whimpering and crying in panic, and when Galka and Shurik by
some unspoken truce held hands and dashed for the end of the
car, away, away from it all, a scalding jet of steam prevented
them from crossing any further—it spat and sizzled—and in the
steam they saw three figures, three ballerinas, and overcome by
terror turned around and fled and climbed into the car just in
time for the door to shut and lock. The train gave a honk of
departure and barreled out of the tunnel, into the purple
evening that clung to every window, looking in on the faces
blank with consternation.
They stood in the corridor, unable to part, to go to their
coupes, and once again everyone looked to Olesya.
“You must tell them,” whispered Dima. “You must.”
“Strike while the iron is hot,” said Natasha heatedly,
straining to keep her voice down. “Do it now.” And then, at the
lack of Olesya’s response, “For crying out loud! Say something.
I’ll do it if you want.”
“No. No-no-no. Don’t. I’ll do it. I’ll tell them.”
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Olesya drew a deep breath.
An expectant hush fell on her ears, and the fear in her
belly expanded to a jittering panic. She was astounded. She
wasn’t so much afraid of her father’s retaliation at her
revealing his atrocities but of the troupe’s reaction to her
words. Will they believe me? Or will they cast me out? Give me a
permanent status of an imbecile? An attention seeking liar? A
loony? A psychopath? Or just a dumb crazy bitch that is
emotionally unstable and has gone off her rockers for no reason?
Her thoughts were accompanied by the steady clacking of the
wheels and the stifled crying of the dancers, some sitting on
the padded flip-up seats, others standing sandwiched in twos and
threes where there was room for only one, their skinny shoulders
leaning at the lush curtains, their fingers curled around the
hand-rods, heads bent under the ornamented copper of the lamps.
The luxury of the car, its velvet and glitz and posh contrasted
sharply with their gaunt long faces shocked into torpor, their
minds struggling with the images of the falling bodies burned
into their vision. They didn’t want to accept it, they fought
it, they rejected what was staring them in the face.
There were ten of them left. And Alla Borisovna. Eleven.
Four dancers gone. Dead. The magnitude of this refused to
separate into digestible pieces. It was too fast, too sudden,
too absurd. And here they were, moving again. Where? To what
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destination? And who was manning the train now that Carl
Silverman, the TUBE engineer, has at last quit fretting—At
last!—over losing his job and instead was chilling out in the
ditch by the railway, calm and collected, no more fears for him,
no more doubts, his two colleagues, Jim and Larry, at his either
side, no quarreling between them, no complaining, only a mute
agreement, on everything, on the snowflakes that buzzed like
white flies, on the birds and the rodents and the bigger,
toothier scavengers that crept closer, unable to believe their
luck. Wasn’t that the life? They didn’t know. Didn’t want to
know.
And it was then, while waiting for Olesya to speak that
Zoya started to pray, at first silently, moving her lips only,
her golden cross between her palms, kissing it, kissing it now
and then, and then louder, words slithering from her mouth like
a chant, an incantation, her eyes closed, her head rocking
slightly, back and forth, back and forth, “...forgive us our
trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass against us. And
lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil...”
And no one stopped her, no one jeered at her. They were all
eyes, blank faces, and fright, bone-chilling breath-stopping
fright, and Olesya clenched her hands and unclenched them, and
looked them over, and said, “I need to tell you something.” She
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said it to her hands. “Something important. But I’m
afraid...afraid you’ll think I’m crazy.”
“We already know you’re crazy, so no need to be afraid.”
Milena meant it as a good-humored joke but it came out bitter
and none of them had the heart for laughing or even entertaining
the idea of laughing.
“Let her alone,” said Galka unkindly.
Milena glanced at Egor but he pressed his lips tight
without acknowledging her and remained silent, his eyes dark and
grim and fixed at some distant point beyond the window.
Seeing dead passengers drop to his feet shook him up hard,
so hard he thought he could hear his bones rattle. He prided
himself on keeping his cool in the face of adversity by knowing
when to charm, when to jest, and when to be an ass, the art of
politics relayed to him tirelessly by his parents, both famous
dancers, who taught him that people skills were as important to
his career as his physical mastery and finesse but he has never
seen a dead body until this trip and he has carefully hidden his
terror by acting up his bravado and now it failed him and he
felt lost and scared and unhinged by feeling lost and scared and
for the first time he didn’t know where he was standing.
The death was real, too real to deny, they saw it, they all
saw it, no way he could blame it on that scratchy little cunt.
Look at her, just look at her, preparing to tell her tear-
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jerking story, the pissant little liar. What does he find in
her? There’s nothing there to fuck. It’s her, it’s all because
of her. She started it, she summoned it, whatever it is, it’s
connected to her. And suddenly he knew. He knew where he stood,
he has acquired a target for his frustration and confusion, he
found the epicenter of his misfortunes, of all of their
misfortunes, and just as his father took out his aggression by
sticking his dinger in the crotch of every woman willing—and
there were many, many, eager to lay with the renown ballet
master Eduard Zolotov—and then lied to Egor’s mother without
batting an eye and shamed her for suspecting him and bought her
flowers and took her out only to lust after another skirt the
next day, so did Egor decide to kick it up a notch, to humiliate
Olesya, to degrade her, to teach her how to reject him.
No other girl rejected him, and that weepy skank did.
Bitch. Why, you ignorant little—
“Let’s sit in my coupe,” Alla Borisovna’s quivering voice
broke through his thoughts.
The old rat is starting to crack, damn her.
“Go on, my dears. Give your feet a rest. It’s better we
sit.”
They filed into the coupe number six and packed both beds,
four to a bed—Olesya at the window, then Dima, Natasha, and
Galka, and opposite them Alla Borisovna, Zoya, Milena, and
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Veronika—Shurik and Taras sat on the floor and Egor remained in
the door, standing—“Sit down, Taras. I’ll stand. There’s no
place for me anyway.” But he had another reason to remain where
he was, it gave him an advantageous vantage point from where to
observe them and it made him feel superior looking down at them
all. And, if he admitted it to himself, it was a convenient
route to escape. Just in case. Just in case he had to.
The electricity was on and the room was flooded with the
warm light and it felt cozy and safe to be crammed together like
this, and Galka blew her nose loudly, and Zoya quietly prayed,
and Alla Borisovna said, “Speak, Olesya. Don’t keep us waiting.”
Olesya looked up and at the sight of so many eyes the
terror in her roared and blotted out her thoughts. They were
different, these eyes, different from the eyes of the audience,
they weren’t seeking entertainment, they wanted truth, whatever
truth she could offer them, and they didn’t want it, they wanted
her to lie. Egor stared at her, hard, stared her down as though
in warning, and she knew she’d have to tell it all and it would
be war, she read it in his face.
“C’mon,” Dima gave her hand a squeeze, and she went for it,
cutting straight through the bullshit.
“I’m sorry I haven’t had the guts to gather you and to
tell you what was going on. I wasn’t sure at first and I didn’t
think you would’ve listened. I realize now, it was a big
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mistake. So many people have died because I was afraid, because
I didn’t do something to prevent it when I could’ve. Should’ve.”
Salt scalded her throat but she swallowed it and took a deep
breath and spoke in quick sharp statements, throwing them at the
gloomy faces, at the reddened eyes, at the held breaths.
“My papa...my father Grigory Vasilievich Bely died eleven
year ago in a railway accident. You’ve heard his voice
announcing our departure. He’s the one who’s controlling this
train, his dead soul and dead body. Sometimes they’re one, like
they’re fused, like the train is channeling his physical
presence, all the way to him breathing and stretching and
bleeding, like some kind of a living tube, his windpipe or vein
or intestine. Sometimes it seems to me they switch around, and
sometimes they’re one, one colossal organ that holds us locked
in its gut—you’ve seen it bleed in the luggage car, Alla
Borisovna.”
“Jesus!” Veronika’s eyes bugged out of her face.
Taras gaped up with his mouth open. “Are you shitting me?”
“Is that true, Alla Borisovna?” said Milena. She leaned
over muttering Zoya and locked her eyes on the grey bloodless
face and Alla Borisovna gripped the second button tight and
twisted it and looked around at the dancers who stared at her,
holding their breath, waiting for an answer, and she raised her
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chin and sat up straight and said, “Why, I never...What on
earth...? What blathering nonsense is this, Belaya? Explain!”
Olesya winced, and a worm of pain twinged in her chest. “I
am explaining. Dima was there. He saw it. He pulled you out when
you fainted.”
Dima nodded. “I sure did. Thought I’d puke my guts out. It
was nasty business. The whole ceiling started dripping and then
it was all over the floor. Hell, that wasn’t the worst of it.
The worst was the smell. It was a bad smell, I don’t know, like
the smell of dead blood, like it started spoiling. Ugh.” He
quivered and shook his head to shake off the memory, to get rid
of it. “You don’t remember, Alla Borisovna?”
She studied him closely. “Of course I remember. I walked
through every car looking for you and there you were, at the
very end, in the luggage car of all places, fighting with poor
Inga.”
“No, we were practicing. Honestly, Alla Borisovna, Inga
came in later, after—”
“Why the hell did you have to fight her?” erupted Veronika.
Milena made a face. “My, Veronika. You don’t need to yell.
You’ll break my eardrums.”
“Shut up! I’m speaking.”
“Svetich!” snapped Alla Borisovna. “Veronika Svetich! Mind
your manners, please. We’re not deaf here. We can hear you.”
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“I said, I’m speaking!” Veronika jumped up and hovered over
seated Taras and Shurik on her chicken legs, her hands pressed
into the rim of the table, her bleached hair wild around her
face like a halo of electrified feathers, a touch away from
Dima.
“Sit down!”
Veronika ignored her. “Listen here. Listen! I want to give
you a peace of my mind. Didn’t you see that she was drunk? You
saw it, didn’t you?”
“Sure.”
“Well, then you should’ve walked her back to her room, not
fight her! You saw the state she was in,” Veronika flicked her
eyes to Egor—his face didn’t move, he purposefully didn’t look
at her. “What do you have for a heart? A dog turd or something?
If you walked her back, you would’ve saved a life, you stupid
son of a bitch.”
“Language!” shouted Alla Borisovna.
Veronika sat back down, arms crossed, fuming.
In the door Egor made a small noise, a half-smirk, halfsniff, and Natasha said bitterly, “If wishes were horses, then
beggars would ride.”
“Yeah, no shit.” Taras fixed his glasses. “And if we keep
listening to this horse crap, we’ll all have to have our heads
examined. I’m outta here.” He stood.
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Egor blocked the door. “Wait up, Taras. Where you going?
Don’t you want to listen to the end? Our birdie worked so hard
on concocting her tale, we might as well give her a chance,
don’t you think?” He winked. “Give her a chance to prove it.”
Taras grinned. “Brilliant.” He turned around and sat down.
“What do you say to that, Olesya? Make it bleed for us, huh?
C’mon. Say, dear papochka, can you drip me some blood? I’m so
thirsty.” He tittered, and Egor picked it up, and Shurik joined
them, and they were snorting and laughing like loonies. Milena
smiled, but the rest of the girls didn’t, and Galka gawped at
Taras. “Are you out of your mind? Think about what you’re
asking.”
“Don’t you worry, it won’t happen,” reassured her Milena.
“She doesn’t have a leg to stand on. It’s all a fantasy.”
“What, and the dead people too? You saw them. All those
passengers!”
“Dummies.”
“Dummies? Really? And who would do something like that? Who
in their right mind would go the trouble of stuffing the cars
full of dummies and then chuck them out?”
“You asking me? It’s America. They’re all nuts here. How
would I know what they like to do? To them it might be
entertainment.”
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They continued arguing, and Alla Borisovna who has been
watching this with a growing distaste, slapped her hands on the
table and bellowed, “Enough! What is up with you? I don’t
recognize you. Bickering like fishwives. You are artists of
highest caliber, you’re ballet dancers, for crying out loud, the
best of the best! Refined cultured young people. I have groomed
you for years, I have spent the best part of my life on you, and
how do you pay me back? What are you coming to? Quarreling like
that?”
The voices stopped. They glowered at her, irritated,
sensing her power weakening and wanting to break it. She sensed
it too, and it unnerved her. The world as she knew it was
falling apart and every one of her techniques of coping with the
changes failed. She clung to the last one, the one that carried
her through the darkest times, blunt force and discipline and
routine, moving forward no matter what. She was going to get
them out of this absurd calamity. They were going to arrive in
Portland and to perform, and that was that. She made up her mind
to go see whoever was driving this train after they have had
their talk, and now she was getting impatient.
“Olesya, you said you wanted to tell us something
important. Well, get on with it. We haven’t got all day.”
Olesya waited a beat. “May I continue without
interruptions?”
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“Don’t look at me! I didn’t start it!”
“Yes, you did, Veronika. May I ask you—”
“Go to hell. All of you go to hell!” Veronika shoved Egor
away from the door and was half-way in the corridor when Olesya
said quietly, “Papa, stop her.”
They didn’t fully understand at first what she said or what
it meant, except for Dima who gripped her hand and looked her in
the eyes and had enough time to mutter, “You sure this is wise?”
and then the time expanded and the roomette they were sitting in
expanded and the blasting of the engine and the groaning of the
bogies and the clacking of the wheels on the rails expanded, and
from both ends of the car there came a squelching noise and a
rush of churning liquid, and Veronika squealed and backed off
into the coupe, tugging on Egor’s sleeve and pulling him down
with her on top of Taras’s and Shurik’s heads. And as Egor’s
feet cleared the door it rolled shut and the latch snapped to
the locked position, and behind the door they heard a whoosh
like that of a rushing river. Then all was still.
The noises were gone, the vacuous extra space that seemed
to spring out of nowhere contracted and the dancers were rigid,
frozen, stuck in grotesque contortions of fear: they didn’t dare
move, didn’t dare breathe. They were quiet, so very quiet, and
in that quiet the bell went ding-ding-ding and the whistle
screamed and the echo answered, and the lights flickered, and
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then that was gone too and all they felt was the hypnotic
rocking motion of the train hauling, really hauling. They were
going fast, so fast, the trees in the window were a grayish blur
and the mountains blurred with the sky and for miles there was
no sign of habitation, no silos, no water towers, to telephone
poles, no houses, no stations, no passing freight trains on the
track opposite. Nothing.
“Will you listen now?” said Olesya.
No one said a word, and then Zoya muttered, “God help us.
If you know how to get us out of here, Olesya, please, tell us,
by all means. I want to get home alive.” She crossed herself and
waited. They all waited.
They’re scared of me. My God, they’re absolutely terrified.
Why did it have to come to this? Why?
“We must dance Serenade for papa. Then he will leave us
alone. If we won’t, he’ll kill us in the order we come onstage.
He already started. I should’ve been first but he spared me
because I danced for him, I danced part of Serenade, out there,
in the snow. Did I guess that right, papa?”
She looked up at the intercom. It crackled. There was a
click, and Grigory Vasilievich’s charming baritone came through
loud and clear, “You got that right, my little ballerina. Do I
have to wait for much longer? I’m getting impatient here. Not
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much time, remember? I don’t have much time. Hurry up, will
you?”
“We will.”
“That’s my girl.”
Click.
The air in the room thickened.
“Is this some kind of a sick joke?” demanded Taras.
“I wish. It would’ve made things so easy.”
“I don’t get it. Who the fuck is up there? Wanna go look?”
He nudged Shurik.
The blood in Olesya’s temples thudded, but before she could
object, Natasha spoke, “You still want to pretend that this
isn’t really happening, do you? It’s no joke, Taras. Will you
get it through your thick skull? This is not something to mess
around with. I’m talking to all of you. For Christ’s sake, wake
up! We need to help Olesya, not bash her. It’s for our own
survival!”
“Whoa. Gosh. Everyone, listen up. The protector of the weak
has spoken.” Egor squeezed between Milena and Veronika, his hand
on Milena’s shoulder, his lips wide in a snarl.
“Well, Zolotov, perhaps you will explain to us this
phenomenon?” said Alla Borisovna. “We all saw the door close of
its own accord.”
“I closed it.”
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Olesya started shaking, and the words tumbled out of her
mouth, “How can you lie like that. Why? Why are you doing this?
I don’t understand...”
“What are you implying, birdie?”
“You’ve seen it. When we were in my coupe, it threw you off
my bed, to the floor, and you still deny it? Why?”
Milena tossed her head back and narrowed her eyes at Egor,
a suspicious flicker in them, barely a flare. “What is she
talking about?”
“Not a clue.”
He eyeballed Olesya hard, and in that she saw a warning, a
dangerous line she was not supposed to cross, but she was beyond
it now, something in her snapped and tinkled as it fell to her
feet and she returned his stare, unflinching, calm.
“You know, Egor, for a long time, for year or maybe even
more, I was infatuated with you. I adored you, your golden hair,
your eyes, your little mustache, your body. When you danced, I
couldn’t look away. Everything about you was so perfect. I
thought about you every day, every minute of the day, I dreamed
about you. I had these fantasies about you cornering me
somewhere in the back corridors and kissing me, kissing me hard,
mashing your lips on my mouth, and kneading my breasts, and
taking me, right there. I wanted you, God, I wanted you so bad.
And when you barged into the toilet and found me there,
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vulnerable, crying, and pulled me back to my roomette, I
thought, ‘This is it, this is what you’ve been waiting for.’ But
it was wrong, it felt wrong. I should’ve thought of Inga’s
feelings, I didn’t, and I was so mad at myself, I wanted it to
happen and at first I didn’t understand that you were simply
taking advantage of me—”
“Lie,” interrupted Egor, “all a lie.”
“—so I changed my mind, I asked you to stop, but you
wouldn’t, you forced yourself on me, and I tried pushing you off
and I couldn’t do it, so I asked papa to get you off me and he
did it, he threw you to the floor, the room did it.”
“You’re mad. You need to be locked up.”
“How convenient, to tell everyone that I’m a loony, a
psycho.” She felt wetness on her face and when she touched it,
her fingers came away wet. She was crying. She didn’t know when
she started. Tears just rolled and rolled and she did nothing to
stop them. She let them roll.
Egor’s jaws rippled. It cost him a tremendous effort to
swallow his emotion, and in the measured tone he said, “You see?
It’s as I told you. She’s very good at spinning tales out of
thin air. No such thing ever happened. You have my word.”
“Have you assaulted one of my dancers?” said Alla
Borisovna, barely moving her lips.
“Never.”
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“Don’t lie to me. Have you or have you not?”
“For God’s sake, Alla Borisovna. What else do you want me
to say? You want me to swear? I’ll swear. I’ll swear on anything
you want.”
Alla Borisovna’s pupils pinpricked. Her whole face
sharpened, and she spat in his face, “How dare you. You rancid
little prick. Out. You’re out of my troupe.”
And before Egor could answer, there was a grunt and a blur,
and Dima was on top of him, punching his face, and Milena and
Veronika were screaming, wiggling out of the scuffle and
tripping on Taras and Shurik, and Galka was clapping and egging
Dima on, and Olesya was shouting for him to stop, and Natasha
was shushing her, whispering hotly, “Let him. Let him beat the
living shit out of the bastard. That sack of scum. That
worthless egotistic pig.”
There was a battery of high-pitched shrieks and curses and
grunts and Alla Borisovna’s cries to order and then a frenzied
jostling scramble to get to the door and out the door and in the
corridor Dima pinned Egor to the floor and went for it.
He worked on him silently, methodically, sweat beading up
and dripping from his temples and his upper lip, the way it did
when he had his first fight and won, two weeks after his
mother’s funeral, at recess after math and before PE, when he
was changing into shorts sitting on the bench in the dressing
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room and Genka Portyannikov ran up to him on a dare and yelled,
“Hey, Rumyantsev, hey, guess what?” And when Dima looked up, he
yelled in his face, “Hey, did your mother hang herself or did
you have to hang on her legs to help her?” And he cackled with
saliva spurting out of his big flopping mouth and the flock of
the boys by the lockers cracked up too and it was so funny to
them, the surprised expression on Dima’s face, and his tears, a
deluge of tears that came out of nowhere and that made him boil
with shame and colored his smooth baby face blazing red, and
crying all the way, wailing, he stood up and without a word
punched Genka in the face and when he toppled sat on him, ass on
the chest, knees tucked into his armpits and it took the boys a
good ten minutes to pull him away. By the time they have
separated them, huffing and puffing and scared shitless, Genka’s
nose was mashed into a bloody mess and one eye puffed up and
closed, and his two front teeth were gone, his milk teeth—he was
six, they were all six—and the school director had some words
for Dima and sent him home and that night his father gave him a
good long dose of the belt, the same belt his mother used to
take her life.
Since that day he fought many fights and broke many noses
and learned to control his tears, and he learned that if he drew
blood he was left alone. He hated it, hated hurting them, but
they were scared of him now and before long they found a way to
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hurt him back. They called him names and he froze up and lost
his power of speech. “Hey, Rumyantsev, you’re stupid! You’re a
stupid moron! Stupid jerk! You’re a stupid piece of shit!” and
in later years, as he got serious about ballet, their insults
got more sophisticated and they called him “a dumb capering
queer” and “a leg-jerking ass-shaking fairy” and each time he
got tongue-tied and couldn’t find the right insults to throw
back at them so he kept throwing his fists and then the school
was finally over and the fights were over but his pretense
wasn’t. He wore it like a protective skin and either said
nothing or babbled some empty rubbish about weather or quoted
poems when trying to pick up the girls and it all pounded in
him, in his eyes and in his ears, and when his knuckles
connected with Egor’s septum and he heard the satisfying snap
like the snap of a dry twig and felt warmth on his hand, the
warmth of blood, he drew his arm back, back all the way, and
arched it and let it fall fast—Whap! Whap! Whap!—and with every
punch he spoke words into Egor’s bloody face.
“You touch...Olesya...again...I will kill you...kill
you...kill you...”
And Egor wriggled and panted and tried blocking his blows
and grabbing his wrists and failed and failed again and then he
went for his ears and socked his left and jabbed his throat but
Dima felt nothing. He was numb, he felt no pain only a sharp
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focused rage and beyond it was darkness, deafening pulsing
darkness.
“Fucking hell! You’re killing him! Stop it!”
The screaming was all around Dima and someone’s fingers
yanked on his hair and he lost momentum just enough for Egor to
buck him off and twist and get to his fours and start crawling.
“Hell no, you’re not. I’m not done with you.”
And in the narrow space, squeezed between the polished
paneling of the doors on the left and the gleaming copper of the
radiators on the right, the plush of the purple-blue carpet
stained and wet and feeling spongy under his fingers, and the
train roaring and rocking and going balls-out at an incredible
speed fueled by this violent madness and goading it, goading it
on, wanting more, more, like a snake that’s preparing to launch
an attack and is getting pumped by watching the scuffle.
“Get off me!” Egor found his voice. “Get the fuck off me!”
Shurik was pulling on Dima’s legs and Taras landed vicious
kicks to his back but there was not enough space to maneuver
around Dima to stop him and Dima lunged for Egor and cuffed the
back of his knee and pressed and hooked his arm around his neck
and locked him and threw his weight down, and punched and
punched and punched. And the there was whimpering, quiet
whimpering, “Please, no more. No more.”
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And the sound of it, the pleading, infuriated Dima, made
him hit harder. “Say you won’t touch her. Say it.”
“Please.”
“Say it, or I’ll kill you.”
“Yes, yes. I won’t. Please.”
“I’ll have you dead, you hear me?”
And then Taras had him and hauled him off and up to his
feet and held him by the shoulders and screamed at him, “What
the fuck is wrong with you? You about killed him, you stupid
shit!”
That pushed a button. “I’m not stupid. Don’t ever say that
again.” And the back of Taras’s head hit the wall and he yelped,
“My glasses! Fuck! My glasses!”
Then Olesya’s hand was on Dima’s arm and she was shaking
it, “Stop it. Stop it.” And the fight was out of him, just like
that, in a quiet whoosh, it left him barren, drained, and then
came the tears, the way they came when he was six, first nothing
and then everything at once, big clear globules of hot salty
water, spilling, spilling, spilling.
And then Milena was close, so close, he could smell her
sweet heated breath, see her eyes of indigo ink, her chiseled
aristocratic nose, her small tender mouth baring and the line of
her perfect teeth gleaming and her pink delicate tongue lash out
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and in. She spat at him a pearly gob of saliva, and it hit his
cheek and cooled down, mixing with his tears.
“I would’ve clawed your eyes out,” she hissed, “but I’m
loth on dirtying my hands, you dog shit, you stinking peace of
dog shit.” And then she added, so low only he could hear,
“You’re dead,” and sauntered off, Veronika in tow, to attend to
Egor’s messed up face that looked like a raw piece of meat
capped with a blond wig. They led him to his compartment to the
left of the toilet and somewhere on the periphery of Dima’s
senses he heard Alla Borisovna struggling for words, so upset,
her tongue disobeyed her, and Natasha’s excited chatter, “You
did a first-class job! First-class! You beat him to a pulp!
Where did you learn to fight like that? And Egor, what a wimp!
Did you see him crawl? Did you see him? Like a worm. By God, he
wasn’t man enough to hit you back. Not once!” She stopped to
catch her breath. “If I could fight like you, I’d do it myself.”
“Where’s Olesya?”
“Right here.”
Olesya stood straight as a rod, her eyes riveted on Dima,
pupils shocked into huge round holes, shocked by his ferocity,
and strangely pleased by it, and enamored, and grateful. She
pulled the sleeve of her sweatshirt over her hand and wiped
Dima’s cheek, wiped Milena’s spittle off until his skin was dry
and clean, and then she wiped his forehead and his chin and his
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neck, and Natasha watched them from the corner of her eye and
shook her head, “Get a room, you two.”
They didn’t hear her.
“That was...” Olesya suddenly didn’t know what to say. What
was it? Uncalled for? Wrong? No, it didn’t feel wrong. It felt
right. She felt Dima’s exhilaration. The exhilaration of
beating, and it horrified her. She wanted him to go on. She
didn’t want him to stop.
A frown of struggle crept across Dima’s face. The
adrenaline rush was over and the shakes have set in, and as he
spoke his voice quavered. “I’m sorry. I know what you’re about
to say, and I get it, honestly, I do. It was wrong to do it like
that but that’s where I draw the line.”
“Line?”
“When a man fights a man, there’s dignity, dignity in the
fight. You win, you lose, you acknowledge it, you part. But that
was no man.” He nodded at Egor’s roomette. “A man who assaults a
woman is not a man, and the rules don’t apply, so I’m sorry.”
“Rules?”
“Dirty fighting.”
“He means, you don’t hit a man when he’s down,” explained
Natasha. “Did I get that right? That what you mean?”
“Sure.” Dima was suddenly very tired.
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Natasha looked at Olesya, her eyes gleaming excitedly. “Get
it? That was not a fight, that was a trouncing, like in the
olden days. He beat him black and blue because that’s what he
deserves, that lying sack of shit, to be beaten black and blue.
I’d say he got off lightly. If I had it my way, I’d rip off his
junk and shove it down his throat and—”
Olesya cringed. “Please. Don’t.”
“No? Not even a smile?” Natasha pouted.
“I can’t. Not right now. Sorry.” She glanced at the
deserted corridor and out the window. They were still going,
going fast, in a clean straight line, and the sky has thickened
to cold poky porridge and it seemed to attain a shade of an old
bruise even as she watched, watched it settle into the gloom of
the approaching night.
Natasha flicked her eyes to Dima but Dima slouched against
the window and was looking where Olesya was looking and then he
was looking at Olesya and she was looking at him and Natasha
said, “Okay, you two. I feel like a fifth wheel here. Should I
leave you alone?” I don’t want to, honest to God, I have no
desire to sit in that coupe all alone, it makes my skin crawl,
just to think about it, oh, it’s too awful to say, all those
people, all those poor poor people, but what will you do? Look
at them, they’re in la-la-land, I’m just an appendage. They’re
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perfect for each other, two space cadets. Somehow I haven’t
noticed before, overlooked the obvious. “All right, I’ll go.”
“No, wait. Don’t.”
Natasha let out a sigh of relief. The ache from her recent
breakup with Sergei after she walked in on him banging the
brains out of that bitch Liliana Vertitskaya who masqueraded as
her best friend for three years only to steal her fiancée from
right under her nose, after they have chosen the rings and the
date and everything, was still sore, and she preferred to have
company at all times to help her not think about it, about how
she’d grab that bitch by her mousy hair and bend her head back
and cut her throat with a kitchen knife, right there, right in
front of him, and ask him, “So. How many times will she come
now, huh? Eight? Nine? Go on. Show me. Show me how you do it.”
She glanced at Olesya and Dima, so absorbed in each other,
so silent, and it came back, all of it, the rows they had,
“You’re making me feel inferior as a man!” he’d shout, “How so?”
she’d shout back, “I can’t make you come. A man has to make his
woman come. Something is wrong with you. Something is broken.”
“Oh, is it? Did it ever occur to you that you don’t have the
slightest clue how to bring a woman to an orgasm?” “Little do
you know.” “I’m all ears.” And that’s when he slipped. He said,
“Liliana, by the way, comes eight times in a row, no licking for
hours, just from my dick,” and spooked by the murderous gleam in
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Natasha’s eyes he slammed the door and she hurled after him the
first thing that came to her hand. It was the photo album—Sergei
studied photography and he took beautiful pictures of her,
beautiful, her nude in bed, nude by the wall, in the sun, on the
chair with legs astride, feet in toe shoes, ribbons loose,
standing in the kitchen naked save for the tutu—and it cracked
against the door and the pages fanned out and a photograph
seesawed to the floor, Natasha’s happy smiling face, her sloping
shoulders, tiny waist, the copper-brown tuft rising to her hips,
and below it her other lips, swollen. They just made love, and
he told her not to move and slipped out of bed and rooted in his
bag and took out his camera and—
“Where’s Galka?”
Natasha blinked. “Galka?”
“I’m here. We’re ready.”
Olesya whipped her head around and froze.
Galka, Zoya, and Shurik, dressed in costume, walked to them
along the corridor, led by Alla Borisovna who had that
determined air about her, the air she acquired on the morning of
the performance day, when they filed into the studio for class
and she was there already, having come early, very early, unable
to sleep, drinking one cup of coffee after another, black, no
milk, no sugar, her ratty face washed and clean, and—Oh,
miracle!—mascara on her lashes and a dab of rouge on her pointed
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cheekbones, her bun severe and smooth like chiseled from stone,
her grey raiments gone, in their place a black long-sleeve dress
with a flowing midi skirt, black tights, black kitten-heel
shoes, and a string of white pearls over the neckline, and a
pearl in each ear, making her look so elegant, so classy.
“Where?” she said, her hand on Olesya’s shoulder.
“Where what, Alla Borisovna?”
“Where do we dance?”
Olesya was at a loss for words. She looked to Dima, to
Natasha. They were both speechless.
“I admire you, my dear,” intoned Alla Borisovna. “If I were
you, I wouldn’t have had the strength. I must admit I went
against my intuition. It was a wrong call, to fall for the herd
instinct, and then Zolotov pulled the wool over my eyes with his
stories and I went for it, like a naïve little girl. Why, I was
convinced you’ve gone out of your mind.”
“It’s okay, I understand. I thought so too.”
Alla Borisovna’s face puckered and her skin went all
splotchy and her lips pursed and quivered and with a visible
effort she said, “Oh, shame on me, Olesya, my dear girl. Shame
on this old fool that I am. Will you forgive me?”
“Yes, of course. No harm done.”
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“You’re an angel,” said Zoya. “By God, you’re not of this
earth,” she fished out her cross and kissed it and tucked it
back into her leotard.
“Good job, Rumyantsev,” said Alla Borisovna. “That was a
good thrashing you gave to Egor.”
Dima gaped at her.
“Serves him right. I was itching to do it myself.” That
cracked a smile on their faces and, once again feeling in her
stride, Alla Borisovna stood taller and addressed Olesya from
above, as she addressed her in class. “Now, let me ask you this.
How much time do you think we got?”
“I have no idea.” Olesya cocked her head to the side,
straining her ears, but she heard nothing except the steady
clacking. You there, papa?
“Can you ask?” This question, coming from Alla Borisovna,
sounded so bizarre they stared at her for a moment, all of them.
“I suppose. Papa?”
They all listened, listened hard.
Nothing.
“Do we have some time to get ready for the performance?”
Again, nothing.
“Well, I suppose this means we better get started right
away,” concluded Alla Borisovna, her hands shaking slightly.
“This is where you need me, Olesya, this is where I can help.
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I’ve been doing this for years, after all, so why don’t you go
change and I’ll go talk to Zolotov and the rest of them, see
what condition they’re in.”
And she set her face into the mask of dead resolve,
merciless, cruel, the mask she wore when she clicked the blades
of scissors while inspecting their hair and feet, her two pet
peeves. If, God forbid, she noticed any wispies sticking out of
the buns, she’d swoop on the guilty party and clip every strand
while screaming insults and reminding them of the existence of
hair spray lest by some loss of brain cells they have forgotten.
If she saw loose ribbon ends over pointe shoes, she’d bend and
chop them off, demanding fifty rubles for each offense during
class, a hundred rubles during a performance.
The girls would cry. Someone always cried, every day. She’d
make them cry with a mere look, her eyes sharp and prickly like
needles, the eyes of an enraged muskrat. Chuchundra. The
management turned a blind eye to her eccentricities. They
wouldn’t touch her—she was valuable. The ballets she
choreographed brought Bolshoi a new surge of interest and with
it, money. Her rendition of Serenade was hailed in the press as
“a comeback of the classical Russian ballet in the best of its
tradition,” and wearing this mask of invincibility, hiding
behind it, hiding her visceral terror, Alla Borisovna ordered
Galka, Zoya, and Shurik to warm up and stretch, space
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permitting, and she herself marched to Egor’s roomette and
knocked on the door, asking them to open it, and when Egor told
her to go to hell, she took a deep breath and thought about the
years she gave to ballet, the years it took her to get to this
point, the pinnacle of her career, the US tour, and she prepared
herself to fight to the death if that’s what it came to.
“Open the door, or I’ll break it.”
“The fuck you will!” came Taras’s voice, merry, slurry.
“Better go break your head, you rotten pussy-hole, and stop
bothering us. We’re having fun here. Don’t we?”
There was snort-laughing and hee-hawing and giggling, and
the clinking of glasses and a brief silence.
Alla Borisovna balked. “What did you call me?”
“Rotten pussy-hole! Rusty cunt! Old selfish stuck-up ratty
bitch! Want some more? I’ll come up with some more in a minute.”
“You’re making it too complicated for her, Taras,” said
Milena and hiccuped and giggled, and Veronika giggled at her
giggle, and Milena hissed at her, “Be quiet! Alla Borisovna,
I’ll keep it short for you, or should I say, Chuchundra? Do you
know why we call you Chuchundra?”
Alla Borisovna’s face went white. “How...how dare you...”
“Oh, for God’s sake, Alla Borisovna. Let’s drop the
pretense.” Egor’s words were muffled, like he was speaking
through a cloth. “There’s no use for it now. You know perfectly
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well that we hate your guts, don’t you? And we know that you
hate our guts. It all evens out in the end, so no need to be so
sensitive about it. Such is the world of professional ballet,
cutthroat and coercive and cruel, you said so yourself.”
The fury was such in Alla Borisovna that her heart was in
her ears and in her eyes and in her mouth and the palpitations
of her emotions choked her and she could manage only one word,
“Indeed.”
“I’m happy to hear it. I knew we’d come to an
understanding. So here’s the deal, Alla Borisovna.” He was
closer to the door now, and she could hear him clearly. “We
choose to sever our connection with you. Nothing personal, you
understand. Strictly business. You decided to side with that
psycho Belaya, well, we understand that it’s your decision and
we respect it. In turn we ask you to respect our decision to
have nothing to do with her and her, how should I put it,
entourage. Will you honor our request?”
“Why, I’m flattered you consider it worth your time to ask
me, Egor.” Alla Borisovna has found her calm at last and became
aware of her hand twisting the button, dropped it forcefully and
raised her eyes. The dancers stood a pace away, breathless,
staring at her. “Before I answer, I have a question for you as
well, if I may. Are you always this brave with your insults, or
only when you’re speaking through a closed door?
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There was a small silence.
“You can thank Rumyantsev for that, Alla Borisovna. I’m
only trying to spare you the horror of seeing my face. If you’d
be so kind, could you please relay to him that he’s up to his
neck in shit creek?”
“Pardon me?”
“Tell him I’ll rip his baby ass in two the next time I see
him, will you?”
“I’m afraid you’re not making much sense, my dear boy.
First you tell me you’re severing all connections with me, then
you tell me you’d like to keep me around to run errands for you.
So which one is it?”
“Go to hell, Chuchundra!” shouted Veronika. “I’m tired of
listening to this shit.”
“Why don’t you go fuck yourself, you crazy old bitch? When
was the last time you got laid?”
A burst of laughter, the type of exhilarated uninhibited
laughter that said, We’ve got nothing to loose. We’ve lost all
there was and now there’s nothing left and who knows how much
longer we’ve got to live so we might as well enjoy it while it
lasts as best we can. And what else can we do, crammed in this
small claustrophobic room the color of ass crack? We have booze,
so we’ll drink, drink ourselves senseless, then we’ll fuck and
pass out and sleep without dreams and wake up the next day in
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Portland, safe and sound, with the comfort of the hustle and the
bustle of the arrival. That’s our hope. Don’t you understand,
Alla Borisovna? Is it so hard to understand?
“Would you like to borrow my dildo, Alla Borisovna?” said
Milena. “It’s nice and fat. Brand new. I bought it for the
trip.”
Veronika gave a loud, chortling laugh, “Oy! Oy Jesus! Oy, I
can’t breathe!” And the boys gaggled.
“This is sick.” Galka spun on her heels and disappeared in
the coupe. Zoya followed.
“Wait! Wait! I have a better idea—”
“Alla Borisovna, please,” said Olesya.
“No, why?” She crossed her arms. “This is quite
entertaining. When will I have another chance to listen to what
you lot really think of me?”
“That’s not what we think at all,” said Dima.
“They’re just drunk,” added Natasha. “They don’t mean it.
It’s empty bravado. They’d crap their paints from fear before
they said that to your face, Alla Borisovna.”
“Speak for yourself!” shouted Milena. “I can hear you from
here, you bitch! Why don’t you shut your trap?”
“Hey, Chuchundra, you listening? Here’s an idea for you.
Why don’t you ask Belaya’s dead papochka to bang you? I bet he’s
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got a nice cock, all purple and rotten. What a match for your
rotten cunt, ha? What do you say?”
There was an explosion of hysterical gaggle, and then the
lamps in the corridor winked out, sinking them into darkness.
The laughter stopped, as did their collective breath.
“Shit. What the fuck are you playing at?”
Taras’s question went unanswered.
There was a crash of glass, cussing and silence.
Ta-thunk, ta-thunk, went the wheels. Ta-thunk, ta-thunk.
Zoya and Galka poked their heads from the coupe, their eyes
huge and round like marbles in the darkness. Behind them Shurik
appeared, scratching his head. “What’s going on?”
“Looks like the lights are out.”
Papa?
Olesya sensed the rising tremor through the soles of her
feet, the vibrations, the rippling of the carpet.
“Hell,” said Dima against her ear. “That pissed him off,
didn’t it?”
“Tell him to stop.” Alla Borisovna’s claw of a hand
fastened around Olesya’s wrist. “Tell him to stop the train.
We’ll get out and we’ll dance. Tell him we’re ready.”
Olesya couldn’t fathom the change.
There she stood, their company director, the staunch
atheist who bashed their superstitions before each performance
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as uneducated rubbish, who proclaimed any religious belief a
weakness of mind and who believed in hard work and hard work
only, the belief she imbibed with her mother’s milk and with her
father’s lectures at dinner, both patriots and communists to
their bones. She grew up believing that art was the
manifestation of collective consciousness, the celebration of
the freedom of the Soviet people, and her art was ballet, and it
was what sustained her after the Soviet Union fell apart, after
her beliefs were bashed to smithereens and exposed as lies,
lies, nothing but lies.
In her fits of bitterness she’d tell them they’ll all turn
to dust and wasn’t it worth their sweat, their blood, to pay for
that brief moment of ecstasy on stage? Of purity? Or undying
beauty?
And now she shook like a leaf, mortified.
Death was all around them, in the rocking of the carriage,
in the rattling and the screeching and the thundering of the
train hauling along the railway, hauling, the whistle splitting
the air with its ragged scream, the bell ding-ding-dinging and
the blue flatness blurring behind the windows.
“Papa, do you hear me?” said Olesya.
“Papa, we’d like for you to stop. Please. Stop anywhere you
want. We’ll dance for you. We’ll dance Serenade.”
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Chapter 13. The Parting Of Ways

They didn’t stop. And they didn’t dance. They were shoved into
the coupes in a new, isolated order and locked for the night
like in jail cells, without fuss, without warning.
The four drinking dancers flew out the door and before they
had time to scream every door locked and the floor in the
corridor bucked and scattered them along the length of the wall
and the hand-rods snapped off and pinned them and the curtains
gagged them and one by one they were released and pushed to the
toilet to do their business and if they resisted the curtains
squinched around their necks until they complied and when the
toilet flushed they were disgorged and nudged to the empty
coupes, the only sounds their labored breathing through the nose
and their feet-shuffling, and the clicking of the train on the
railway. Methodical, steady.
Slam! Slam! Slam!
The doors rolled shut, one by one.
The curtain pulled on Alla Borisovna’s neck like a leash
tugged by an unseen hand, the rug rippled and peaked to a wave
and slapped her on her bony ass and she buckled but the curtain
held her and yanked on her and pushed her into Larry’s
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compartment, a suffocating shadow dunked in the dark, she gasped
for air and then the door cut off the sound of her crying.
Milena staggered into the next compartment, compartment
number one, her eyeballs white and wild, head twisting,
thrashing, nails scratching, heels dug in fast into the carpet—
No! Not here! Not with the corpse!—but when she was alone and
not chocking and wolfing the air in large wheezing gulps she saw
in the silvery moonlight no sign of Lyuba’s body, both
couchettes were empty, neatly smoothed with TUBE signature
blankets, adorned with fluffed up pillows, her travel purse,
duffel bag, suitcase, a snack pack wrapped in crinkly cellophane
and tied with a ribbon and a bottle of water stamped with the
TUBE logo sitting on the folding table, throwing off black
trembling shadows, and the hanger with her Serenade costume
swaying on the hook, and she put her hand to her chest and
dropped on the bed and said, “My, oh my,” and looked at the
moon, the blind cataract eye that swam in the cloudless ink and
watched her, watched all of them through the splattered,
streaked with melted snow windows.
In coupe number two Veronika, balled up under the blanket,
wailing, in coupe three Zoya, the golden cross between her
palms, her lips moving in prayer, then Galka, sitting stiff,
erect, Natasha, hands cupped against her face and pressed to the
glass—My dear old mother. Where the hell are we?—and then Egor,
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a towel pressed to his head, Taras, passed out on the bunk,
snoring, Shurik pushing buttons on his mobile phone again and
again though the phone was dark, the battery long dead, and in
the last coupe, the coupe number nine—Was it because the math
didn’t work out? Or because Olesya wouldn’t let go of Dima even
as she suffocated, rainbows swirling in her eyes, and they were
shoved into the toilet together and took turns pissing and were
spit out and pushed next door? Who knew?—Olesya and Dima sat,
hands clasped, fingers intertwined, the tender flesh on their
phalanges hurting from gripping, hard, harder.
“It’s okay. I’m here.”
“No.” Olesya wouldn’t let go. “If we dance tomorrow, maybe
it will be over. It will all be over.”
“I sure hope so.”
“We’re prisoners now.”
“That we are.”
“Are you scared?”
Dima smiled. “You’re funny.”
“How am I funny?”
“Of course I’m scared. Who wouldn’t be? In some way this
was worse than when it was bleeding. Those curtains, twisting
and squirming like some sinews and thrusting and thrusting in my
mouth...hell, I thought I was done for, I thought it was a mass
execution.”
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She studied his face. “He put us up together. What do you
think that means?”
“That there was no room? I don’t know. You know him
better.” He fidgeted. “Can I have my hand back?”
“No.”
“Just this one. I’ll hold your other one, I promise.”
She reluctantly uncurled her fingers and Dima snatched one
of the snack packs off the table. It made a squeaky crinkling
noise and Olesya winced.
“What? I’m starving. You should eat too.” He put the bag on
her knees and took the second bag. “Come on. If we’re to perform
tomorrow, we should eat and try and get some sleep.”
Olesya looked at him.
“I think that’s what he wants. Don’t you think?”
“Among other things.”
“Well, yeah, of course. But don’t you think it’s wise to
eat now, while there’s something to eat? I can’t remember the
last time we had any food.”
Olesya squinted at the insides through the clear plastic.
There were no labels. Whatever snacks were in the bag were
wrapped in wax paper, ashen in the moonlight, greasy with fat
stains, and it made her stomach turn. “I wonder where it came
from.”
“Well, we can’t live on air.”
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“Yeah, you’re right.”
She let go of his hand and picked up the bag and pulled on
the ribbon. It unfurled and slid to the floor and she opened the
bag and the scent of homemade food flooded her nose, full of
flavor, piquant and rich, nostalgic, the smell of their kitchen.
Her mouth watered and the juices in her stomach gurgled and she
swallowed, suddenly ravenous, tasting it, tasting it on her
tongue.
“Oh God, no.”
“What is it?”
Her heart was quick in her. Her skin was tingling. She took
out the packages one by one and arranged them on the blanket and
with shaking hands picked up the first one, the largest one, the
one with the shiny translucent stain, and unwrapped it.
“Chicken cutlets.”
“Oooh. Smells good.” Dima shook out the contents of his
bag. “I’m so hungry.” He ripped the wax paper.
“No, you don’t understand. There are mama’s chicken
cutlets. Papa’s favorite. She stopped making them after he died.
I haven’t had them for..,” she swallowed a deluge of saliva,
“...for eleven years.” Tears stood in her eyes, tears brought on
by the smell, the memories, the memories of their dinners.
“Yeah?” Dima stopped chewing, his mouth full. He had a
guilty look on his face, like that of a dog that stole a cutlet
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and knew that a beating was coming and was beseeching, imploring
with its eyes, I really couldn’t help it, you must understand,
it was so delicious, it muddled my mind, it made me do it. It’s
not my fault, I swear! He gulped and glanced at the wad of empty
wax paper. “Shit. I’m sorry.”
“No, it’s okay. Was it good?”
“Better than anything I’ve ever eaten in my life. Honestly.
You should try it.”
Olesya stared at the cutlets, silent.
“My father never cooked, I was the one who made the food in
the house, so you can imagine the dinner menu: noodles, noodles,
and more noodles. That was the first thing I learned how to
make. Noodles with butter and ketchup. Later I added ground beef
to it and some fried onions.”
“Navy noodles.”
“That’s the one.”
“But how...where did he...it smells so real.”
“It is real. Try it.” Dima grabbed the next package.
“Hold on, hold on. Let me see what else is there.”
Dima had to sit on his hands to stop himself from tearing
open the rest of the packages and devouring whatever was in
them. Olesya slowly peeled them open. The paper made gentle
rustling whispers.
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“Oh, my God. A poppy seed bagel. I love poppy seed bagels.
And cottage cheese, fresh. Smell it. With raspberry jam. And a
candy rooster! Look!” Olesya uttered a tiny cry of delight.
“Papa used to buy me candy roosters whenever we’d go to the
Gorky Park, from babushkas by the entrance. A churchkhela! I
can’t believe it!” she sniffed the purple-red sausage, set it
aside, and unwrapped the last package, soft, round. “Oh... Oh,
Dima, look. Look at this.” A hand to her lips, she held up a
newspaper cone for him to see.
“What in the blazing hell...” Dima reached in and took out
a tiny berry, crimson, almost black in the darkness. He sniffed
at it and popped it in his mouth and closed his eyes. “Wild
strawberries. I’m in heaven.”
Olesya forgot her caution. She delicately pinched one of
the two chicken cutlets between a forefinger and a thumb and bit
into it and moaned. It was perfect, just like she remembered,
when she’d come home after school and, hungry, dig in the fridge
and take out the enameled bowl and steal a cutlet or two and
wolf it down. Her senses tuned out everything except the smell
and the taste of the food that she carefully sampled at first,
then took bigger bites, and still bigger bites, and then she was
shoveling it in her mouth like a glutton, like she was starved
half to death, without chewing, gobbling it up, licking her
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fingers, her lips, grabbing one thing, another, eyes greedy, and
then it was gone. Everything. Every last bit.
She twisted the cap off the water bottle and took a gulp
and belched. “Oh God. Sorry.” She held the back of her hand to
her mouth, horrified.
Dima smiled at her, his food long gone. “I don’t care.
Belch all you want. It was good, wasn’t it? I just wish there
was—” His face stiffened. He half-turned, sitting very still.
Olesya heard it too. She froze. “Tanyusha.”
“What?”
“It’s Tanyusha. My dead sister.”
Peals of bright, childish laughter pierced the length of
the corridor, then a patter of running feet, a child’s feet,
excited, jumping, skipping.
“You had a sister?”
“Shhh.”
The skipping stopped by the door to their coupe. There was
breathing now, breathing into the window. Olesya gripped Dima’s
hand, the amount of food she devoured suddenly too much for her
stomach.
Tap-tap. Little knuckles rapped at the door.
“Olesya?”
Olesya’s tongue struggled to move.
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“I know you’re there! Papa told me. Papa said, ‘She’s in
coupe number nine.’ I know my numbers, I know how to write
number nine. There is number nine right there, over the door!”
Dima looked at Olesya, questioning. She shivered.
“Why don’t you say something? You don’t want to talk to me
anymore? I thought you liked talking to me.” There was pouting
in her voice.
“No, no,” it came out as a wheeze, as a death rattle.
Olesya cleared her throat. “I do, I like talking to you.”
“Oh! I like talking to you too!” A happy squeal and a
clapping of hands. “Papa said you’ll dance for me tomorrow!”
“He said that?”
“Yes! He promised to take me to see a real ballet
performance, a real one, all the way in Moscow, at the Bolshoi
theater! With real ballerinas in real tutus! But then he never
did.” She sniffled.
The rims of Olesya’s eyes prickled.
“Why didn’t he, Tanyusha?”
“I don’t know. I keep asking him, but he wouldn’t tell me.
He’s being stubborn. I don’t like it when he’s stubborn. But he
said tomorrow I get to see it!”
A tear spilled down Olesya’s cheek. She swiped at it. “I
will dance for you. You can run to papa and tell him that I’ll
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dance for you, a real ballet in a real tutu, just like in the
Bolshoi theater.”
“But you won’t be alone? Papa said there are many
ballerinas, and ballerini, boys in tights. Isn’t that funny?”
She snickered into a cupped hand. “He said they don’t wear
tutus, only girls wear tutus.” Her voice fell to a
conspiratorial whisper. “He said you’ll be dancing with a boy.
He said you’re head over heels in love with him.” She snickered
again.
Olesya flushed hot, then cold, avoiding Dima’s eyes that
bored holes in her, hot ragged holes.
“He said you kissed him!”
Olesya breathed hard. “I did.”
“Ewww! Kissing is gross. Are you going to get married now?
Because if you kissed him, you have to get married.”
“I...I don’t know...” Olesya’s mind detached, in tune with
the fabric around her, the velvet of the blanket, the paneling
of the walls, the thrumming, the rocking, the rhythmic staccato.
She looked at Dima. He was pale, his skin sweaty, his eyes no
longer on her but on the floor. Olesya followed his gaze and
went cold. It was all she could do not to scream.
Black liquid oozed from under the door, soaking the carpet,
blooming in large wet petals that were creeping up to their
feet. And then she smelled it, the high scent of blood, old
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blood, metallic, rusted, the type of blood that’s been stirred
to life after it was dead for years, for decades.
There was a shuddering sigh behind the door.
“Papa says I need to go. He says you must sleep. Tomorrow
is a big day. Good night!” And she was off. Her footsteps had a
squelch to them, as though she was running in shoes filled with
something soupy, something gluey.
“We better sleep,” said Dima after a considerable silence.
Olesya ripped her gaze away from the door. “It’s for her.
He’s doing it for her.”
“When did she die?”
“Before I was born.”
“Oh.”
“I never met her...until now. Her name was Tanyusha. It was
her birthday. She turned five. They went to pick wild
strawberries by the railway and a train hit her.”
“Hell. That’s awful.”
“It is.”
“I’m so sorry.” Dima’s pupils were large and dark, as dark
as the night around them, and he took both of Olesya’s cold
hands into his warm hands and rubbed her fingers and kissed them
and then he held her and she was crying, and he patted her head
and rocked her, rocked her back and forth, back and forth,
together with the train.
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“It’s okay. Cry all you want. Crying is good.”
When Olesya was dry, when her heaving turned parched, when
no more tears would come only spastic jerks of her shoulders, he
laid her down on the pillow and peeled the strands of the sweaty
hair off her face and wiped it and traced his wet finger down
her cheek and along the line of her chin and stroked her neck
and then he simply looked at her, waiting for her breathing to
slow, and when she relaxed and drew in air and let out a quiet
sigh, he climbed onto the narrow couchette next to her, facing
her, and draped his arms around her.
“Is this okay?”
Her heart hammered. “What?”
“Me holding you.”
“Yeah, it’s fine.” She was trembling.
“Are you cold?”
“A little.”
“Hang on.”
He got up and stripped the blanket from the other bed and
covered Olesya and tucked it around her, taking care to leave no
gaps, then slipped under and held her. “Better?”
“Yes. Much. Thank you.”
“Are you comfortable?”
“Yes.”
“Okay. You should sleep now.”
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“What about you? Are you comfortable?”
“I’m good. Don’t worry about me. Sleep.” He kissed her on
the nose and frowned. “What is it? What’s wrong?”
“I’m just...no one...no one has tucked me in after...after
papa...” She hid her face in his shoulder, and he thought he
held a bird, a scared little bird with a scared little heart
going a million beats a minute, quivering, fluttering, so
delicate, so easy to break, and he was afraid to hurt her,
afraid to squeeze too hard and he didn’t know what else to say
so whispered in her ear, “I’m here. I love you. I love you.”
And the hum of the train was like a lullaby, hypnotic,
monotonous, soothing. It climbed in volume, dropped off, climbed
again, mixed with whispers and giggles and quick tap-tap-taps of
the feet hushed by the deep-piled carpet, distant, closer,
close, faint scratchings and rustlings and swishings, as though
a flock of ballerinas were getting ready for the stage and have
stopped by their door, waiting for them to join them.
Dima made to get up.
“Don’t,” whispered Olesya.
“Okay.”
He relaxed, and they listened together to the sounds that
were the sounds of preparations, the backstage hustle and bustle
before the performance, the last adjusting of the costumes, the
stomping of the hard pointe shoes to get the fit just right, the
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cracking of the joints, the coughing, the deep long inhalations
and the forceful short exhalations.
And as they listened their alarm weakened and eased and
yielded to fatigue and to the warmth in their bellies and the
warmth of their breath and their closeness and Olesya curled her
legs between Dima’s legs and he tightened his hold and asked her
if she was all right, and she said yes, and he wanted to ask her
more things, all kinds of things, like what she liked to do when
she was little—I was on my bike all time, you should’ve seen my
knees—and did she read poetry—Pushkin is my favorite, and
Kharms, he’s so funny, Akhmatova too, sad and lyric—and what
kinds of mittens did she prefer, woolen or sheepskin—Can I buy
you a pair? I’ll buy you a really nice pair, nice and warm and
soft—and he thought he had all his questions ready and all his
answers ready in case she asked him too and in the happiness of
knowing his mind floated and Olesya’s mind floated and they
drifted off to sleep, heedless of being watched, watched through
the gap in the curtain on the door, the blue pleated curtain
hanging over the window, the glass still smudged where Tanyusha
rapped it with her knuckles, her smashed splintered knuckles.
Someone dark stood there, a dark figure with a dark face
that had no features, that was a shadow feeding on their
contentment, a man, it was undoubtedly a man, the shape of his
head squarish, his shoulders stooped, slanted, hands resting in
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his pant pockets. He was rocking, together with the train,
rocking on his feet, and when he’s had enough he looked away and
spun on his heels and walked to the coupe number eight and
looked in at the curled shape of Shurik, and in the next coupe
at the snoring Taras, his glasses sitting on the bridge of his
nose, cockeyed, glinting in the moonlight, and at Egor with his
face to the wall, and at Natasha with her copper hair fanned out
on the pillow, and by the next door he halted, sharp, and stood
still.
On the other side of the door Galka felt eyes on her back
and froze and the clothes slid out of her hands, the clothes she
was stuffing into her backpack by the flooding light of the
torch, a high-power waterproof wonder that illuminated her grim
determined face and her taut muscular neck and the cap of the
steel canteen sticking out of the backpack pocket.
Galka’s mother, Raisa Petrovna, a PE teacher and an
outdoors fanatic, dragged her and her sister Svetka hiking and
backpacking and mushroom hunting since they learned how to walk,
instilling in them an almost automatic preparedness for
survival. Among other, obvious things Galka packed for this
tour, she packed a powerful torch, a spare set of batteries, a
first-aid kit, matches, a whistle, a folding knife, a steel
water bottle and a water purification kit.
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Her mother raised them alone. “You never know what’s around
the corner. Be ready for anything and prepare for the worst,”
she’d tell them, and in her teens Galka starting poking fun at
her and at her doomster philosophy, but now she was glad for it,
glad she raised them that way, and in the hours of tossing and
turning on the narrow bed she had made up her mind to leave at
the first opportunity, to try to force one of the exit doors or
a window and jump, preferring broken bones to this psychotic
ghastly madness.
The torch light threw trembling shadows on her pallid face,
and for the briefest moment she didn’t move, didn’t breathe, the
skin on her back tingling, the hairs on her neck rising.
Somewhere down in her gut she knew it wasn’t Chuchundra spying
on them as was her habit, nor was it one of the dancers, Egor
going for a smoke or Zoya to take a piss. It was someone else,
something else, and that something didn’t like what it was
seeing, didn’t like it at all, and it was about to tell her
that, about to warn her.
Galka’s instincts kicked in, the instincts that saved her
from falling off the rock when free-climbing for the first time—
she was ten—the instincts that made her do a perfect landing for
every one of her gymnastic flips until she got kicked out of the
sports school—she was thirteen—the instincts that propelled her
higher in her ballet jumps than anyone else in Alla Borisovna’s
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troupe—those instincts made her plunge her hand into the side
pocket and grab the folding knife and snatch the torch and the
backpack and rip the curtain open and—
Nothing.
There was nothing she could see except the black rectangle
of the corridor window with its identical pleated curtains. Or
maybe...something dark. A shadow. A retreating shadow. Of a man?
Galka squinted, the rush of adrenalin shaking her vision.
Something fled, she was sure of it, something that meant her
harm but wasn’t quite done with its game. It was going to wait
until morning, oh yes, it was going to make a show.
And Galka’s helplessness and the agony of her fright
blotted out her reasoning and she was suddenly mad, mad at this
thing that has ruined her dream of a tour, her first American
visit, that has broken them apart, has killed Lyuba and Inga and
Katya and Nikita. Granted, Inga was a bitch, but she didn’t
deserve to die like this, to be pushed off the train like some
stray dog? Galka notched her fingers in the groove of the latch
and was surprised when it gave and the door slid back and a wave
of cold air swept over her face and she stepped out, knife in a
closed fist, poised ahead of her, the blade gleaming.
“Where are you, you dead piece of shit? Show yourself.
C’mon, show yourself, you rotten little coward.”
Ta-thunk, ta-thunk, went the wheels.
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Ding-ding-ding, went the bells.
And then the door to Galka’s coupe slid shut and she gasped
and tried it and it wouldn’t open, and in the vestibule someone
moved—she heard the footsteps clearly—and then she heard the
voice.
COME HERE.
“Who’s there? Who is it?”
COME. THE DOORS ARE OPEN.
It took her an eternity, a long shivering sweating
eternity, to sidle forth along the wall, staring into the beam
of her torch, at the circle grasping out of the darkness the
frosted bulbs of the sconce lights then the black windows then
the thick plush carpet. She stared until her eyes leaked from
staring but she kept staring, afraid to blink, to close her eyes
even for a moment.
Where is it? Where is it?
Nothing moved in the darkness, no shape, no shadow, and the
footsteps ceased, and little by little she made progress and
reached the door to the vestibule, her underarms drenched in
sweat, sour, sticky, and when she heaved, pumping herself to do
it, to open the door and when she did and poked her head inside,
there was no one there.
But the doors! Both exit doors were open!
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An icy blast slapped her face and filled her nostrils with
the fresh frosty scent of the snow and the creosote smell of the
well-tended rails and the whiff of the fortified earth of the
embankment. She was glad she had her backpack, she was glad she
was dressed, she had everything she needed. Now she needed
courage. Courage to jump out of the roaring speeding train, and
just then, as though it heard her thoughts, it whistled and
started slowing down.
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Chapter 14. Olesya’s Dare

The train creaked to a stop.
It was the sound of it, then the absence of sound and the
change of pace and the grey light of dawn that pulled Olesya
from the murk of the sleep to the surface. She was dreaming of
her father, of his face bent over, watching her, leaning closer,
stretching out his hand to her shoulder, to gently shake her
awake.
She opened her eyes and sat up, startled, gulping air like
she came out of the water, the vision so vivid it hung in the
air, it hung right there, right where she could touch it, an arm
length away, the kind twinkling eyes, the timid smile, the lips
parting, parting in a greeting, the usual, the familiar, “Good
morning, my little ballerina.”
Olesya blinked.
“Dammit.”
The vision was gone.
“What is it?” Dima pitched off the blanket, his voice thick
with sleep, eyes wide with alarm, face creased, hair bunched to
the side. He got up too fast and hit the back of his head on the
underside of the table. “Ow! Shit, that hurts.”
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“He was here.”
“Who?” Dima stopped rubbing his head.
“Papa.”
“You’re kidding me. When?”
“Just now.”
“Just...now?”
“I woke up and he was looking at me, right here.” Olesya
touched the air. “And then I blinked and he was gone. Any other
time I would’ve thought I was still asleep. You know how you
wake up and whatever you dreamed about lingers so you can see
it? Or you think you can see it?”
“Sure. I’ve had plenty of dreams like that.” He yawned and
his eyes watered. He rubbed them. “My mama would come and sit on
the edge of my bed and I’d wake up and think she was still
sitting there but of course she wasn’t.”
“Yeah, like that. But this was different. This was...I
don’t know...he was here.” She bit on her lip.
He tucked a strand of loose hair behind her ear and stroked
it and stroked her cheek and held her hand. “Are you all right?”
“Yeah, fine.”
“Did you sleep okay?”
“Like a log.” She scooted to the pillow, drew back the
curtain. “What is this?”
“A rail yard? I dunno. Look at all those cars.”
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He hugged her from behind and nuzzled her hair where it
touched the base of her neck and sniffed it, “God, you smell so
good.”
It tickled, and Olesya squirmed. “I do?”
“You have no idea.” He brushed her hair aside and exposed
the back of her neck and kissed it.
Her skin goosed like she was doused with cold water and her
heart sped up to the frantic dum-dum-dum and the blood rushed to
her groin and her vulva swelled and gorged and bloomed like a
flower and she felt the hot rigidity of his body and she wanted
to say something to stop it—not now, not here, not with him
watching—and couldn’t, the roaring in her ears making her swoon
and go limp in his arms, and he said, “Do you want to?”
“I...I don’t know...” My God, I do, I want you so bad it
hurts, it hurts like a bruise. I want you to eat me, to suck me
out, to plunge right in, right up to my womb. She groaned.
“It’s okay. It’s all right.” He untangled his hands. “I’m
sorry. I shouldn’t have—”
“No.” She pulled him back around her. “I just...he’s here.
And I can’t...it’s too fast. Too...I’m not used to, I mean, what
if it’s not...it’s just, so many times it went wrong, and it was
just sex, all it was, plain sweaty boring banging, and nothing
more, and I always wanted something, something...Ugh. I don’t
know what I’m saying. I can’t explain it.”
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“You don’t need to. I understand. Sorry. I couldn’t help
myself. You’re driving me crazy.”
He sat back on the bed, looking at his hands.
A mechanical, disappointed moan reverberated through the
floor, through the walls, through the ceiling. The whole coupe
vibrated and contracted in a spasm and released a single breath
and stood still.
Olesya shuddered. “My God, papa. What did death do to you?
Made you into a drooling peeping old man? Are you getting off on
watching us? Is that what you’re doing?”
“It’s not him anymore, Olesya. It’s not your papa. Whatever
it is.”
“I so want to believe you.”
WATCH.
They started, glanced at each other.
Olesya breathed on the glass and wiped it with her sleeve
and looked out. “Oh no.”
“What is it?”
“Galka.”
The train stood in the middle of an enormous junction, at
least a couple dozen railways wide. Tracks stretched into the
sodium gloom in straight parallel stitches, most of them rusted
out and empty and dusted with snow, a few lined with peeling
grimy cars, single or in strings of two or three, and on the
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periphery snaked entire trains, rosy TUBE trains complete with
locomotives, sleepers, coaches, luggage cars, the paint on them
faded to a sickly hue of rotting peaches, the skin shriveled and
sagging, the grainy snow coating only adding to the illusion.
There didn’t seem to be any order to them, any logic as to why
they’d be standing here, except one. They were discarded,
broken-down. Dead.
Hopping across this ghastly expanse was Galka, the backpack
bouncing on her shoulders. She was cutting across the tracks in
a straight line, away from the train, leaping over the rails
with an athletic elegance that belonged only to her, her steps
light, nimble, precise.
“What is she doing?” breathed Olesya.
Dima sucked in air. “How the hell did she get out?”
“Oh God no. Oh no.” Olesya clapped her hands to the glass.
“Fucking hell.”
The pinkish body of a locomotive that sat four railways
away from where Galka was headed started rolling. The windows in
the driver’s cab were broken and it was clear it was unoccupied.
Galka stopped in her tracks. The locomotive slowly passed her.
She cautiously circled around it from the back when another car,
invisible to her, a single sleeper, rolled directly at her and
she jumped away just in time. It picked up speed and banged into
the back of a sooty diner. The scrape and the clang of their
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couplers and the creak of their rusted bogies ripped through the
morning air. Both cars moved another yard or so and stopped.
Galka’s head flicked from side to side. The yard suddenly filled
with squeals and clicks and groans. The cars—every one of them—
were on the move.
“Oh my God, Galka! Run! Run!” Olesya slapped the glass in
frustration and jumped off the bed, looking around for her
shoes. Dima was already dressed. He fell to his knees and fished
out her boots from under the bed when they heard the scream.
They stared at the window.
Galka was running at them full pelt, her backpack gone, her
face white, a round hole in the middle, the hole of her
screaming mouth. Behind her the cars skated and crashed into one
another and changed direction. The din of their scuffle
overpowered her screaming. It was like she tried to cross a busy
highway, only the cars were monstrous, slow and heavy but just
as deadly.
Dima rushed to the door, yanked on the latch.
“Shit. Open! Open the door!”
“Don’t do this, papa! Please! We’ll dance for you! Right
now! For you and for Tanyusha! Let her alone!”
Through the thin wall of the coupe they heard Shurik swear
and pound on the window and shout Galka’s name.
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Then Galka shrieked and stumbled, wheeling her arms for
balance. Her foot wedged between the rails where they crossed
into a diamond. She bent and pulled on her leg, tugging on it to
dislodge it, when the tracks shifted with a grating scrape and
for a brief moment she straightened to a wisp, back straight,
arms up, neck stretched, a toned muscular ballerina, then she
toppled, her knee sticking out like a warning sign.
“It broke her foot! I got her by the foot!”
“Shit. Shit-shit-shit!” Dima was beating on the door window
with the copper waste bin. It dented and slipped out of his
sweaty hands. The glass was intact, not a crack in it.
The engine revved. The train whistled and moved.
Olesya’s eyes bugged out of their sockets. “He’s going to
run over her. My God, he’s going to run over her!” She stomped
on the floor. “No! Stop it! Stop it!”
“Fuck!” Dima tossed the useless bin to the bed and was
roving the room in search of something heavier when the door
slid back with a quiet whoosh and Nikita’s voice intoned, “Man,
that’s so sad. About Galka. Isn’t it?”
They jumped.
“Nikita?” Dima said.
“That’d be me.” Nikita’s bluish pallor shone in the semidarkness of the corridor with a kind of victorious glee. Welts
of purple bruising hugged his neck, and it kinked to the right,
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crooked, making it look like he was trying to rest his head on
his shoulder.
“But you’re...you’re...”
“Dead? Yeah, man. It’s unfortunate. We still got to dance,
though, and you need to get ready. You’re not even dressed yet.”
Dima swallowed. “No. No, we aren’t.”
“Well, get on it, then. We haven’t got all day. Galka will
be joining us soon.”
Inga poked her head from behind Nikita and wrapped her arms
around him and grinned. “That ignorant little bitch. Thought she
could escape. Fat chance!”
“No,” Olesya said. “No. Please, no.” The skin on her arms
pimpled from the chilling vapor, and the smell, that smell of
dunk putrid earth that’s been baked into their glossy doll-like
appearance, that seeped through, too strong to be masked.
“Are you going to change or not?” Inga demanded.
“Sure we will,” Dima said. “Do you mind giving us some
privacy?”
“Privacy?” Inga snort-laughed, and the force of the air
expulsed from her mouth brought on a strong wave of stink.
Olesya’s insides contracted.
“Privacy. Lookit, Rumyantsev is asking for privacy. Do you
know that you’re being watched day and night? Do you know that
you’re being watched right now? Right this very second?”
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A shout, a slam of the door, and quick footsteps made Inga
look into the corridor.
“I need you,” said Lyuba’s tranquil voice.
“What is it?”
“Milena. She’s not being very cooperative.” Lyuba’s languid
face appeared in the door, her green eyes glassy and unfocused
in the same dreamy inattentiveness she displayed when alive. It
gave a fright to Olesya to look at them, and when Lyuba shifted
her gaze from Inga to Olesya, she looked away, unable to
tolerate her fixed empty stare.
“Oh, Christ. Leave it to Milena to mess things up. What did
she do now?”
“She doesn’t want to put on her Serenade costume. Says I’m
not there, says I’m a nightmare on stilts and that I should
leave her alone so she could wake up.”
“Stupid whore.” Air whistled out of Inga’s lungs in violent
bursts. She flicked her head around and flounced off, leaving
Nikita and Lyuba to stare at Dima and Olesya.
“Do you need help?” Lyuba offered.
“No, thanks. We’re fine. We won’t be a moment.”
Olesya tapped on Dima’s back and handed him the hanger with
his costume. He silently pulled off his shirt and stripped his
pants and Olesya had to look away at the sight of his round rosy
buttocks and, conscious of the stares, quickly tore off her
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clothes and stepped into clean panties and put on the bra that
Dima helped her hook without a word, and when she got into her
leotard and was adjusting the tutu there came a blood-curdling
scream from the front of the car that was unmistakably Milena’s,
and other noises, mutterings, whimpers, and Alla Borisovna’s cry
for silence, and then it was quiet.
“Was someone screaming?” Shurik’s voice said from next door
and then he swore and there was a thump of his body falling, and
Taras yelled, “Fuck! Fuck! Fuck this shit! Get off me! Don’t!
Don’t touch me!”
Olesya brushed Dima’s arm.
“Galka.”
“Oh, hell.”
He flicked his eyes at Nikita and Lyuba who stood
motionless in the door. He looked back at Olesya and she read
the question on his face—You really want to try it?—and she gave
him a tiny nod—If we won’t, who will? Might as well—and he
gripped her hand tight and tucked in his head and rushed at
Nikita and Lyuba and pushed them aside and shuddered. Touching
their skin felt like touching hard cold plastic that’s been
locked in a freezer for months and got freezer burned and that
nipped at the tips of his fingers.
They didn’t resist, didn’t attempt to hold them back. They
silently yielded, let them dart into the corridor and watched
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them bolt and sidestep Inga and reach the vestibule and vanish
behind the door.
“They still have hope,” Lyuba said. There was detachment in
her voice, dullness, and a tinge of sadness.
“I should think so,” Nikita nodded, calm and placid. “A
very strong hope, too. Look at them go. Man, they just don’t get
it, do they?”
“They’ll lose it soon enough.”
“You up for dealing with this piece of shit?” Inga slid
back the door to coupe number six and strolled in and there was
a stifled cry of surprise and a whimper and her voice, as cheery
as she could make it. “Look at you, pissing yourself like little
mama’s boy. What’s wrong? Oh, did I scare you? I’m so sorry. You
better wipe your butt, you worthless son of a bitch, get
dressed, you haven’t got much time.”
And then Katya emerged from coupe number three, leading
pale shaking Zoya by the hand, clad in costume, her hair twisted
into what Alla Borisovna would call “an abomination of a bun,”
tangled, uneven, strands sticking out every which way.
“Zoya is ready,” Katya wheezed. “Veronika and Taras should
be ready shortly.”
“I got Milena and Egor!” Inga shouted from the coupe.
“I’ll get Natasha,” Lyuba said.
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“All right. Chuchundra is mine, then,” Nikita went to the
head of the car.
And in the vestibule, heedless of these preparations, Dima
was wrestling with the exit door and kicked at it and swore and
bent his arm at the elbow to break the glass in a narrow locker
where a fire extinguisher was affixed to the wall, and Olesya
stopped him, “Don’t. Leave it. It’s no use. He won’t open the
doors unless he wants to. Isn’t that right, papa? Or should I
call you, TUBE? Or late Grigory Vasilievich, to make it sound
grand and official? Which would you prefer?”
The brakes squealed and she snatched the hand-rod and
wheeled and the train stopped. Something shifted, clanged,
dislocated in the rails, and then gravel in the window, gravel
powdered with snow, rolled back, and they shunted forward, in
the direction they came from, picking up speed.
“He’s going back!” Olesya cried.
“Oh hell, no!”
Dima pounded on the door and then they were pounding on it
together and the train shuddered and screeched to a stop and the
door slammed back and they leapt out and fell.
Dima got up, helped Olesya to her feet.
“Oh God,” Olesya said.
The smell struck her nostrils, the smell of hot steel and
wet wood treated with creosote and that other smell, the smell
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of steaming guts that was a mix of something bitter and metallic
and fetid, the stink of shit and piss and bile and digestive
juices and blood, fresh warm blood.
Galka’s face gaped at Olesya, mouth cracked open in agony,
neck taut with ropes, arms flung to the sides, palms up as
though in supplication. Where her track jacket ended—she always
wore track jackets and track pants, perhaps as a tribute to her
gymnastics past or maybe it was simply habit—where the white
ribbed hem girded her waist, where her hips should’ve began
there was a glistening mess of viscera, grey and moist and
iridescent.
“Shit,” Dima said. “It cut her in half.”
Galka’s torso lay a foot away from the instruments of her
death, the cast steel disks, their flanges and plates and axes
splashed with her blood, and the rails, and the bottom of the
bogie, and the snow on the gravel, blobs of crimson-pinkish. Her
other half, her legs, lay somewhere in the darkness under the
car, her foot still wedged in the tracks, crushed to pulp, the
bones chipped to splinters.
The atrocity of it, the butchery, the ease of the act as
though she was livestock, slaughtered, her flesh to be scalded
and dehaired and deboned and split and cut into slices, into
manageable bits and pieces, hit Olesya in the stomach with a
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fist and she doubled and retched, her hand on Dima’s arm, and he
steadied her and held up her hair.
“It’s okay, you’re okay, you’re fine,” he said, to say
something, to focus on something.
The rocks grated under the walking feet and Olesya wiped
her mouth with the back of her hand and swallowed the sour taste
and looked up and they were walking to them, Alla Borisovna led
by Nikita, the skin on Alla Borisovna’s face wet and grey like
the swirl of the dirty laundry left to soak in the soapy water
for too long, yeasty, slippery, rancid, her eyes vacant,
lethargic.
She saw Galka’s body and stopped and was nudged by Nikita
to walk on, staring mutely at what remained of her dancer then
slowly raising her eyes at Olesya and Dima, her pupils shiny and
round and black like beads, and in them the dullness and the
inanity of a rodent, a muskrat that came across a roadkill, too
satiated from the recent meal to bother.
“Get inside,” she said, her tone flat, her demeanor of the
one who no longer cared and simply went through the basic
motions.
They stared at her.
“Have you gone deaf? Get in. We’re about to start.”
And without another glance she pivoted on her heel and,
Nikita’s cold hand on the back of her neck, walked to the end of
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the car and climbed up the metal outside staircase and Nikita
climbed up too and turned his head and said, “Hurry,” and
stepped inside.
“Are we going to leave her like that?” Olesya said and
suddenly felt so small and so insignificant next to this
colossal machine that could cut you in two like some brainless
capering flea, that could make you into mincemeat without so
much as a hiccup.
“No, of course not. We should cover her, cover her with
something.” Dima looked around.
“With what? We have nothing. The moment we get back in the
car he’ll lock us in, you know that as well as I do.”
“He sure will.”
They stood quiet, agonizing. It was ridiculous to agonize
over this but they latched onto it, onto the idea of it, of
something normal and expected that people did to a corpse, a
cover, the simple act of concealment.
“I could tear up my tutu, but it’s see-through, if won’t do
any good. Damn it.”
“I know,” Dima said.
Olesya traced his gaze. “Oh no. No, please.”
“Why not? I’m sure she took a blanket with her, or a spare
jacket. I won’t be a moment.”
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“Wait!” Olesya snatched his hand before he could sprint
away, to the distant lump of Galka’s backpack that lay discarded
along the tracks, between two grimy cars, two sentinels guarding
their treasure. They didn’t move, none of them moved. The rail
yard was still, suspiciously still, there was a tension that
shimmered between the cars, the hostile watchful tension that if
provoked could erupt into motion.
“What are we doing?” Olesya said.
“What do you mean?”
“We’re losing our minds!”
“What? I don’t...” He stared at her, puzzled, and then a
frown crossed his face and at last the horror of understanding.
“Oh, shit.”
“That’s what he wants. He’s making us see this, all of
this, so we go crazy. He’s tried breaking us every other way,
but it didn’t work, so now he’s trying this. He let us out to
make us run. You see anyone else? No, they’re all inside. He
wants us to just go for it so we’ll get ran over, get squished,
get creamed into bloody paste. Well, fuck you, papa! Fuck you
and your—”
The train whistle cut her off.
One of the carriages started moving, and another, and
another, and all at once the yard was creaking and groaning and
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vibrating, and Olesya let go of Dima’s hand and headed for the
locomotive with bold sweeping strides.
“Olesya!”
She didn’t turn, didn’t pause.
He fell in step with her. “Where the hell are you going?”
“I’m sick of this.”
“What do you intend to do?”
She closed her hands into fists and held them up above her
bouncing tutu.
“What do you intend to do?” Dima repeated, alarmed.
“Tell him that he’s a rotten selfish bastard.”
They reached the nose of the engine that appeared to be
waiting in a kind of an amused curiosity, and Dima tried
stopping Olesya—“You shouldn’t do this. You hear me? This is
suicide!”—but she shook her head no and shrugged him off—“I
appreciate it that you’re trying to help me, I really do, Dima,
believe me, I do, but this is between my father and me, so if
you could please let go of my arm”—and he unclenched his fingers
and said, “I’ll be right here,” and she nodded and hiked up the
scree and stepped on the sleeper between the rails and faced the
dirty, caked with the snow muzzle with its ten round eyes and
the omnipresent logo. TUBE: Trans-Urban Blitz-Express.
“Go on, papa,” she said. “Do it.”
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The headlamps switched on, blinding Olesya with beams of
yellow light. She flung up an arm and shielded her eyes and
squinted, taking an automatic step back, her heart pumping,
crammed in her throat, knives of fear slicing her stomach.
“Olesya!” Dima made to come up.
She stopped him with a raised palm, her eyes never leaving
the engine.
A jeering snort erupted from the air compressors like from
the nostrils of a savage beast. The engine coughed and clattered
and roared and split the air with a blasting whistle. Olesya’s
teeth vibrated against each other and the ricochet of the noise
hit her chest and rattled her every bone and she squeezed and
sucked in her groin to arrest the urge to pee, to void herself
right there and then, and sunk the nails into the heels of her
palms and clenched her teeth.
Stay put. Hold it. Stay put.
“Get away from there!” Dima yelled.
She stubbornly shook her head.
“To hell with this! I’m coming to get you!”
“No!” She flipped her head around and repeated, “No!”
“Look out!”
The train jerked and inched at her and when the fringe of
her tutu touched it, touched its grimy throbbing corpus it
stopped with a squeal of the brakes, flummoxed, undecided.
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Blood hollered in Olesya’s ears and she was instantly
drenched in sweat. “If you want to kill me, go ahead,” she said
quietly. “I’m right here.”
A frozen silence floated and settled on her shoulders. It
was so still she could hear Dima’s panicked breathing and her
own panicked heart going dup-dup, dup-dup.
“Is that what you want, papa?”
Stillness.
“A repeat of what happened to Tanyusha? To remedy your
guilt? Your anger? Your pain? Is that what you wanted me to see,
wanted me to feel, how she died?”
Stillness and tension.
“It’s a bit ridiculous, don’t you think? You’re a grown
man. You know this won’t change anything, it won’t bring her
back. And even if it did, why would you want to? What good will
it do? You’re dead, she’s dead. What business do you have left
with us, with the living? Why won’t you leave us in peace?”
The tension thrummed, shimmered in the air. Olesya knew
that if she made the wrong move, said the wrong thing, she’d be
squashed, her head split open like a sappy, overripe melon.
“I’m sorry it happened, papa. I truly am. It must’ve hurt,
hurt so much it drove you mad.” She raised a tentative hand.
The shimmering thickened to a visible wave that rolled over
the engine like a heat haze. Olesya dropped her eyes to the
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pilot caked with scum, the twisted pipes on either side, the
buffers, the rosy space between the headlamps, smooth and clean,
and she steeled herself and touched it, pressed her hand flat
against the rippling and the pulsing under her fingers. It was
different from the first time she touched it, there was fear on
both sides—her fear strong, visceral, sickening, the fear that
made her dizzy, the fear of a little girl hiding in the dark
musty closet, his fear baffled, hostile, apprehensive, the fear
of a man caught in doubt, the man who liked to be in control and
was losing it and didn’t know why he was losing it and so he
masked it with a coat of aggression.
“Olesya...” Dima’s voice floated to her.
She saw him out of the corner of her eye. “I’m fine.”
“Are you sure?”
“Yes,” she lied, and then, “Thank you.”
“What do you want me to do?”
“Go back to the car.”
“What about you?”
“I’ll be fine. I need to be alone.”
“You absolutely sure?” He held his breath, waiting for her
to answer, and so did the train. She couldn’t pretend, it would
know it, know it instantly, and she thought about the funeral
and the black box and how she wished to pry open the lid and
look at her father’s face one more time and peck him on the
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cheek like she did when he wished her good night, and she rooted
herself in that memory and whispered, “Yes.”
“What?”
“Yes. I am sure.”
“Okay.” But he lingered.
“Go. Please, go.”
He left, the gravel crunching under his feet, and Olesya
watched his slumped narrow back disappear and dropped her eyes
to the ground, to the dark gleaming spot where the soles of his
shoes have scraped and melted the snow and the chips of crushed
stone glistened brown and black and mottled grey and a shock of
electric current passed through the engine, making her jump and
bite on her lip to stifle the cry but it did something, her
looking at the rocks, it has given her an inkling of an idea, a
recollection of a picture her father showed her in the
newspaper, an overturned train pitched to the side, helpless
like an overturned bug, a crane poised over it to lift it.
A rock. A small rock placed just right and I can derail it.
I must find a way to derail it.
A new sensation struck Olesya, struck her like a blow in
the face, a focused mechanical hatred.
YOU WILL NOT.
And it roared and moved and pushed her.
Olesya stumbled, walking backwards. “Please.”
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It was advancing, clacking over the rails, and every car
and locomotive in the yard advanced with it, squalid,
discolored, gutted, the windows broken, the headlights smashed,
the roofs crusted with dirty pockmarked ice.
“Please,” Olesya said. “Please, stop!”
YOUR FRIEND DELAYED YOUR PERFORMANCE.
“I’m sorry!”
GET ONBOARD. I’LL TAKE YOU TO THE STAGE.
And she hopped over the tracks and skittered down the scree
and bolted to the sleeper and as she reached it the exit door
slid back and there was Dima, giving her a hand. He pulled her
in, the horn let out a whistle and they were off, away from the
yard, from the trains, from Galka’s body, quickly gaining speed
and melting into the grey snowy flatness.
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Chapter 15. Power Shift

Inside the car reigned chaos.
It was the usual pre-performance chaos of the dressing and
the stretching and the hair-fixing and the shoe-fitting but it
was unusual in that it was rife with terror, and in case of Zoya
with a reverent debilitating awe that made her body limp and her
mind faint and her mouth blubbering and sniveling and leaking.
“Zoya, Zoya, my girl. What is it with you? Getting all
mushy.” Natasha offered her a bottle of water. She had done this
at least ten times without success. “Don’t you fall apart on me
now, you hear me?”
Zoya didn’t respond. She sat on the couchette, erect,
sylphlike in her white Serenade costume, her face wet from
silent flowing tears, hair brushed haphazardly into a bun that
threatened to unknot any moment, her cross shiny from her
constantly kissing it, hands clamped around it for dear life,
her brows lifted, eyes resting on the door. It stood open, and
from the corridor drifted agitated voices, and hurried steps,
and Alla Borisovna’s last minute demands.
“I want you to do your best!” she cried. “Listen to me! I
want you to sharpen yourselves! You listening? Put your worries
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out of your mind. Remember, follow the music. The music is your
guide. Taras! This concerns you as well.” And then there was
jeering and some laughter and Taras’s voice, thoroughly
inebriated, “Get out of my face, you old hag. I’m not dancing.
I’m sick to death of you, I swear. You hear what I’m saying?
Sick! To! Death!” A door whooshed shut.
Zoya moved her lips.
Natasha shifted closer, put her ear to Zoya’s mouth.
“...may the Lord save us from...save us from...may the
Lord...may the Lord Almighty...”
“My dear old mother. What a nightmare, what a total
nightmare.” Natasha sighed and looked out the window and watched
grizzly hills roll away and new grizzly hills take their place
and roll away and more of the same. She rested her hand on
Zoya’s shoulder. “What should I do with you? Tell me.” She took
the towel that was crumpled in her lap and dabbed at Zoya’s
cheeks and Zoya’s eyes suddenly cleared. She dropped the cross,
seized Natasha’s hand, closing her fingers around it in a death
grip. “Pray,” she croaked. “Pray with me.”
“What? That’s ridiculous. Why would I pray? I’ve never
prayed in my life. I don’t even know any prayers.”
“Just repeat after me.” Zoya stared at the door and began
in a solemn jittery voice, “Our Father, who art in heaven,
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hallowed be Thy name—” She stopped, patiently waiting for
Natasha to repeat this.
Natasha hesitated. “Can you say it one more time?”
Zoya said it one more time and waited. She was a good girl,
a patient girl, obedient, submissive, docile. She went into
ballet to please her parents, her mother, Polina Ivanovna
Korsarova, a grocery store cashier, and her father, Pyotr
Vasilievich Korsarov, a shoemaker, both devout Orthodox
Christians, simple-minded, provincial people who were born and
still lived in Rodniki, a small village East of Moscow. They
went to same school—there was only one for the whole Rodniki—
graduated in the same year and a year later got married and
after years of trying to conceive, after three miscarriages, one
of them twins, have finally accepted their fate as given by God
and found solace in caring for their two nieces, the insolent
garrulous spoiled daughters of Pyotr’s brother Konstantin. He
and his wife Lyudmila drove them from Moscow to Rodniki every
weekend, always decked out in the latest fashionable clothes,
uncomfortable and inappropriate for the dirt of the village
life.
So when Polina Ivanovna got pregnant at the ripe age of
thirty-four, they believed Zoya to be their gift from God. And
when Zoya started walking with a bouncing spring to her step and
later spontaneously danced among the chickens in the backyard,
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singing to herself and twirling and skipping, they dipped into
their life savings and went to Moscow to sign her up with the
best dancing studio that would take her. She quickly became the
finest dancer in class, practicing studiously three nights a
week after school and all day Saturday, sleeping at Konstantin’s
lavish apartment in the corner of his daughter’s pink chintzy
bedroom to their grumbling disapproval. She applied for the
Bolshoi Ballet School, was accepted, completed the summer
intensive, then the pre-professional program and went on to
close the contract with Bolshoi as part of Alla Borisovna’s
troupe.
She never thought of her dizzying success as the result of
her gruesome tireless work. She thought it God’s will, thought
it was what God wanted her to do. Polina Ivanovna and Pyotr
Vasilievich, looking old enough to be Zoya’s grandparents,
dressed in their city best, proudly showed up for every practice
session, every rehearsal, every show, tears standing in their
eyes as they watched their daughter flit about the stage. “Like
an angel, like an angel from heaven,” Polina Ivanovna would say
and blow her nose into a cotton kerchief that she inherited from
her mother, God rest her soul.
“Our Father...our Father what?” Natasha asked.
“Who art in heaven—”
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“I’m sorry, Zoya. I can’t do this.” Natasha shook her head.
“My tongue won’t say it, you know what I mean?”
“No,” Zoya said. To her praying was like breathing. “God
forbid my tongue did that. You’re playing with the devil, that’s
what it is. You got mixed up with the devil, all of you, and the
devil tied up your tongue.” And she kissed her crucifix and
crossed herself, her eyes large and shining.
“No, Zoya, that’s not it at all. It just feels wrong in my
mouth, like saying something that doesn’t belong with me, like
I’m lying. I can’t say it if I don’t believe in it.”
“God help you.”
“To hell with you! Will you listen to what I’m saying? I’m
not denouncing your faith, I’m just saying that—” She broke off,
noticing Zoya’s dispirited, injured air, feeling ashamed of
herself, and upset at being ashamed, and frightened, suddenly
frightened of what was coming. “It’s no use trying to explain to
you, is it?” She got to her feet and peeked out the door. A
flicker of worry crossed her features. “What’s taking them so
long?”
The moment Dima and Olesya got on the train they were
accosted by the dancers and by Alla Borisovna, all of them
strangely silent, their faces blank, drawn with dread, one
question on their minds, the question they were afraid to ask—
they knew the answer and didn’t want to believe it, hoping they
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were mistaken. And when Dima relayed to them the details of
Galka’s gruesome demise, speaking in short neutral words, the
way officials speak to the relatives of the diseased, and then
his composure betrayed him and his voice caught and broke, and
Alla Borisovna swooned. Shurik helped her to Larry’s
compartment. The rest of them filtered away, stunned. Natasha
stayed behind and asked Olesya to tell her more, tell her what
else had happened. Something did. She could see it in Olesya’s
wandering eyes, but then Zoya shrieked and they rushed to her
and found her sitting on the floor in the coupe, staring up at
the ceiling and muttering, “The devil...The devil...He tempted
me...I saw the devil...”
Natasha stayed with her, and Dima went to ask Taras for a
bit of vodka, if he had any, or some moonshine, to help Zoya
relax before the performance—she was rigid and cold as a corpse—
and Olesya was summoned by Shurik to Alla Borisovna who wanted
to know where they were going, what the venue looked like, to
prepare for the ballet, but mostly to get a sense of their
immediate future, to ask her what was to happen after they
danced. It was her dead father who orchestrated this madness,
wasn’t it? Couldn’t she ask him? Couldn’t she stop him? Could
she buy their freedom with some favors? Alla Borisovna was
skilled in the art of bribing and she was hoping she could
convince Olesya to try a few of her ideas.
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And when Dima knocked on the wall and entered Taras’s coupe
and asked for some alcohol, Taras waved at his luggage and said
whatever he found was his and went to Milena and Veronika next
door, shaking hazelnuts out of a crinkly bag onto his palm,
clomping it over his mouth and chewing loudly.
“Want some?” He offered the bag to Veronika.
She jumped, so absorbed in her conversation with Milena,
she didn’t see him enter. “Jesus, Taras! Don’t scare me like
that. What is it?” she studied the bag suspiciously.
“Hazelnuts.” He emptied the last of them into her cupped
hands and plopped next to her without an invitation.
“Oh. Thanks.” She put one in her mouth and nodded
affirmatively at Milena. “They’re good.” She stretched out her
hand over the table.
“No, thank you.” Milena made a face. She’s been watching
their interaction with obvious distaste. None of the coupe doors
would close and she resented this loss of privacy more than she
resented the loss of their freedom.
“Having a party?” Egor, his hair slicked away from his face
with gel, smelling fresh after spending a good chunk of time in
the toilet making himself presentable for the show, walked in
and sat by Milena and wrapped an arm around her shoulders and
said, “We need to get rid of her.”
They knew whom he meant.
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“Between us, girls, I’d like to live a long prosperous life
and enjoy myself aplenty, before my package withers and drops
off.” He forced a chuckle and glanced at his sizeable bulge
hugged by the smooth white fabric of his tights. “You get my
drift?”
Milena tilted her dreamy head just so and half-closed her
eyes and with her lashes trembling in a suggestive manner,
placed a hand on his thigh and squeezed it and said, “Well, of
course we get it, my sweets. You think we’re idiots? What’s not
to get? There is a rotten apple in every barrel.”
“Right as fuck you are,” Taras remarked. “That bitch is why
we’re here.”
Milena continued as though she didn’t hear him. “You
needn’t try to persuade us. It’s not the question of whether or
not we need to do it, it’s the question of how we do it. Do you
have any ideas?”
“Oy, Milena, you’re funny!” Veronika slapped her knees and
gave her head a shake. “Have you any brain? Smother her, that’s
all there is to it. Ideas. Who needs them, ideas.”
“Oh, so that’s how it is. As easy as pie. Just smother
her.”
“Unh-uh. Just smother her.”
“And who’s going to do it? You, maybe?”
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“Taras will,” Veronika said. “Look at him, itching to lay
his hands on her.”
“Me?” Taras’s brows lifted and went up his forehead, up so
high they were about to run off his head. He took off his
glasses, wiped them on the corner of the blanket and put them
back on. “Why me all of a sudden? What am I, a professional
murderer? Fuck that, I’m not doing it. What about you, Egor? You
suggested it, you do it.”
“Smooth move, my friend,” Egor said calmly, the shine in
his eyes too glittery to be friendly. “That’s the way everything
goes with you, doesn’t it? When it comes to kvetching, you’re
there in a flash, yakking your head off until you’re short of
breath. But the moment shit needs to be done, you get the shakes
like you haven’t the guts for it, you tuck your tail between
your legs and you bury your head in the sand and you leave us to
our own devices. I have a question for you.” He leaned over so
his breath caressed Taras’s face. “Do you want to live, or do
you want to die? Because it looks to me like the latter. And if
I’m right, on the off chance that I am right, I have another
question for you. Do you want to die now or later?” And he
flexed his fingers.
“Chill it!” Taras propped up his glasses. “Are you bonkers?
Threatening me?”
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“Maybe I am,” Egor leaned back and rested his head on the
wall and tugged on Milena’s leotard sleeve and slipped it off
and started massaging her naked shoulder. “Who wouldn’t be, on
this lunatic train? Be grateful I haven’t turned as crazy as a
peach-orchard boar.”
The train passed a shudder and a vibrating groan and they
sat up straight, and stared at each other, playing dumb, like it
wasn’t happening what was happening right under their very
noses. Their eyes saw and their ears heard and their skin felt
and yet their minds squirmed and shrunk away and protested,
refusing the knowledge.
“All right,” Taras said, shaking off the scare. “Let’s say
I do it. Let’s say I’m all for it and I’m on my way. Well, where
the fuck will I do it, then? And when? The car is full of
people.” He couldn’t believe he just said it, he was bluffing,
putting up a show for the girls, for Veronika, desperate for
another shag, desperate not to fall flat on his face, desperate
because he was scared shitless. His feet, his handsome feet
wrapped in performance flatties, sat snug on the deep-piled
carpet, sunken in, and when he tried to move them, just to
switch around his legs, he couldn’t. The fibers of the carpet
stretched and curled around his ankles and held him fast.
Don’t look down, don’t. It’s a trick. It’s all a trick.
He started sweating, shiny beads prickling his forehead.
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“That’s more like it,” Egor grinned, satisfied, and kissed
Milena’s shoulder. “Now we’re talking. First, we have to disable
her dog.”
“I want you to do it,” Milena gushed, her features cleverly
arranged in adoration.
“I’d be delighted to break his neck, that butt-twitching
son of a bitch.” Egor touched his swollen eye, colorfully purple
and green and yellow from Dima’s methodical beating, then
suddenly reddened and closed his hand in a fist and punched the
couchette, one, two, three times. “The bastard ruined my face. I
won’t let him get off cheaply.”
“Is it true?” Veronika asked.
“What?”
“What he said about Galka? That the train has cut her in
half? Just imagine! What an awful way to die.” She sniffled.
Egor smirked in disdain. “I don’t believe it for a second.
That’s all bull. He invented that story to make us shit our
pants. Or better yet, they both invented it, him and our rara
avis. Galka must have skedaddled, smart girl. She’s probably all
the way up the devil’s horns by now, she’s into that outdoors
stuff. Climbing and hiking and—”
“It’s my mom.” Galka’s voice drifted to them from the
hallway and they froze. “It’s not like I wanted to do it. She
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dragged me to the woods every weekend, me and Svetka, my little
sister.”
“Oh my Jesus...” Veronika mumbled, white as a ghost. “She’s
here. How is she here?”
“Don’t get all worked up,” Milena soothed her, her hands
quaking a little. “It’s not Galka. It’s not her voice. Can’t you
hear it? It sounds different, low and hoarse. I bet you it’s
Belaya trying to pull another trick.” She glanced at the door
but made no move to step out and look.
“What the fuck is wrong with that girl? I’m getting tired
of this, fucking tired,” Taras stood up and stretched, cracking
his joints that popped and snapped like twigs. “She about gave
me a heart attack.”
“Then quit dragging your ass and do her,” Egor said.
“And so I will.”
“And so you will.” Egor waited for him to move.
Taras passed his eyes around the coupe. “Who’s with me?”
They stared at him.
“What? No one?” He readjusted his shoulders, leaned his
head around and clapped his hands. “Fuck you, people. Some
friends you are.” The moment he stepped out of the coupe, the
door slid shut but for his heart drumming in his ears he didn’t
hear it, didn’t hear Milena’s and Veronika’s shrieks, didn’t
hear Egor’s stuttering swearing. He took on an assertive
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swagger, or so he hoped it looked, assertive, and strolled along
the corridor, peaking into the compartments.
The next one was his coupe and it was empty, and his bag,
unzipped, stood on the bed—“Fucking Rumyantsev, could’ve at
least zipped it up, you moron”—and the next two coupes were
empty too, but in the one after sat Galka, and she grinned at
him as he looked in, her white leotard seeping blood all around
her waist.
“Taras!” she croaked. “So good of you to come. Can you help
me with my bandage? I can’t go onstage like this, leaking. You
know Chuchundra, she’ll have a conniption.”
Taras moved his lips but failed to produce any words.
“Well, don’t stand there like a lost soul. Come in.” And
she grasped his wrist with a cold stiff hand and yanked him in
and rolled the door closed but before it fully closed a strange
sound escaped him. A giggle. A hysterical giggle.
A wave of dunk air whooshed the length of the car, rippling
the carpet, stirring the curtains, bringing with it the smell of
wintry chill, and in Larry’s compartment Olesya stopped midsentence and goggled at Alla Borisovna like she sprouted fur on
her face and said, “No.”
“What’s wrong, my dear?” Alla Borisovna said, and in
another time and place her preposterous question would’ve made
Olesya smile, smile at the absurdity of it, maybe even laugh a
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little. But this was no time for jokes. Because everything was
wrong. Everything.
“I’ll be right back.”
She jumped to her feet, and in the corridor Dima and
Natasha were stepping out of Zoya’s coupe and when she saw them,
she read it in their eyes, and her flesh crawled. They felt it
too. They were frightened out of their wits. And to accentuate
their fright the steady hum of the engine rose in volume and
blasted through the carriage and the bogies screeched under
their feet and the whistle shrieked and the bells ding-dingdinged and the chugging accelerated, swaying the car from left
to right and from right to left and they snatched at the handrods to keep standing.
The intercom sputtered.
“We’ll be arriving shortly, my little ballerina. Why don’t
you gather everyone and make sure they’re ready? We’re late as
it is, and I’m not sure I can prolong my anticipation. I’m
getting impatient. Can’t wait to see you dance.”
They were motionless for a while, rocking together with the
car, then Natasha made her way to Olesya, her copper hair coifed
into a flawless bun, her attire spotless, pristine, her tutu
bouncing lightly like a ring of sparkling gossamer. She looked
impeccable, a delicate sylphlike apparition that belonged to
illusions, that was so exquisite it couldn’t be made of flesh
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and blood, but her body inside this shell was trembling, and her
steps were stilted, jumpy, her expression that of a haunted
animal forced into a corner.
“Did you feel that?” Natasha put a hand to her chest. “I
think my heart sunk into my shoes. Who do you think—”
“Is Zoya okay?” Olesya asked.
“Yeah, she’s fine but she could be better,” Dima said,
walking up to them. “We gave her some of Taras’s liquor and that
perked her up a bit.”
“Where is Taras?” Olesya asked and a stone dropped to the
pit of her stomach and her legs started folding beneath her. “Oh
God, no. Oh no.”
“What?” Dima turned to follow her gaze. “Shit.”
Two doors down stood Taras—he was looking into the coupe,
offering a hand to someone. That someone was Galka. She stalked
to him on legs stiff as stilts, her waist wrapped in a towel
that was soaking red and dripping and had an appearance of raw
meat thickly packed around her waist and resting on top of her
tutu.
“Looking acceptable? What do you think?” she asked the
dancers and grinned, the lines at the sides of her mouth
slashing deep grooves in her greyish skin, her tone flat,
mechanical, her eyes crystalline, vacant. “You think Chuchundra
will approve? Or will she have a fit?”
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“Relax!” Taras said, his exuberance fake. “Who the fuck
cares? You look stunning. Doesn’t she?” He addressed the
dancers.
They mutely stared at him, at his neck, at the purple
fingermarks etched on it clearly, at the bruises on his face
that ran up to his hairline in irregular dusky splotches, and at
his eyes, two milky marbles that looked so unprotected, so naked
without his glasses.
Olesya glanced at Dima.
He moved his lips. We’re fine. We’re okay. We can do this.
She started saying something and closed her mouth. A rock.
We need to a hard piece of rock—no, wait, a rock can be crushed—
never mind. A nail or a screw. Something hard, something made of
steel. We need put it on the tracks so he doesn’t see, but then,
no, that won’t work either, he needs to be at full speed,
dammit—
“You better make sure everyone’s ready,” Taras told her.
“Like your papochka ordered. Well, hello there, Alla Borisovna!
How are you feeling? Excited? This is the crowning moment of
your career, is it not?”
A wheezing gasp broke out behind Olesya.
She turned.
Alla Borisovna clutched to the curtains, her mouth open in
a wide O, her bony chest jittery with short spastic breaths.
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“Chill it, Alla Borisovna, chill it!” Taras ordered. “This
is no time to faint. We need you, you hear what I’m saying?
You’re our lodestar, our fucking beacon of light! You found us
in the darkness of ignorance, uncivilized, untutored, and you
took us under your wing and you led us into the glory and the
supreme divinity of classical ballet! That’s real art, man!
That’s real fucking art! Bravo, Alla Borisovna!” He cackled and
Galka cackled with him and cried, “Bravo! Bravo!”
They clapped.
Alla Borisovna turned grey. She watched with unmoving eyes
the door to the coupe behind them slide open, watched Nikita
stride out, then Inga, then Katya and Lyuba, bleached versions
of themselves, stiff and white as bones in their white Serenade
attire.
“Bravo! Bravo, Alla Borisovna!”
Their cries rang out, louder, louder, and a whistle tore
through the air as though it joined them in this tribute, this
acknowledgement of the company director’s triumph, of her
success. Then the door to the last coupe slid open and Egor
poked his head out.
“What’s going on here?” He blinked.
“Lookit,” Inga said. “The son of a bitch is ready for his
big moment.”
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Egor froze, his pupils black holes, then he ducked back
into the coupe and rolled the door shut but Inga was faster,
moving swiftly on her spidery limbs. She stuck the tip of her
pointe shoe in the gap and wrenched the door open and dragged
him out by the hair and coshed him in the back with such force
he flew forward and would’ve sprawled on the carpet if not for
Nikita who caught him.
“Come on out, you sluts. It’s show time.”
Inga reached into the coupe like a butcher reaches into the
depths of his meat shop to fetch a couple carcasses for carving,
and hauled out the kicking screaming Milena and the whimpering
Veronika and held them upright with inhuman strength by the
backs of their bodices.
“Need help?” Lyuba offered.
“No, thank you. Better get Zoya.”
“I’m here,” Zoya piped up, all color gone from her face.
“I’m ready. I’m ready to dance.” Katya steadied her, clutching
at her elbow.
And then the intercom buzzed and out came Grigory
Vasilievich’s voice, “Good afternoon, my little dancers. I’m
pleased to announce that we’ll be arriving at our destination
shortly. It makes me happy to see you all in costume. You look
beautiful, absolutely beautiful. I can’t wait to see you
perform. It’ll be superb, it’ll be majestic. Olesya?”
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She flinched.
“You’re making your papa proud.” His voice caught, and the
intercom went quiet.
“Wait! Papa, wait! Are you...crying?”
“You shouldn’t listen to him,” Dima said.
“But he’s hurting.”
“No, he’s not. He’s playing with your emotions, Olesya.
He’s not your father, you know this. Just let it go, okay? Let’s
get through this. Let’s humor the dead—”
Taras clapped a hand over Dima’s mouth and hooked his other
hand around his throat and said, “Shut up, you stupid punk.
Never speak ill of the dead. One day you’ll be one of us. This
is no laughing matter.”
“Don’t touch him,” Olesya said.
“Or what? What will you do?” He tittered, and the dead
tittered with him, and the sound of it filled the carriage with
the rasping of many dry lungs, the type of sound that chills
bones to the marrow.
Olesya lunged at him but Natasha held her back, her clammy
fingers digging into her wrist, her whisper urgent, “Leave it,
Olesya, you hothead. You’ll only make it worse.”
“I will kill him.”
“You can’t. He’s already dead.”
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A lump of something hot and salty barreled up Olesya’s
throat and filled her eyes with tears, helpless, unbidden, tears
of a ten-year-old girl, her mother’s leather glove digging into
her skin, the tender spot between her mitten and the sleeve of
her coat, tears that made the cold morning blurry, tears that
magnified and morphed the snowflakes to grotesque inflated
ballerinas that circled and dropped and melted on the black
moist earth, on the black moist shoes, shoes that belonged to
their relatives crowded in the far corner of the Vagankovskoye
cemetery, black figures beneath black elms dotted with black
motionless crows.
A man in an ushanka and a sheepskin coat, his cheeks raw,
wintry, stippled with greying stubble, was talking in a grating
monotone, “Thank you, Nikolay, for your generosity, for your
kindness, for your love,” then he broke down and lowered his
head and mumbled, “I don’t know what else to say, Olga
Afanasyevna,” and her mother let out a noise like a sharp
hiccup, and four men picked up the ropes and stretched them taut
and pulled and the black lacquered casket slid across the mound
and dunked its head into the hole and then it was gone and a
dull gravedigger with a stony face said, “Friends and family,
three handfuls each, don’t crowd, don’t crowd, make room for
each other,” and Olesya dipped her mitten into the mound and
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threw a handful and another and another and suddenly she saw
him, talking to her, the last talk they had.
“Don’t fret, silly, I won’t be long.”
“But papa—”
“I’m already late as it is. People are waiting for me,
Olesya. I have to go.” He glanced in the mirror and pushed his
ushanka down his head, patted it for a good fit, picked up his
briefcase and slung it over his shoulder.
“But why do you have to go? You don’t have to go.” She
pouted.
“Of course I do. It’s my job.”
“But what if you miss my recital? What if you get delayed?
Can’t you pretend you’re sick? Just call them and tell them
you’re sick. Please, papa, please, I want you to stay home!” She
was wheedling now, and she hoped he’d cave in, he always caved
it to her capricious wishes, but he didn’t, not this time.
“No, Olesya, I can’t. Why don’t you go and practice
dancing? What do you say? I’ll be there, watching you dance for
me.”
“No, you won’t.”
“Pretend like I am. All right?” His amiable face, so soft
and affectionate, tightened, and there was a beading of sweat on
his upper lip, glistening in the yellow light. He glanced at his
watch and pecked her on the cheek. “I’ll be going.”
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Olesya shook her head. “Stay,” she demanded stubbornly.
He sighed and put down his briefcase and smiled. “What is
it with you? What’s wrong?”
“I have a bad feeling.”
“What feeling?”
She hesitated then blurted out, “That you’re not coming
back.”
“Of course I’m coming back. Where else will I go?”
“What if the train derails?”
“Oh, you silly. Don’t worry, it won’t derail.”
“How do you know? You don’t know.”
“Olesya! Will you let your father go?” Olga Afanasyevna’s
voice called from the room. “You’re making him late.”
“I’m fine, Olenka! I’m fine. I’ve got plenty of time,”
Grigory Vasilievich said, and then quickly added to Olesya, “You
and your questions, you have to know everything, don’t you?”
“And how is that a bad thing?”
“It’s not a bad thing, I didn’t say it’s a bad thing, not
at all. It’s a good thing, a very good thing. Curiosity is what
will help you learn about new things. So, listen here, listen
carefully. It’s not easy to derail a train, in fact, it’s very
hard and you have to know what you’re doing. I wish I could show
you—”
“Here!” Olesya produced Trubochka from her pocket.
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Grigory Vasilievich took the toy and flipped it upside
down. “There are several ways to do it. See the wheels?”
“Yes.”
“See the flanges on the wheels? They guide the train. Where
the flanges go, there it will go. To derail a train you have to
force the wheels off the tracks, make them break contact and
slide to the side. If you put a rock on the rails, or a bolt, it
won’t accomplish anything. I know that’s what you’re worried
about, that’s what you’ve probably heard, but it’s a myth,
Olesya, it’s a myth born out of people’s fears. Every car weighs
over sixty tons! That’s a lot of weight. It’ll crush the rock to
dust and flatten the bolt, but if you put it on the track where
it curves, and if the train happens to go too fast for that
particular curve, then it may—You listening?—it may cause a
derailment.”
Olesya’s eyes widened. “Does is happen often?”
Grigory Vasilievich put Trubochka back into her hand and
closed her fingers over it. “No, it happens very rarely. Are you
satisfied? Did I quiet your fears?”
“No,” Olesya was staring down at Trubochka. “You said there
are several ways to do it. What are the other ways?”
Grigory Vasilievich straightened. He was nervous now, and
she could sense it and felt ashamed for delaying him and yet she
couldn’t bear him to see him turn his back and go. The dread of
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something cold and swift and horrible gnawed at her chest, and
she raised her eyes and he was leaving, his hand on the knob. He
opened the door into the murky chilly landing and said, “I’ll
tell you when I come back.”
“No! Now!”
“Olesya!” came Olga Afanasyevna’s warning cry.
“Why do you need to know, anyway?” He chuckled. “Did you
decide to be an engineer? I thought you wanted to a ballerina.”
“I still do,” Olesya said quietly, defeated.
“Well, I’m off. I love you. I’ll see you at the recital.
You better put up a good show for me, will you?”
“I will, papa. I love you too.”
He left then, and he came back in a box, the bits of him
that could be scraped and collected, and even that was gone now,
buried under the wreaths and the flowers that people kept
sticking into the freshly packed soil and on an impulse Olesya
pushed between them and took Trubochka out of her pocket and
placed it on the grave and said, “I wish you never left, papa. I
wish you were always with me, always in my pocket, like my
Trubochka.”
And then her mother was wiping off her tears and leading
her away and as they turned down the row of wrought iron fences,
Olesya changed her mind and yanked her hand out of her mothers
hold and darted back.
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“Where are you going?”
“I forgot something! I’ll be right back!” And she bolted to
the grave and, breathing hard, opened the creaky gate and
slipped off the mitten and with her naked hand felt between the
flowers, already wilting, already dusted with snow, and then she
found Trubochka and brushed it clean and kissed it and put it in
her pocket, her skin running with a sudden thrill. She had him,
her papa, she had him like she wished to.
“Oh God. Oh, my God.”
“You okay?” Natasha’s hand let go of her wrist. “What is
it? Is your toe hurting?”
Olesya blinked. “What?”
“You look like you have just eaten a lemon.” A worried
frown puckered Natasha’s delicate face. “How is your toe? Is it
really bad? You think you’ll be able to dance?”
“Oh. Yeah. Yeah, I will be,” Olesya said distractedly. She
couldn’t orient herself, couldn’t shake off the sensation of
time doing a backward loop, and her hand moved to her pocket but
there was no pocket, only the gauzy softness of her tutu.
“Dammit. Where is it...where did I put it...”
“Have you lost something? What are you trying to find?
We’re almost there, or at least it looks like it,” Natasha
nodded at the window, at the stretches of the gathering dusk.
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They have slowed to a crawl and were pulling into a
station, an actual railway station, its long elevated platform
swept with wisps of snow, the squat one-story depot black
against the violet sky. There were no lights, not on the
platform, not in any of the windows, and as they rolled to a
smooth stop and the engine lugged down with a carnal, satisfied
shudder, and Grigory Vasilievich’s voice crackled though the
speakers, “Welcome to my theater. We’re right on time. Your
ballet is about to start.”
And then the lights when off with a pop and it was suddenly
so still you could hear a pin drop and in the darkness they
could see that the station hasn’t been used for years. The snow
lay untouched in a potholed frosty coat, the icicles fringed the
gables like ancient stalactites, sharp and toothy. The benches
along the wall were buried under ice-glazed snowbanks, but in
the middle of this, sharply contrasting with the white was a
cleared out space the size of the stage, and there were murmurs
among the living dancers—“Jesus. It looks like a stage—Is that
where we’re supposed to dance? Out there, in the snow? Forget
it, I’m not doing it—It’s not like you have a choice.”
“Hush!” clucked one of the dead voices, and they were
herded to the vestibule for de-boarding and Olesya pulled
Natasha close and whispered, “He’s in Trubochka. He was there
all along.”
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“What? Who was?”
“My father. He’s in my toy locomotive. I’ve got to find it,
Natasha, and I’ve got to destroy it.”
And then Larry, smelling like dead meat and baring his
teeth in the welcome American smile, crooked, unnaturally white,
emerged from the engine gangway into the vestibule and croaked,
“Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to Bolshoi. As you exit, please
be careful of the gap between the platform and the train. You
don’t want to break your pretty dancers’ legs, eh?” and he slid
the doors open and they were ushered into the cold and the dark
and the still.
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Chapter 16. The Abandoned Station

It seemed the weather was in cahoots with Grigory Vasilievich.
Winter has smothered spring with its icy breath but for the
pocket of space in front of the pillared porch, the dummy
replica of the Bolshoi’s portico forced off the theater and
devil knows how transported and shrunk and affixed to the depot,
its proportions off-kilter, the roof caved in, the columns
listing every which way, paint peeling, floor pocked, uneven.
The dancers huddled in the middle of the platform,
shivering, rubbing their arms, bouncing from foot to foot,
breaths white in the blue of the night, eyes fixed on their
reanimated troupe mates in docile, expectant terror. The dead
didn’t mind, didn’t care, didn’t pay them any heed, their faces
blank, indifferent, their bodies unnaturally erect like they had
broomsticks shoved up their asses. They were waiting for
something. For what? For permission to start? For Grigory
Vasilievich’s appearance? For the first notes of music?
Egor was chilled to the marrow of his bones. His scrotum
shriveled to a tight sack and his balls felt as frozen as the
balls of a brass monkey. He cupped his hands over them. His
spoiled pretty face contorted in utter revulsion. He took his
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hands away and spat. He forgot. He forgot that he voided himself
not too long ago, in the coupe. Oh yes, he did, like a scared
little boy. The fabric of his tights, his white silky tights,
was drenched in his own urine.
Cool it, cool it. You’re dry. This is just an illusion. A
mass hysteria, if you will. A group hallucination. It’s all
Belaya, that rotten cunt, that worthless lying bitch, she’s
hypnotized me, she’s hypnotized us all. Look at her, all smug
next to her dog. I will kill her. I will kill them both.
Egor straightened, puffed up his chest and assumed a regal
air, the air he acquired before every performance. He glanced
around, carefully avoiding the dead dancers, his gaze passing
through them as though they weren’t there, then threw up his
hands in a dramatic flourish and announced, “We’ve arrived at
last! Aren’t you glad? What is it? What’s with the long faces?”
All eyes turned to him, silent, the only sound that of
ragged breaths and sibilant whispers and the whoosh of the wind
coursing through the naked trees.
“I think it’s a rather fantastic venue for Serenade.
Wouldn’t you agree, Alla Borisovna?”
She stared at him, her mouth pinched, her face haggard.
“What on earth are you talking about, Zolotov? You don’t think
it’s bad enough that we’re being held captive by this...this
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evil,” she motioned at the train, “you have to come out with
this nonsense and make a total fool of yourself?”
“Oh, come on, Alla Borisovna,” Egor said sarcastically. “No
need to get so bitter. It’s nothing personal, you understand.
I’m only trying to help, you know, to cheer everyone up, since
it seems that you’re too upset to attend to your creative
director’s duty.”
Alla Borisovna blinked. “Pardon me?”
“You mean, you didn’t hear me the first time? Not a
problem, Alla Borisovna, I didn’t realize you were getting hard
of hearing. I’ll repeat it for you. As I was saying, this looks
like the perfect venue for Serenade, beautiful, spacious,
comfortably warm—”
“Jesus, Egor! Are you bonkers? It’s colder than a witch’s
tit!” Veronika shivered, rubbing her arms.
“Idiot,” Milena hissed. “Shut your trap.”
“Fuck off, Milena.”
“Where the hell are we?” Shurik asked.
“In hell on earth.” Zoya crossed herself. “God willing,
we’ll get through this quickly.”
Milena squinted up at the pediment, at the faded letters
hardly visibly in the shadows. “You’ve got to be kidding me.”
“What?”
She pointed. “It says BOLSHOI.”
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“No shit.”
There were murmurs, and then a sudden change in the air
that hushed them, a territorial shift, a congealing of emptiness
into something solid, something moving. The dead started, their
unfocused inertia gone, their faces clear, sharp, alert. They
quickly went to work, herding the dancers like sheep, arranging
them in a straight line, in order of their appearance on stage,
taking their places between them.
Taras nudged Alla Borisovna. She flinched and clapped her
hands and cried in a high-pitched tone, “All right, everyone!
Listen up! We’re on! Take your places. Olesya, you’re first.”
Olesya walked on unbending legs, throwing glances back at
Natasha, at Dima, at the train, half-expecting her father to
make an ebullient entrance. There was a faint plucking noise,
the plucking of a violin string, and then, from behind the
boarded windows and the double doors inset in the phony portico,
a golden glow and a confused roulade of sounds, the sounds of
the orchestra warm-up. It sent chills down Olesya’s spine, it
always did.
Are you there, papa? Are you inside?
The train let out a piercing whistle and the doors flung
open and they were blasted with the breathtaking ambiance and
with the dusty warmth and the golden light that bounced off the
stucco surfaces gilded with a mixture of gold and vodka, the
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mixture that was prepared according to the medieval recipe that
the Bolshoi elders guarded with their lives.
Olesya felt her legs slue out from under her.
He was there, her father was there, standing in the door,
dressed in his best suit—she knew it by shape, by the way the
fabric hugged his shoulders, creased around his elbows, American
glen plaid wool. He spent a fortune on it. He came home one
night smelling of winter and took it out of a crinkly paper bag
and tried it on and asked her mother, “Olenka, what do you
think? Do I look like an American engineer?” and she barely
glanced at him, wary of his panache, and said, “Quit fawning,
Grisha. American, my foot. Don’t you have enough suits already?”
“It’s for Olesya’s grand premiere. I’ll wear it to see her dance
on the Bolshoi stage,” and he winked at Olesya, and Olesya said,
“I like it, papa! You look very handsome!” “Thank you, my little
ballerina. I thought you might like it,” and the corners of Olga
Afanasyevna’s lips turned down and her eyes flickered a
visceral, mortal fear and she went white, ashen, and said
quietly, “For goodness’ sake, Grisha, knock on wood. She’s only
ten. It’ll be eaten by moths by the time it happens, if it
happens. You don’t want you to jinx it.”
And a shadow hung between them and Olesya glanced from one
parent to another, unsure what to make of it, knowing they knew
something she didn’t, something they hid from her, some terrible
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secret, used to these brooding silences, and her father looked
away to the window and said, “You’re right, Olenka. You’re
right. I wasn’t thinking properly, an old fool.” And his face
went dark, impossible to discern, as it was dark now, backlit by
the flood of illumination.
“Papa?” Olesya said, and her lower lip trembled. “Papa, is
that really you?” And everything inside her tightened and
twisted and snapped and fell to her feet, her breath caught, her
knees buckled. She teetered, lurched forward, a step, two, then
stopped, afraid if she touched him, he’d vanish, a mere
illusion.
He chuckled his kind familiar chuckle. “Who else would it
be, silly? Don’t you recognize your papa?”
She squinted at him, at the darkness of his face. “I do.”
“Well then, I want you to meet someone. Someone special.”
And from behind him stepped out a little girl and held him by
the hand.
“Tanyusha!”
“Papa said you’ll dance for me. Will you dance for me?”
“Of course I will! Of course!”
“You look very pretty. I like your tutu very much.”
“Thank you.” She wanted to say something else but she
faltered at the sudden hostile coldness. It came from her
father. He was looking at Tanyusha, his head leaned around so
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that Olesya could see his profile, crisp against the golden
light. “You have visited her.”
Tanyusha hesitated. “Yes.”
“That’s not what we agreed on.”
“Sorry. I very much wanted to meet her. I very much wanted
to meet my sister, papa.”
But Olesya could tell that she wasn’t sorry, not at all,
she was giddy, giddy from the idea that she’d done mischief and
got away with it and was waiting for him to acknowledge his
defeat.
“You did wrong. You have spoiled the surprise.”
He dropped her hand harshly and shoved his hands in his
pockets and stalked off into the light and she ran after him,
“Wait! Papa, wait!” and Olesya was crying with her, “Wait!” and
she followed them, into the gold, into the Bolshoi grandeur, the
glitz of the enormous chandelier, the glamour of the rich red
velvet, the tufted seats, the deep-piled carpets, the sumptuous
folds of the drapes, and the ambiance, the electrifying
ambiance, the petering out of the orchestra tune-up and the last
coughs in the audience and the footsteps of the conductor.
The lights dimmed, the murmuring hushed.
“Olesya!” Dima called. “Hold it!” His voice rang out clear
against the eager, anticipating stillness, and there were
murmurs from the audience, clucking, irritated hissing, and the
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tone of it, the inimical modulation contrasted sharply with the
warmth of the space.
Olesya heard him, heard the audience, and didn’t. Her ears
were buzzing, her eyes were itching, stinging, and she thought
she was going to puke. The sudden torrent of her childish
longing, her want, her desire to be with papa, close, so close,
she could stroke his hand and brush his suit and smell his
cologne, made her sick to her stomach, made her shake and sweat
and gasp.
“Papa! Tanyusha!” Her voice held panic. “Where are you?
Where did you go?”
She bumped into the padded barrier of the orchestra pit and
saw that it was empty, and she swung around and peered into the
faces, the pale rigid faces of the spectators in the gloomy
parterre. And then she saw it, the scuffle in the aisle, the
flutter and the flicker of the white, the arms, the legs, the
tutus, the ugly anti-ballet, movements clumsy, jerky, rough. And
then a scream came, a scream of sheer, unadulterated terror, and
was cut off, eclipsed by Natasha’s cry, “Olesya, help! They’re
killing her! They’re killing Zoya!”
Olesya rushed to them and her foot caught on something hard
and she sprawled on the carpet and above her hung the face of
the woman who tripped her up. She was grinning, shaking her
head, indicating that, No, we won’t let you through, and more
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arms and legs branched out from the seats like limbs of denuded
birches, and more heads grinned, and shook, and with a jolt she
recognized one of them, the steward from the other sleeper, and
a passenger next to him, the old man she saw in the lounge, and
his wife, and the others, all here, all corpses.
“No,” Olesya said. “No.”
They rose and reached for her and held her fast, their cold
unwieldy fingers digging into her tender muscle, and then they
were off her and back in their seats and she saw that the
scuffle was over.
Up front strode Alla Borisovna, white as death, and behind
her, single file, in the order of their appearance, pattered the
dancers in small jerky steps, first Lyuba, then Inga, Katya,
Nikita, Galka, Taras, and Zoya, an animated porcelain doll like
the rest of them—Olesya grasped the back of a seat to keep
herself steady—“No-no-no. Please. Please, not Zoya.” Then came
Shurik, Veronika, Natasha, Milena, and Egor.
Dima walked last.
There was a soft whooshing and a collective intake of
breath.
Ta-da-da.
One, two, three. Olesya counted the beats automatically.
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The music has started and as it always did, it filled her
with thrill, and Alla Borisovna waved to her frantically, “Go,
Belaya, go! You’ll be late! You’ll throw off the timing!”
And for a brief moment Olesya forgot where she was, stunned
by backstage anxiety that she suffered before every performance.
It didn’t matter how many times she danced a particular piece,
didn’t matter how well she knew it, she was flushed with
crippling dread, with trepidation, with sickening stage fright.
What if I fall? What if I forget a step? Lose my balance?
Miss the beat? My God. What if Dima fails to catch me?
On their own, her hands quickly went to her hair, checking
for any overlooked imperfections. She sucked in air and gushed
it out in a sharp burst and some kind of an ebullient,
effervescent ecstasy swept over her and made her weightless, the
ecstasy that carried her through the dance until the last of the
applause faded and she flitted backstage and it crashed at her,
all at once, the aching joints, the burning legs, the toes
chafed raw, bleeding, screaming with every step.
And in the pain of it she always thought, Never again.
Forget it. I can’t do this. I simply can’t do this.
But she came back, every day, for that ecstasy, for that
luxurious high that was better than multiple orgasms, that was
like coming for hours on end, the potent blend of pain and
pleasure that only dancers could crave, could understand, the
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chronic injuries, the painkillers popped like candy, the
incessant dieting, the grueling eight-hour practice sessions
punctured by Alla Borisovna’s insults and fits of rage. But even
that was part of ballet, part of its ineffable art.
And unaware of herself, her mind seized on music, Olesya
gripped the padded barrier of the orchestra pit and stared down:
it was empty and rising. Within a minute it halted, flush with
the stage, and many hands, cold, unceremonious, clamped over her
thighs, her buttocks, her waist, and hoisted her and shoved her
forth and she stumbled, drew herself up and then she was facing
the audience.
The dancers scaled the stage one by one, hurrying to take
their place, and on his way Dima snatched and squeezed Olesya’s
hand and ran back just in time—
Ta. Da. Da. Ta-da-da-da. Ta-da—
Third sequence, that’s it, that’s it. Two more beats. Feet.
Feet straight, dammit! Arms. Okay, okay. Belly. Back. Neck. All
good. Breathe...just breathe.
Olesya’s skin goosed.
And from the pocket of silence, the few seconds before the
violins launched their assault, came the jingle of Tanyusha’s
voice, “That’s my sister! She’s a real ballerina! She’s dancing
for me! Today is my birthday!”
Then it was time.
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The melody blasted, regal, majestic vibrations, and Olesya
was off, prancing in dainty steps, a glissade to the right, a
plié, a glissade to the left.
Are you watching me, papa? I’m doing it. I’m dancing
Serenade.
He was. She sensed his eyes on her skin, sweeping it,
holding it hostage, and she wavered, misstepped, quickly righted
herself. Someone gasped, and she faltered again, suddenly blank,
the map of her steps broken.
“Fifth position,” Alla Borisovna whispered from below. “En
pointe. Lift. Lift!”
Olesya did. Her heart pounding, she arched her feet,
promenaded, stepped through an arabesque, moving swiftly, moving
without thinking. The music roared in a rollicking echo, the
floor thrummed, the pointes tap-tap-tapped with crisp,
disciplined precision. Arms curved, legs straight, she strung
upward and—One!—fifth position—Two!—fourth position—Three! Turn,
turn, turn!—did a pirouette, Alla Borisovna’s words piercing her
head, prodding her, leading her forward.
“Watch your step,” Inga hissed.
Olesya flinched as if slapped. Without realizing it, she
blocked Inga’s path and was promptly pushed out of the way. She
tottered, recovered her balance, and fell in step between Zoya
and Lyuba, the three of them forming the point of the lozenge
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that quivered and split and clustered and split again, then
stretched to a fluid gliding line. And doing her bourrée, and
her balancé, and freezing in a delicate croisé derrière, like a
bird, like a lost pensive bird, one wing up, one wing limp and
down, head tilted as though in reflection, she half-closed her
eyes and stared through the bars of her lashes, stared at the
dark parterre, hoping to catch a glimpse of her father, an
outline of his nodding head or his waving hand, something, some
sign that he liked her performance.
Instead she saw Alla Borisovna standing glued to the
barrier, her expression severe, her lips puckered in
disappointment. She caught Olesya’s stare and gestured at her in
outrage, miming her mistakes, and Olesya looked away and then
she saw him, in the aisle seat of the first row, a black
silhouette swaying with the music, a little girl bouncing on his
knee.
Papa! How do you like it?
He nodded and lifted his hand, urging her to go on.
Olesya spun her back to the audience and linked hands with
Natasha and Lyuba for pas de trois and winced, Lyuba’s fingers
hard and cold like strips of flesh taken from a freezer, burning
her skin, burning her little bones, and as they twirled and
whirled and circled, Olesya stared at Natasha who danced with
the annoyed detachment of the one who has accepted this new
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reality and was suffering Lyuba’s touch with a scowl that said,
Her hands are cold as ice, Olesya. One more minute of this and,
I swear, she’ll freeze me through and through! And Olesya
mouthed to her, I’m sorry, and they parted hands and bent like
young birches and on her turn Olesya caught a glimpse of the
other trios, Zoya with Katya and Galka, three twitchy porcelain
dolls—Oh Zoya. I’m so sorry—and Milena with Veronika and Inga,
Milena’s beautiful inky eyes opaque with concealment of horror,
her knuckles white over Veronika’s hand who strained to part
from them, her large nose dripping, her mouth slack and
muttering, Jesus, oh Jesus, oh Jesus...
The music slowed, the violas faded out, the violins pitched
a high accord and stopped, holding their breath. The sonatina
was over. A second of silence and the waltz began and Olesya was
free of Lyuba’s grip and walking to Dima for the pas de deux.
“Are you okay?” he whispered.
“I’m fine.”
“No you’re not. You’re shaking.”
“Then why are you asking?”
She raised her arms and tensed and he spun her once, twice,
three times, and clasped her waist and lifted her and she
extended her leg in arabesque and he carefully put her down and
they entwined their arms for the promenade.
“I’m sorry,” Olesya said. “I’m just...”
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“...scared this ballet is a waste of time.”
“Yes.”
“Feast in time of plague.”
“Yes.”
“He’ll kill us anyway.”
“Yes.”
“Well, shit.”
They parted, skipped about, leapt back together.
“I think I can figure out how to disable the engine.
Shouldn’t be that hard.”
“He’ll never let you. I have a better idea. My
Trubochka...”
“Your toy?” Dima caught her, draped her over his arm. She
arched and stretched and clung to his side.
“I left it on his grave, then I changed my mind and fetched
it back and—” She leaned in penché. “Dima, he was with me all
these years! If only I knew! All I had to do was crush it—”
“I can’t do this!” Veronika dropped to the floor, pushing
Nikita away. “Don’t touch me! I can’t! This is madness!”
Dima and Olesya started, missing their move.
“Get up!” Alla Borisovna hissed. “Get up this very second!”
The dead dancers continued moving undisturbed but the
living faltered and stopped, staring at Veronika. A thin line of
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blood ran from one of her nostril. She sat up, smearing it with
the back of her hand, and started crying.
There was a groan in the audience, a groan of displeasure.
Olesya glanced at Dima, stiff with dread. They have missed
the conclusion to their pas de deux. The music relentlessly
played on, demanding they split for the next figure but they
ignored it and rushed to Veronika and together with Natasha got
her to her feet.
“Let me alone!” she cried, struggling. “Let me go!”
“Svetich!” Alla Borisovna snapped, veins thick on her neck.
“Listen to me. You will take hold of yourself and you will
finish your part. Hear me?”
“Go to the devil,” Veronika sniffled.
Alla Borisovna recoiled, speechless for a short suffocating
moment. Then she straightened, standing tall, looking down on
Veronika with pitiful condescension as though she wasn’t level
with her knees but a head above her, a despotic parent shaming a
willful child.
“What’s this, I ask you?” she demanded. “Where did you get
this attitude? You want me to put you back in the corps? Is that
what you want? That can be easily arranged.”
The music quieted, as did the hollow tapping of the
pointes. Veronika flinched, the old fear of demotion strong in
her. Then it vanished. Her lips curved down.
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“Jesus! You old fool.” She glared at Alla Borisovna with
naked hatred. “You’re blind as a bat.”
“Drop it, Veronika,” Natasha said. “Better get back to—”
“Don’t tell me what to do!”
Natasha charged at her as though to slap her. “Idiot! Look
around you. Do you want to die?”
“Don’t touch me!” Veronika swatted at her arm. “I swear to
God I’ll kill you if you touch me.”
“Shut your trap and dance, then. Listen to yourself. You’re
acting like a total moron. Have you lost your mind? Can’t you
see I’m trying to help you? To keep you alive?” Natasha’s voice
broke.
“Yeah, sure. You really expect me to believe that? You
don’t give a damn about my life. None of you do. You’re all
crapping your pants from fear right now. Admit it.” Veronika
passed her eyes over the dancers, challenging them.
Nobody answered.
Olesya stepped forward, both her palms raised in a gesture
of peace. “Girls, please. I beg of you...we need to finish
dancing Serenade. We must. We’ve already missed a good chunk of
it. If we miss any more...” She trailed off, alarmed by the
silence, the rapt bloodthirsty silence of the spectators that
were hungry for slaughter. She glanced at them. They sat still,
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staring up with more enthusiasm on their dead faces than they
displayed while watching the ballet.
“You,” Veronika rounded on Olesya. “It’s all because of
you. You started it.”
“At last, my martlet,” Egor strolled up to Veronika and
placed a hand on her shoulder. “I knew you’d come around. Am I
permitted to say, I told you so?”
Veronika shook him off. “Stuff it up your ass, Zolotov.
Nobody asked you to boss us around. You never cared for anyone
except yourself, why change now?” But there was no malice in her
words, only fatigue.
“Did you hear that?” Egor asked Milena. “She dismissed me.
Just like that. Poof! After everything I’ve done for her, she
dismissed me—the only voice of reason in this gaggle of madness—
like I’m an annoying mosquito, like I haven’t been adamant about
removing Belaya from the train before it was too late.”
Dima was about to say something but Olesya held him back.
“What can you do,” Milena murmured. “One scabby sheep
infects the whole flock.”
“Right you are.” Egor flicked his eyes from Veronika to
Natasha to Shurik to Alla Borisovna. “And you didn’t want to
believe me,” he shook his head reproachfully. “Here is proof for
you. What more do you need? Belaya’s disease of the mind is
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contagious. It has poisoned you.” He looked up. “It has poisoned
all of us.”
Alla Borisovna stared, her mouth half-open.
“This, everything you see,” Egor spread his arms, “is an
illusion, a collective hallucination. It doesn’t exist, it’s the
product of our minds. She,” he flicked a finger at Olesya, “is
the one responsible for it. I don’t know how she does it, but
it’s gone on long enough. I’m sick of it. I want it gone.”
“Me too, my sweets. Me too.” Milena curled an arm around
his elbow.
Egor permitted himself a wintry smile. “We need to
eliminate her. Better late than never. So, what’s your verdict,
my friends? Will you help us, or do we have to do it on our
own?”
A frozen silence fell.
Someone shifted in the first row and the creak of the seat
tore through the air like thunder and then it was quiet again,
and in this quiet no one moved, no one said a word or took a
breath. The only sound was that of their hearts dancing the mad
jig of terror.
“Hell,” Dima whispered to Olesya, his whisper carrying
clearly from stage to parterre, “Zolotov and Temnova both gone
off their rockers? Who would’ve thought—” He caught himself,
aware of being overhead. All eyes were on him, and then Alla
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Borisovna, having finally overcome her dignity, hitched up her
skirt and, exposing sensible high-waist bloomers that shone like
two moons caught in the net of black tights, climbed on the
stage and crawled away from the proscenium to get enough
purchase and waved away Dima’s helping hand.
“I’m not that old, Rumyantsev. Out of my way.” She stood up
and readjusted her cardigan and her skirt and looked them over
one by one, her ratty mouth pursed, her eyes dark and beady.
“Who do you think you are, to interrupt a performance like
this?”
They stared at her.
“Where did you ever see such a disrespect for the public?
Are you professional dancers, or are you some wishy-washy halflegged amateurs, spoiled little boys and girls that break down
at the slightest provocation? Is that all you have learned from
me? If that indeed is true, then I’m a shit teacher, and I
deserve this torment.”
They all flinched. Such primitive words never dropped from
Alla Borisovna’s lips. Not once. Yes, she yelled at them, yelled
at them daily, she insulted them, abused them, scorned them, but
never did she stoop low enough to use profanities, to cuss like
a dumb, uneducated broad.
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“Well, it is what it is,” she concluded gravely. “You’re my
cross and I’ll carry you to my grave. Get off the stage,
Svetich, I’m taking your place.”
Veronika goggled at her, dumbstruck. “What?”
“For goodness’ sake, clean out your ears! I said, take your
ass off the stage! How many times have I told you? If you can’t
dance, at least lift your eyebrows so I know you can hear me!”
Veronika gawked, no sound coming from her mouth.
And in this pause, in the space of time when Alla Borisovna
drew a lungful or air and started delivering yet another caustic
encouragement, Grigory Vasilievich’s voice spoke close to the
stage and they jumped, staring at the darkness.
“I apologize for my interference, Alla Borisovna.
Obviously, I’m not qualified in the art of ballet to instruct
you on how to best motivate your pupils. I’m a train engineer,
after all, a simple hard-working man, so what would I know. But
I do think that I have of solution for your problem, and a very
effective one at that. So I’d appreciate it if you allowed me to
assist you. You see, we daughter Tanyusha here, it’s her
birthday today, and this ballet is a very special gift to her
from her sister. However, she’s getting restless and she wishes
for the performance to continue.”
“That’s right, papa!” Tanyusha cried. “Make them dance!”
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And before Alla Borisovna could answer, before “Papa, no!”
died on Olesya’s lips, the dark silhouette of her father’s head
nodded and the dead swarmed to Veronika like flies to honey and
the noise they made was the noise of many snapping twigs and
when they were done with her, when they parted, she was one of
them, a blank porcelain doll, her face and her neck and her arms
purpled with bite marks and bruises.
The music blasted, starting precisely where Veronika
stopped her part, and they danced the rest of the Serenade
without a hitch, all of them moving automatically, with numb,
horrified precision, and they ended it to many curtain calls and
whistles and wild applause and calls, “Bravo! Bravo!” And Dima
held Olesya by the waist to prevent her from jumping off the
stage, her fists closed, her eyes roving the darkness.
“Are you happy now, papa?” she cried. “Are you satisfied?
What else do you want, you sick rotten bastard?”
“You got it all wrong, silly,” he answered calmly. “I’m
doing it for you.”
Milena gave her that look of you-deserve-to-die-bitch, and
Olesya went cold all over. “For me?”
“Yes, of course, my little ballerina. I’m giving you a
chance to see what matters to you most. You told me dance was
your life, that all you wanted to do was dance, that nothing
else mattered. Then why should these people matter to you? You
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hardly know them, they’re strangers. I’ll make them into perfect
dancers—your perfect entourage—so you’ll be forever the star of
the show. Am I right, Tanyusha? Isn’t she a star?”
“She is!” Tanyusha piped up. “Olesya, dance some more!”
“Haven’t you had enough?” Olesya asked, her voice thick
with exhaustion. She was yearning to get out of the damp smelly
costume, to take a hot shower and scrub her skin raw and knead
the pain out of her muscles and then dry herself, put on clean
clothes and with a cold drink in hand soak her burning feet in
an ice bath. It made her reel, this vision of pleasure, and for
an instant it blotted out everything else, the fear, the anger,
the confusion. “You wanted to see me dance Serenade. You saw me
dance Serenade. What more do you want?”
“I’m not entirely satisfied with choreography,” Grigory
Vasilievich said quietly. “The dancing was good, I grant you
that, but the choreography was, dare I say it, not good at all.
In fact, it was bad, very bad. Stifled, grandiose, arrogant...it
was trying too hard when it didn’t need to. You attempted to
make it meaningful, my girl, I could see you did, you have an
uncanny ability to do it, but it’s difficult to dance something
with heart when it has no heart to begin with.”
Alla Borisovna flung a hand to her chest. “I beg your
pardon?”
“What’s choreography, papa?” Tanyusha asked.
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“Oh. What a great question. Let me think about it...it’s
like in books. An author writes a story by arranging words on
paper a particular way to make it interesting, to make the story
worth reading. Well, you can apply the same concept to dance. A
choreographer writes a dance by arranging the movements of
dancers on stage, to make it beautiful, make it worth watching.
The story of the dance is its choreography. Do you understand
what I mean?”
“Yes! You mean this dance was boring?”
“Boring is not quite the right word, Tanyusha. I’d say,
more like it wasn’t perfect. It could be, if the choreography
did the music justice, if it just let it be, and if the dancers
moved perfectly in sync with each other. But they didn’t. That’s
the fault of all living people, they insist on bringing their
own individuality to everything they touch instead of simply
doing their job. And there is such beauty in perfect likeness,
perfect unison. Take the pistons of the train engine, for
example. They way they move as one, without a hitch. Now that’s
ballet!”
“I want it perfect, papa! Make it perfect! Make it!”
“I’ll see what I can do, my girl.”
Olesya felt a sudden stab of jealousy. She was papa’s girl,
she was always papa’s girl. Who was this spoiled little freak
bouncing on his knee? What right did she have to claim her
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father as her own? Olesya squinted in an effort to make out
their faces but the footlights blinded her and all she saw were
the swimming afterimages of dots and the black moving shadows.
“Well, I never!” Alla Borisovna squeaked, sounding like a
rat caught in a rattrap. “I don’t’ believe my ears! Listen up
here, you. Just who do you think you are to critique my work?
Answer me! What understanding of ballet do you have, you, a
petty engineer, a dead man, sitting there like some bigwig,
spouting all sorts of rubbish? Well, I won’t tolerate it, you
hear me? I won’t!”
Tanyusha yawned.
“Are you getting tired?” Grigory Vasilievich said.
“Pay attention!” Alla Borisovna cried. “Pay attention to me
when I talk!”
“I am paying attention, my dear lady, you don’t need to
shout. I understand your frustration. Yes, I’m a simple engineer
and it’s not my place to tell you how well or not well you have
done your job, but I’m also a spectator, a member of the
audience, if you will, and as such I reserve the right for
judgment. After all, if I don’t like the ballet, why go see it?
Am I right, Tanyusha?”
“You sure are, papa.”
“What do you think we should do with her?”
“Make her perfect!”
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“What a great idea.”
Olesya understood what he meant a second too late. “No!”
she cried and dashed to Alla Borisovna and Inga snarled, “Stay
back!” and knocked her to the floor and Dima helped her to get
up but by then Alla Borisovna was already struggling in Taras’s
grip and a fly rig was dropping from behind the drapes and Katya
caught it and unscrewed the carabiner and looped the line into a
noose and Nikita helped her tighten it and together with Galka
they slung it over Alla Borisovna’s thrashing head and let go.
Alla Borisovna’s hands went to her neck and she shrieked
and then her shriek was cut off as though with a blade and she
was hoisted up a good fifty feet, twitching and jerking, and
then she went rigid and her tongue fell out of her mouth like a
dirty rag and her feet pointed down, toes stretched like she
wanted to tiptoe, her black skirt rippling, her body dangling
like a weight on a pendulum and gently swishing, left to right,
right to left, the insteps of her sensible shoes lit up by the
powerful footlights.
The dancers stared up, bolted to the floor, paralyzed, none
of them breathing, and Olesya felt Dima’s hand on her shoulder,
squeezing it, a strange noise on his lips, half-groan, halfwheeze, and a word, very quiet, “Mama,” and she wanted to scream
then and couldn’t. Her tongue refused to move. There was a clap,
and another, and a smattering of applause that swelled and
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flooded the house and then someone whistled and someone yelled,
“Bravo, Grigory Vasilievich! Bravo!”
A pounding rage took hold of Olesya. It uncoiled from her
gut and shot to her head and bit the backs of her eyes and she
saw red and spun on her heel and glared at the first row, at the
dark man sitting there, nodding his appreciation. Words broke
behind her teeth, too many to shout, to throw in his face. She
shook from head to toe, and he saw it and said, “Something
wrong, my little ballerina?”
“Stop it,” she croaked, “stop this madness.”
“Why? I’ve only just begun. It’s my turn to show you
something. Come.”
He helped Tanyusha to the floor and took her hand and they
navigated their way to the exit and the passengers stood up from
their seats and one by one entered the aisle and walked out in a
funeral procession, unhurried and solemn and quiet. And the dead
dancers pushed the living dancers off the stage, first Olesya,
then Dima, then Natasha, then Milena and Egor, and behind them
was the sound of the dropping body and when they stopped and
turned to look the stage lights went off with a pop and they
were plunged into pitch-black darkness and prodded along with
cold jabbing fingers and up ahead of them was a square of light.
And then they were out, standing on the derelict portico
and gazing at the snow-swept platform and at the steely corpus
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of the train coated with frosted ice and at the yellow light in
the sleeper windows and the shadows, many shadows inside it,
peering at them, waiting for them to board. And from the
darkness of the vestibule a figure detached and it was Larry. He
ambled to them, his arms wide open, his teeth gleaming in a
servile rictus.
“Holy moly!” he said. “That was something, eh? My first
time seeing ballet, and I tell you, that stuff was good. That’s
Bolshoi ballet for you, isn’t it? World famous. I got chills up
my spine. Wish my Betty was with me...to see you get up on those
tippy toes like that! Why, she’d have a heart attack! I nearly
had one myself, thought you’d break your little feet. Who can
stand on toes like that, you tell me? But no, you kept on,
fluttering around in those skirts of yours like...” he touched
his hand to his cap, searching for the right word, and then
looked at the snow on his fingers and grinned, “like
snowflakes!”
“Like snowflakes...” Olesya repeated.
“That’s right. And a good job you did, too. The only part I
didn’t like was the fighting. Was that part of the show?”
The dancers stared at him mutely. Milena started whispering
something but Egor shushed her, and Natasha said into Olesya’s
ear, “What an ignorant uncivilized fool. Are all Americans like
that? Or only dead ones?”
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“I don’t know,” Olesya mouthed back. “I wouldn’t think so.”
She hardly understood what she was saying, numb with cold and
dread and fatigue, the margins of her mind blurring.
“I’m freezing,” Milena said.
“No, you’re not, my sweet,” Egor said. “It’s an illusion.”
She ignored him. “How long are we going to stand here?”
“As long as we want you to,” Inga touched Milena’s neck and
Milena flinched. “Don’t talk,” Egor hissed at her. “Can’t you
see? You’re playing into the hands of that lunatic bitch, you’re
playing along.”
Dima jerked. Olesya’s fingers bit into his arms. “He’s not
worth it,” she whispered.
“Stop playing along,” Egor persisted. “You’re not cold.
Your mind is telling you that you are, but you aren’t.”
A light breeze picked up and stirred the falling snow, the
white flecks of it dancing in the beams of the light that
filtered through the curtained windows. There was commotion in
the cars, a sort of a noiseless preparation for something. And
Larry stooped to Olesya and put a hand around his mouth to
convey that he was sharing a secret. “I don’t know what got up
your father’s ass, Alice—it’s Alice, right?”
“Olesya,” Olesya said.
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“That’s right, Alyssa. Like I was saying, what’s your old
man got against that general lady of yours, eh? What a waste.
Such a strong cultured lady—”
The engine revved and the whistle blasted.
Larry started, assumed an officious conductor pose, chin
up, belly out, arm pointing to the car. “Ladies and gentlemen,
if you would be so kind, please proceed to the train. We’ll be
departing shortly.” He motioned to Olesya and Dima. “You two are
to go in the cab.”
“The cab?” Olesya asked.
“He means the engineer’s cab,” Dima explained, and she
suddenly understood what papa meant to show her and her heart
dropped to her stomach.
“What?” Natasha protested. “You’re not leaving me with
these two. They’ll eat me alive.”
“I’m sorry,” Olesya said.
“I’m afraid you have no choice,” Lyuba intoned languidly
and took Natasha’s arm and Katya took her other arm and they led
her to the sleeper, drawing lines in the fresh coat of snow, and
Inga and Veronika escorted Milena in the same fashion, and
Nikita and Taras walked Egor who pranced in a bouncing step that
meant to say, I don’t believe this shit, Belaya. You can split
your fucking cunt trying, for all I care, you cheap lying bitch.
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The door to the cab slid open, a dark yawning rectangle,
and a cloud of steam rose from beneath it with a loud hiss.
Dima rubbed Olesya’s arms as they walked to it, squeezed
her shoulders. “You’re okay, you’re going to be okay.”
Her teeth chattered and she shook in his hands like a
frightened bird and the snow instantly soaked her satin pointes
but she welcomed it, this cold wetness, it soothed her bleeding
feet and it made her forget she was about to see him, be with
him in that boxy cramped cabin, be within touch of him, see his
familiar face—
She halted abruptly.
The cab was dark and empty.
“Where’s—” she cut herself off. Of course he wasn’t here,
he was to perform, and she was to watch his performance.
“Funny how that works,” Dima said, helping her in. “I
always wanted to drive a train, ever since I was a boy, and here
it is, right in front of me, and I don’t want it.”
“All set?” Larry asked.
“Sure. As set as we can get.” Dima perched on the
conductor’s chair and Olesya sunk into the worn softness of the
engineer’s chair and tucked in her legs and hugged her knees and
moaned as her back relaxed.
“All right, then. Good luck and bon voyage!” Larry slapped
the metal hide and grinned and was gone, and the door slid shut,
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cutting off the breeze, and Olesya wished she asked him for a
hot cup of tea with a slice of lemon and lots of sugar, the way
her mother made it for them, for her and her papa, when they
came home from their Sunday winter walks, hot golden liquid in
porcelain cups and a plate of warm poppy seed bagels with
cottage cheese and raspberry jam that melted on your tongue and
warmed you inside and out.
“You okay?” Dima asked.
“Yeah. Just tired.”
She looked out the window, at the tracks ahead, two
charcoal lines on white disappearing in the blue flatness. The
flecks of snow dropped diagonally in the beam of light and hit
the glass and melted, squirming down, jiggling to the vibration
of the engine.
“It’s so eerie sitting here,” Olesya said. “It makes me
think I can control it, make it go, make it stop. Make it all
stop.”
“Sure you can,” Dima said. “Why not? Maybe that’s what he
wants you to do. To stop him.”
“I don’t think so.”
“You think it’ll be over for us? After this?”
“I don’t know, Dima. I’m sorry.”
“Why are you sorry? You shouldn’t be sorry. It’s not your
fault, none of it is. Hell, if it’s anybody’s fault, it’s your
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father’s. You didn’t ask him to come back, did you?” He slapped
the conductor’s panel with the flat of his palm and the sound of
it was like the sound of skin slapping skin and he tore his hand
away, aghast, staring at it.
“I did,” Olesya said quietly. “That’s the thing. I did.”
“Right. You told me. I forgot.” Dima rubbed his face and
tilted his head to the side and squinted at something over
Olesya’s shoulder. “Doesn’t matter. You couldn’t possibly have
known it would happen. It was a wish of a child. It was
innocent.”
“That doesn’t relieve me of responsibility.” She tapped one
of the levers with her forefinger, brushed its round head, then
shifted to the big red knob that sat like a sore in the acne of
small black buttons. “What do you think this is? An emergency
break?”
“Could be,” Dima said. “Why don’t you try it?”
“Are you mad at me?”
“No.”
“Yes, you are. I can tell by your eyes. You don’t look at
me, you avoid me when you get upset. I hate talking to you like
this. I hate it when you don’t look at me.” She glanced away and
saw the handset and reached for it. “Look, that’s how he spoke
to us.” She took it off the cradle and pressed it to her ear and
listened. “There’s no tone.”
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Dima shook his head.
“What?”
“Nothing.”
“No, what is it?” She nudged him.
He flinched and cupped her cold hand with his warm hands
and pulled it to his lips and kissed it. “Nothing. I’m just
worried about you.”
“Worried about me?” Olesya’s skin goosed. “Why are you
worried about me?”
“Because I love you.”
And he waited for her to say something and she held her
breath and studied his tired face and the darkness under his
eyes and she wanted to touch it, to run her finger down his
cheek and say something effortless and simple and she couldn’t
and he said, “It’s okay, you don’t have to,” and he kneeled and
picked up her foot and untied the ribbons and carefully pulled
the pointe shoe off her heel and off her toes and peeled the
tape layer by layer and took her raw blistered foot in his hands
and massaged it and massaged her calf and looked up and Olesya
was crying. He wiped her face with the sleeve of his leotard and
freed her other foot and massaged it too and then said,
“Better?”
“Yes,” she whispered. “Thank you.”
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“Want to take it off? You look uncomfortable.” He helped
her out of the tutu.
“I wonder what he’s waiting for.”
And as she said it Olesya felt eyes on the back of her neck
and cringed and glanced at Dima and he stared at her, unmoving.
They were being watched—their tender touches, their soft
sentimentalities—watched closely, greedily, and that watching
suddenly spoiled it, made it feel like slop, like kitschy loveydovey stuff, it violated them, it exposed them, and the whistle
screamed and they clapped their ears and with a jolt the train
started and rolled forward.
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Chapter 17. Tanyusha

A thrill went through Olesya, a thrill of her childhood wish to
sit on papa’s knees and to shift the levers and to press the
buttons and to make this monster move along the tracks, to ride
it like he did, to steer it, to control it any way she wanted.
He promised her to arrange it one day. One day never came.
Are you delivering on your promise, papa? Isn’t it a bit
too late? I’m not a little girl anymore, haven’t you noticed?
Olesya gripped the sides of the seat. She sensed Dima’s
gaze but couldn’t turn, couldn’t take her eyes off the window.
There was something dreadful in how the train moved on its
own, how the land beneath it unfolded snatched out of the night
by the cone of the yellow light and how it rolled at them at
incredible speed and disappeared and how quickly new land took
its place and new tracks, and every climb and every turn Olesya
waited for someone to stand there, a distant figure, unaware of
this deadly machine coming at it, coming right at it, and her
mouth was dry and her heart skittered like a panicked bird but
there was no one there, only the rails and the snow and the
stunted trees, their trunks like pencil lines on dirty paper.
“Are you scared?” Dima asked.
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“Yes.” She said, not taking her eyes off the tracks. “No. I
don’t know. I don’t know what I feel anymore. I’m so tired that
I just want to sleep and sleep and sleep and feel nothing.”
Dima sighed. “Likewise.”
They were quiet for a while, hypnotized by the rocking
motion, by the rhythmic ta-thunk-ta-thunk of the wheels and the
occasional ding-ding-ding of the bells and the steady hum of the
engine.
“The trees are so close,” Olesya said. “If I opened the
window, I wonder if I could touch them. Do you think I could—”
she broke off.
“What? What is it?”
“It’s birches, Dima. They’re birches.”
So it was coming. She knew it was coming and she thought
she could take it and then she thought that she couldn’t,
wouldn’t, didn’t want to. She wanted it gone, that thing in her
gut, that sharp scaly thing that was there all along, hiding,
sleeping, for years—she didn’t know how many—the thing that fell
to her bottom through a slit in her mind and lay there, dormant,
forgotten, and now it woke and uncoiled and leapt up and wedged
in her throat and scratched at her eyes and the night in the
windows lightened, brightened, and it wasn’t the snow or the
early sun, it was the trees, and more trees, and more trees,
birches stirring and swaying, their silver leaves shaking, their
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scabby eyes watching, watching, silent, no mouths for talking,
for telling anyone what they saw.
“Birches,” Olesya whispered.
“You’re pale as death.” Dima scooted to her across the
floor and sat by her legs and took her hands and pressed them.
“Hell, you’re freezing. What’s going on? Olesya, what’s wrong?
Do you hear me? Look at me. Look at me!”
She looked at him and didn’t see him and looked back out
the window at the peeling trunks flashing by, at the eyes on
them, the ugly black scars on their white virginal bodies.
Dima traced her gaze and watched the birches with her for a
while and when he turned back his face was stiff like it was
dipped in wax and set and when he spoke his voice was foreign,
not his own. “Olesya, talk to me. Please talk to me...please.
Don’t be quiet like this, you’re scaring me.”
Olesya made an effort. “Birches...”
“What about them?”
“In the copse...by the abandoned railway...where the wild
strawberries...” She stared at him.
“The wild strawberries?”
“Where we picked them.”
“You mean, you and your father?”
“I don’t want to...”
“You don’t want to what?”
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“See it.”
Dima studied her for a moment. “I don’t blame you. I
wouldn’t either. When they jerked Alla Borisovna up, when she
was swaying there under the ceiling...hell, it was like no time
had passed at all, it was like I was standing by the kitchen and
there she was, my mama, hanging, but it wasn’t that that got me.
At first I didn’t even understand what I was seeing, and then it
hit me. It was her feet, Olesya, her gently swaying feet. The
window was open. There was a breeze and—” He blinked and looked
down. “Anyway. I don’t want to bother you with this. But listen,
you shouldn’t see it if you don’t want to see it, you should
just close your eyes.”
“No,” she protested, “you don’t understand. It’s not seeing
Tanyusha’s death that I’m afraid of.”
“Then what is it?”
“Something else.”
“Like what?”
“That’s the thing. I don’t know, I don’t remember. It’s
something...I forgot, but it’s there, it’s been there all along,
like my Trubochka...” Her face changed. “Oh God, oh my God, I
have to get out of here. I have to find it. I have to—”
She stood up abruptly and the whistle blasted and the bells
ding-ding-dinged non-stop, non-stop, and they whipped around the
bend and Olesya was thrown back in the chair and Dima was tossed
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to the floor and then the brakes were screeching against the
wheels, and the wheels were squealing, and there it was, and
Olesya stared at it, unconscious of her bladder suddenly
overflowing and of that thing inside her pressing on it, poking
it with its gummy finger and a trickle of urine seeping down the
cleft of her vulva and pooling in the seat and dribbling down
her leg.
She wasn’t there, she has left her body, she was with
Tanyusha, and Tanyusha was running.
It was summer and it was hot and she was running through
the growth of birches just north of Tula’s railway station, two
sets of tracks cutting through the wood and gleaming in the
blinding sun. She was breathing hard, she was sweating, and she
was running as fast as her little legs would allow, her red
dress flitting through the trees like a wild tempting bird—now
I’m here, now I’m not, try to grab me by the tail!
She reached the edge of the wood and barely gained the
stretch of chunky gravel when she slipped and fell to her knees
and cried out and crawled to standing and crossed the first set
of tracks and was crossing the second when her foot caught on
the rail and she tumbled and her skirt flew up and uncovered her
bare rosy buttocks.
And that thing in Olesya surged and bumped against her
teeth and choked her and drained her of color, and Dima rushed
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to her, yelling, pushing buttons, yanking levers at random, but
she didn’t hear him. There was a different kind of noise in her
ears, the ripping smacking pounding that was her heart and
something else, something that what was coming, in fifty feet,
twenty-five, fifteen.
Tanyusha got up to her feet, the wooden ties rough and warm
against her naked soles, the smell of the creosote sharp in her
nostrils, her breath whistling, her eyes popping from their
sockets at the train that was almost upon her, its sheer size
and speed and presence hypnotizing her into a kind of a trance.
Time slowed for Olesya, every second stretched to an hour,
and she saw Tanyusha raise an arm as though to stop the train,
as though it was a bothersome fly, and suddenly Tanyusha flipped
her head to the right and Olesya followed her gaze and there was
her father, shouting, leaping from the trees, mashing the gravel
with his shoes the same way he mashed begonias and marigolds and
zinnias in the park when he was running to snatch Olesya away
from the miniature train, his face contorted with the same
deathly horror, but his arms weren’t open like she remembered,
one hand on the waist of his pants and another clutching
something, a small bundle. He stumbled and threw out his arms
and his pants slid down, revealing pale hairless legs and the
bundle unraveled to white socks and white panties and little red
shoes, as red as Tanyusha’s dress.
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And that was when the train struck her, crushed her,
creamed her, like a thumb creams a bug, without effort, without
thought or noise, leaving a smear with some small bits and
pieces that no longer resembled anything human, that were hair
and flesh and bone and yarn so lovingly crocheted to a lacy airy
mesh, tangled and torn. And Olesya wanted to scream and
couldn’t, her tongue glued to the roof of her mouth, and the
brakes scraped the rails and the whistle shrieked and Dima
scooped her and held her and rocked her, and she curled to a
ball and sobbed and sobbed, that thing inside her liquid,
leaking, her resolve, her manic obsession with ballet, the hours
and hours of practice, the injuries, the bleeding toes, the
indefatigable drive for perfection, for papa, all of it for
papa, crumbled and cracked and left her and she had nowhere to
hide and she was naked and the pain of it shamed her.
Dima cradled her like a child. Strands of hair that were
stuck to her forehead he brushed and smoothed, tenderly, as if
touching a wound, and her face that was wet and red he wiped and
patted her back and Olesya quieted and sucked in air and
stiffened.
“Did I hurt you?” Dima relaxed his hold and looked at her.
She shrunk away.
“Am I holding you too tight?”
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“No, no, it’s not that, it’s just—oh God, I stink, I—I’m
all wet...” She shuddered, embarrassed, wanting to hide from
him, to sink through the floor.
“I don’t care.”
“You don’t?”
“Honestly, it doesn’t bother me.”
Olesya lifted her head and started telling him something
and froze, holding his eyes. The train has long stopped but
they’ve just noticed it, the stillness and the darkness of the
windows and the voices drifting from the engine.
“Who the hell is that?” Dima crept to the door. “Egor?
Natasha?” He pushed on the handle, tugged on it. “Shit. It’s
locked.”
The voices fell silent.
“It’s not them, Dima,” Olesya said, heavy with knowledge.
It was all around her, achingly familiar. She would’ve
welcomed it, in another time, in the time that has stopped an
hour ago, or maybe it was half an hour, or maybe ten minutes,
she couldn’t tell anymore nor did she care. She knew one thing
only, that her own life, just like Tanyusha’s life, was cut in
half, to before and after. She would’ve cried in relief, she
would’ve kissed the floor, now it made her sick, made her
stomach turn over, the chill of the concrete landing, the smell
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of fried onions from Maria Vladimirovna’s door, the muffled
sounds of television, Filya’s woofing, the elevator’s whining.
He misses it, just like I do...like I used to...otherwise
why go to such pains?
“I’m going.” She got out of the engineer’s chair and
pinched the seat of her leotard between her thumb and her
fingers and pulled, dislodging it from the crack of her ass and
cringed at the smell and the smack it made when she let go.
“Where?”
“In there.”
“I’ll go with you.”
“No, stay. I need to go alone.”
Dima frowned, reluctant to step away from the door. “Are
you sure about this? Are you absolutely sure?”
“Yes, I’m sure. He’s waiting for me. If I won’t go on my
own he’ll make me, so there is no sense in waiting. Isn’t that
right, papa? Isn’t that what you taught me? To swallow my pain?
To face my fears head-on?”
The door creaked open.
“I’ll be here,” Dima said. “I’ll wait for you, for as long
as I live. Hell, I’ll wait even if I’m dead.”
He caught her hand and pressed it and she said, “I know,
I’ll be fine,” and walked over the threshold and the door shut
behind her and she halted, waiting for her eyes to adjust to the
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gloom in the hall, the coatrack on the left, the mirror on the
right, her pale form silhouetted in it, below it the hook for
her father’s briefcase, then the door to her room and up ahead
the door to her parents’ room, the room where they played with
the toy train, with her Trubochka, where he gave it to her for
her birthday—
Olesya crept forward, tiptoeing around the creaking
floorboards, brushing the wallpaper with the tips of her
fingers, gripping the coolness of the knob and turning it, like
she has done so many times, turning it until it clicked and the
door noiselessly swung inward on the well-oiled hinges.
The light in the room was grey, filtering through the tulle
curtains, through the clouds heavy with rain, and in that light
by the window at his work desk sat her father in his grey,
checkered shirt, backlit, his face in shadows, and in front of
him with her back to Olesya stood a girl in a fancy white dress
and in rosy ballet slippers. Her hair fell in ringlets to her
shoulders and she clutched both hands to her chest and bounced
on her toes, jittery with anticipation.
“My tenth birthday,” Olesya whispered.
“What is it, papa? What is it?” the little Olesya asked.
A large flat box sat in her father’s lap, wrapped in rosy
paper and tied with a rosy ribbon.
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“Patience, my little ballerina, patience,” he said kindly.
“You’ll see. Just don’t rip the box, okay? We’ll use it for
storing it.”
“Storing what, papa? Storing what?” The little girl’s eyes
were shining. “What is it? Tell me!”
Olesya clutched at the jamb, her legs wobbly, her heart
skittery, and the thing in her gut was engorged and hot and
heavy, like it sucked all her blood and steeped in it and left
the rest of her dry and brittle, and if she took one step, just
one step, her bones would snap like twigs and she’d drop to the
floor and that thing, that bloated thing would burst and spill
and make a terrible mess, and her father would yell at her, his
eyes bugging out of their sockets, his mouth foaming at the
corners, his hand flying up to—
No. He never hit me. He didn’t. Did he?
“Did you ever hit me, papa?”
He didn’t hear her, or if he did, he made sure not to show
it. He was on his knees, picking up the shreds of the wrapping
paper and crumpling it up and watching little Olesya pry the lid
and pitch it off and squeal, hands to her cheeks.
“Is this for me, papa?”
“Of course it’s for you. Who else would it be for, silly?
Happy birthday,” and he pecked her on the cheek and there was
something wrong in the way he did it, something Olesya had never
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sensed and yet she did, she knew she did, she always knew,
always, when a moment before she didn’t, and it prickled her
with a pin and that pin rode deep and touched her bloated thing
and she held on to the jamb with both hands, afraid her legs
would betray her.
And in the box, neatly arranged in rows lay rosy carriages
each stamped with the logo TUBE: Trans-Urban Blitz-Express, two
bundles of tracks, straight and curved, two controllers, and to
the side, in its own padded compartment and wrapped in clear
plastic, a plump locomotive the length of Olesya’s palm, its
wheels polished, its corpus smooth and round, its nose tipped
with a headlight and the cowcatcher that bristled like pomaded
mustache.
“A train! You got me a train!”
The little Olesya flung her arms around her father’s neck
and he kissed her and embraced her and looked up, looked
straight in Olesya’s eyes, and she saw his face clearly for the
first time since he left, and she froze. She didn’t know this
man, the man she saw leaping out of the woods, holding onto his
pants and to a pair of little shoes and socks and panties, and
yet she knew him, she knew him all along.
“Welcome home, my little ballerina,” he said.
Olesya twinged, that thing in her on fire.
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“There’s something I want to show you, something I wanted
to show you for a long time.” And he stood and the girl stood
with him and as she turned, before Olesya could glimpse her
face, Grigory Vasilievich waved at the door and said, “After
you,” and Olesya glanced at it and it was the gangway door
between the cars of the Moscow Express, the train he drove for
twenty years, the train he went to fix the day he never
returned, and the grated plates under Olesya’s feet bobbed and
clanged, and the air reeked of piss, and she pushed through the
door and entered the quiet car with its fake-wood paneling and
chintzy curtains and flip-up seats across each coupe and she
knew that he was in one of them, waiting for her to find him.
She walked slowly, peeking into empty compartments,
blankets draped over beds, pillows whipped to cones, the smell
of laundry and damp wool making her homesick, and suddenly there
he was, sitting by the window, gazing at the dreary woods
rolling beneath the dreary sky, and as she stopped and drew in
breath he heard her and turned his head and for a moment they
looked at each other, perfectly still.
“Come in,” he said.
Olesya did.
“Would you like some tea?”
A nickel tea glass holder with a faceted glass stood in
front of him on the white tablecloth, his veiny hands around it
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warming his fingers, the amber liquid sloshing and rippling to
the click of the wheels. And on the saucer a half-eaten poppy
seed bagel, cut open, spread with cottage cheese and raspberry
jam, and the juices in Olesya’s stomach gurgled and she clasped
at it and sat across and looked him over, the checkered shirt
unbuttoned at the collar, the cleanly shaved chin, the sculpted
lips, the prominent nose, and the eyes, his kind hazel eyes with
pleats of laughter fanning out at the corners, the eyes she
gazed into asking her questions, the eyes he’d half-close and
say, “Oh. What a great question. Let me think about it...” or
“You and your questions! You have to know everything, don’t
you?” or “I’m afraid if you ask me one more question, something
will break in my head, Olesya, and I won’t be able to answer you
anymore,” but he always did, and she’d catch his every word, and
ask more and more and more until he’d burst into amused
laughter, tousle her hair and call her his erudite, his smart
little ballerina.
He was her idol. He knew everything about everything. He
encouraged her to dance when her mother disapproved, helped her
slick her hair and twist it into a bun, helped her dress, drove
her to and from class, took walks with her, spent Sundays with
her, all the while her mother taught students or graded papers,
reserved, absent, like Olesya wasn’t there at all.
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The only time they spent together was when Olga Afanasievna
was done cooking and sat down to eat with them, and even then
she was withdrawn, poring over Health magazine or instructing
Olesya on proper eating manners or warning them of future
calamities according to the horoscope she just read—they always
snickered behind her back, sharing their disdain at her
preposterous convictions. She never showed she noticed, never
noticed how Olesya hated it when she called her Kozlik.
Olesya didn’t understand.
What did she do wrong? Why was her mother cold to her?
Distant? Indifferent? Nothing about Olesya pleased her, nothing,
and yet everything, every little thing about Olesya seemed to
please her father. He adored her, spoiled her, and she clung to
him like a leech clings to skin, hungry for affection, ravenous,
and he enjoyed it, oh, he enjoyed every minute of it, he
encouraged it, encouraged her endless questions, and she had
questions for him once more, questions she didn’t think he’d
like, so many of them they made her tongue-tied, and his
expression was that of mild annoyance at her dumbstruck stunted
silence.
“Would you like some tea?” he repeated.
Olesya nodded.
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“One more tea, please!” he called in halting English. “You
want the bagel too? With cottage cheese, and raspberry jam. Your
favorite.”
Olesya’s mouth filled with saliva. She swallowed it and
nodded again and crossed her arms, gripping her elbows.
“And another bagel, please.”
“Another bagel, eh? Coming right up!” Larry’s voice replied
from the corridor.
“There you go. Anything else you want? Anything at all?
Just ask.”
Olesya shook her head.
“Well, if you don’t mind...my tea is getting cold.” Grigory
Vasilievich curled his fingers around the holder and lifted it
and sipped the tea and took a bite of the bagel and chewed,
watching Olesya carefully.
A fear of him, of his presence, his closeness came from the
place she didn’t know existed. She watched him put the last of
the bagel in his mouth and brush the crumbs off his shirt and
finish his tea and lick and smack his lips, and the sound they
made, the wet juicy smacking filled her with revulsion, then
dread, then sudden paralyzing terror. She recognized it. She
knew it all too well.
“Why?” she asked and started shaking like she has stepped
into icy water.
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He raised his eyebrows. “Why what?”
But she saw that he knew and that he knew she knew, and
that made her shake harder. Her teeth knocked against each other
and when she spoke she stammered, her voice coming out in short
violent bursts.
“How...could you? How...could you...do it?”
He seemed to enjoy her duress. “How could I do what? I’m
not sure I understand what you mean.”
Something hot swam to Olesya’s eyes and something wet
spilled down her cheeks. She barely noticed, focused on speaking
coherently, on holding his gaze.
“What kind of a...monster...are you? What kind of a—”
“Oh. I’m a monster now?” He reached for her hand.
She shrunk back. “Don’t touch me.”
“No? You used to love my touch. You used to ask for more.”
“Oh God...what are you? She was your daughter. Your own
daughter.”
“So are you.”
“No!”
He squinted at her, the laughing lines running in rays from
his eyes to his temples, the greying hair combed and smooth,
clean and neat, the fingers interlaced.
Olesya pulled up her legs and hugged them, squeezing as far
back as the narrow couchette allowed.
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“Are you cold?” His tone was thick with concern, genuine
concern for a sick plaything that needed care and attention so
he could play with it some more, play with it until he grew
bored and kicked it to the curb. “Look at you. You’ve grown so
much in eleven years. You’ve grown into a beautiful young woman,
Olesya. Gorgeous. Exquisite. Your proportions...flawless, your
legs, your entire body. To think that I’ve missed all those
years watching you blossom—”
“Monster,” she croaked.
“Why do you say that?” He drew a deep breath. “You got it
all wrong, silly. Do you think you can hurt me by calling me
names? Is that what you think?”
“Did mama know?”
He studied her, first her eyes, then her hair, then the
line of her chin, caressing it without touching it across the
table. His gaze oily, salacious, it slid down her neck to the
opening of her leotard, to her breasts flat against her knees,
and she wanted to scream and couldn’t make a sound.
No. No. No. No.
“You’re freezing. Here, let me warm you up.”
He peeled the blanket off the bed and as he neared her she
stiffened and stopped breathing. He draped it over her knees and
tucked it all around her, his putrid breath grazing her skin
like coarse emery paper.
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“One cup of tea, one bagel!” Larry grinned in the door.
“Thank you, Larry.” Grigory Vasilievich took the tray out
of his hands and placed it on the table.
“No problem, sir. Anything else?”
“No, that’ll do.”
Larry winked at Olesya and slid the door shut.
She watched it as though it would open any moment.
“Your tea,” Grigory Vasilievich said.
Olesya freed a hand from under the blanket and picked up
the holder. The amber liquid pleasantly burned her lips. She
drank the tea and ate the bagel in silence under the watchful
eyes of her father. Warmth gathered in her belly and spread to
her legs and arms and cheeks, and the sweetness of the jam on
her tongue and the crunch of the raspberry seeds made her eyes
water with memories that were memories from before and that were
spoiled now, stinking like rotten leaves disturbed in the dirt,
like trembling flesh slicked with sweat, like glops of cum that
squirted on his pumping hand—
Olesya retched. Sour paste filled her mouth. She clenched
her teeth and swallowed it and looked up.
“All done?” The expression on her father’s face was that of
mild amusement that quickly dissolved to impatience, the
whiteness of his skin stark in the moving shadows, the eyes
glinting, the breath sharp.
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“Yes,” Olesya said. “Do I have a choice?”
Grigory Vasilievich gave no sign that he heard the
question. “That’s my girl!” He slapped his knees. “Well. Ready
for the show?”
There was eagerness in his voice unlike she heard before,
eagerness that didn’t belong to the forty-four-year-old man
eleven years dead. It belonged to a boy who wanted to share a
secret, something old and painful and hidden from the prying
eyes, something he waited to expose at the right moment, and at
last it was here, the right moment, it came, and he was glad and
he couldn’t wait to be rid of it, he simply couldn’t wait any
longer, and he jumped to his feet.
The train began to slow.
“Don’t be afraid,” he said kindly. “Come. I’m sure you will
enjoy it.” He offered Olesya a hand.
She stared at it, at the leathery palm, at the creases, the
lines, the ridges, the stubby fingers, the nails clipped too
short, and she remembered how she loved his hands, loved them
cradling her, holding her, stroking her, and a hot wave of
nausea rushed up her throat and she didn’t stifle it this time,
she let it rise, let it part her lips and gush all over his
hand, coughing, helping it along, spitting out the last of the
puke and watching it drip between his fingers and splash his
shoes and pool and soak in the carpet.
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She wiped her mouth with the blanket and looked up and
said, “Sorry. Sorry. I’m so sorry. I tried to hold it but I just
couldn’t, it came out of nowhere. Must be motion sickness. You
don’t mind if I rest awhile? I don’t want to puke all over you
right before your show.”
His eyes measured her, as though measuring the effort it
would take to squash her, and without a word Grigory Vasilievich
took the towel from the rod on the wall and meticulously wiped
first his hand then his shoes then the carpet.
The train slowed to a crawl. Whatever daylight remained it
was obscured by the pines, tall and black and quiet.
Grigory Vasilievich threw the towel to the floor and sat
next to Olesya and half-turned to her, looking at the window. “I
must explain to you something, if you don’t mind.”
Her heart jolted. “Yes?”
“Let’s not make this harder than it is. I love you and I
don’t want to hurt you—”
Olesya snorted.
He looked at her, and the cold in his eyes sent goose bumps
down her spine.
“—but you’re being difficult, you’re making me lose time. I
believe I’ve told you that I don’t have a lot of it, didn’t I?”
“Yes.”
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“Well, I intend to use every minute. You asked me if you
have a choice. You do have a choice. Either you do as I say and
make it easy for both of us, or you fight me and make it hard on
yourself. Whichever way you choose is up to you, my little
ballerina, but you need to decide quickly unless you want me to
help you decide.”
“Help me decide?”
“Take off your clothes.”
Olesya stared at him. “What?”
“Take. Off. Your. Clothes.” The man who spoke those words
was not her father, couldn’t be her father. When she didn’t
move, his face darkened and contorted with hatred and in one
swift move he picked up her leg and reached for the foot and
ripped the tight all the way to her crotch, then tossed her leg
down and smiled at her. “Would you like me to do another? I
never liked these tights anyway, they’re too thick for your
creamy complexion, they hide your skin too much, like a layer of
gypsum. Too ugly for ballet, in my opinion. I prefer the ones
that are sheer, have more sheen to them. Wouldn’t you agree?”
Olesya was lost for words.
He offered her his hand. “Coming?”
She slid in her fingers, and he clamped them in an iron
fist and yanked her off the bed and dragged her out the door,
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and whatever it was he planned for her, she knew she had to
endure it. If she did, maybe he’d let her live. Maybe. Unless—
Unless I find your weakness, papa, and exploit it. Unless
you’ve forgotten about my little toy, my little Trubochka, and I
find it and crush it. How would you like that? You’ve hidden it
somewhere, didn’t you? But you can’t dispose of it. It’s part of
you, it’s where you sat all these years, in my pocket, in the
warmth of my hand—
And suddenly she knew where he hid it, and it made her
sick, and she was grateful to be off the train, breathing crisp
air and hopping from foot to foot.
Someone tapped on her shoulder.
“Thought you’d like some shoes.” Larry held her quilted
booties. Her coat was slung over his arm. “Walking barefoot in
the snow, eh? You don’t want to catch a cold. Here, let me help
you with these.”
“Thank you,” Olesya said.
She grasped his shoulder and brushed the soles of her feet
and pulled on the booties and pushed her arms into the sleeves
of her coat and when she zipped it up Larry was gone and her
father was climbing the embankment at the tail of the train and
she went to him, passing cars at a trot.
“Papa! Papa, wait!”
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And the cars were red, bright red, and the pines were
black, and the snow was blue in the waning light and when she
got to the end, she saw her father dressed as he was dressed on
the day he left, in the sheepskin coat and the furry ushanka.
And she called him but he didn’t hear her. He was bent over,
shining under the car with a flashlight and knocking something
with a wrench and frowning and then Olesya heard it.
Another train was tunneling through the pines, its heavy
weight bearing on the rails, making them sing, its mighty engine
roaring, its yellow eye shining. It whipped around the bend,
going fast, too fast, and as it came into view in blinded Olesya
and she blinked and her father rose and swiveled around and
dropped the flashlight and the wrench with a clang.
“Papa!” she cried. “Papa, you hear me? Get away from there!
Get away from the train!”
But there wasn’t time. There simply wasn’t time.
Horror shot through Olesya from head to foot and she wanted
to run to papa, to push him out of harm’s way and she couldn’t,
she was nailed to the ground. She was there to stand and watch.
“No,” she said. “Not this, papa, please. Anything but this,
anything, I don’t want to see it...” She closed her eyes.
Cold fingers seized her head and forced her eyelids open.
“Watch,” Grigory Vasilievich whispered in her ear.
Her scream drowned in the blast of the impact.
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The engine smashed the back of the car and burst her father
like a blood-filled balloon and warm droplets sprayed Olesya’s
face, got in her eyes, her nose, her mouth, and sharp bits of
bone stuck in her hair and there were roils of acrid smoke and
in that smoke inertia dragged the cars on, and on, and on, and
they bumped and clanged and zigged off the rails and tipped to
the side with a hollow bang and hit the trees and lay still.
Slabs of snow dropped from the pines and pinged on hot
steel and hissed and melted, and as fast as it happened it was
over. The smoke settled. The air cleared.
Olesya swam in shock. The smell of burning and the coppery
smell of blood mingled in her nostrils and she sneezed and
raised her hand to wipe her mouth.
The icy fingers cinched her neck. “Now tell me what you
saw,” Grigory Vasilievich said, his rancid breath cold on her
cheek. “Tell me.”
Olesya opened her mouth and no sound came out and she
coughed and it came out as a croak, “Your death?”
“No!” The fingers tightened. “Think. Think.”
“You’re choking me.”
“What did you see? Tell me. What did you see?”
“A train crash.”
He shook her by the neck. “Wrong. Try again.”
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“Please. You’re hurting me.” She clawed at his fingers,
hard as chilled iron. “An accident. The accident you died in?”
“Wrong again. Think, my girl, think.”
“I’m trying..,” she rasped, “I can’t...”
“What is it with you? I thought I raised a smart little
ballerina, not some pretty empty-headed doll. Or do I have to
thank your mama for this? Olenka, my dear, is that you did while
I was gone?” He waited, as though she could hear him. “Stuffed
our daughter’s head with wool, did you? Softened her brain with
your groundless rubbish?”
“Papa...please...”
“Let me give you a good shake, see if something rattles in
that pretty little head, see if something comes loose.”
He squeezed her neck and cut off her breath.
She pawed at his hands and jerked and kicked. Colored
circles swam in her eyes and she sagged and he weakened his
hold. “You have an answer for me?”
Say something, to buy time. Play along. Play along.
“You...you...”
“Don’t fret, Olesya. I’m right here. I’m listening. Go on.”
“You were...”
“I was..?”
What was he? I don’t know, dammit. I don’t know!
“I can’t breathe, papa...let me breathe...”
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“Answer.”
“You were...hurt.”
That’s it, that’s it. Go with that. Keep calm. Focus.
“Oh, Olesya, don’t disappoint me. You can do better than
that. I know you. You’re smart enough to figure it out. Don’t
feed me these generalities, please. Be specific. Remember what I
taught you. Facts, give me facts. Obviously I was hurt in the
crash, we both saw it. Spectacular, wasn’t it? Quite a show. Now
tell me what it meant. How was I hurt, exactly?”
My God, what do I say? What does he want me to say?
“You were hurt by...”
“Hurt by..?” He squeezed.
Olesya gagged and hung on his wrists. Her eyes watered. She
blinked to clear her vision and looked at the overturned cars,
at their grimy bellies tangled with wheels and pipes and wires
thick and twisted like pubic hair and at the shiny red of their
painted shafts and she thought of her rosy Trubochka and rows of
carriages in the box, and her father pressed his scratchy lips
to her ear and said, “You want me to help you?”
And before she could answer, he took his right hand away
from her neck and ripped off her coat and drove a fist in her
belly, low, too low, and nestled her in his crotch and she felt
him hard against her, hard against her buttocks, and it clicked,
it clicked together.
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“You were hurt by a man.”
“Damn right I was.” He pushed her down.
She fell to her hands and knees—hurt by a man, he was hurt
by a man—the sight of him popping like a bubble replaying in the
bad movie she didn’t want to see but had to, had to, her breath
white, swirling—the size of it, the sheer size—he laid it on
thick for her, he wanted her to tear, to bleed, to suffer like
he suffered, the magnitude of it, the agony, the humiliation. He
wanted to share it, he’d been carrying it too long, carried it
to his grave, and she rekindled it, she aroused his hell and she
paid for it, paid with the pain of knowledge.
She tasted bile in the back of her throat and retched and a
thin yellow string of saliva dribbled the snow.
“Now tell me,” Grigory Vasilievich said. “Tell me how he
hurt me. I want to hear you say it so I know you understand.”
“No.”
His hand clamped down on her shoulder. “Yes, you will.”
“I don’t want to. Why are you making me do this?”
“You don’t want to? No surprise there. Neither did I. But I
had no choice, my girl, no choice.” His fingers dug in her arm
and he yanked her to her feet and pulled her close to his face
and his breath washed over her as he spoke.
“I had my choice. After it happened. I could learn to live
with it, or I could learn not to. I learned to live with it, as
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you may recall. I’ve done my best. In fact, I think I did the
best thing I could do, considering the circumstances. You know
what that was?” His eyes glinted.
“No.”
“No?”
Tell him what he wants to hear, make him feel good, make
him feel like he’s in control, like he knows better.
“I don’t know, papa. I’m sorry.”
“I went on living, my little ballerina. I finished school,
I got a job, I got married. I gave you the best gift I could
give you, I gave you life. I loved you madly, I adored you, I
spoiled you rotten. Didn’t I? Tell me, did I spoil you rotten?”
He gave her arm a squeeze hard enough to break her bones.
“Yes, you did,” Olesya said. A tear rolled down her cheek.
“You spoiled me rotten.”
“You got that right.” His hold relaxed and he looked over
her shoulder, his gaze empty, unfocused. “We had a good time,
didn’t we? We took walks in Gorky Park every Sunday, remember?
You loved it. You loved feeding the swans, loved going on fun
rides. I bought you anything you wanted. Ice cream, candy—”
“But what about mama?” The words escaped Olesya before she
could stop them.
“Your mama.” His jaws tightened. He locked his eyes on
Olesya and was silent for a moment, looking at her as though she
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wasn’t there, as though she was someone else. “Your mama was a
crafty little thing. She got pregnant to make me marry her,
which I did. I wanted to believe it would work out. I had to,
for the sake of my sanity, so I could tell myself later that I
tried, I tried to do my best.”
“Did you love her?”
“What do you think? Did it look to you like I loved her?”
He clenched his hand.
Olesya whimpered. “You must have, at one point or another.”
“I wanted to do the right thing, you understand that, don’t
you?”
“Yes.”
“I was content, perfectly content. I had my satisfaction,
the parks, the benches, the Bolshoi Ballet School performances
every other month, the little girls diaphanous, delicate,
weightless, pure china dolls, pure faience...” A dreamy
expression softened his frozen features.
And Olesya shuddered at the meaning of it and struggled to
stand still and keep her mouth shut but it burst out of her, the
bitter understanding. “And then Tanyusha was born, and you were
in seventh heaven, weren’t you? And you switched to her. It was
safer that way, quieter, more convenient. Cleaner. She was right
there, always there, and no one would ever know. The only
problem was mama.” Olesya’s voice cracked, and she took a deep
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breath and exhaled and continued. “You had to make sure she
never found out, so you took Tanyusha on walks to the birch
copse, to pick wild strawberries, just like you took me.” Her
stomach heaved but there was nothing left to vomit. A sour taste
spilled in her mouth. She gulped it down, never taking her eyes
off her father’s face.
He studied her with calm detachment. “You’re catching on
fast. That’s my girl, that’s the Olesya I remember, the Olesya
who liked to ask me questions, hundreds and hundreds of
questions.” He smiled, and Olesya cringed at his familiar
kindness, the mask he wore all his life, the mask she failed to
see, to pry off his real face, the face of madness. The leer in
his eyes, the sick oily gaze that touched her without touching,
stripped her without stripping, that violated her, gored her
from groin to neck, that—
“I never hurt you,” he said, as though he read her thoughts
and wanted to vindicate himself, to find in her eyes the
admiration for her beloved papa, her idol. It was gone, and he
curiously longed for it. “I never laid a finger on you. Not
once.”
Olesya was numb. She no longer felt cold, no longer
shivered, no longer threw glances at her coat discarded in the
snow. You learned your lesson with Tanyusha, she wanted to say,
but instead she asked him a question.
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“Who was it?”
He turned away, his profile blurry in the fading light.
“The name won’t tell you anything.”
“When did it happen?”
“You really want to know?” And there was something in his
voice, a modulation she hasn’t heard before, a hopeful wonder.
“You never told anyone, did you?”
He flinched. The corners of his mouth turned down.
There it is, that’s his weakness. Use it, dammit, use it.
“You tried telling, but they wouldn’t believe you.”
He looked at her, and her father was gone. It was the face
of hatred and loathing for the living, the face of death, the
face of no remorse. “Do you believe me?”
Olesya quailed. They were alone in the gathering darkness,
standing by the pines that creaked in the breeze, by the rails
littered with wreckage, and there was no one, no living thing
that could stop him from snapping her neck like a toothpick, if
he chose to do that, or if he chose to do something else, there
was no one to hear her scream, and beads of sweat sprung on her
lip, on her forehead, rolled down her temples, dampened the
underarms of her leotard. She felt an urge to urinate so strong
she thought her bladder would rupture.
“You didn’t answer. Do you believe me?”
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He moved to her, and Olesya drew back. “I do. I believe
you, papa. I swear, I believe you.”
“That’s good.” He stopped, squinted up at the pines. “I’m
happy to hear it. Do you understand why I told you?”
“You told me...you told me because...” Oh God, I don’t
know, what does he want me to tell him?
“Because..?” He was close again, and tense, and aroused. It
came from him in waves, and with horror Olesya recognized the
sensation. Whenever he watched her practice, watched her dance
in class, she felt it. He ate her with his eyes, and she got
shivers. She thought he was proud of her, pleased with her
performance, her strive for perfection. No other father looked
at his daughter like her papa looked at her. It made her feel
special, made her work harder, and suddenly she knew why her
mother never came to class, why she disapproved of Olesya doing
ballet. She must’ve known. And if she didn’t know for sure, she
must’ve felt it, instinctively, and wanted to stop it. Her
marriage must’ve been barren, a mere formality, and when she
failed to catch her father cheating, she must’ve smelled
something fishy.
Did I ever see them kiss? Hold hands? I don’t remember...I
don’t remember a single time. They were always apart, doing
their own thing, going through the motions of living...
And the answer came to Olesya. It was easy.
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“You don’t have to live with your pain anymore,” she stared
in her father’s eyes, and the void in them seemed to draw her
closer. “You said you learned to live with it, but in truth you
didn’t. Couldn’t. You tried and you failed and you made yourself
die little by little, going through life feeling nothing,
permitting yourself to admire from afar, admire those who
couldn’t hurt you, even if they wanted to, the perfect little
dolls, first the daughters of others, then your own. But now
you’re dead, and you don’t have to be dead anymore, you can be
alive, as alive as your death will allow.”
He teeth gleamed white. “You impress me. In fact, you’ve
given me hope.”
“Hope?”
“I thought to punish you for bringing me back, but there is
no point in it now.” He took her hand and pressed it, reassuring
her like he did when she was scared, when she was little. “We’ll
have fun, Olesya, like in the old times. What do you say? The
fun rides in Gorky Park, that was nothing. Come. Let me take you
on the ride of your life.”
“The ride of my life,” Olesya said, not liking the sound of
it and yet not protesting, wanting to go somewhere, anywhere,
away from the cold and the dark, somewhere where she could
relieve herself and wipe herself clean and change into clean
clothes and feel human again and he knew it, of course, he knew
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her need and he was happy to oblige and it irked her, his
devoted attentiveness, his ability to read her through and
through—diaphanous, pure faience—and she wanted him to unclench
his hand, to let go of her numb reddened fingers, and her
booties slipped on the hard-packed snow and she clung to his
hand to stay upright and he steadied her and led her along the
tracks and around the bend and they walked in the evening gloom
not long, not long at all before she saw two red lights and the
back of the rosy sleeper and there it was, TUBE: Trans-Urban
Blitz-Express, the locomotive facing the other way, vibrating,
humming lightly.
They stopped at the exit door. It slid back. The lights
flicked on, and Olesya squinted, blinded.
“Get in,” Grigory Vasilievich said. “You’ll find a dress in
your roomette. I want you to change into it, make yourself
presentable. Do your hair, makeup, whatever you need, then come
join me in the cab. We have a big day ahead of us, a big ride.”
He smiled his kindly smile.
Olesya shook violently, chilled to the bone, her face numb,
her teeth clicking against each other. She was loath to touch
the hand-rods, loath to set foot in the orifice of what she now
knew was nothing but a giant dick, a monstrous dick on wheels,
rosy—my God, of course it’s rosy, rosy like his skin, his nasty
hairless skin—steely hard on the outside as pertains to a
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healthy erection, plushy red and velvety on the inside, a
segmented member with multiple shafts and a smooth hooded head
and an eye, a bright yellow eye at the very tip, and—
She shuddered.
This is sick, sick.
“Want me to help you?”
She hugged herself, willed her voice to sound even. “I know
where we’re going. Papa.”
His smile froze. He feigned surprise. “You don’t say. You
do, don’t you? That’s my girl, sharp as a tack. You’re making
your old papa proud. How about you keep it to yourself for now,
okay? Let’s not spoil the surprise. Who knows, maybe you guessed
it wrong, silly.” He chuckled.
The sound of it grated Olesya’s skin.
He talked to her like she was ten, like she wasn’t a young
woman but a little girl, the girl he used to sit on his lap and
tickle and kiss and play with her hair, the girl in whose neat
little ears he whispered funny nothings. And she wanted to ram
her head at the car and split her skull and scoop out the soft
steaming pulp, the memories, every one of her memories, and dump
them on the snow and stomp on them, mash them with dirt, until
they were gone, gone, gone.
“—let’s get you inside,” her father was saying. “Look at
you. You’re freezing.”
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Olesya started. “Where is everyone?”
“Who is everyone?”
“Tanyusha. Where is Tanyusha?”
“Oh, Tanyusha.” He waved his hand dismissively. “She played
her part, we don’t need her anymore.”
“But where is she? Where did she go?”
“You’re shaking, Olesya. Why don’t you—”
“Where is Dima?”
“Dima? Is that your...boy?”
“Where is he? What did you do to him?” She glanced at the
locomotive. I’ll be here. I’ll wait for you, for as long as I
live. Hell, I’ll wait even if I’m dead.
“You’re very fond of him, are you? Tell me. What’s so
special about him? I fail to understand. He’s not a bad dancer,
I grant you that. Lean body, good proportions. I liked him on
the stage, his technical acuity, quick sharp steps. But that’s
about it, my girl, I’m sorry to say. No vigor, no finesse,
nothing remarkable about him. And his face, very plain, the face
of a gullible child. Not much intellect in his eyes, not that I
saw any. I don’t understand what you found in him. On the
contrary, that other soloist, Egor, now he struck me as—”
“Bastard,” Olesya said, blood roaring in her ears. “Your
Egor is an abusive psychotic bastard with shit for balls and
dick for brains. Just as you are. The only difference is, he’s
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alive and lusts after women his age, and you’re dead and jerk
off on little girls with no breasts and no butts, their stickbodies stuck in tutus.” She stopped, breathless, appalled at
what came out of her mouth, waiting in horror for her father’s
reaction.
Incredibly, he grinned, his eyes sparkling with genuine
delight. “I love your passion. I’ve always loved that about you,
that hot center under cool quiet surface. Your mother didn’t
like it. She didn’t like it that ballet brought it out in you.
Primitive, shallow woman. And your questions, when you asked me
your questions, your face would light up and blush with
excitement. Look at it, look at those cheeks, the color in them,
peaches-and-cream.” He reached for Olesya.
She grabbed the hand-rods and jumped in the vestibule, her
heart thrashing like an injured bird, and the doors met behind
her—Smack!—and when she looked through the glass her father was
gone.
The train whistled and started moving.
For a minute Olesya stood still, holding on to the
thrumming wall and peering into the corridor. No one there, no
voices, no footsteps, nothing, only the monotone click of the
wheels and the whine of the wind and the thumps of her
frightened heart, and her bladder, pressing, burning.
God, I need to pee, or I’ll burst.
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She drew breath and opened the door to the corridor and
slipped in the lavatory and locked it, peeled off the leotard,
the tights, sat on the toilet, let go. A yellow stream fizzed
down the bowl and, relieved, she dabbed herself dry and pressed
the tap and stuck her hands under the faucet, splashed her face
and drank. The water was rusty. She didn’t mind.
She looked at herself in the mirror.
Her eyes sunk deep in their sockets like two holes burnt in
a sheet. Stray hairs stuck out in wisps and her bun was loose
and lopsided. She wrinkled her nose, wet a handful of paper
towels, wiped under her arms, under her breasts, between her
legs, and froze.
Eyes clapped on her skin, stroked it, caressed it.
He’s watching me. The bastard is watching me.
She dropped the towels and frantically tugged on her
tights. They ripped and the panties stuck to her clammy buttocks
and she clawed at the waistband, blood hot in her face, pulled
them up haphazardly, poked her arms in the sleeves, missed, met
them on the second try, unlocked the latch and pitched out,
dizzy with disgust, trying every door on her way, knocking,
listening.
Nothing.
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He’s hiding them, somewhere here. Alive. I know they’re
alive. If they were dead, he’d rub it in my face. They’re here,
they’re just—
The door to her coupe slid back and there were her things,
untouched, as though she never left, her ruffled bed, her bags,
Anna Karenina on the table, and on the hanger over the window,
swaying with the rocking train—no, God no, papa, not this—a
summer dress crocheted from red yarn, full skirt, butterfly
sleeves, a jewel neckline embroidered with looping stitches, a
perfect replica of Tanyusha’s dress made to Olesya’s size.
The intercom crackled. “Do you like it?”
“What kind of a sickness is this?”
“I knew you’d like it. I can see it in your eyes. You don’t
need to hide it from me, silly. There’s nothing to be
embarrassed about. You always wanted to wear red, didn’t you?”
Olesya spun around, her mouth dry. No one there. She turned
back and stared at the dress, at the sleeves, at the quivering
bottom flounce, at the thread gleaming dully in the light.
“It’s beautiful, isn’t it? I think red will suit you. It
will accentuate your faience complexion.”
“Am I going to die in this?” she heard herself say.
“Do you want to?”
Cold needles prickled Olesya’s skin. She wanted to say
something and couldn’t. Wanted to take a breath and couldn’t.
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Wanted to move, to take her eyes off the dress, but they were
stuck to it like bandage to a wound, and if she ripped them off
it would open anew and start bleeding.
The car bounced on a switch in the track, swayed. Olesya
lost her hold, stumbled in. The door shut behind her.
“Hurry,” the intercom said. “You have five minutes.”
Click.
Olesya pulled the dress off the hanger, sniffed it. It
smelled new, unworn, the yarn soft in her hands. And then she
dropped it, grabbed her bag, upended it on the bed, rummaged
about, her hands shaking—Where is it, dammit. Where did I put
it?—unzipped her duffel bag and tossed out her clothes, ruffled
through them, felt in the pockets, the creases, then suddenly
stopped, a tangle of bras fisted in her hand.
You idiot. What are you doing? It’s not here. You know
where it is.
And the thought made her sick, the thought of having to
reach in, to touch it, dislodge it, squash it between her
fingers, squeeze it to mush. Did she have enough strength? No,
she didn’t. She’d have to find something heavy and pound it
until it broke, until it was nothing but a scrap of tin, and
then she’d bite it, bite it to pieces and spit them out for the
wind to play.
How would you like that, papa?
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The whistle screamed, and Olesya jumped, quickly undressed
and, conscious of being watched, her skin crawling with every
move, dug through the pile on the bed, fished out a pair of
panties, stepped in, hooked a bra, bunched the dress and slipped
it on. It fit perfectly. She fastened the button on the back of
her neck, undid the bun and brushed out her hair, fast, the
brush getting stuck in the tangles. She tossed the brush and
peeked in the compact mirror, rubbed the crud from her eyes,
pinched her cheeks to make them blush, then folded her hands in
her lap and sat still.
“I’m ready, papa.”
No answer.
She glanced around the compartment, acting as if she were
anxious for him to come, which was not far from the truth.
The waist basket. No, it’s too light. The book? Forget it,
it’ll dent. I could step on it, if I had my high heels with me.
Stupid, so stupid, I should’ve brought them. The fire
extinguisher! No, it’s in the vestibule, he won’t let me get it.
She drew her knees to her chest, tilted back.
Oh, Dima, I miss you. I wish you were with me. You would’ve
come up with something, you would’ve—
She stopped, staring.
The door. I can jam it in the door. I can—
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“Look at you,” the intercom sputtered. “Stunning,
absolutely stunning. Why did I never let you wear red? What was
there to be afraid of? Foolish, unfound superstitions. I
shouldn’t have listened to your mother. She got me paranoid.
Please forgive me, Olesya. That was uncalled-for on my part.
Will you forgive your old papa?”
She gripped her knees.
“Will you forgive me?”
Say something, say what he wants to hear.
“Yes.”
There was a long pause. “I know it’s hard for you. You
think I don’t see it? I promise you, it won’t be long now. We’re
almost there, and you’ll enjoy every moment of it, Olesya.
Remember I promised you the ride in the cab? Promised you could
steer the train like a real engineer?”
“Yes.”
Another pause, a sigh. “Oh, Olesya, Olesya. You’re wrong in
assuming that I’m some kind of a monster. Who else has given you
everything you ever asked for? Tell me. No? Of course you can’t.
What other father has doted on his daughter as I doted on you?”
Olesya shuddered.
“I see I can’t convince you otherwise. That makes me sad.
Well, I guess I’ll have to show you. Go say goodbye to your
friends, they’re waiting for you in coupe one.”
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“Goodbye?”
The intercom was silent.
Olesya sat straight as a rod, her eyes wide and growing
wider still. She slid her legs off the bed and opened the door
and staggered out, sensing the train’s acceleration with every
passing minute.
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Chapter 18. The Color Red

The dancers were quiet. Dima and Natasha sat on the left
couchette—Dima stared out the window, Natasha was rewrapping her
pointes—and Milena and Egor on the right, reclined in a loose
embrace, all of them still wearing their performance attire, the
white of the cotton and the tulle and the silk grey in the
lackluster light.
It took them a moment to notice that the door has opened.
“Olesya!” Dima jumped to his feet. “Are you okay?”
“I’m fine.” She longed for him to pick her up, to hold her,
rock her, kiss her, but she knew they were being watched, knew
their tenderness would give her father satisfaction and she
wasn’t going to grant him any, not if she could help it.
Dima felt her apprehension and stopped short, searching her
eyes. “Something wrong?”
Olesya smiled without wanting to. “Try everything?”
His face fell. “I know that. That’s not what I meant. I
mean...you look like living death.” He glanced down. “Sorry,
sorry. I don’t know what I’m saying...”
“No, I’m sorry.” She caught his hand. “I’m just—”
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“Knock on wood.” Natasha got up and pulled Olesya to the
berth. “Is this really you?” She clasped her shoulders, turned
her to face her. “We were worried sick about you.”
“We?” Milena snorted.
“Look,” Natasha said, her stare hard as stone, “we all know
you’re a selfish heartless bitch. You don’t need to remind us.”
“Oh, is that who I am?” Milena made to lunge.
Egor restrained her, whispered something in her ear. She
shook him off but remained sitting, the desire to claw out
Natasha’s eyes clearly written on her beautiful face, the sharp
little teeth and the furrows on the sides of her mouth giving
her the likeness of a vicious harpy.
“Our rara avis has graced us with her presence at last,”
Egor said evenly, moving his bruised lips with care. “All
rejoice.”
“I’ll rejoice when she’s dead,” Milena hissed. “I’ll
rejoice when she’s dead and gone and we’re off this fucking
contraption, this dead mutant on wheels or whatever the hell it
is.” She lifted her leg and kicked the wall with all the grace
of a prima ballerina.
“Don’t!” Olesya cried.
“Or what?” Milena leaned over to within two feet of her
face. “What’s he gonna do, your dead papochka? Kill me? He might
as well.” She pushed back, crossed her arms. “Go on. Go ahead
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and tell him. Tell him I’m tired of sitting around wondering
when he’ll come for me or send his assistants. Why, the look on
Inga’s face alone is worth seeing her again. That ugly, uppity
little bitch. You don’t know how many times I wished to see her
dead, and to think that of all people you’re the one who humored
me?” She smirked. “You’re very talented, Olesya, did you know
that? Talented in the wrong department.” She pointed her
forefinger at her temple and twisted it as though screwing her
brains, the sign for a crazy person.
Olesya stared at her, aghast. “You still don’t believe this
is really happening, do you? You think I’m implanting it in your
head?”
“She doesn’t get it,” Milena said to Egor.
“Nope,” he answered. “Stubborn as a mule. Should we explain
it to her a little better?”
“I don’t get what?”
Egor flicked his eyes at the door then at Milena. Something
passed between them, something urgent, and Olesya was surprised
to see that they were scared of her, scared like one is scared
of a lunatic turned loose from an asylum, volatile,
unpredictable, shameless, immoral, scared she’d do damage to
them before they did damage to her as it seemed that that was
their intention.
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“Ah, to hell with them, Olesya,” Dima cupped her hand. Her
cold fingers tingled. “Nothing you say will convince them
otherwise. Trust me, I tried.”
“He did,” Natasha confirmed. “As soon as he found us here,
he started talking and wouldn’t shut up. Olesya this, Olesya
that. He talked my ears off! I swear, I thought I’d go deaf.”
There was a tone of fondness in her accusation, and her eyes
misted over. “I was so afraid I’d never see you again, so
afraid, I was on tenterhooks this whole time. Where were you?
Where did he take you?”
The door slammed shut and they flinched at the noise.
Milena dropped on the berth, her eyes as round as saucers.
“Does it feel good?” she asked Olesya, her voice trembling, her
lips white.
“Does what feel good?”
“Holding us hostage?”
“Holding...what?”
“Will you let me go pee in the lavatory or do you want to
relieve myself here? Perhaps you’d like me to sit on your lap
and do it there? I think it only appropriate, given how you
pissed on us all, just so you know what that feels like.”
“Listen to you, my dove. What a brilliant idea.” Egor
grinned and sat up, eager to witness the unsavory spectacle.
“I’d like to see that.”
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Milena balked at him. “Are you serious?”
“You want me to set an example?” He hooked a thumb under
the waistband of his tights and pulled them down, revealing
tight shorts with a sizeable bulge.
Dima shifted in front of Olesya. “What the hell, Egor! Are
you out of your mind? You want me to paint your mug black and
blue again? I can do that, easy.”
“Whoa, whoa! Cool it, Rumyantsev. Between us, girls, you
were never good at taking jokes. That’s too bad, my friend, too
bad. Life is full of accidents. If you won’t laugh at them,
they’ll laugh at you.” He whipped his hand out of his pants. It
held a pocketknife. He clicked it open.
A dead silence fell on the room.
Egor’s sensuous lips stretched to a testy smile, his blonde
mustache bristled, blue eyes narrowed. “Not so fast with your
fists now, are you?”
“You sick son of a bitch,” Natasha said. “You wouldn’t
dare.”
“Want to test me?” he poked at her playfully.
She shrunk away.
“Why are you doing this?” Olesya said. “Why do you want to
hurt us?”
“The only one I want to hurt is you, our fragile cygnet.
Not so fragile after all. Who would’ve known. These two,” Egor
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waved the knife at Dima and Natasha, “I could care less about.
It’s you who got us here, and it seems that unless we eliminate
you, we’ll be stuck on this train for the rest of our miserable
lives. That’s not how I want my life to go. Do you?” he asked
Milena.
“Not at all.”
She was coy now, almost purring, sitting by his side, her
shiny eyes on the blade, and behind that shine something Olesya
didn’t like, something close to an obsession, a brooding mania,
and suddenly she felt helpless and outraged at feeling helpless
and before she could check herself, words were spilling from her
mouth.
“I’m trying to help you, you idiots! Don’t you see? I’m
trying to help you get out of here alive!”
Egor cringed, demonstratively cupped his ear. “No need to
shout, Belaya. We’re right here, in case you haven’t noticed. We
appreciate your help, we really do, but, number one, we never
asked for it, and, number two, frankly, we’re getting tired of
it. In light of this we have decided to take matters into our
own hands. So if you please would be so kind and let us off the
train, no blood will be spilled. I promise you. Upon my honor.
All you have to do is open the door to this coupe, open the
doors in the vestibule, and stop the train. The rest we’ll do on
our own.”
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“I wish I could do that,” Olesya said quietly. “Wish it
were as easy as pulling an emergency brake. Alas, it isn’t.”
There might be a way, though, if I manage to pull it off. But
she didn’t say it out loud in fear of her father overhearing. “I
was sent here to say goodbye to you all. After this I have to go
to the cab for the ride of my life.”
A shiver went through the carriage. The intercom crackled.
“Your time is up, my girl. Meet you in the cab.”
The dancers stared at one another, their faces ashen.
“I don’t know how you do this,” Egor said, “but I’m fed up
to the teeth with you, Belaya. I’m afraid more simply won’t go
down. Why don’t you open the door and we part peacefully? I have
no interest in hurting anyone unless I absolutely have to. And I
will, believe me.” He stood, Milena at his shoulder, the knife
clenched in his hand, the tip pointing at Olesya.
“You’ll have to do me first, before you touch her,” Dima
said, rising.
The corners of Egor’s mouth drooped. “Oh, how romantic. The
loyal dog is ready to lay his life at the feet of his mistress.”
Dima cocked his arm and socked Egor across his face.
Egor’s head snapped back. A trickle of blood shot out of
his nose. He touched it, smeared it on the pads of his fingers,
raised his eyes—“You dumb canine”—and plunged the knife in
Dima’s stomach.
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Dima staggered, made a small noise of surprise, looked
down. Egor jerked the knife out, his hand shaking, his mouth
twisted in fright, in disbelief. A spot of red bloomed on Dima’s
leotard, opened in petals. He clutched at it. Blood dripped
through his fingers, stained his ballet flatties, the rug at his
feet, and the time dripped with it, second by second, and they
were numb with shock, all of them, speechless, staring, and Dima
said, “Shit. That hurts. That hurts like hell.”
And then something exploded in Olesya’s head, something
boiling, something hot. It hit the backs of her eyes and she saw
red and she struck Egor in the chest—“You spineless scum”—and he
flopped on the berth across and she straddled him—“You filthy
little prick”—and grabbed his head by the hair and smacked it
against the wall and spoke an inch from his face, her voice
oddly firm and toneless and quiet—“You dickless worthless twofaced son of a bitch”—she stopped and heaved for air, her lips
white, her heart booming about the walls of her skull, and he
stared at her, stunned by the force of her rage, unaccustomed to
it, the knife slack in his hand, and then Milena was screaming—
“Get off him, you crazy bitch! Get off him or I’ll kill you!”—
and she seized Olesya’s shoulders and Natasha said, “You just
try, Milena, you just give it a try, and I’ll make mincemeat out
of you, I swear”—and the hands were off Olesya and there was a
scuffle. “Watch out!” Dima cried and then Olesya was on the
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floor and Egor was tearing Natasha’s hands off Milena and she
was screaming and kicking and Dima was wrestling them apart and
the carriage bounced and lurched around the bend and the whistle
blasted.
They were thrown off their feet.
Sudden hush fell over the room, interrupted by the click of
the wheels and the gurgling, strangled breathing, and when
Olesya scrambled to her feet she saw Natasha slumped against the
bed, the knife in her throat deep, up to its handle, her eyes
bulging, her mouth open, blood pumping, spilling down her chin.
“Fuck!” Egor shrieked. “Fuck you, stupid whore! You see
what you fucking made me do!”
And Dima roared and dove for him but he was a moment too
late. The door slid back. Egor and Milena dashed out, sprinted
down the corridor. Dima rushed after them, tripped, fell to his
knees. Olesya went rigid, paralyzed by indecision.
Do I pull the knife out? Do I keep it in? What do I do? Oh
God fucking Jesus, what do I do? Do something! Don’t just stand
there like a dummy! Stop the blood flow! Go on, do it!
Natasha gazed at Olesya, mute, her eyes vacant, glassy, the
flow of blood down to a trickle. She wheezed for air, tipped her
chin to her chest, and Olesya flew to her, snatched the corner
of the blanket and blotted her chest with it and pressed it to
her neck.
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“Natasha. Natasha, look at me. Do you hear me? Look at me!”
“She’s gone, Olesya,” Dima said behind her.
“No. No-no-no-no. Not Natasha. Please.”
He rested a hand on her arm. “Come on. We should put her up
on the bed. Will you help me? I don’t know if I can do it alone.
My stomach hurts like hell...”
The intercom sputtered.
“That was a nice goodbye, Olesya.” Grigory Vasilievich
sounded jolly. “Good job! You did very well. I have enjoyed the
show tremendously, thank you. Now, hurry. I don’t want us to be
late.”
Before Olesya could answer, the floor bucked underneath her
and threw her out of the coupe and the handholds in the corridor
snapped from their sockets and caught her and dragged her to the
vestibule and through the gangway and she saw Dima running,
stumbling, calling her name, and she couldn’t call back to him,
she couldn’t, her mouth dry, her face frozen. And all around her
the gangway hood parted, its rubber folds squeaking like ballet
shoes on the studio floor, and the night spilled black on her
head, and the wind slapped her face. The hoses detached with a
hiss, the coupling snapped, and her last glimpse was that of the
sleeper vestibule door, Dima’s face pressed to the glass, his
eyes wide open, his eyebrows lifted in that puzzled questioning
triangle, and then he rolled out of sight.
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The door swung shut, cutting off the cold and the wind and
the feeble light of the stars. Olesya was alone in the vibrating
rumbling darkness. A shrill whistle ravished the air, a cry of
triumph, of anticipation, of excitement. The wheels clanked, the
bogies whined and screeched, the pistons in the engine pumped
and hissed and thudded.
Olesya steeled herself. “I’m coming, papa. I’m coming.”
There were steps. Someone moved in her direction.
“Papa?”
The darkness pressed on her eyes. She blinked.
The noises hushed. There was a flash of sparks and a glow
danced to life, a flickering yellow dot, split in two, in three,
in four.
“Papa? Is that you?”
Eight dots shimmered. Nine, ten, eleven. One winked out
leaving ten. The footsteps resumed, bringing the glow to her,
and with it, quiet singing.
“Happy birthday to you,
“Happy birthday to you...”
Over the glow hung her father’s face, smiling, the corners
of his eyes crinkled. Ten lighted candles floated near her, the
perfect circle on top of the wild strawberry sharlotka, her
favorite pie, its soft airy dough layered with piquant berries,
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the crust poked where the berries cooked and melted, sprinkled
with powdered sugar. Her mother baked it for her.
“Happy birthday, dear Olesya...
“Happy birthday to you.”
The pie stopped in front of her. It was exactly as she
remembered it, moist, spongy, perfect. Sweet fragrance filled
her nostrils and she forgot herself, forgot where she was, her
eyes on the candles, counting them to make sure there were ten.
“Can I blow them out, papa? Can I?”
“Of course you can. Don’t forget to make a wish. Blow hard,
make them go out all at once, or your wish won’t come true.”
“I will.”
She took a deep breath.
I wish to dance on the Bolshoi stage. I wish for you to
watch me, papa, watch me dance. I wish you’d always be there for
me, always-always-always.
She puffed out her cheeks, pursed her lips in a spout and
blew the air, hard, in a whooshing stream. The candles went out
at once and a light went on, the light from the lamp hanging
over the dinner table assembled for the occasion.
Olesya clapped in excitement. “Did you see? Did you see? I
blew them all out! All of them! My wish will come true!”
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“Don’t tell us what it is, Kozlik,” her mama said, taking
out the candles and putting them on an empty saucer, “you don’t
want to spoil it.”
“Good job!” her papa said. “Look at you. Ten years old
already. Where did the time go. Here, let me give you a piece of
pie.”
Olesya held out her plate, her eyes on the knife that
quivered over the plump delicious goodness. Her father was
meticulous with everything he did. He took his sweet time in
slicing it in ten equal parts—“One part for each year of your
life, my little ballerina.” He sunk the tip of the knife in the
middle, stabbed it, sawed to the edge of the crust—the blade
came out smeared with red syrup and white crumbs. He cleaned it
on a napkin, poked the middle again, sawed four more times,
dividing the pie in five wedges, then cut each wedge in half and
tilted back in the chair, admiring his work.
Olesya’s hand shook from holding her plate for so long.
“Pick one,” he said. “Which one do you like best?”
“I don’t know, papa. They’re all the same!”
“No, they aren’t. Look closer. I made sure one of them is
just a bit bigger than the others. A special slice for you, on
your special day.”
Olesya peered at the pie, confounded—the slices looked
identical. She plonked the plate on the table, slid off the
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chair, bent to the crust. The soles of her feet were flat on the
floor and she thought she sensed it tremble, as if a heavy truck
trundled up the street but she heard no grumbling engine, she no
sounds of traffic at all and that was odd and she scrunched her
brows and glanced at the window.
“Well, did you find it yet?” Grigory Vasilievich said,
diverting her attention back to the pie. “Do you give up? Do you
want me to help you?”
Something in the way he said it irked her, and she looked
at him and couldn’t place what was wrong and then it hit her. He
was wearing his best suit, the suit he wore on the occasion of
her first ballet recital. He was fussy about his suits, fussy to
the point of obsession. He never wore them around the house in
fear of soiling them, creasing them, ripping them.
You wore your grey checkered shirt on my birthday, papa.
You didn’t think I’d remember?
She dropped her eyes, hoping he missed it, and the
revulsion and disgust at what she had to do punched her gut,
goosed her flesh and she shuddered.
Can I stand to do it? Yes, I can, dammit. Yes. I. Can.
“They’re all so perfect, papa! I don’t see which one is
bigger. Can you help me, please?”
He started to answer but she was already by his side. She
flung her arms around his neck and kissed his cheek—“Let’s to it
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together! I want to do it together!”—and climbed on his lap and
wiggled as though to settle better, grinding her butt on his
crotch, and there it was, hard, pulsing, and he breathed in her
ear, “You little wiggle worm. Never sit still. You want to do
everything with your papa, don’t you?”
“I do, papa! I do!”
Her mother rose from the table. “The tea is getting cold,
Grisha. Just let her pick a slice already. Enough of your
games.” She left the room and from the kitchen came the clutter
of the teakettle and the clicking of the burner.
“I think it’s this one!” Olesya pointed at a random slice,
hoping her voice wasn’t too shrill, her excitement too obvious.
“No, it’s not. Try again.”
“Hmmm.” She put a finger to her lips and let her other hand
fall, brush his pants. He shifted under her, the hardness
shifted with him, rubbing against her buttocks, against the slit
of her vulva. It was uncomfortable—it jabbed her tender flesh—
but she wiggled some more to relax his guardedness, to make him
vulnerable to the whim of his lust, and as she felt his knees
shake, his breath quicken, she clenched her teeth.
Now.
“I got it, papa! It’s this one!”
She bent over the table, lifting her butt away from his
groin, and while he fumbled with his tongue, trying to say
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something, quick as a bird she stuck her hand in his pants, in
the warmth of his briefs, and closed her fingers around it—
Trubochka!—and wrenched it out, rosy and smooth like his rosy
hairless skin, and then she was off his lap and he was roaring
and the pie was flying.
“This is mine! Give it back! Give it back!”
Olesya ran to the door. It slammed shut. She spun around.
Her father was smiling, a mask of kindness on his face, his
demeanor calm, his tone soft. “Come on, Olesya. Be a good girl.
There’s no time for you to play with your toy locomotive. We
have to be at the studio by five, remember? And it’s already
four-thirty. You know Nadezhda Petrovna doesn’t like it when
you’re late. Go get your dance bag, get dressed.” He moved to
her, one hand outstretched. “Here, I’ll put it in the box for
you.”
Olesya drew back.
He was four paces away from her, three paces, two—
The door. Jam it in the door, dammit. It’s closed. Then
teeth, use your teeth. I can’t. I’ll throw up!
He lunged for her, and Olesya bit it.
Her teeth broke through the tinplate—Crrrunch!—sharp pain
on her tongue where the wheels dug into it, coppery taste of
blood, then a scream of agony, loud metallic screeching. The
ceiling ripped. The floor fell away. For an instant she was
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airborne—I’m falling, it’s falling with me—and then she crashed
against the pipes, the cisterns, cried out in pain. The toy
locomotive flew out of her mouth and over the groans of metal,
the creaks, the squeaks, she heard it pinging as it bounced and
dropped. Her head hit something, her shoulder, her thigh. She
was tumbling. The engine was tumbling with her. And when it came
to a stop with an explosive thud she scrunched her eyes shut and
opened them when her ears were ringing with silence.
Light.
Blue light spilling through the broken window, the jagged
shards an arm-length away, the sky beyond them, cold with dawn,
bits of glass in her hair, on her face, flecks of snow whirling,
twirling—tiny ballerinas—the pain in her back, the shooting
pain, the spiny uneven surface. She felt around, grabbed a hold
of something warm, slick with moisture-a pipe?—lifted her head,
took lungfuls of air, again, again.
I derailed it. My God, I derailed it.
Then she heard a sound that prickled her scalp.
The sound of a child crying.
It was irregular, heaving, gulping, as though the child had
been crying for a long time, and it was coming from the door
that was on its side, the door to the engineer’s cab.
Olesya sat up, paused for breath, rolled over to her hands
and knees and hung her head, the walls around her spinning,
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spinning. She waited for the dizziness to subside, for the
nausea to quiet in her stomach.
I’m in the engine compartment. I’m fine. I’m alive. I need
to get out of here—this is not a child crying—need to get help,
to—don’t listen to it. Don’t listen! He’s tricking you into
looking!
She brushed the bits of glass from the tank, swallowed the
taste of blood, swayed, dizzy again, looked up.
The crying stopped abruptly, on the sound of slapping.
Get out of here. Out of here! Now!
“Hello?” she heard herself say.
An older voice, shushing. The crying resumed, hiccuped,
swelled in sobs. The older voice shushing again, sounds of
struggle. A whimper, another. Silence. And then a new noise, a
kind of muffled thumping. Erratic, then settling into a rhythm,
faster, faster.
Olesya’s skin goosed and she went cold all over, cold with
the knowledge, with the sickening dread—“I want to show you
something,” he said, “the ride of your life.” She hesitated,
then started crawling forward, carefully shifting her hands and
knees, slowly, until she reached the door. It had a window in
it, and through the window she saw a room lit with grey
daylight. In the middle of the room stood a large table
cluttered with scraps and heaps of fabric, most of it in soft
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pastel tones. On the corner sat a sewing machine, a halffinished garment under the needle, a female mannequin with a
shiny bodice pinned to it—ballet costume, that’s a ballet
costume, and that’s grandma’s china cabinet with her porcelain
figurines, and that’s her bed—
Olesya stiffened.
The bed was covered with a crocheted afghan, bright red
with splashes of rosy flowers, and on the bed was a man, his
pants pilled around his knees, his naked buttocks clenching and
unclenching, clenching and unclenching. He held on to something,
a shape bent under him, a child. It long stopped whimpering or
making any kind of noise, its thin white arms splayed out, head
turned to the side, cheek sliding against the blanket in tune
with the trusts, eyes open, puffy, vacant.
Olesya stared in those eyes, through the dusty glass,
through the murky air, and she recognized them, their hazel
warmth, and something broke inside her, something snapped and
dropped, and she whispering, “Papa?”
The child blinked. Its eyes focused, saw Olesya, opened
wide, and then it screamed. The man slapped it and hissed, “Shut
up. Shut up or I’ll kill you. I’ll tear your goddamn brains out,
you hear me, you little piece of shit?”
In Russian, he’s cussing in Russian.
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The man shoved a handful of the afghan into the child’s
mouth, hunched over it, and shoved and plunged with terrible
force, then shuddered all over, tipped his head and groaned,
pulled himself out, wet and swollen. Olesya’s bowels turned to
hot water, rushed up her throat, filled her mouth. She choked.
She couldn’t watch anymore but she had to, had to know who the
bastard was. His back to her, he zipped himself up and froze,
flipped his head around, clapped his eyes on Olesya, seeing her,
not seeing her, small brown eyes set deep in the bullet head,
the eyes of the late Semyon Larionovich, her grandmother’s
second husband who died of a heart attack three years before she
was born.
He flicked his eyes from her to the child to her again,
then scooped up the child, grabbed the clothes from the floor
and dashed at Olesya—she had no time to get out of his way—
opened the door, squeezed past her and when she spun around he
was a yard away, pushing the child in the door of the toilet
closet, the old-fashioned pre-revolution type that still graced
some central Moscow apartments, long and narrow, with a mosaic
floor and a cupboard above the bowl.
Semyon Larionovich tossed in the clothes. “Get dressed,” he
hissed, “and keep your mouth shut. I hear you tell anyone,
you’re dead, you little shit, you got it? You and your mamochka
both. Better not forget to lock that goddamn bolt.” He shut the
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door, and then Olesya heard it, insistent ringing. Someone was
ringing the doorbell.
Semyon Larionovich darted next door and after a minute
emerged with his features arranged into docile servitude, his
hair wet, his back stooped, feet shuffling in the slippers.
“What took you so long?” Zinaida Yefimovna stalked in,
hands bulging with shopping bags.
“Just out of the shower, Zinochka.” He pecked her cheek.
“Let me take these for you.”
“Where’s Grisha?” She unrolled her shawl, took off her
coat, draped it over the hanger.
“I don’t know. Hiding somewhere? You know how he likes to
hide.” The crinkle of plastic bags. The whine of the
refrigerator door.
“Grisha!”
No answer. She walked past Olesya, into the room, glanced
around, arms akimbo, peeked under the bed, smoothed the afghan—
“messed up my bed again, you little hooligan, wait till I catch
you”—went out into the hall. “Aha!”
She tried the toilet door.
“Grisha? Grisha, I know you’re in there. Open up.”
No answer.
“Has he been there long?”
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“I have no idea, Zinochka. I was taking a shower.” The
voice from the kitchen strained, quivering.
“You little devil. You just wait. I’ll teach you a lesson.”
She pressed her ear to the door, knocked. “Grisha! That’s enough
of your hiding games! How many times have I told you not to hide
in the toilet?” She waited. “Why don’t you answer me? Did you
stick your head in the bowl? Did you drown in there?”
“Don’t, Zinochka. He’ll come out in his own time.”
What a bastard, what a shameless two-faced bastard.
“Grisha!” she slapped the door and threw up her hands.
“What did I do to deserve this? You tell me,” she rounded on
Semyon Larionovich. “What did I do?”
“His father’s death was hard on him, Zinochka, you must
understand...”
The bolt rustled and the door creaked open.
There stood a skinny boy, seven or eight years old, his
pale face expressionless, eyes reddened, hazel hair sweaty,
plastered to his forehead. He was dressed in a crumpled buttonup shirt and pants with suspenders and socks and sandals.
“You dirty rascal!” Zinaida Yefimovna dragged him out by
the ear. “How many times have I told—” She cut herself off, her
eyes wide open. “What is this? What is this, I ask you?”
On the mosaic floor by the toilet bowl spread a puddle of
liquid shit speckled with blood. It stunk to high heaven.
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Big globules of water rolled out of Grisha’s eyes as his
mother hauled him to the kitchen, foisted a rag in his hands,
and pushed him in the toilet to clean up his mess while she went
to the phone to call the ambulance.
Olesya stepped in the toilet. “Grisha?”
Grisha made no sign he heard her, mopping the floor.
“Grigory Vasilievich? Papa?”
He was mumbling. Olesya stooped to hear him better.
“It hurts.” He wiped the snot on his sleeve, the stinky rag
in his hand dripping. “It hurts to poop...” The rest got lost
between his blubbering lips.
Olesya couldn’t help herself, reached out.
Don’t touch him!
But she was already holding him, pressing him to her
breast, rocking him, smoothing the hair out of his sweaty face,
and he looked up at her with frightened eyes and she started
crying and he watched the tears stream down her cheeks and
plucked one with the tip of his finger and looked at it and
said, “How did it feel, watching me getting fucked in the ass?
Tell me. How did you like it?”
“I...I didn’t...” she chocked on words.
It was Grigory Vasilievich in her arms and his face was
livid with envy and he grabbed Olesya’s head and tipped it and
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squeezed. “What was it like, growing up being loved? Being doted
on? Adored? Spoiled rotten?”
“You’re hurting me, papa...please...”
“Good.” He squeezed harder.
Olesya’s teeth scraped against each other and she sucked in
air through the puckered lips and mumbled, “I’m sorry. I’m so
sorry you had to endure that. I never knew—”
“You do now.” He bore his eyes into hers like two augers.
“So tell me. What do you think it was like growing up being used
as a doll with a hole for a dick? A plaything? A toy to screw
any time there was need for relief of rage, feelings of personal
inadequacy, sexual frustration?”
Olesya averted her eyes. “It must’ve been horrible.”
He jerked her. “Look at me. I want you to look me in the
eyes when you say it.”
She looked, and it was like looking into pits of hell, and
in them misery, misery and longing. “It must’ve been horrible,
papa.” She meant it, and he saw that she did.
“You damn right it was.” He slackened his hold.
Olesya cringed. Her cheeks welled with bruises.
He mistook it, squished her face, pulled her close. “Is
that revulsion in your eyes? Is that what I see? Look at you,
disgusted with your father, the father who spent every bit of
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his extra money, every minute of his free time on you. Did I
ever hurt you? Did I ever laid a finger on you?”
“No.” You’re hurting me now.
“And there you go and botch my last ride. I was going to be
gentle about it, tactful, civil. I was going to give you the
choice afterward, to join me or to stay alive. But no, you had
to act like the spoiled little girl I have raised. I imagine
it’s my own damn fault. I wanted only the best for you, can’t
you see? I didn’t want you to suffer the way I have suffered.”
Something stirred in Olesya, something red and hot.
“I wanted you to have it all, and I did pretty well,
wouldn’t you say? I was a good father, wasn’t I?”
“Yes.” She had to force it out. It was hard to talk.
“Was it too much to ask, to watch you from time to time?
Where was the harm in that? Tell me. You never knew.”
“Tanyusha did.” It came out before she could stop it.
He glared at her. “I didn’t mean for it to happen.”
“What did you mean, then?” Olesya said, her voice shaky.
“I’d like to hear it. I’d like to know how a five-year-old girl
ended up running through the woods without her panties or socks
or shoes, running away from her own father whose fly was
unzipped?”
He considered, released his grip, gazed over her shoulder.
“I spooked her by accident. We had such a good time. We were
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picking wild strawberries, and there were lots of them that
summer. She got carried away and, you know how it is with little
kids, she peed herself. It was all wet, her panties, her
socks...so I took it all off and told her to lie in the grass,
to dry in the sun. It was warm. She fell asleep right away and
tossed to her back. Her skirt hitched up and...I couldn’t help
myself, didn’t think she’d wake up so quickly—”
Olesya’s flesh shrunk. She gagged, sickened.
“—when she saw it, her eyes rounded and she shrieked,
‘Snake! Snake!’ I was too slow to run after her, you understand,
by the time I got to the tracks it was too late.” There was a
strange relief in his voice, of having told someone, disposed of
his story. He stroked her face now, and Olesya bit on her
tongue. It was all she could do not to vomit. Warm blood filled
her mouth, and that something red and hot shot to the surface,
scorched her eyes, burned her skin.
“What do you want from me?” she said. “You’re dead. Your
pain is in the past. There’s nothing you can do about it,
neither can I. It’s over, papa, it’s all over. I can’t relieve
it for you, as much as I’d like to.”
“Oh yes, you can.” He sized her up and down, undressing her
with his eyes, his leer feverish like that of a starving maniac.
“You can relieve me by showing me what it feels like to be
betrayed by those who’re supposed to love you, care for you,
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protect you. I want to see it in your eyes, I want to feed on
it, to gloat. It will justify my pain, it will balance it out,
at last, and then I’ll go in peace, after you release me.” He
took her hands off her and unzipped his pants.
“No.” Olesya scooted back. The knuckle of her spine hit
something hard, something polished. She felt behind her,
stiffened. “Not my bed. Not in my bed.”
“You have nowhere to go.” He stepped out of his pants,
folded them, unbuttoned his shirt, his white body bluish in the
light of the winter morning. “Better not struggle, it won’t hurt
as much. Believe me when I say this, I know from experience.”
“No.” Olesya said, nauseous with fear.
It’s your own fault. You shouldn’t have touched him.
Then he was upon her, pinning her to the bed, choking her,
ripping her dress. She clawed at him, at his arms, at his face.
He slapped her, hard, again, and again. Her ears exploded with
ringing, her vision turned blurry.
“Look at me,” he said.
She blinked away the tears.
“I want you to look me in the eyes when you feel it.”
He fumbled between her legs.
No. She made no sound.
“Look me in the eyes.”
“No,” she croaked.
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Something cold and rough parted her labia, wiggled in,
rammed up her vagina.
“Do you feel it yet?” He searched her eyes. “The
humiliation. The helplessness. The hatred. Do you want to hurt
me back? Tell me. Do you want to kill me?”
And she knew what he wanted, what he meant by release.
“Yes, it hurts, papa,” she said, “it hurts worse than any
pain I’ve ever felt. But I don’t hate you. You can hurt me as
much as you want, I won’t hate you. I’ll never hate you. I love
you.”
“You got it wrong,” he snapped, “you got it all wrong.”
“I forgive you,” Olesya said.
“No.” He pushed away from her.
“I forgive you.”
“Stop saying it!”
“I forgive you. I forgive you.”
He hollered then, an inhuman howl of failure, and the walls
of Olesya’s room shimmied, warped, and folded, and she was
sprawled on the snow, in front of the derailed locomotive,
seventy pounds of steel, crushed and broken, and next to it
stood her father, dressed in as he was dressed the day he died,
in his best navy suit, his sheepskin coat, his ushanka.
“My little ballerina,” he said, and smiled his kindly
smile, the genuine one, the one that crinkled up his eyes.
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“You’ve grown strong, stronger than me. I’m proud of you. And
your dancing...oh, Olesya, it was magnificent. You’re good,
you’re very good. Don’t you ever quit. Promise?”
Olesya trembled. “I promise.”
“Good. Just what I wanted to hear.”
And she fought the wish to rush to him, to smell his aftershave, feel him hold her, rock her, whisper to her silly
nothings. And she’d laugh at them, they’d laugh at them
together, and he’d pat her head and kiss it, tell her he loved
her. She had to let go of this. It was never there. It was an
illusion, just like her dead father standing in front of her was
an illusion, and she stood up and said, “You may go.”
He nodded, dropped something, turned and climbed the tracks
and walked along them until he disappeared in the haze, and
Olesya leaned over and picked up the thing that he dropped and
it was Trubochka, bitten, bloodied, discarded like a useless
limb. And she held it in her hand, her fingers red, frozen, her
teeth chattering, her insides shaking, and she didn’t know if it
was from standing in the cold in a thin summer dress or from
relief that her papa was gone at last, gone for good, or for
some other reason, and she was surprised that she didn’t care.
It didn’t matter. Nothing mattered.
She was empty.
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She stood like this for a long time, no longer shivering,
no longer aware of her body, looking over the locomotive with
its shattered headlight, its wheels motionless, its grimy belly
exposed, and all around it the soft white flatness that blurred
the horizon, white snow, white sky, and something bothered her.
She squinted to see what it was. A needle stuck in the ground, a
row of needles with hairs strung through their eyes—
That’s...telephone poles.
And something else, something not too far, maybe a fiveminute walk if she could make herself move, dammit, if she could
make her legs obey her, a trodden path running at right angles
to the tracks then turning and running along for as far as she
could see. She traced it back and in the thin whitish glimmer
she saw something that gave her heart a jolt.
A squat little shape.
A house. Someone lives here.
She felt faint.
I could walk to it. I could. I could reach it before dark.
And a sound burst through her lips, an odd snorting sound.
A giggle. She was giggling like a silly little girl and then she
was laughing, gasping for air, clutching her stomach, and at
some point it changed to crying, she couldn’t tell when, it
melted together and shook her, hurt her lungs, and she collapsed
on the snow, drained, exhausted, and it didn’t feel cold for
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some reason, it felt nice and warm, and she propped her head on
her arm and tucked in her legs.
I’ll sleep a little, just a quick little nap, then I’ll go
to that path, yes, it’s better this way, I’ll be more rested—
And then Dima was next to her, holding her, telling her,
“You’re okay, you’re fine,” and her mother was covering her with
a blanket, “Here you go, Kozlik, let me tuck you in,” and
Tanyusha was asking her, “Do you like my dress, Olesya? Grandma
Zina knit it for me, did you know? It took her a whole month!”
And then Olesya was on stage, flooded with lights, hot bright
lights, and there was music, Tchaikovsky’s Serenade pouring from
the orchestra pit and the dancers around her, stunned, angry,
and Alla Borisovna pushed through them and hissed, “Belaya! What
on earth are you doing? Taking a nap in the middle of
performance?” And Olesya raised her head and saw the audience
staring at her, unsure how to react, and the conductor froze and
the musicians stopped playing and the violinist in the very back
of the pit let his bow slip and it squealed against the strings
and the squealing grew louder and louder.
Olesya jolted upright.
The whiteness wheeled around her, pulsed with colored
circles, the knocking wild in her chest, the tongue in her mouth
dry. She scraped a handful of snow, ate it, scraped some more,
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wiped her face, rose to her hands and knees, waited for the
dizziness to subside, rose to standing.
Something was crawling down the tracks.
TUBE sleeper. TUBE sleeper without the engine.
There must’ve been a slight decline in the terrain for the
car to roll on its own. It did so slowly, steadily, squealing
along until it reached the tail of the upended locomotive lying
across the tracks. A bump, a shudder, and the squealing stopped.
The car stood still.
Olesya’s heart leapt to her throat. She wanted to scream,
to rush to it, and couldn’t. Her tongue was frozen, muscles
stiff, bones encased in ice. It was the need to void herself
that got her moving. She squatted by the nose of the engine,
heedless of being seen—they could watch her if they wanted to,
she didn’t give a damn. One hand on the logo TUBE: Trans-Urban
Blitz-Express, another holding her dress and her panties, she
let go with a groan of pleasure. Her urine melted the snow,
steamed up her legs and warmed her, and she wiped between her
legs with the hem of her skirt and got up and trudged to the
car, suddenly anxious, fearing it might be locked then fearing
it might be unlocked. Fearing what she might find inside it.
She stopped by the vestibule door, hot and jittery, rested
her head on the cool of the steel.
God dammit. I have fever. I’m sick.
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She gripped the handle and pulled. The door slid back. Dank
coppery smell hit her face. She grabbed the handholds, climbed
in and stepped on something sticky, drops of something—
Blood. Dima’s blood.
“Dima?”
She heard movement.
“Dima!”
At the end of the corridor stood Milena wrapped in the TUBE
signature blanket, her naked feet white against the red of the
carpet, her hair mussed up, her eyes bloodshot.
“My, oh my,” she said. “Speak of the devil.”
“What?” came from the coupe.
“Would you look who’s back from the dead. You won’t believe
it. Why, I don’t believe it myself.”
“You’re kidding me.” Egor’s face showed, puffy, purple with
bruises. His ice-blue eyes narrowed to ice-blue slits, his
mustache bristled, lips stretched in a grin of sweet
satisfaction. “May lightning strike me dead. Our rara avis
herself, alive and kicking. To borrow a phrase, the devil’s
children have the devil’s luck.”
“Where’s Dima?” Olesya stepped in the corridor.
“How come your papochka didn’t kill you? Did he play with
you and discard you? Were you not good enough for him? Not dead
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enough? Wise man, I wouldn’t fuck you myself. Better to screw a
rubber doll, she’d show more passion.”
Milena sniggered.
“Where is Dima?” Olesya repeated.
Egor made no sign that he heard her. “But then again, if
he’s planning to snuff you out later, we’d love to lend him a
hand, to spare him the trouble. What do you think, Milena?”
“What do I think? I think she’s a sorry sight, the perfect
match for her dog.”
“Where is he?” Olesya slid back the door to coupe nine.
Empty. Coupe eight. Empty.
“I agree with you there,” Egor said. “Seems like she had
quite a tussle. Maybe some fat American dick decided to get her
warmed up for her Russian doggy. Woof, woof! Look at her, all
atremble. Know what that means? The bitch is in the rut. Should
we accommodate her?”
“With pleasure,” Milena said.
Egor flicked his pocketknife open.
Olesya stopped in her tracks. Their eyes met and held and
underneath the blue she saw impunity that comes with madness.
My God. He’s gone off his rocker. Both of them. They’ll do
it, too, they’ll kill me without thinking twice about it. God
dammit. God dammit, Dima, be alive. Please, be alive.
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“I stopped the train for you,” she said, “like you asked
me to. You’re free to leave.” She made to open coupe seven.
Egor thrust the knife at her. “Make a move, bitch, make one
more move, and I promise you, I’ll peel your ugly face right off
your skull. Something for your dog to chew on, help him get a
boner.”
Olesya’s heart knocked hard. He’s alive. He’s alive! Hang
in there, Dima. Don’t you die on me while I show these shits a
thing or two. She suddenly wished for a weapon, anything hard
and hefty. A fire extinguisher would do, or a mallet. I
should’ve looked for them in the vestibule before coming in.
Stupid, stupid. She took a step without thinking.
“Stay back!” Egor swung his arm like a stick at a rabid
dog, jabbing the air. Milena held on to his shoulders, her eyes
bulging, round as saucers.
They’re afraid of me. By God, they’re scared shitless.
“Sorry, sorry. I forgot.” She raised her hands in a sign of
truce. “I’m not moving, see? I’ll stay right here. I just wanted
to tell you there’s a house I saw not too far from here. I can
show you where it is. If you want to, you can go there alone,
without me. I’ll stay out of your hair, I promise. Here, I can
sit in this coupe and wait until you leave. I’m sure whoever
lives there will help you, or maybe they’ve already called for
help, who knows. In any case, another train is bound to—”
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Someone groaned in coupe two.
Olesya broke in cold sweat.
“And why should we believe you?” Milena stepped in front of
Egor. He grabbed her by the arm. She shook it off, her steps
smooth and catlike.
“Go see for yourself. Or, if you don’t want to go out, you
can see if from the window.”
“Ha!” Milena tipped her head, forcing a laugh. “I’ve seen
enough, thank you.”
“My God, Milena. Come to your senses! I’m not hypnotizing
you. I wouldn’t have the first clue how to do it. You know me.
We’ve been dancing together for years.”
“That only proves that you’re very good at hiding it.”
There’s no use talking to her, no use. But Olesya couldn’t
stop. “Think about it. Why? Why would I do something like that?”
“Here she comes again with her whys. You’re asking me why?
Nice try playing dumb, Belaya. To be honest, I never thought you
had it in you, the shy flat-chested girl. Why, I always thought
I was ambitious. Good Lord, was I wrong. You went far and beyond
anything I could imagine.” She stopped two doors away from
Olesya and inclined her head slightly, counting off on her
fingers.
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“First, you kill Lyuba—in broad daylight!—and manage to get
away with it. How did you do it? I’m curious. Did you have to
suck on the engineer’s cock to make him say it was an accident?”
“I didn’t kill her, you know it.”
Milena bent the second finger. “Then you push Inga right
out of the moving car. The nerve to do that...”
Get out, run to the house? No, Dima will bleed to death
while I’m gone. Go round the car, get in from the other side.
They’ll never let me in again once I’m out. What then? The
vestibule, see if the mallet is there. And if not? Can I tackle
her with bare hands? I’m exhausted, and Egor has a knife,
dammit.
“...made poor Egor stab Natasha in the neck. All for what?
To wipe out the competition and to snatch the title of the prima
ballerina. Clever tactic, especially for the one who has no
dancing talent whatsoever. I believe this has gone long enough
and we’re entitled to some justice. What do you think?” She
glanced back at Egor.
He puckered his lips, blew her a kiss. “How does that
saying goes? Ah, yes. As you do unto others, so they will do
unto you. Didn’t your papochka teach you this lesson? No? I
guess we’ll have to perform this instructive procedure without
him. It’s a pity. He’ll miss such a great show.”
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Milena dropped the blanket, and they advanced at Olesya,
bumping shoulders—a languid beautiful girl with eyes pools of
ink, slapping the mallet against her open palm, and the golden
boy, gallantry, dignity in his every movement, his face
distended with bruises, the pocketknife quivering in his hand.
“Don’t do this,” Olesya said. “It’s over, it’s all over.
Let me get to Dima. Please. I won’t ever mention what you did—”
“Be quiet.” Egor glared at her, underneath his loathing,
flashes of terror. “And don’t you think about running. We’ll
catch you.”
“You’re out of your minds,” Olesya said. “Listen to
yourselves.”
“She thinks we’re crazy.” Milena said. “The psycho thinks
we’re crazy.”
Egor made the tsk-tsk noise. “That’s a shame. Rest assured,
my dove, she won’t think that much longer.”
He lunged at Olesya. She clasped the door, pushed it back,
dashed in the coupe and rolled the door shut. Egor wedged his
foot in the gap and the door bounced back. He stepped in,
grinning. Olesya flailed and sat back on the berth. Her hands
touched the blanket and she ripped it from underneath her and
flipped it up and over Egor. He cussed, thrashed at the blanket
trying to free his head, and while Milena tugged it off him
Olesya stripped the sheet and seized her about her neck and
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draped it over her, squeezing past her. Milena shrieked. The
mallet fell from her hand with a dull thump. She fought her way
out of the sheet, her legs tangled, she fell sideways. Egor
jumped out of the coupe with a snarl.
Olesya held up the mallet. “You touch me, and my dead
papochka will come get you. He loves to stick his dick up a nice
ballet dancer’s ass. It’s cold and hard, it’ll make your insides
freeze and clink around like ice cubes in a glass of cheap
vodka. I’m telling you from experience.”
The truth in her words halted him. He looked her over,
uncertain. “He does, does he?”
“Oh yes, he does. And you know what else?” She allowed
herself a frosty smile. “You’re not in the carriage, as you may
think. Nope, it’s all an illusion. I’m making you see it, all of
it.”
Milena stepped out. Egor glanced at her, uneasy.
“You want me to tell you where you really are?” Olesya
asked. “You’re in hell. And the devil is on his way over.”
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Chapter 19. There Is Something Down There

“Hush, Vita! Will you be quiet? What’s the matter with you?”
Nessy Brown put down her expensive fountain pen and shook
her head. What a stupid waste of money, all of it, it didn’t
help her at all. She stared at the smooth creamy paper scribbled
with neat handwriting. It was looking pretty all right—she was
always good at it, since elementary school—but there was nothing
pretty in what it said. It disgusted her. She picked up the pen,
crossed out a few words, dropped the pen, balled up the paper
and threw it in the wastebasket and missed.
“Sweet Jesus, I can’t even aim right. How am I going to get
anything done?”
Vita barked, seized the balled-up paper and brought it back
to Nessy and laid it on her lap and sat expectantly, her coat
thick and black and shiny, her muzzle narrow, her eyes gold, a
wolf of a dog, Nessy’s gorgeous Tamaskan girl whom she brought
along to the cabin and now wondered if it was such a great idea.
Vita barked and clawed at the floor.
“Stop it. You’re scratching it.”
Vita jumped and raced to the door and raced back and barked
and did the circle again.
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“Jesus Christ, girl! What is it with you? We already took a
walk this morning.”
At the word walk Vita yelped and flopped her heavy paws on
Nessy’s knees and wagged her tail, her golden eyes shining with
adoration. Nessy ruffled her, scratched behind her ears.
“All right, all right. Get off me, you spoiled brat. This
damn story doesn’t want to come out of me anyway. Why not, it
might clear my head.”
She propped her hands on the desk and got up and smoothed
back her dark kinky curls greying at the temples of her large
squarish head—“Damn, girl, whatcha hiding in there, two brains?”
her mother used to tease her, may she rest in peace—and the
curls sprang right back and Nessy let out an irritated sigh and
walked to the window and looked out.
The snow stopped. The whiteness was complete, from earth to
sky, the narrow path she took with Vita to the train tracks
barely visible, running off to nothing. Nessy liked it here, no
houses for miles, no loud noises to interrupt her writing, the
roar of the trains long gone, the railway—Milwaukee Road’s
Pacific Extension—abandoned in 1980 due to lack of funds, once a
thriving route now nothing more than a pair of tracks, rails
rusty, ties rotten.
Vita whined by the door.
“I hear you. I’m coming.”
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Nessy drew the curtains closed, walked to the entry,
stepped in a pair of boots, slipped on her bright red parka—for
visibility, is what she told the sales clerk, a pale sickly
thing—she wouldn’t have understood if Nessy tried to explain.
She bought it for the reddish glow it gave her black skin, the
kind of black that resisted any amount of rouge she slapped on
it, sucking it in like some hellish vacuum. She put on the hood—
hats never fit her kinky hair anyway—and approached Vita with an
open collar.
“Will you stand still? What’s gotten into you?”
She wrapped the collar around Vita’s thick neck and,
struggling against her jumps, fastened it, looped the leash on
her wrist and unlocked the door. Frosty air wafted in and Vita
vaulted with a frantic bark.
“Wait up, girl! Not so fast.”
Nessy locked the door, pulled the gloves from her pocket,
put them on, and they were off, Vita tugging at the leash,
pulling, her breath steaming, Nessy struggling to keep up.
“God damn you. What’s your hurry? If you weren’t fixed I
would’ve thought—” Nessy blinked, blinked again. “Sweet
Jesus...”
Where the sky met the ground, along the line of the tracks,
the smooth rosy shape of the carriage and the wrecked locomotive
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sat like phalanges of a severed finger. Nessy lowered her arm
and the leash unspooled and Vita bounded off.
“Vita, come! Come!”
But Vita was already at the car, standing on her hind legs,
clawing at the door, throwing Nessy urgent pleading looks.
Nessy grunted. “I hope to Jesus no one’s dead.”
It took her a while to reach the carriage. Her body
reminded her with every step that she was no longer the bookish
young girl her mother used to tease and every one of her seven
sisters—“Hey, Nessy, square head! Momma wants you. Hey, Nessy,
that true you got two brains? Hey, Nessy, watcha reading about?
Come play with us!” She was well over fifty now, and alone,
thank God, and that was how she liked it. Her knees were bad—
never mind two surgeries—and her ankles liked to twist out from
under her whenever she wasn’t careful.
When she reached the carriage she was drenched in sweat and
regretting she didn’t take her cell phone.
Vita whimpered.
“I know, I know. Hang on.”
Nessy tried the handle. The door slid back. Vita jerked on
the leash, barking nonstop.
“Hush, Vita! Hush!”
There was screaming in the language Nessy didn’t recognize.
Her eyes widened. Vitaclambered up the staircase, dragging Nessy
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behind her, pulling, pulling, through the vestibule, to the
corridor—
“Sweet God!” Nessy cried. “Miss, are you all right?”
Milena’s beautiful aristocratic face was rigid, wound up so
tight the whites of her eyes showed around her pupils. Blood
trickled down her forehead where Olesya her hit with the mallet.
She looked at the woman then at the dog then shrieked.
“The Devil! The Devil has come!”
Nessy froze, stunned. The word the woman screamed—“dyavol”—
sounded like “devil,” and she unwittingly touched her face which
she hasn’t done since elementary school, since that pissant
little fuck David Bullock with his ugly horse teeth and huge
freckles shouted at her on recess, “You! Over there! Ever look
at yourself in the mirror? You’re black like the devil! Why
don’t you wash your face, you dirty devil girl?” There was
laughter, and devil girl stuck to her, stuck to her for years.
Nessy shook her head, dislodging the memory, and when she looked
at the woman again there was a man behind her, blond, blue-eyed,
his face disfigured with bruises.
Vita snarled, yanked at the leash.
“Sit!” Nessy snapped. “Sit! You crazy girl.”
Vita sat, huffing, growling, the smell of blood raw in her
nostrils, the stink of fear driving her mad.
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“Please,” Nessy said. “Don’t be afraid. I don’t mean you
any harm. I came to help you. Do you speak English?”
Egor stared at Nessy then at the knife in his hand. “Fuck.”
She hasn’t seen it, hasn’t seen it. He thrust the handle in
Milena’s hand, bent her fingers around it. She instinctively
grabbed it.
He drew back from her. “This woman is mad!” he cried in
halting English. “She attacked me! She attacked us all! She has
a knife! Watch out!” He rushed to the end of the carriage but
Milena was faster. She seized the back of his leotard, stuck out
a foot and tripped him.
“You son of a bitch,” she hissed, “you cowardly lying piece
of shit. I will kill you.” She straddled him and stabbed him.
Vita ripped the leash from Nessy’s hand and in two leaps
she was upon them, snarling, biting.
“Vita, no! Leave it! Leave it!”
Milena screamed, shielded her face. The knife dropped from
her hand. Egor grabbed it, wiggled out from under her, from
under the mess of limbs and fur, and started slashing blindly,
at the dog, at Milena, at the coal-black woman that sunk to her
knees, her arms up and around her dog, wrestling it, yelling for
it to stop. Egor cussed and struck and grazed Vita’s hide. She
yelped, squirmed out of Nessy’s hold, pinned him to the floor.
He jabbed her belly. She locked her teeth on his arm and flailed
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her head side to side, his flesh ripping, blood flying, and
Nessy grabbed Vita’s back legs and grunted and lifted her off
the floor. Vita opened her jaws and Egor was up and roaring and
charging. “Get your fucking dog away from me! You Devil’s bitch!
Get it away from me, or I swear I will kill it!”
“Don’t touch it!” Milena blocked him. “It’s the Devil’s
hound! It will—”
He struck her. She sagged and he stepped over her and
didn’t see Olesya crawl out from the coupe behind, didn’t see
her get up, raise the mallet, and bring it down on his head with
a dull—Thwack! He swayed, his ice-blue eyes wide with surprise,
then he toppled. Milena rose to her hands and knees and quickly
crept away and then she was in the vestibule and out of the car
and running, stumbling in the snow, dripping blood, pulling
herself up and running, running away, and Olesya watched her
from the window and the mallet slid from her hands and she
leaned on the glass and started crying.
Vita came up to her, sniffed her, licked her bloody palm
and disappeared in the coupe. Someone groaned in there. Vita
barked sharply.
“Oh, sweet Jesus Christ,” Nessy took the shaking girl in
her arms, patted her on the back. “You’re okay. You’re going to
be okay.” Over Olesya’s shoulder Nessy saw Vita in the coupe
licking Dima’s face and Dima moaning, his eyes half-closed, his
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torso wrapped in a sheet dark with blood, and on the other berth
she saw a red-haired girl lying stiff as a doll, her throat cut,
and Nessy’s stomach dropped somewhere, her chest felt tight.
“God help me,” she said, let go of Olesya, unzipped her
parka, wiped the sweat from her brow. “Miss, are you hurting
bad? Can you walk? Do you understand what I’m saying?”
Olesya nodded.
“Thank God. Can you tell me what happened?” She stepped
into the coupe. “Vita. Come here, girl. Let me see.” She felt
Vita’s smooth warm belly and her fingers came away wet and
slick. “Ah, he cut you. Not too deep, though, you’re going to be
okay. You bad girl, you know that? What did I tell you?”
Vita uttered a guilty whine, tucked in her tail, sat on her
hunches. She knew what bad girl meant, knew it well, ever since
she peed all over Nessy’s bed, proclaiming her happiness on the
day Nessy brought her home from the shelter. She bent her head
down as far as it would go and licked the blood off her cut
where it itched and stung.
“I’m afraid to leave you here,” Nessy said. “Afraid he’ll
bleed to death by the time I get to my phone. Mister? Hey,
Mister?”
Dima opened his eyes.
“What’s your name?”
“Dima.”
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“What a beautiful name. Dima. Can you stand, Dima? Can you
get up and walk?”
“Yeah,” Dima said. “Yeah, I think I can.”
“I’m Nessy Brown, by the way,” Nessy stepped in and gently
shook his hand. “I have a cabin not too far from here. And this
is my dog, Vita. She’s not aggressive, I’ve never seen her like
that. She’s the tamest dog you’re ever clapped your eyes on. It
must’ve been the smell of blood that drove her mad and that man
who cut her. I’m sorry, I forgot to ask you. What’s your name,
miss?”
“Olesya.” Olesya walked in, sat on Dima’s berth.
“I’ve never heard that name before. Olesya.” She rolled it
around in her mouth as if tasting it. “Where are you from,
Olesya?”
“Russia.”
“Russia?” She wanted to ask what the hell they were doing
here, in this God-forsaken part of Montana, in the middle of
nowhere, on abandoned train tracks, but she bit her tongue. This
was not the time for questions. She’ll ask them later.
“Who did this to your—”
Vita barked. Nessy turned on the noise.
Egor rolled their coupe door shut and they heard him tromp
along the corridor and out of the car.
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“He killed Natasha,” Olesya answered Nessy’s question,
tipping her chin to the door. “Egor. Egor killed Natasha.”
“He must be mad, that man. Thank God he’s gone.” Nessy
ruffled Vita’s head, thinking. What if he attacks us when we’re
out there? What then? You’ve got no weapon, girl, nothing at
all, and Vita is injured. She’ll grow weaker the longer you
wait. You have no choice, you gotta get them to your cabin.
“All right. Let’s get going.”
Olesya helped her rip a sheet into strips and tie the knots
and wrap it around Dima’s middle, securing it tight. They did
the same with Vita but she tore it right off and they decided to
let her be, and after Olesya found Dima’s boots and coat and
Nessy helped him put them on, Olesya went to her coupe and
stripped out of the bloodied dress and changed into dry clean
clothes and went to the lavatory, peed, washed her face, and
spent the last of the water on scrubbing Trubochka clean,
scrubbing off the blood, her own blood mixed with that of Egor’s
when he tackled her in the coupe and she bashed his face with it
and he was about to cut her and then the dog barked. He pushed
her. She struck the table with the back of her head and passed
out and came around to the noises of fighting.
And they got Dima out, propped on their shoulders, careful,
with Vita running around, jumping, plopping down, licking her
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belly, jumping up again, leading the way. And Nessy kept talking
and talking, to keep them alert, keep them moving.
“Where from in Russia?” she asked.
“Moscow,” Olesya said.
“What do you do?”
“Ballet.” She curved her free arm and opened it gracefully,
lifted it over her head, let it fall.
“Classical ballet?”
“Yeah.” Dima said. “Bolshoi Theatre. American tour.”
“Bolshoi! On tour!” Nessy’s face lit up. “I’ve seen Swan
Lake once. It was beautiful.”
“We dance Serenade. Tchaikovsky. Serenade for Strings.”
“Ta-da-da,” Olesya sang, “ta-da-da-da. Ta-da...”
Dima hummed with her and they made it halfway to the cabin
when Vita took off with a yelp, her barks echoing through the
stillness.
“Vita, no!” Nessy cried. “Come back!”
Vita stopped about thirty yards away, barking at something
dark in the snow. It wasn’t moving.
They looked at one another.
“You all right holding him up on your own?” Nessy asked.
Olesya nodded.
“No, you’re not. Look at you all shook up. You’re barely
standing on your own two feet. What devil had possessed me to
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say that. There goes Nessy and her big mouth,” she added under
her breath. “Why don’t you sit, go on, sit down. I’ll go see
what it is.”
She hurried off, the tails of her red coat flying.
Olesya looked at Dima.
“She said we should wait for her here. Said you look awful,
too weak to walk.”
Olesya almost cracked a smile. “No, she didn’t. My English
is not that bad, you know? You’re the one who can barely walk.”
“Sure I can walk. I can walk just fine.” His tone changed.
“You want to see, don’t you?”
“Yes,” Olesya said quietly. “I want to look the bastard in
the face.”
“I get it,” Dima said. “Trust me, I do. You know how they
say—”
“—it’s better to see something once than to hear about it a
hundred times,” Olesya finished.
“Yeah, that’s the one.” Dima coughed, doubled over, clamped
his arms around his middle.
“You sure you want to do this? Why don’t you sit down?”
“Hell, no. I’ll crawl if I have to. You’re not the only one
who wants to see this, Olesya.”
The sharpness in his voice frightened her a little. She
turned away to hide her face and offered him her shoulder and he
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leaned on it, lightly, gently, and hobbled next to her and a bit
behind her and by the time they reached them, Vita stopped
barking and Nessy stood very still.
At their feet lay Egor and Milena, arranged in their last
pas de deux, the most intimate, most attached they had ever been
on stage, Egor’s strong sculpted legs scissored apart, toes
pointed, buttocks flexed, hard as stone, his torso straight,
head tossed back, hands closed on Milena’s neck as though he
helped her stretch it, helped her tip her chin just right for
that classic regal look, her head a sweet confection on a stick,
her inky eyes open, dark hair scattered in breezy ripples, her
fingers clenched around the handle of the pocketknife, the blade
sunk deep in Egor’s left eye, Milena watching the vitreous jelly
drip without emotion, her small mouth open, her shoulders stiff,
her toned slim body arched at an impossible angle, perfectly
poised for a fish dive albeit facing the wrong way. Their
costumes sparkled, sprinkled with snow. Red blooms of blood
scattered about them added a finishing touch to the ghastly
tableaux.
Olesya sucked in air, started saying, “It’s my fault, all
of it,” and stopped.
“What?”
“No,” she said quietly, her eyes on the splayed dancers.
“No, it isn’t, dammit. It isn’t.”
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“What did you say?” Dima looked at her in alarm. “I didn’t
hear you.”
“Nothing. Nothing important.”
“Yes it is important. I can tell.”
Nessy watched them with suspicion. “I don’t mean to pry but
you’re not planning on killing each other by any chance? Not
like these two, are you?”
Dima blinked at her, translating in his head. “No. No-no.”
“Thank God,” Nessy let out a sigh, and Vita huffed, sensing
Nessy’s relief, and she patted her on the head and said, “Boy, I
tell you, I seen many things in my life but nothing like this.
Crazy Russians.” She wagged her head. “Come, I need to get you
cleaned up and call the medics for you. They roads are snowed in
and I’m afraid it might take them a while. Perhaps we’ll have
enough time for you to tell me your story.” She glanced at Vita,
half-accusingly, half-forgivingly. “The mess you got me in,
girl. Never mind my measly story. This one will last me several
books, you’ll see. You deserve a treat for this, you spoiled
brat.”
Vita heard the word treat and woofed and wagged her tail
and was off, kicking up the glittering powder, and Nessy cocked
her shoulder under Dima’s arm and wrapped her arm around his
back and they trundled through the snow onto the treaded path
and from the corner of her eye Nessy saw the looks Olesya and
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Dima stole at each other and something stirred in her, something
that’s been asleep for a very long time.
You got a story here, girl, a damned good one, too. Better
strike while the iron is hot.
She felt a surge of excitement, the kind she hasn’t felt in
years, the kind that made her lightheaded when she planned her
first novel, Janna, about a woman serial killer, black like the
night. She frightened her victims half to death when she got her
hands on them. All they saw were the whites of her eyes. Then
she’d smile and they’d see her sharp teeth and piss themselves
and dump in their pants and she’d say then, sweetly, “Did I
scare you, mister? I’m awfully sorry. Not as much as you scared
that little girl you raped the other day, don’t you think? You
scared her awful bad, I heard her crying. I think I ought to
make you cry like that, like that little girl. What do you say?”
And she’d set her teeth to work.
And Nessy ground her teeth against each other, unaware she
was doing it, replaying the scene in her head with sickening
pleasure, and then they were standing by the stoop to her cabin,
the round logs dark, weather-beaten, in places cracked, the wood
stove pipe pointing up on the roof like a black admonitory
finger.
“We got caught by the American Baba Yaga,” Dima whispered.
“This is her hut on chicken legs.”
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“I don’t see any legs,” Olesya said.
“It’s because she already ate them.”
Olesya couldn’t help herself. The corners of her mouth
crept up and up. “How can you even think about something like
that right now?”
“I don’t know,” he looked down. “Just wanted to see you
smile one more time.” And he sagged to his knees and pitched
forward, hitting the stoop with his face and Vita barked and
Olesya cried, “Dima!” and she was next to him, turning him over,
and Nessy was saying, “Oh, Jesus. Oh, my sweet Jesus,” and
fumbling with the keys and unlocking the door and swinging it
open and then they were heaving Dima inside, in the warm livedin smell of the wood and the stove and the coffee, and Olesya
was ripping the sheet with shaking fingers and Nessy was on the
phone, cursing herself for taking her sweet time, punching the
numbers, missing one, punching again, and Olesya was crying now
and Nessy tried not to listen.
Keep it together, girl, keep it together.
And it seemed to take for them forever to pick up, long
enough for her to sweep her eyes over the room, clean, plain,
spartan, just how she liked it, the single lamp in the pool of
yellow light on her desk, the creamy paper, the fountain pen,
the wooden chair with a pillow, the rough timber walls, the
narrow bed in the corner, the bookcase stuffed with books—
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“Hello? Yes. I have a man here with a knife wound, not too
deep, I’d say, but he’s been bleeding for a while. No, mam, I’m
just a witness. No, I didn’t see him—what? I’m at a cabin two
miles south off Meadowlark lane. No, I don’t have an exact
address, there is a sign you’ll see—sorry? My name is Nessy
Brown. Yes, mam.” She glanced at Olesya who was pressing on
Dima’s stomach to stop the blood flow, Vita whimpering, dancing
around. “I’m calling from my cell phone.” She stated the number.
“Please hurry. Yes, I’ll wait.” She cupped the speaker. “How is
he?”
Olesya shook her head, white as sheet.
“They’re sending a helicopter. He’ll be all right. Just
keep that pressure, I’ll be with you in a moment.”
She spoke some more to the dispatcher and nodded and rushed
to the kitchen for the towels and crouched next to Olesya,
helping her tighten them around Dima, all the while reciting in
the phone what she saw, scarcely believing her own words, two
dead in the snow, a man and a woman, the man apparently having
strangled the woman as she stabbed him in the eye, another dead
woman in the carriage on the abandoned tracks, her throat cut
open, and were there more in the derailed locomotive? Nessy’s
guts turned to ice. It struck her that she forgot to look in the
cab, to see if the engineer and the conductor were still alive,
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and she said that to the dispatcher, and it sounded to her like
she was telling a tall tale, like she was making it up.
Vita whined, licked Dima’s face. Nessy used her distraction
to wipe her belly clean with warm wet towel and to slap a BandAid on her cut that definitely needed stitches.
Dima’s eyes fluttered open.
“Are you okay?” Olesya cried.
“Vita, get off him!” Nessy pulled her away.
Dima passed the tongue over his dry lips. “Did she eat us
yet?”
Olesya made a noise that could be a cry or a laugh and Vita
rested her head on Dima’s chest and Nessy brought water and more
sheets and towels and asked them when they got on the tour and
where and bit by bit they told her their story. Olesya waited
for Nessy to tell them they’re nuts but she only listened and
ask them to explain the parts she didn’t understand and sat very
still, her eyes remote, shiny like marbles, and when they got to
the ballet performance in the depot and to Alla Borisovna’s
death they heard the distant drone of the blades.
Vita barked, leapt to the window.
“They’re here,” Nessy said, distant, coming back from
another place. “I believe you.” She placed a hand on Olesya’s
arm. “I believe everything you told me. Did you let your father
go, like he asked you to? Did you release him?”
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Olesya frowned, not understanding.
“Did you allow him to depart?”
“She’s asking if you let him go,” Dima explained.
“Yes,” Olesya said. “Yes, I did.”
The drone of the blades grew louder.
Nessy spoke over it. “It was a wise thing to do, what you
did. The dead don’t like to hang around for too long, they get
weary. You call them, they come, do your bidding, you let them
go. I called on them once—I was frustrated with my novel, it
wasn’t going nowhere, I was stuck. God damn my big mouth. I
asked them for stories. Remember, Vita?”
Vita growled.
“And they came...”
Olesya glanced at Dima.
“Who came?” he asked.
“Who do you think? This railway was built on the bones of
black men, thousands of them, starved, exposed, worked to death,
buried in pits. When they came they made the day black as night.
I soiled my pants when I saw them—”
Someone knocked on the door.
Vita yelped. Nessy hushed her, hurried to answer.
Olesya squeezed Dima’s hand.
He squeezed it back, twice. “Let it go.”
“What?”
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He glanced at her pocket. “You’re still holding it, Olesya.
You don’t have to, not anymore.”
There was a rush of cold air and voices and quick as a
bird Olesya jumped to her feet and took Trubochka from her
pocket and put it on the paper on Nessy’s desk and withdrew and
found herself facing a paramedic with cropped greying hair and
he sat her on Nessy’s chair and asked her name and shone a light
in her eyes and two others were on the floor, unzipping their
bags, starting an IV, and the paramedic told Olesya his name was
James and that she was going to be all right and her friend was
going to be all right and he was measuring her blood pressure
and checking her heart rate and her breathing and she was
suddenly tired, so tired, she closed her eyes and next she was
on the stretcher and Nessy whispered something and held her
close and then she was gone and the ceiling wavered and there
was the racket of the helicopter and the bright white sky and
the snowflakes, spinning, spinning.
“Hey there, little ballerinas,” Olesya said. “What’s that
you’re dancing? Serenade?”
And she was hoisted up and installed in the cabin and there
was Dima, saying something she couldn’t hear for the noise and
she reached out and took his hand and it was warm, it was always
warm, and he held it delicately but firmly like he held it on
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stage, when he guided her, moved her—tombe, pas de bourree,
glissade, arabesque—and she made out what he was saying.
“Mittens! When we’re in Moscow, I’ll buy you mittens!”
The noise intensified, the helicopter lifted, the ground
lurched, the cabin fell away, and by the cabin stood a little
girl in a red summer dress and a wolf sat by her side and the
girl was waving, waving goodbye. Olesya blinked. It was Nessy in
her bright red parka and Vita, growing smaller, smaller, and the
tracks and the carriage and the wrecked locomotive, like broken
toys, discarded, forgotten.
Olesya felt eyes on her. She flipped her head around.
Dima raised his brows in an inquisitive triangle.
“Nothing,” she mouthed. It seemed to me for a moment...but
it’s nothing. It’s nothing. He’s gone.
And below them in the cabin Nessy sat by her desk as she
was, in her boots and her coat, staring at the smooth creamy
paper and the thing on the paper, rosy, bitten, and it rushed to
her at once. She snatched the pen, licked the tip to make the
ink flow and scribbled:
“The train was watching Olesya undress.”
Her heart pounded, her armpits moistened. She put the pen
down, looked at Vita who was curled by her feet.
“I don’t know if I can do it, girl. It’s scaring me.”
Vita cocked her head, growled.
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“All right, all right. Just let me catch my breath.”
She picked up the pen again and the next line was there and
she wrote it:
“She thought it shuddered under the carpet, thick purple
carpet, felt the shudder through the soles of her shoes, new
flats acquired for the tour in a boutique on Tverskaya, a red
lacquer pair that cost half of her principal dancer salary, but
it was worth it, dammit, it was worth it to spend—”
Nessy kicked off her boots, slipped out of her coat, never
taking her eyes from the paper, her hand stopping briefly to
slide through the sleeve then moving again, making short
scraping noises, and Vita watched her fixedly, alarmed by the
smell, the sharp sour stink of fear, and she growled and huffed
and put her head on her paws and prepared to wait. Nessy was
gone, she knew. Gone. Abducted by the story.

The End

